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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on three novels about contemporary Argentina that were written 

by three North American writers. It examines the ways that Douglas Unger's El Yangui 

(1986), Lawrence Thornton's Imagining Argentina (1987^. and Douglas Mine's 

Champions of the World (1988) interpret the sociopolitical problems of Argentina during 

the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. 

These novels reveal a Latin American country torn by violence and confusion. The 

present study concentrates on the social, political and cultural characteristics of the era, 

and the setting, characters, images, metaphors, language, and other literary features 

used by the writers. It is the first critical study of these novels. 

Chapter n provides a background for these three novels by outlining the principal 

historical events in Argentina during the period of 1960-1989. Chapter HI is an analysis 

of El Yangui. a novel of initiation, and focuses on the technigue and characteristics of the 

Bildungsroman. The novel depicts Argentina through the eyes of an adolescent, "El 

Yangui," who visits Buenos Aires in 1969. Chapter IV is an analysis of Imagining 

Argentina, which presents a fictional account of the desaparecidos during the mid-

seventies. It contains a discussion of the importance of the myth of Orpheus to the theme 

and structure of the novel. Chapter V treats Mine's Chan^pions of the World and 

examines the sociopolitical ambience of Argentina during 1978 and 1982. It presents the 

tragic life of the Maglione family and the World Cap Soccer Tournament as the two main 

actions of the narration. Chapters HI, FV, and V contain special sections that give 

profiles of the authors. Chapter VI compares and contrasts the writers' uses of setting, 

theme, methods of characterization, and other literary features. The last includes the 



journey motif, various structural patterns, and Bakhtin's concept of the "carnival motif." 

Finally, the Appendices contain the author's interviews with the three writers. 

The study reveals that each novel gives an interesting, fictionalized account of 

Argentina during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. The three novels contribute to literahire 

in three respects. First, they enrich the literature of the United States by using a foreign 

nation and its problems as their setting. This is particularly tme in Unger and Mine, who 

present Argentina for readers who may know little or nothing of this country. Second, 

the novels have specific literary strengths. Thomton's parallelism to the myth of the 

Orpheus, Unger's use of the Bildungsroman technigue, and Mine's treatment of the 

World Cup Soccer matches are creative means of presenting their respective stories. 

Third, Mine's and Unger's novels contribute to the literature of political experience. For 

Mine, there is no apparent hope for a reasonably just political order, his world view is 

pessimistic. Unger is more optimistic, representing the western humanist vision of 

gradual progress. Thornton approaches the problem fix)m a classically liberal perspective: 

individual liberty resisting the cormpt political system. Although none of the writers 

provides a sufficiently deep explanation for the political chaos of the kind found in 

Argentina, all are able to capture the anguish of people who live under the tyranny of 

brutal political system. 

VI 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of writers have felt the need to explore cultures other than their own in 

order to find universal values and themes for their writings, as well as to satisfy their 

curiosity about exotic places. Many have been attracted to great human convulsions such 

as revolutions and wars. Some of the better known North American writers who engaged 

in such journeys for literary purposes were Ambrose Bierce, Harte Crane, and Katherine 

Anne Porter, who went to Mexico; John Reed, who traveled in Mexico and Russia; and 

Ernest Hemingway, who lived in Italy, Spain and Cuba. 

Many of the explorers and journalists who visited Argentina during the late 

nineteenth century were also seeking material for their writings, but most were probably 

attracted by the curiosity of a distant, desolate, and somewhat mysterious country in the 

Southern Hemisphere. Among the most notable of these writers are William Miller, J. P. 

Robertson, Sir Richard Francis Burton, Robert Cunninghame Graham, and William 

Henry Hudson. 

During the twentieth century, a few noteworthy North American writers journeyed 

to South America in search of new perspectives and materials for their writings. Among 

these were Paul Theroux, who in 1978 concluded his trip through the American Continent 

by describing his experiences in Argentina in his book. The Patagonian Express: Bv 

Train Through the Americas (1979). 

Argentina has interested writers not only because of the land and its people, but 

also because of its own literary figures, such as Jorge Luis Borges, Julio Cort^zar, and 

Ernesto S^bato. Both Borges and Cortizar have been fiiequently included in anthologies 

of short stories published in the United States. Moreover, according to Naomi 

1 
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Lindstrom, writers such as John Updike and John Barth are "discoverers" of Borges for 

the English-language audience. 1 In "The Author as Librarian" in the New Yorker of 

October of 1965, Updike reveals his admiration for Borges. Barth demonstrates a similar 

appreciation of Argentina in his "The Literature of Exhaustion," and "The Literature of 

Renewal." During the mid-1960s in the United States, Borges was an important writer 

among many intellectuals. For example, John O. Stark's critical book. The Literature of 

Exhaustion and Superfiction. and Ronald Sukenick's critical work from this period as well 

as his own creative writing, such as the Death of the Novel, reveal how intellectuals from 

the United States were reading Borges and assimilating him during this period. In 

addition, Donald Barthelme was influenced by Borges. The works of Julio Cort^ar, like 

those of Borges, have also been prominent among literary intellectuals in the United 

States. 

Three recent North American writers who have focused on Argentina are Douglas 

Unger, Lawrence Thornton, and Douglas Mine.2 These authors use the recent 

sociopolitical crisis of Argentina as the main theme of their works. Their novels—Unger's 

El Yangui G986), Thomton's Imagining Argentina (1987), and Mine's Champions of 

the World (1988 )-seem to fit Cortizar's view of literature as a testimony to the historical 

and social manifestation of peoples. As he states, "Sabemos gue la literatura no es s61o 

product© [est^tico] sino una responsabilidad cultural..." (13). In the search for 

universal truth, penetrating a different cultural reality from their own, these three writers 

explore the dilemma and mystery of human suffering under an unjust political system. 

The cultural and historical space which separates these writers from Argentina grants them 

a certain objectivity in relation to the grotesgue reality that the majority of Argentines 

experience. 
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Little attention has been paid to the distinctive role of Argentina in the modem novel 

of the United States. In fact, little criticism has been done in recognizing and assessing 

the peculiar interest that Argentina holds for new writers such as these. The present study 

analyzes the works of these three writers by focusing on how they interpret the historical 

events in Argentina that occurred during the late 1960s, 1970s and the early 1980s. It will 

be concemed with the way the novels portray Argentina as well as how they develop the 

characters fi-om a literary perspective. 

The major methodology for this study is the traditional approach or New 

Criticism.3 The study will begin with a brief historical account of Argentina during the 

period when the events in the novels take place. Next, the novels will be analyzed 

according to their settings, characterizations and literary features. The latter category will 

involve an investigation of how the authors use such matters as structure, point of view, 

imagery, symbolism and language in their novels. Lastly, the novels will be evaluated 

with respect to their effectiveness in portraying Argentina during this period of history. 

Chapter II provides a historical panorama of Argentina during the period of 1960-

1989 in order to explain some of the key events alluded to in the three novels, events such 

as Per6n's influence on the country, the military coups of the 1960s and 1970s, the social 

unrest of the workers and students, the "dirty war"^ during the Process of National 

Reconstmction, the desaparecidos.^ and the Malvinas/Falkland War. The nature of the 

complex Argentine sociopolitical landscq)e is significant because it is within this context 

that the lives of the characters in these novels unfold. 

Chapters in through V analyze Unger's El Yangui. Thomton's Imagining 

Argentina, and Mine's Champions of the World. In the analysis of Unger's El Yangui. I 

focus on the technigue and characteristics of this novel as a Bildungsroman. The novel, 

which contains pointed social and political criticism, depicts Argentina fi-om the point of 
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view of an adolescent, Diego, who visits Buenos Aires in 1969. The setting of the novel 

is especially important since in this type of novel the envircmment plays a particularly 

significant role in the life of the characters. Additionally, the chapter will indicate how 

Unger's style incorporates some of the characteristics of the picaresgue novel and the 

esperpento. FinaUy, I will point out how the author uses an adolescent's experiences in 

growing up to help the reader understand Argentina as well as to depict the universal 

experience of coming to maturity. 

Chapter FV concems Thomton's Imagining Argentina, with its emphasis on the 

desaparecidos during the 1970s. This chapter will focus on my view that the author used 

the myth of Orpheus as its principal theme; therefore it will include an analysis of the 

Jungian characteristics of the protagonist and a treatment of significant symbols and myths. 

In addition, reference will be made to Wallace Stevens's "The Man and the Blue Guitar," 

and Picasso's The Old Guitarist, since the novel incorporates references to these works. 

Finally, the allegorization of the sociopolitical situation of Argentina will be treated 

analytically. 

In Chapter V, I will analyze Champions of the World and will argue that Mine 

writes in the style of naturalism, since he allows the environment to determine the fate of 

the characters. I will also explore Mine's use of grotesgue realism and sensationalism. 

All three chapters contain information about the writers' lives, their other works, 

and the relevance of their experiences to their treatment of Argentina. 

In Chapter VI, these three novels will be compared with respect to setting, theme, 

methods of characterization, and use of other literary features. The comparative analysis 

of setting in these novels deals with issues such as whether the authors use setting 

allegorically or realistically. Specific themes analyzed include foreigners in Argentina, 

and the desaparecidos during the era of the "dirty war." The methods of characterization 
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that are discussed involve such topics as the arrivals/departures technigues, the 

sociopolitical confrontations, and the usage of symbolic language as a means of 

developing characters. Some of the literary features that I discuss are the Bildungsroman. 

the Orpheus theme, and the use of the soccer games as a structural motif. 

The Appendices include information gathered frcHn correspondence with Unger, a 

personal interview with Thomton, and a telephone interview with Mine. 

The present study is the first critical analysis of these novels, except for a few book 

reviews. Because I am considering these novels in comparison to one another, and 

because I am considering how they are reflective of life in Argentina, I hope that my study 

contributes to what needs to be an ongoing study of how North American writers use 

foreign cultures and their sociopolitical events as subjects of their works. 



Notes 

1 Naomi Lindstroni, Letter to the author. 28 March, 1989. In the remainder of 
this paragraph, information on the influence of the Argentine writers on the literature of 
the United States comes from this letter. 

^ In addition to El Yangui (1986"). Imagining Argentina (1987). and Champions of 
the World (1988), there was another novel written about Argentina during this era. Lois 
Gould wrote La Presidents (New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1981). 

3AS a literary approach, I mainly use the "New Criticism" approach. According to 
Wilfred L. Guerin, in Wilfred L. Guerin, et al., A Handbook of Critical Approaches to 
Literature (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1979) 70, the "'formalistic' criticism 
has for. . . [its] object the (fiscovery and explanation of form in the literary work." New 
Criticism assumes the autonomy of the work itself. In C. Hugh Holman, A Handbook to 
Literature (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1986) 331, New Criticism is 
defined as " a cluster of attitudes toward literature rather than an organized critical system." 
The primary concem of the New Critics has been with setting, characterization, tone, 
point of view, imagery, metaphor, and genre. Guerin says that the essential matter "is 
what the work says and how it says it . . ." (75). Moreover, since the three novels in this 
smdy have the characteristics of the historical novel, I also consider the traditional 
approach, which sees a literary work as a reflection of its time and of its authors. This 
characteristic is observed in the final sections of chapters in, IV, andV. Finally, the 
novels, especially Imagining Argentina, offer examples of archetypes (images and 
archetypal motifs or patterns); therefore, the mythological and archetypal approaches are 
also applied in this study. 

^Donald C. Hodges writes: "The T)irty War' of 1975-1978 was of special 
significance in Argentine national life as it brought to a head social tensions that had been 
accumulating since the launching of the military era by Argentina's first successful coup of 
the century in September 1930 [It] was not a momentary aberration or a pathological 
deviation within the armed forces, but the expression of long-term tendencies, mounting 
intransigence, and the instability of Argentine political life" (ix-xi). For more information 
on the origins and outcomes of Argentina's "duty war," see Donald C. Hodges, 
Argentina's "Dirtv War": An Intellectual Biography (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1991) 

^The English equivalent of the desaparecidos is the "disappeared." The Spanish 
term will be used throughout the text 



CHAPTER n 

HISTORY OF ARGENTINA: 1960-1989 

During the 1980s, Argentina became a topic of interest among several writers of 

the United States. Unger's El Yangui (1986), Thomton's Imagining Argentina (1987) 

and Mine's Champion's of the World (1988) focus on the country's sociopolitical 

upheavals during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Because the three novels are, to a greater 

or lesser degree, based upon the sociopolitical instability of Argentina in these decades (the 

military coup, labor unrest, guerrilla warfare, abductions, and torture), this chapter 

offers a general outline of the historical panorama of the years from 1960 to 1989. The 

purpose of this chapter is to provide a background for these three novels. 

Argentina is a land of contradictions. Until 1950, the country had the potential of 

becoming a great nation in the world, primarily because of its extraordinary natural 

resources and large extensions of open land, suitable for farming and ranching. Several 

travelers, commentators, and novelists in the nineteenth century and early twentieth 

century wrote about this rich land. In Argentina 1516-1982. Rock states: 

Among the best known of these observers are the British merchants, like the 
Robertson brothers, who seized the coming of independence to ply their goods in 
the remote communities of the interior, Charles Darwin, for whom the southern 
deserts of Patagonia inspired ideas that contributed to his theory of evolution; and 
the great French geographer, Jean Antoine Victor Martin de Moussy, whose 
multivolumed description of the country remains almost unsurpassed in breadth and 
detail. For the English novelist W. H. Hudson, the great pampas prairies [sic] 
evoked the romantic and nostalgic reminiscences of Far Awav and Long Ago, 
while the Mulhalls captured the country's headlong economic expansion in their 
statistical yearbooks of the 1880s. Panegyrists of the early twentieth century 
include W. H. Koebel, Ernesto Tomguist, Alberto Martinez and Maurice 
Lewandowski, Lloyd's Bank of London, and the economist Colin Clark who 
predicted in his The Economics of I960, published in 1942, that Arjgentina would 
soon enjoy standards of living second only to the United States, (xxi) 

Such were the great expectations about this promising country. However, these 

prospects contrast harshly with subsequent history. In recent decades, Argentina has 
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prospects contrast harshly with subseguent history. In recent decades, Argentina has 

become an underdeveloped coundy. By the beginning of 1960, Argentina was politically 

unstable, largely because of economic instability and problems with the conflict between 

social classes. Moreover, during the 1970s, the country was shattered by popular riots, 

guerrilla warfare, repression, torture and disappearance. The years 1976 to 1979, 

"when more than twelve thousand citizens were 'sucked' off the streets, tortured for 

months, and then killed," represent the climax of horror brought about by an authoritarian 

military regime (Nunca M^s xi). This macabre situation resulted fix)m political and 

economic uncertainties. Unfortunately, Argentina "never achieved the political stability 

that economic success reguired, and the peculiar role of the military in its politics was both 

a cause and an effect of that failure" (Nunca M^s xi). 

The Argentine political turmoil from the sixties through the eighties has its roots in 

early years of straggle. In 1930, the Argentine armed forces overthrew the elected 

President Hip61ito Mgoyen, of the Radical Civic Union party, in an unconstitutional 

coup. Since then the military has overthrown five more elected governments and raled 

Argentina for a longer period than aU of these denxxa-atic governments together. In 1943, 

Juan Domingo Per6n, who was then a colonel, participated in the coup that overthrew 

President Ram6n Castillo. Per6n began his public career in politics when he became the 

head of the National Labor Department in 1945 and took control of the developing trade 

union movement. In 1946, with the help of his second wife, Eva, PenSn was elected 

president and governed autocratically until he himself was overthrown in 1955 and exiled 

in Spain for almost eighteen years. It is worth noting that during the apogee of Per6n's 

government, Eva ("Evita") Per6n exercised strong political power. Similar to her 

husband, Evita exerted decisive influence on the leadership of the General Confederation 

of Labor (Confederaci6n General del Trabajo [CGTT). Moreover, she founded charitable 
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organizations, and was active in women's political rights, among many other political 

campaigns directed to the working-class masses. 

In 1955, after the fall of Per6n's government, the political simation in Argentina 

was in transition untU General Pedro Eugenio Arambura became the president in November 

1955. The new administration was a military dictatorship that had as its objectives the 

restoration of constitutional government Under Arambura, Peronism was persecuted: 

"the Peronist party was dissolved, the CGT placed under an interventor [and] the 

remains of Eva Per6n disappeared without a trace fi"om their resting place in the CGT" 

(emphasis added; Rock 334-35). Despite the anti-Peronist position of Arambura's 

government, the Peronists tried to infiltrate the new political stracture. In 1958, the 

Perorusts supported Arturo Frondizi who promised to readmit them to political life. Then, 

Frondizi won the presidency and majorities in both houses of Congress. 

Frondizi ruled fi"om 1958 to 1962 with great difficulty. His campaign against 

inflation brought restrictions on credit, which increased the difficulties of industry. In 

order to uphold his unpopular policy, Frondizi needed the help of the military. This 

simation was favorable few the Peronists, who, in March 1962, were able to control 

important districts, e. g., the province of Buenos Aires. In July 1963, Arturo Alia was 

elected president of the nation. Unfortunately, niia (1963-1966) inherited Frondizi's 

economic problems. Although Dlia tried to keep the Peronists from power, they 

controlled the labor unions with the help of their exiled leader. By this time, many factors 

were favorable for Peronism: the failure of governments since 1955 to offer better 

economic and political plans and the division of Argentine society based on attimdes toward 

Peronism These factors "contributed to the myth of Peronism as a golden age for the 

lower orders of Argentine society" (Calvert and Calvert 110). Consequentiy, despite 

niia's effort to conti-ol the Peronists, in mid-1965 they regained victory in the 
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congressional elections. As soon as they were strong. Rock states, "In Congress the 

Peronists immediately began sabotaging the government's legislative program; political 

chaos soon prevailed once more" (346). On June 28, 1966, the Peronists supported a 

coup that brought to power General Juan Carlos Onganfa. 

This coup was welcomed as a new beginning. Although the regime pledged to 

establish political balance and compromise, Onganfa rejected those ideas. In this respect. 

Rock asserts, "Following the Brazilians, Onganfa sought to create a modernizing 

autocracy that would change society from above, with or without popular backing" (346-

47). Onganfa had strict control and banned political activities and political parties as well. 

He intervened in the national universities and gave orders to expel students and faculty who 

were in favor of communism. In August, the government intervened in the sugar industry 

of Tucum^ and closed many small sugar companies. In March 1967, there was a general 

strike organized by the CGT, but it was suffocated by the government. Onganfa revealed 

his authoritarianism with his proposal to resort to force to control all institutions and 

individuals that were in opposition. 

In May 1969, there were disturbances and riots in the cities of Corrientes, 

Tucum^, Rosario, and particularly in C6nioba. In the latter, the student and labor 

conflicts rose against the economic policies of Onganfa and Krieger Vasena (the economic 

minister); these incidents, known as the cordobazo. affected the political climate of the 

country. The cordobazo came to be one of the most popular demonstrations in Argentine 

history. According to Rock: 

In late May . . . the city of C6rdoba erapted in a massive riot, primarily instigated 
by university students and automobile workers. Declaring an active strike (paro 
activo). the protesters swept into the city center, burning cars and buses along the 
way. As a mmult unfolded, a broad cross-section of the city's population joined 
the strikers. For some forty-eight hours the city became a theater for pitched batties 
between rioters and police. In scale the cordobazo... surpassed all popular 
demonstrations during the past generation (349) 
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Furthermore, Donald C. Hodges writes, "The revolutionary and combative cadres of the 

popular movement interpreted the cordobazo as a sign that the working class was prepared 

to defend its mobilizations by force The ruling class and armed services also 

interpreted the cordobazo as a prelude to armed hostilities" (121-122). 

Immediately after the demonstration, many underground activities were organized 

by the People's Revolutionary Army or ERP (Ei6rcito Revolucionario del Pueblo), and by 

the leftist Peronist organizations, the Montoneros. ̂  In the months following the 

cordobazo. the political calm of three years was shattered by violence. For instance, in 

June 1969, Augusto Vandor, an important leader of the CGT, was killed; the following 

day, during the visit of Nelson Rockefeller, sent by President Nixon as an special envoy 

from the United States, many bombs destroyed a chain of supermarkets in Buenos Aires 

(Rock 351). In March 1970, the Montoneros killed former president Arambura, known 

as the aramburazo. The aramburazo had strong support from the Peronists, because "it 

had Per6n's specific endorsement; it was carried out successfully; and it catalyzed the 

military coup that toppled General Onganfa and paved the way for new elections" (Hodges 

98). Meanwhile, the armed forces, disturbed by the assassination, overthrew Ongama's 

government in June 1970. General Marcelo Levingston replaced Onganfa. He was later 

replaced by General Alejandro Lanusse in March 1971. 

The decade of 1970 was significant; armed straggle came to Argentina. Guerrilla 

groups were not well known in the country before 1970. Nevertheless, by the end of 

1970, many guerrilla groups were active (Montoneros. the Fuerzas Armadas Peronistas 

(FAP), Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias (FAR), tiie Partido Revolucionario del Puehlo 

(PRT), and die Ej6rcito Revolucionario del Pueblo (ERP) TRock 353]). Under these 

chaotic circumstances, Lanusse promised elections to restore civilian government For 

two years, he managed to contain the guerrilla groups. He also "initiated discussions with 
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PenSn in Madrid, intending to allow the exiled leader to return to Argentina and politics" 

(Poneman 30). By March 1973, there were elections. Since Per6n's candidacy had been 

vetoed by the Army, H6ctor Ctopora, Per6n's personal delegate in Argentina, took 

office in May 1973. Cimpora stayed in power until July 1973, when he resigned. Later, 

under the admirustration of the Peronist left wing, Per6n was able to return to the country. 

Immediately, PenSn was elected president, and his wife, Maria Estela (Isabelita) Mam'nez 

de Perdn, was elected vice-president. They took office in October 1973. During 

Perdn's government, there was a continuous straggle between the left and the right 

groups. Underground activities were evident and the right-wing organization, the 

Argentine Anti-Communist Alliance, or Triple A (AAA), had heavy control over students 

and union leaders.^ By this time, the country was enduring moments of sociopolitical 

confusion, which worsened in the following years. 

On July 1, 1974, PeitSn died and left the govenunent to his wife. President Isabel 

Martinez de Per6n was unable to deal with the insurmountable problems of the nation. In 

November 1974, the government declared a state of siege, which allowed the Army 

absolute authority to deal with the guenillas.3 Meanwhile, Isabel de Per6n was 

influenced by Jos6 L6pez Rega, the minister of social welfare. Both were oriented toward 

the right Hence, violence between the left and the right groups reached its climax on 

March 24, 1976, when military officers deposed the President and took over the 

government It has been suggested that Per6n's administration prepared the way for the 

terror experienced in Argentina diuing the 1970s. This decade was one of the darkest in 

Argentina's history. Poneman writes, Though most Argentines welcomed the military 

defeat of subversion, they shifted uneasily under the international opprobrium meted out to 

one of the world's offenders of human rights" (83). 
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In 1976, the Videla regime was firmly in place. Susan and Peter Calvert write: 

General Videla's accession to power in 1976 came as a relief to a much wider 
section of the civilian population, since political violence had reached 
unprecedented levels with an assassination every five hours and a bombing every 
three hours. The new regime's belief that the Left constituted a challenge to the 
very basis of traditional Argentine values, which were in turn synonymous with 
those of the capitalist West, was indicated by Videla's description of the former 
leftist Peronist president, H6ctor C^pora, as a "political delinquent" and his 
statement that: a terrorist is not just someone with a gun or a bomb but also who 
spreads ideas contrary to Western and Christian civilization. (221-222) 

With these ideas, the junta, led by General Jorge Rafael Videla, came to power with 

greater strength and freedom to control the country than any of its predecessors. Videla 

served firom 1976 to 1981. In a climate of terror and high inflation, only the guerrillas 

offered organized resistance to the government In order to become effective in the 

straggle against the guerrillas, the junta was divided into three factions. The first faction 

was led by Admiral Massera, the second by Generals Carlos Sudrez Mas6n and Mario 

Men^ndez, and the third one by General Roberto Viola, who succeeded Videla in 1981. 

In "Argentina's Mothers of Plaza de Mayo: The Mourning Process firom Junta to 

Democracy," Nora Amalia Femenia states that "throughout its existence, the junta 

operated on two levels simultaneously; it systematically exterminated its real or imagined 

opposition and officially carried out what it called the Proceso de Reconstiiicci6n Nacional 

[Process of National Reconstraction]" (11). 

Nunca Mis states, "The armed forces responded to the terrorists' crimes with a 

terrorism far worse than the one they were combating..." (1). Soon the guerrillas' 

numbers began to decline. During Videla's regime, thousands of citizens were killed, 

imprisoned or made to disappear. Meanwhile, in 1978 the World Soccer Cup took place 

This international event was a good diversion of people's attention from all the intemal 

problems of tiie country. Alluding to tiiis social phenomenon, Susan and Peter Clalvert 

explain: 
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The extent of Argentine nationalism is so great that internationalist-oriented regimes 
make appeals to it to retain support, and the ties to the West arc so strong that 
nationalist regimes cannot dismiss them Thus the legitimacy of the 1976-83 
regime was heightened by nationalist pride in acting as host to and winning the 
1978 World Cup. A sinular nationalist legitimizing process occurred in 
consequence of the Videla government's human ri^ts record. A new level of 
porteno enthusiasm for the regime was achieved as cars in Buenos Aires were 
adorned with the legend "Los argentinos somos derechos y humanos" (We 
Argentines are right and human) for the benefit of foreign visitors to the World 
Cup. (264-65) 

In spite of the enthusiasm of the country for the World Cup victory, the last phase of the 

guerrilla war was the bloodiest and most terrifying: all laws were ignored; military patrols 

controlled the country; thousands of people were arrested or vanished into prisons and 

police torture chambers. Consequentiy, many people left the country seeking refuge 

abroad. In the same year as the World Cup victory (1978), the Army completed the 

crashing of the guerrillas, and almost all those who failed to escape were killed. Those 

who remained in the country lived under strict repression and censorship; for instance, the 

CGT was abolished and strikes were forbidden. Ernesto Sibato, after verifying 

thousandsof testimonies of many secret detention centers, writes, "We are convinced that 

the recent military dictatorship brought about the greatest and most savage tragedy in the 

history of Argentina" (Nunca Mis 1). 

Within this context of secret terror and official deruals, the relatives of the 

desaparecidos straggled with the military. Thus, the Process of National Reconstraction 

of Videla had a new organization that opposed the military government. Las Madres de la 

Plaza de Mavo. Here it is important to refer to the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo and their 

participation during the military regime. Femenfa writes that "the women began to make 

collective demands on the state for information, and, in 1977, requested an audience with 

the then President Videla, who refused to receive them" (12). Despite tiie effort of the 

women to find out the trath about their missing relatives, there was no response fi-om the 

government However, the women took their own initiative to lode for their children 
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everywhere. In "Gender, Deatii and Resistance; Facing the Ethical Vacuum," Jean 

Franco, referring to Hebe de Bonafini in the film, Todo es Ausencia. comments: 

The Argentine movement began with the "odisea" of mothers seeking their children, 
"visiting prisons and police stations; and fmding out when one thou^t there was a 
fiiend among the police that they have no frien(^. And we began seeing the same 
faces over and over again. UntU, on the 30th of May, 1977, we first went to the 
Plaza de Mayo." (73) 

In an environment of repression, the Mothers knew that tiie only way to defeat the 

government was "to draw public attention to their organization and to the issue of the 

disappeared" (Femenfa 12). Therefore, they began to gather in the Plaza de Mayo every 

Thursday afternoon parading in a closed circle, carrying photographs of their missing 

children. Moreover, Franco, alluding to Michael Taussig's reference to the importance of 

"the space of death (which is the space also of immortality, communal memory, of 

connection between generations)" (72), comments on the ethical need of the Mothers' 

demonstrations. She says: 

It is not, however, only a straggle over the appearance and disappearance of 
mutilated bodies, but rather a straggle to retrieve the dead, to give them back their 
names and identities and restore meaning to those lost lives. That is why the 
Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo carry photographs of their children In this 
straggle mothers have played a major role, because they are not susceptible to the 
tiireat of deatii. (72-73) 

Indeed, despite threats and attacks, they continued to demonstrate every Thursday. 

In September 1979, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the 

Organization of American States (OAS) arrived in Argentina. The relatives of the 

desaparecidos were hopeful, because the commission reported the illegal detentions, the 

torture, and deaths. However, when "the report was submitted to the Argentine 

govemnoent, tiie junta prohibited its publication" (Femenfa 12). During tiie first years of 

repression, the Mothers were alone. Everybody was afraid, and only few were able to 

speak about the desaparecidos. In tiiis respect, Femem'a comments on a 1982 popular 

song, written by the Argentine rock-and roll-singer Charly Garcia, entitied "Los 
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dinosaurios"(18). This song, alluding to tiie terror lived among people, says, "Your 

family can disappear, / Your friends from the neighboriiood can disappear, / Everything 

you love can disappear... / But tiie dinosaurs will not disappear" (Femem'a 13). 

In spite of the repression by the junta and the fearful situation of the seventies, the 

Mothers felt committed to continuing in their role as the conscience of the public for all 

these years (1977-1986). Fortunately, after 1979, the disappearances ceased for the most 

part. The junta's power weakened because of economic problems and its military 

incompetence. Nevertheless, the year 1979 was not the end of Argentina's nightmare, 

and after Videla there were more problems that the country had to confront 

On March 29, 1981, Videla was succeeded by General Roberto Viola, who 

followed a policy of moderation. On December 21, 1981, Viola left the government for 

reasons of health, and was succeeded by General Leopoldo Galtieri. Galtieri attempted to 

restore national pride by standing firm on two long-standing international conflicts. First, 

in 1982, the government pursued its conflict with Chile over the Beagle Channel. In April 

of the same year, the government worsened the political and economic situation of the 

country by claiming sovereignty over the Malvinas/Falkland Islands, which were under the 

control of England. Rock points out, "It was the first time since 1870 that Argentine 

forces had engaged in a foreign conflict" (375). After Galtieri's recent discussions and 

promises to help the United States in Central America, the junta believed that the Uruted 

States would not favor the British. 

The junta was mistaken and the invasion brought military defeat and the end of the 

military regime. Galtieri resigned as commander-in-chief of the army and president on 

June 17, 1982. General Bignone was installed as the new president on July 1, 1982. 

The country was in debt and tiie civil opposition to military rule increased. Later, general 

elections were armounced. Both the Peronist and the Radical parties straggled in the 
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elections to gain power. In an unbelievable upset, the Peronists lost ground to the Radical 

Civic Union, led by Raul Alfonsfii. The elections were held on October 30, 1983, and 

Dr. Alfonsfii won the presidency. The Radicals gained the maJOTity in the National 

Congress, followed by the Peronists. 

Dr. Raiil Alfonsfn took office on December 10, 1983. As soon as he became the 

president of the country, he announced plans to prosecute several members of the former 

military government, including presidents Videla, Viola, and Galtieri. Thus, on 

December 9, 1985, hundreds of military personnel were ordered to stand trial. Six 

military officers were convicted: former President Jorge R. Videla and Admiral Emilio E. 

Massera, former President Roberto Viola, Admiral Armando Lambraschini, Orlando R. 

Agosti, former President Leopoldo Galtieri, Admiral Jorge Anaya and Air Force 

Brigadier-General Basilio Lami Dozo. They received varying years of imprisonment and 

were charged with violations of human rights, incompetence and maladministration of the 

economy of the country. Moreover, the President, on December 15, 1983, "appointed a 

commission of civilians to report on the fate of the desaparecidos. but did not give it the 

right to initiate legal proceedings against those responsible" (Poneman 49). This 

commission was known as the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons, 

chaired by Ernesto Sibato. The objectives were to present the events of the "dirty war" 

and to write a report. Susan and Peter Calvert summarize: 

This report, Nunca M^s. which was sent to the President in September 1984, 
appeared in print two months later and was reprinted four times within a month. 
The commission stated categorically that more than a thousand government security 
officers had been involved in the systematic violation of human rights, and so 
paved the way for civilian proceedings against those responsible. (272). 

Under these hopeful conditions for justice, there were massive rallies approving 

Alfonsin's democracy, and support came from the international community as well. 

However, many of the economic problems of the country were not solved. Alfonsfn 
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presented the Austral Plan which brought a new currency, the austral, and he tried to 

control wages, prices and currency devaluations. Alfonsfn, despite all the economic 

problems, was able to finish his term in 1989. In July 1989, tiiere were elections and tiie 

Peroiust candidate, Carlos Menem, was elected president of Argentina. Since December 

1983 with a new democratic government, Argentina seemed to change directions. 

Poneman writes: 

From a democratic viewpoint, the good news was that as governors the armed 
forces are thoroughly discredited. "The bad news was that the armed forces were 
unrepentant In their eyes, they fought and won a dirty war that needed fighting. 
They thwarted the advance of international commuiusm. Officers felt proud of 
their victory, which in their view was the sine qua non for the return to democracy. 
(83) 

In spite of people's hope for democracy, the country would never forget the 

distressing and painful historical upheavals it went through. The Malvinas/Falkland war 

(1982), the Proceso de Reconstracci6n and the desaparecidos (1976-79), Per6n's chaotic 

legacy (1973-76), the reiHessive moments with Onganfa in 1966 and the cordobazo 

(1969) were signs of contradiction for Argentina, a country with a tremendous potential. 

Argentina's contradiction results firom the fact that it is a nation economically blessed but 

politically incompetent It is a country full of natural resources and educated people but 

one which cannot create an effective and respectable government Unfortunately, 

Argentina is a country "frastrated" with many unresolved sociopolitical conflicts. 

The turmoil of recent decades and the dilemma left behind have influenced the 

literary production of the country. Many Argentine writers demonstrated in their works a 

concem for national matters. Among the "old" and widely-known writers, one can refer 

to Ernesto S^bato, Julio Cortizar and Manuel Puig, among otiiers. After Sobre heroes v 

tumbas (1961), a description of the complex and confused Argentine official history, 

Sibaio wrote an apocalyptic novel Abad6n el exterminador (1974), which reflects tiie 

worsening crisis of the national scene. Altiiough Julio Cortizar's El libro de Manuel 
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(1973) is set in Paris, the novel is about an Argentine guerrilla group, in which the writer 

incorporated information from documentary material on violence and newspaper clippings. 

Manuel Puig, in exile, wrote El beso de la muier arafia (1976). a novel on forbidden 

topics for the military regime such as terrorism and homosexuality. Also, Jorge Asis's 

Los reventados (1977) focuses on PenSn's return to Buenos Aires in June 1973; Marta 

Lynch's La penultima versi6n de la Colorada Villanueva (1978) is set at the time when the 

guerrillas have been liquidated; David Viiias's Cuerpo a cuerpo (1979) offers a version of 

Argentine political events and their effect on individual human rights. During the 1980s, 

Ricardo Piglia's Respiraci6n artificial (1980) elaborates on the Argentine literary history 

and its historical process. Mabel Pagano's El pafs del suicidio (1986) also explores the 

past and its links to the recent present. Miguel Bonasso's Recuerdo de la muerte (1988) 

and Alvaro Ab6s's De mala muerte (1986) are good examples of the phenomena of the 

guerrillas and the repression. Rivabella's El cielo esti sucio (1984) and Requiem For a 

Woman's Soul (1986), and the works of the playwright Ricardo Monti, Marathon (1980) 

and La cortina de abalorios (1981), depict and analyze the grotesque political situation of 

modem Argentina. The literature of Argentina, as a testimony to and reflection of the 

sensibility of the peq)le, has emerged as an expression of the everyday tragedies of people 

during the worst period of oppression of the country's history.^ 

The events outlined here provide some of the fundamental elements which the three 

North American writers chose to consider in their novels. Douglas Unger, in El Yanqui. 

reflects on the turmoil of the late sixties and early seventies with allusion to the eighties in 

the epilogue of the novel. He specifically refers to the cordobazo. Nelson Rockefeller's 

visit to Argentina, the state of siege, the guerrilla groups, and, to a lesser degree, the 

desaparecidos. Imagining Argentina focuses on the mid-seventies and early eighties. 

Thornton specifically presents the stories of the desaparecidos. and mentions the Mothers 
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of the Plaza de Mayo and the trial of tiie commanders in the civilian court at the end of the 

novel. Champions of the World stresses the same period, but focuses on the World Cup 

Soccer tournament in 1978 and the Malvinas/Falkland war in 1982. Mine specifically 

attends to the torture of the desaparecidos. the destraction of human identity in Argentine 

death camps, the firenetic behavior of the fans in the soccer stadium, the Mothers of the 

Plaza de Mayo, the desolation of the soldiers in the Malvinas/Falkland Islands, and the 

end of Galtieri's regime in 1982. 
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Notes 

^The ERP and the Montoneros were the two major armed resistance movements of 
the 1970s. The ERP was a Guevarist-OTiented guerrilla group (Led by Mario Roberto 
Sanmcho), and the MODfiffiSSiS were composed of revolutionary Peronists, Catholics 
nationalists, and discontented Marxist-Leninists (led by Mario Eduardo Firmenich). 
While the Montoneros combined Marxism and nationalism in a unique fashion, tiie ERP's 
point of view was not nationalist, but internationalist. It is interesting to note tiiat tiie ERP 
rather than the Montoneros became the military forces' main preoccupation during the war 
against the guerrillas. For more information on tiie guerrilla groups and the "diity war," 
see Donald C. Hodges, Argentina's "Dirtv War": An Intellectual Biograohv (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1991). 

2ln January 1974, Jos6 L6pez Rega organized death squads during the Peronist 
regime (the Triple A). As Hodges states, "Militarily weak and isolated, Per6nhadno 
other choice in combating subversion than to build a secret army with police recruits under 
police direction" (174). 

^Hodges comments that in December 1974, there were rural guerrilla (ERP) batties 
in the mountains of Tucum^ that occupied the araied forces for more than a year. The 
ERP's operations were responsible for Isabel de Per6n's command to the military forces to 
desti*oy the rural guerrillas in February 1975. This military operation was known as 
Operation Independence, with which the so-called "dirty war" began (102). 

^Social rights, political rights, and economic oppression are reflected in the many 
works written by Argentine writers. The list is long. The following are examples of the 
literary production of this modem era in Argentina: H6ctor Lastra, La boca de la ballena 
(Buenos Aires: Corregidor, 1974); Daniel Moyano, El estuche del cocodrilo (Buenos 
Aires: Ediciones del Sol, 1974); El trino del diablo (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1974); 
Juan Jos^ Saer, El limonero real (Barcelona: Planeta, 1974); Lamavor (Planeta, 1976); 
H6ctor Biancotti, Ritual (Barcelona: Tusquets, 1973); La busca del iardfn (Tusquets, 
1978); Enrique Medina, Las hienas (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1975); Strip Tease 
(Buenos Aires: Corregidor, 1976); Perros de la noche (Buenos Aires: Eskol, 1977); 
Hector Libertella, Personas en pose de combate (Buenos Aires: CcMregidor, 1975); 
HaroldoConti, MascanS el cazador americano (La Habana: Premio Casa de las Amdricas, 
1975); La balada del llamo Carolina (Buenos Aires: Corregidor), 1975); Luisa 
Valenzuela, Aquf pasan cosas raras (Buenos Aires: Ediciones de la Flor, 1975); Jorge 
Asis, Fe de ratas (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1976); ReinaRoff6, Monte de Venus 
(Buenos Aires: Corregidor, 1976); Jacobo Timerman, Preso sin nombre. celda sin 
numero (Caracas: Ateneo, 1981); NoemiUlla, Urdimbre (Buenos Aires: Editorial de 
Belgrano, 1981); Norberto Firpo, Cuerpo a tieaa (Buenos Aires: Galema, 1983); 
Silvia Plager, Prohibido desoertar (Buenos Aires: Galema, 1983); Enrique Medina, 
Con el trapo en la boca (Buenos Aires: Galema, 1983); Mario Castex, El oafs del 
Minotauro (Buenos Aires: El Cid Distribuidor, 1983); Osvaldo Soriano, Cuarteles de 
invicmo (Buenos Aires: Braguera, 1983); Martha Mercader, Belisario en son de guerra 
(Buenos Aires, Planeta, 1984); Edna Pozzi, El lento rostro de la inocencia (Buenos 
Aires: Enmec6, 1985); Cecilia Absatz, Los anos pares (Buenos Aires: Legasa, 1985); 
Norberto Firpo, Grandisimo idiota (Buenos Aires: Editorial Galema, 1985); Marta G 
Gavensky, Martin o el iuego del oca (Buenos Aires: Cat^ogos, 1986); Mabel Pagano, 
El pais del suicidio (Buenos Aires: Clat^ogos, 1986); Hebe Uhart, Camilo asciende 
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(Buenos Aires: Torres Agiiero Editor, 1987); Roberto Mero. Dia 24 de marzo (Buenos 
Aires: Ediciones de la Flor, 1986); Osvaldo Soriano, A sus plantas rendido un le6n 
(Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1986); Pedro Orgambide, Historias imaginarias 
de la Argentina (Buenos Aires: Nueva Literatura Editorial Legasa, 1986); Mabel Pagano, 
Enero es un largo lunes (Buenos Aires: Editorial Fratema, 1987); ReinaRoff6, Lg 
rompiente (Buenos Aires: Puntosur, 1987); Angelica Gorodisher, Floreros de alabastro. 
alfombras de Bakhara (Buenos Aires: Emecd, 1988); Alina Diaconii, (>m^ de ĵ ngeles 
(Buenos Aires: Emec€, 1984); El penultimo viaje (Buenos Aires: Javier Vergara 
Editores, 1989); Rosa A. Fabbri, Al fin del mundo (Buenos Aires: Torres Agiiero 
Editor, 1988); LylianaHeer, La tercera mitad (Buenos Aires: Legasa, 1988); Perla 
Chirom, Nostalgia del ultimo domingo del verano (Buenos Aires: Galema, 1988); Silvia 
Turbay, A pesar del inviemo (Buenos Aires: Corregidor, 1989). Alvaro Ab6s has also 
published a series of three essays on the analysis of the military dictatorship and on the 
union movement. El poder camfvoro (1985). Moreover, Jorge L. Albertella's 
Abracadabra (1984). La rebelidn de los gordos (1986) and Hacer el odio (1986): Gabriel 
Banez's El Capita Tresguerras fue a la gueira (1980) portray tiie political situation of the 
country. Undoubtedly, the literature of Argentina has emerged as an expression of the 
tragedies of people during the political upheaval of Argentina. 



CHAPTER m 

DOUGLAS UNGER'S EL YANOUI 

Profile of tiie Writer 

Douglas Unger is a promising young writer in the United States. He was bom 

June 27, 1952, in Moscow, Idaho. Currentiy, he is an Assistant Professor of English, 

in the Creative Writing Program, in the Department of English at Syracuse University. 

He holds the M.F.A. in English from the University of Iowa, a B.A. in General Studies in 

the Humanities firom the University of Chicago, and his High School degree, Bachillerato 

Nacional, fiiom Colegio San Miguel, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Unger has written 

articles on Tennessee Williams, Samuel Beckett, Raymond Abbott, Mario Vargas Llosa, 

Manuel Puig and others. However, Unger's reputation comes firom his fiction. His first 

novel. Leaving the Land (1984). received favorable criticism firom reviewers. He also 

wrote El Yanqui (1986). The Turkev War (1988). and two short stories, "Looting tiie 

Funeral" (1983) and "Buster Hill Chased his Dog" (1980). Leaving tiie Land was tiie 

winner of the The Society of Midland Authors Award for best fiction 1985, an ALA 

Notable Book, a nominee for the P.E.N. Ernest Hemingway Award, and a finalist for the 

Pulitzer and Robert F. Kennedy awards. At the present, he is writing his fourth novel, 

The Disappeared. 

El Yangui is Unger's second novel and his first about Argentina. It was published 

by Harper & Row, Inc., New York, in November 1986, and reprinted by Ballantine 

Books, New York, in June 1988. The novel narrates the experiences of an adolescent 

fi-om tiie United States in Argentina during the late 1960s. The nartator, Diego, tells 

about his life as a student and about the difficult moments of the country's history under tiie 

military regime of that time. He also gives attention to selected details of nineteenth-

century Argentine history, and offers a few glimpses of the years after the late 
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1960s, combining his Argentine experience with a similar experience he had in his native 

country during the Viemam War. In order to develop tiie plot of the narration, Unger 

skillfully intertwines tiie perspectives of botii Argentina and the United States. 

The novel is intimately connected with the writer's experience in Argentina. £1 

Yangui. a novel of iiutiation, records some of Unger's own experiences in Buenos Aires 

with imagination and sensitivity. He lived in Argentina during the year 1969 as an 

exchange student. In the interview, "La 'guerra sucia' vista por un escritor yangui," 

Maura Brescia summarizes Unger's visit to Argentina as follows: "A los 16 aiios, el 

escritor norteamericano Douglas Unger viaj6 como estudiante de intercambio desde la 

granja familiar de Idaho a Buenos Aires. En la capital argentina vivid por un aho en la casa 

de una familia de la burguesia" (LaEpoca 29 Octubre 1989: 37). He has since traveled in 

Argentina at various times over the past twenty years, and he has participated as a 

journalist in numerous activities in the country. Argentina is Unger's second country, and 

the family with whom he lived is his second family. 

The novel is the product of the intimate contact he had with his adopted Argentine 

family and fiiends, and of the trips he made to the country on different occasions. He 

comments, "Lengthy correspondence with my adopted family followed [after 1970], until 

about 1975, when tragedy and trouble happened to them and to so many of my fiiends and 

to so many Argentines" (Unger, letter to the author, 16 May 1989). The tragic 

experiences that Unger's Argentine family suffered during the 1970s had a strong impact 

on his career. One of his adopted brothers disappeared on November 19, 1976, a second 

brother died in an enfirentamiento in March of 1977, and his third Argentine iHDther 

escaped certain deatii in March, 1977, to live in exile in Paris until December 1984. 

Unger alludes to tiie importance of tiiese events in the "Epilogue" of El Yangui. After 

tiiese catasti-ophic events, Unger returned to Argentina in May, 1985. In his letter of 
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1989, Unger writes, "I attended the trials of the comandantes. worked witii Las Madres 

de la Plaza de Mayo, with the C.E.L.S human rights group, and volunteered time to other 

activities, including research and reporting for news agencies concerning the trials." In 

August 1989, he returned to Buenos Aires as a Fulbright Lecturer at the Facultad de 

Filosofia y Letras at the Uiuversity of Buenos Aires. 

Unger has an enduring interest in all aspects of Argentina, especially in politics 

and literature. While in Buenos Aires, he met many important writers such as Jorge Luis 

Borges, F61ix Luna, Jorge Asfs, and Alberto Vanasco, who is his best friend among 

writers. There is no doubt that his experience in Argentina was a turning point in his life. 

"My interest in writing about Argentina," Unger comments, "has always been firom the 

heart, because it is now and always will be a big part of who and what I am as a human 

being" (Unger, letter to tiie author, 16 May 1989). 

Like Douglas Mine (whose work will be discussed in Chapter V), Unger visited 

many different cities and provinces: Mendoza, Cdrdoba, Rfo Cuarto, La Plata, Mar de 

Plata, Santa Fe, Tucumin, Entre Rios, Resistencia, Corrientes, and Misiones. Unlike 

Mine, he has not been soutii to Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, or the southern Andean 

region. He says that his dips around Argentina have given him "a knowledge of the 

country in a rather checkerboard fashion; tiiere is so much left to discover and there are so 

many places left to go that I feel I am still just beginning to know the landscape of 

Argentina" (Unger, letter to the author, 16 May 1989). 

El Yanqui was published in English and has not yet been translated into Spanish. 

In the United States, it has received favorable criticism firom different reviewers. For 

instance, in the Prairie Schooner. Gregory L. Morris writes, "In tiiis second novel. El 

Yangui-which details the experiences of a North American high school boy and exchange 

student in modem Argentina-Unger breaks away fiom the character of that first novel. 
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takes significant risks, and in doing so writes a very good book" (121). Publishers 

Weekly concludes that "the author of the well-received Leaving the Land has imagination 

and narrative energy..." (82). In "El Yangui Abroad: U.S.Student Comes of Age in 

Buenos Aires," Brace Brown says: 

Although substantially different in style and subject matter from "Leaving the 
Land," Unger's excellent first novel, "El Yangui" glistens with the same vividness. 
. . . Bright . . . funny . , . even exotic . . . An interesting twist to the rites of 
adolescence Few contemporary novels combine the enthusiasm of youth with 
the perspective of maturity . . . but then few American novelists can match the 
verbal facility of its author. (Seattie Post & Intelligencer 21 November 1986: No 
pag.) 

In Argentina, El Yangui also received a positive review. RodrigoFresdn, comparing this 

novel with Imagining Argentina, writes: 

Mis interesante es lo gue propone El Yangui... Este escritor... ubica la accidn 
en la Argentina de fines de los '60. Unger, por m^s gue la noticia biogr^ca no lo 
consigne, fue un obvio visitante a nuestro pais en esa 6poca y es asf como El 
Yangui (a diferencia de Imagining Argentina) respira investigaci6n de datos y 
conocimiento de causa in situ desde la mismfsima tapa, una vieja foto de la 9 de 
JuHo. (Pdgina 12 8 June 1989: 18) 

Furthermore, alluding to some criticisms of his discussion of Argentina, Unger 

comments: 

My intentions with the novel El Yangui have been misunderstood; many people 
say, "this never happened in just cxactiy this way," and they are right~I was 
trying in that book to capture the particular feeling of an era, the one that preceded 
the retum of Juan Pcr6a firom exile and, in my opinion, began the repression of 
the left wing of his own party and, later, gave way to the robbing and despoiling 
of the entire country during tiie proceso. (Unger, letter to tiie author, 16 May 1989) 

He understands that his novel is not a faithful copy of history and that "this offends some 

purists about Argentina and its history,... many joumalists who have devoted their lives 

to trying to understand tiie country." He explains that he "allowed [himself] the novelist's 

license to play witii history, to take events tiiat actually took place over a period of about 

three years and reassemble them in one, unidentified 'fictional' year" (Unger, letter to tiie 

autiior, 16 May 1989). 
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In spite of the fact tiiat El Yangui has received positive reviews, it has not been 

popular in the United States. There are still forty thousand paperback copies in print. The 

novel, however, has future possibilities. Jos^Garcfa, a film director from Puerto Rico, 

and David Ravinovich, a prcxiucer in Hollywood, are interested in making a movie from 

the novel. Also, Daniel Divinski of Ediciones La Flor is considering the novel for 

publication in Argentina (Unger, letter to tiie autiior, 31 January 1990). 

El Yangui is a rich and detailed novel; it renders an insightful and special 

experience of the writer's life. In his letter of 1989, Unger comments tiiat the novel is 

valuable "in its attempt to make comprehensible to readers what seems, in [his] opinion, 

innately incomprehensible even to native Argentines. It is also a book that contains a good 

deal of [his] own early life story." Closely related to El Yangui is his fourth novel. The 

Disappeared. This novel is fi-amed around the trials of the generals in 1985. It will 

complete the story of the Benevento family by describing what happened to them, and by 

suggesting why these events occurred. With respect to his works, Unger writes, "My 

overall hope is that the two novels, standing side by side, will in some way tell a 

complete story not only of one family and one yangui, but, metaphorically perhaps, of at 

least one understanding of Argentina" (Unger, letter to the author, 16 May 1989). 

Sunomary of Nartative 

The main action of the novel takes place in Buenos Aires, on the southem plains of 

Argentina, and in the city of Rosario. The time of the story is the late 1960s. The 

principal characters are Diego, an exchange student from the United States; the family 

Benevento, Papl, Mami, Martin Segundo, Alejo, and Miguelito; tiie classmates at tiie 

Colegio San Andres, Hemdndez-Marelli, El Gordo Rojo; the school's authorities. El 

Rector, Fatiiers Naboa, Artaud, and Vargas; El Negrito, the manservant of the colegio; 
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Papa's brotiier, Federico, and his family in the countryside; also, LaCorrentiina, the 

gauchos Casimiro and Don Morales, and other minor characters in Argentina. In the 

United States and in Viemam, Diego's brother, Harry, has an important role in the novel. 

Beneath its involved and complex stracture. El Yangui is an engaging study of the 

dramatic changes in the life of a high school student in a foreign country. Although the 

year in which the story is told is 1969, the scenes jump back and forth from 1969 to events 

in the 1950s and 1970s. Finally, after approximately fourteen years of interraption, the 

narration concludes with an epilogue dated in 1983. The historical complexity of these 

years is interwoven with different flashbacks to the end of Per6n's govemment in 1955, 

and the novel sometimes refers back to nineteenth-century Argentine history. The book is 

divided into ten chapters and an epilogue. 

The narration starts with the beginning of autumn, around the mcmth of March, in 

the city of Buenos Aires. Diego is new to the country, but in the five months after he has 

arrived in this city he has begun to feel that "the city of Buenos Aires [is] in [his] blood. "̂  

He lives with the Beneventos, an upper middle-class family, in a luxurious apartment in 

"Barrio Norte," one of the wealthiest neighborhoods in the Argentine capital. Diego 

shares this new, rich and sophisticated environment with Papd, Mamd, Isabelita (the 

maid), and his three brothers: Alejo, Martfti and Miguelito. This home atmosphere 

complements his life at a private Catholic school, Colegio San Andr6s, for wealthy 

people. From the narrator's reactions, it is clear that Diego's life in Argentina represents a 

most striking change. 

The young protagonist experiences many changes in the few months in Buenos 

Aires. For instance, his physical appearance changes. He arrives in Buenos Aires with 

long hair, with a typical rebel look of the 1960s, but that does not last long. He is 

tt-ansformed into an elegant, well dressed, high-class student In contrast to New York, 
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where daily life is tedious, and drags are part of his rebellion, in Buenos Aires he 

becomes the new member of a family where money and status provide for all that he wants. 

In five months he has leamed to communicate in a different language, Castillian, with a 

porteno accent Not only does he change his appearance, style of living, and his 

language, but he also changes his name, firom James to Diego, or "El Yangui." 

The changes in Diego's life are obvious and important to him. However, tiiere are 

also significant changes in the lives of the Beneventos, especially in the two adolescent 

boys, Alejo and Martin Segundo. These boys share with Diego the awakening to a new 

life. Alejo and Martfo gradually accept new political ideas, which lead them to participate 

in political activities against the repressive military govemment. The novel portrays the life 

of upper middle-class adolescents—including Diego as a new son--who are accustomed to a 

warm home with highly educated parents. Their father reads Machiavelli and D'Annunzio 

to his children, and they listen to classical music. These sacred hours with his sons are 

what the father calls "his dream time—smoking, reading, listening to his stereo" (18). 

Diego's life at the Colegio San Andr6s changes when he is punished by El Rector 

after having been caught trying to seduce the young cook, Cornelia. Diego and some of 

his classmates, Hemiindez-Marelli, el Gordo Rojo and Alejo, are sent to work for the 

Colegio's charity project at a villa miseria called Villa Hendaya, on the outskirts of Buenos 

Aires. This poor environment, scattered with shacks on swampy fields and inhabited by 

undernourished children and wcHnen, is a shocking contrast to the wealthy and protected 

life in the "Barrio Norte" of Alejo and Diego. It also marics the beginning of the 

adolescents' different perspective on Ufe. Violence and injustice become real in the lives of 

Alejo and Diego. 

In addition to these realizations, Diego is deeply touched by a letter he receives 

from his brother in Vieoiam. He finds out that Harry is almost killed; ironically, a beer 
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can saved his life. Even in tius new world, Diego cannot escape fiom New York or 

Viemam. The "old and new world" absorb Diego's consciousness. For instance, while 

Alejo's concem and curiosity is centered on his new experience at Villa Hendaya, Diego 

mentally escapes to a no less disagreeable reality in tiie United States. He remembers 

Harry and the distressful moments before Harry's departure. He recalls the nightmarish 

effects of drags in a slum of New York. 

Violence and injustice become concrete when Alejo and Diego secretiy participate 

in clandestine activities with the typical porteno "playboy" student, Hemdndez-Marelli. 

Previously, at Villa Hendaya, Hemdndez-Marelli shares a secret with "El Yangui." They 

intend to go to a uiuversity student's party. According to Marelli, the university students 

are "a real cool gang"; they only want to protest against the govemment by painting the 

walls of the imiversity school. The sinq)le game of politics that began in order to be 

around girls tums into a lught of fear. The fun is interrupted by real bullets. After 

painting "Ouesemueraladictadura" (Down with the Dictatorship) in red letters on the wall 

the front of the University of Buenos Aires, Diego and his fiiends are attacked by the 

police, who start shooting at Marelli's car. Because of his extraordinary driving skiU and 

knowledge of the city, the boys are able to escape death. Just as in Viemam, where 

Harry has a brash with death and escapes the enemy's bullets, so Diego, Alejo, and 

Marelli confront death but are spared. 

Step by step the Benevento brothers become aware of the trae political situation in 

Argentina. Because of his interaction with the university smdents, Alejo becomes 

interested in their idealism. Alejo is aware of how the oligarchy and the military treat the 

poor people. Nevertheless, the troubles for the politically inexperienced students do not 

end there. 
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The students stop going to class because the country is undergoing a general strike. 

Therefore, Papd and Mam^ Benevento forbid their children to go out. The govemment 

has declared the country to be in a state of siege. In spite of their parents' orders, Alejo 

and Diego manage to see Marelli and the girls to share another exciting day of what they 

think will be fun at the massive demonstration against the military govemment 

Downtown, they aU feel lost fighting their way through a tiuck crowd, trying not to lose 

each other. Suddenly, while the people are chanting slogans such as "Asesinos" 

(assassins), hundreds of police appear, and fear takes possession of the mob. The 

narrator says that the people tried to escape and run "but came up against a solid wall of 

their own kind. A burst of machine gun fire rang out. All hell broke loose in noise and 

smoke" (141). 

Fortunately, Alejo and the other students are able to escape the chaos of the 

demonstration. Diego, however, is caught and sent to the huge soccer Stadium of River 

Plate (River Plate is the name of one of the well known Argentine soccer teams in Buenos 

Aires). Despite being cold, lonely and insecure, Diego has one of his best experiences in 

Argentina. He gets to know a worker who has also been captured by the police. The 

man shows "El Yangiu" another side of Argentina, a more sensitive, caring and hopeful 

one. 

At home, Diego tells of his misadventures at the soccer stadium. He describes the 

processing of the prisoners as if they were in battie camp. Until this point in the novel, 

Diego has experienced drastic changes in his life in a place foreign to him, but still similar 

to his country and to Harry's wretched life in Vietnam. After this point in the story, 

Diego has to confront changes, no less exciting and strange, on the southem pampas of 

Buenos Aires province. 
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Because of Diego's problems in school and the smdent demonstration, Papd and 

Mami Benevento decide to send him to Tfo Fredi's ranch. There, Diego discovers life on 

the pampas, where he helps with the cattie and rides horses. Furthermore, he meets 

some old gauchos from whom he leams some of their customs. At the ranch, Diego also 

has his first sexual experience with a woman, La Correntina, a well known madame of the 

small town of Henderson. He also participates in the social gathering at La Correntina's 

place, where he meets a young black woman. La Cubana. After hours of drinking and 

being under the effects of LSD, Diego realizes, the following morning, that his 

documents and clothes have disappeared. He also receives another letter from his brother 

in Viemam, and his concem for Harry grows when he cannot recognize the "gibberish" 

style of the soldier's handwriting. The letter is signed with the name of "Fevertree." The 

letter takes Diego back to New Yoric and to those days when Harry and other hippies 

decide to protest against the govemment by using a common name of Fevertree. Diego is 

almost sure that his brother is in danger. Therefore, he decides to return to Buenos Aires 

to get in touch with Harry. 

Back in Buenos Aires, Diego perceives some changes in his family. He finds out 

that Martin Segundo has not been accepted at the E.S.L. program to go to United States. 

He feels responsible for the rejection of Martfa by his country's authorities. He u-avels to 

Rosario with a group of exchange students. Then in Rosario, after another confrontation 

with the police, he makes up his mind to go back to the United States. With the help of 

his family and some friends, he does what seems impossible: he finishes his senior year. 

The departure is somewhat hard for the Beneventos. Diego thinks that he is free to go back 

home, until he realizes tiiat his life has changed. In New York, he returns to the old 

problems of his family. They are even more painful because Harry is at a hospital being 

treated for insaiuty. 
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Diego is able to remove his brother firom the hospital. He decides to stay with 

Harry and hopes that both of them will be able to recapture their lives and live differentiy. 

Diego's decision is full of hope for the futtue for both of his families; he believes tiiat 

Argentina, with the coming of Per6n, will have a new social order. 

From September, 1969, when Diego and Harry are on the train going into the 

city, until September 1983, the date of Mama's censored letter, many years have passed 

and many disagreeable things have taken place in Argentina. The reader finds out that 

after many efforts on the part of his Argentine family to get in touch with Diego, he finally 

receives news firom the Benevento parents. They tell Diego of the death of his two 

brothers, Alejo and Miguel, and of the exile of Martin Segundo in Paris. This letter 

marks the conclusion of the novel. This is an open conclusion, typical of a novel of 

initiation. 

Analysis of Setting 

In El Yangui. Unger uses two different geographical scenes, Argentina and the 

Uruted States. However, he sets his characters and the major action of the novel in 

Buenos Aires, except for a few passages that take place on the pampas and in New York. 

Despite Morris's claim that the "sense of place, in fact, is not nearly so strong," and that 

"the novel is marked by dislocation and distance, with no real connection made between 

emotion and geography" (121), the setting of the novel is guite important Buenos Aires 

is especially important, because it serves as a part of the action as well as an influence on 

the thinking and acting of the characters. As Wallace Martin says, "The informants that 

fix the setting may seem to be unavoidable lumber of any story, but they are more than 

that. The society and culture of... [a place] are not just the backdrop of... [a work]; 

in large part they create the characters" (123). In El Yangui. Unger uses setting to reflect 
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both characterization and action. Argentina-particularly Buenos Aires-its surroundings, 

and its history influence the characters. 

The setting stractures the narration and indicates the profound changes that the 

protagonist experiences in a span of about six months. Setting also helps define tiie values 

and the qualities of the protagoiust's experience. Unger's use of setting is rich and filled 

with variations. The combination of two environments. New York and Buenos Aires, 

endows the narraticm with a rhythmical stracture. This riiythmical partem helps develop 

the protagonist, Diego, and other minor characters in two geographical environments, 

both of which are emotionally significant Unger develops his main character in Buenos 

Aires as the latter is portrayed in the cover photo, an old picture of Buenos Aires with the 9 

de Julio Avenue and the obelisk in the background. The author completes his character by 

altemately locating Diego in New York City and Buenos Aires. Here, he uses Diego's 

flashback and epistolary techniques as he interweaves the New York environment with that 

of Buenos Aires. The environment in New York is negative, alienating and hostile. 

There, Diego does not question OT judge; he is dulled by the use of drags and the 

experience of monotony. He follows the "fad" of the non-comformists of the 1960s. He 

does not have a life of his own because he depends on experience and knowledge of his 

older brother, who is his mentor. 

In New York, Diego suffers a negative sexual encounter, his first sexual 

experience, with some "freaks." The city is associated with the adolescent's radical way 

of living, i.e., under the effects of drags, boredom and lack of discipline. On the one 

hand. New York reflects both the moral decadence of the time and tiie natural expression 

of rebellion. On the other hand, the role played by Buenos Aires is more complex. Here 

Diego questions, compares, judges and is alert to his environment He explores his 

surroundings with curiosity. As his sensuous experience of the "new world" is enlarged. 
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the protagonist (and other characters) becomes richer. At the same time, Unger's prose 

takes on faster rhythms filled with sensuous details. In the process, the narration depicts 

Diego's cracial psychological transformation. Buenos Aires (Argentina) is where Diego 

changes firom adolescence to maturity; Buenos Aires is the scene of Diego's tuming point 

in life. 

Although Buenos Aires becomes the key element as means of change in Diego's 

life. New York prepares the character for this new change. New York reflects his 

impoverished life. There he usually gets stoned "in a favorite copse of trees behind the 

Prat Washington High school" (4); he is bored in his classes, which he always tries to 

skip. Moreover, New York, in the winter season, symbolizes Diego and Harry's moral 

decay. Diego meets his hrothcT "at places like tiie Feenjon and Cafd Bizarro, or the 

coffeehouse called The Four Winds" (29). In those places, they use drags, and in the 

bars-baskethouses-Harry plays the guitar and passes "a basket for spare change" (29). 

To cottqjlete the view of the city and its surroundings, which offers the 

political/philosophical view of the time, Unger describes the typical atmosphere of 

Greenwich Village of the 1960s. He writes: 

There was a festive street-fair atmosphere everywhere in Greenwich Village in 
those days, the peace and free-love guerrilla army out in force-spare-changing, 
doing drugs and taking in the sunshine. People were handing out flowers and 
peace movement buttons in the streets with as much sincere feeling as anyone who 
ever sold war bonds. (29) 

Nevertheless, that festive atmosphere tums out to be a rughtmare for Diego. He is raped 

by one of the "freaks" he meets on the stt-eet Instead of being naked with a girl who lights 

candles and brings good drags (30), as Diego imagines, he finds himself in a dark 

apartment: 

Dirty striped matti^sses covered the floor of the dark apartment wall to wall. 
Between them, colorful lumps of splattered wax marked where candles had once 
burned... A black ball of opiated hash glowing at tiie end of a coiling glass pipe. 
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A pretty girl was passing the pipe... and she kept giving me this eerie smile in the 
candlelight every time I took a hit, as if she knew what happened next. (30-31) 

After tius unexpected experience, he feels lost, alienated, witii only die desire to damage 

himself mOTe witii drags. However, "luck" is witii him. The dark winter of New York 

surprises him, and Diego is allowed to travel to Argentina as an exchange smdent. Not 

only does he leave New York behind, but, in Buenos Aires, Diego abandons his real 

name (James) to become "Diego" or "El Yanqui" among his Argentine fiiends. 

The setting m Chapter 1, "Changes," sets tiie tone and mood of tiie novel. It is 

the city of Buenos Aires at the end of the summer. The end of summer means the 

beginning of a new season, and with this the beginning of the protagonist's new life. 

Using the camera-eye technique, Unger introduces the streets of the city with a "chilly 

breeze that [climbs] in slow gusts out of the port of Buenos Aires" (2). The cold wind, 

and the detailed descriptions of the low parts of the city with its "musty shops, smoky 

bars," the movement of the uniformed employees, the soldiers, the sailors and the 

women during the siesta time along the old Paseo Col6n, remind one of the lyrics of a 

nostalgic old tango that describes the poor, bohemian people of the port. This type of 

atmosphere points to the melancholic element in the city as well as to the characteristics of 

the people of the port immersed in tango melodies and the presence of the "thick port 

dialect." The wind moves through the city to the main square with its obelisk in Buenos 

Aires, Plaza de Mayo, surrounded by the official buildings, the Govemment House, La 

Casa Rosada, and the Air Force building. Unger personifies the wind in order to focus 

on historical aspects of the country: 

The littie wind stirred the smog that was as thick as a thunderiiead around the 
obelisk... in tiie far distance. It ruffled tiie colorful plumage on the tall hats of tiie 
honor guard decked out like hussars in front of the Casa Rosada, the pink 
presidential palace that, along with the Air FOTCC building, still showed minor 
damage from the bombing raids the Argentine Air Force had carried out when 
presidente Per6n had been driven firom power. (1) 
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The narrator then depicts his walk through the city frcHn the low part of the port to the high 

middle-class neighborhood, "El Barrio Norte." 

The new environment, his new home in Barrio Norte, is a wealthy place. The 

building with French balcoiues is surrounded by quaint streets lined with silver pl^tano 

trees. While his old house in New YOTk is big, somewhat indifferent, and where "tiie TV 

and radio [are] on all the time as if to turn everything else off' (32), his new home in 

Buenos Aires symbolizes his first step toward change. Diego finds himself surrounded 

with elegance, in a stylish apartment with a spacious and comfortable atmosphere 

decOTated with Mir6 lithographs, Rodin sketches, old tapestries firom Florence, Persian 

carpets and expensive Spaiush furniture. Overwhelmed by such luxury, Diego 

expresses, "Even the air that blew through its omate French design took on a quality of 

wealth" (9). Along with the richness of the atmosphere, the intellectual taste of the 

family, reflected in the music of Vivaldi, Bach, Albinoni, the old tango records, and the 

books of Machiavelli, Dante, D'Aimunzio, Marlowe, and Arlt, surprise Diego. 

Furthermore, the family changes Diego firom his old, hippie clothes into the garb of a rich 

young man: "On seeing my reflection in the glass of shop windows, I realized that I 

looked like an Argentine now, and a rich one at that, sharply dressed in my new blue 

blazer with a crest on the pocket My new family were real upper-crasters, and made 

me as rich as they were . . . " (2-3). 

Not only does Diego's new home symbolize a "new life," but the city itself, the 

school, the shantytown, and the countryside are also part of his learning experience. 

Unger develops his character's life in an environment of awe and surprises. Each place 

the protagonist visits or lives teaches him about tiie reality of this new environment and 

about his own life. 
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The sociopolitical situation that he discovers in Argentina leads the young 

protagoiust to a sigruficant change of perspective about the world and himself. First, the 

foreign student discovers a different school system The new school is "a large Catholic 

prep school administered by a brotherhood of priests founded in France . . . " (6). Unger 

depicts the Colegio San Andr6s as an old, elegant building, where prestige and money are 

important The author creates a relationship between mind and the world of objects. For 

instance, the courtyard, the flowers and the arches communicate a kind of linguistics of 

confinement in expressions such as, "The main courtyard of Colegio San Andres opened 

up ahead under deep blue evening shadows" (14). Accompanying the feeling of 

confinement, the authOT also depicts loneliness and fear 

As I crossed into the courtyard, the flagpole's lanyard was ringing eerily against 
the hollow metal in the deserted plaza. Across the courtyard, under the arches of 
the passageway to the classrooms, I thought I saw the figures of two priests 
walking together slowly, dark moving cones of shadows in their long skirts. (42) 

Diego observes that the external appearances of things are exact, but the interior 

dimension lacks organization. For instance, in the classrooms, while the smdents in the 

front of the class listen to the teachers, smdents in the back smoke and send spitballs 

across the room (42). The school also represents the place where he finds ffiends, fun, 

and loyalty. Because of Diego's attempt to seduce Comelia (the school's cook) and his 

friends' lack of honesty on their exams, they are sent to work in a shantytown. Alejo 

decides to go with his new brother, and together they find the complex but sad drama of 

the people. The awareness of that hidden reality introduces him to a new wOTld which 

permanentiy affects him. Environment thus functions as an insttiimental cause. The 

Colegio, in contrast to Diego's school in New YOTk, is an environment of firiendship, of 

favoritism and of constant dynamism. 
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Through the Colegio and the misbehavior of his friends, he visits a shantytown. Villa 

Hendaya, which provides him with a new view of poverty. With his friends, he 

discovers here the sociopolitical dimensions of the country immersed in fear and chaos. 

The narratOT gives a thorough description of the new setting in Buenos Aires. In contrast 

to the wealthy atmosphere in which Diego and his new family live. Villa Hendaya is 

another reality of the country: the povertv and limitations of the marginados. The slum 

village is "a littie more than a long narrow collection of shacks made out of salvaged bricks, 

packing crates and tin" (75). In these shacks, "scattered over a marginal fringe of very 

wet floodplain, between a spit of swampy fields" (75), live extremely poOT children, men 

and women. This new atmosphere affects Diego, who says: " T never knew people 

could live like that' " (88). Moreover, it affects Alejo in a deeper sense. Here is the seed 

of what Alejo later develops into rebellion against the injustice and repression of his 

govemment. The first impression of the place is that of a barten and harsh land, where 

inhabitants and land become one, "Dozen of dusty brown feet had gone bare so long the 

skin of them looked like dusty brown cowhide" (75). In tiie portrayal of the churchyard 

with one tree "and a mile's length of railroad tracks with a bed of gravel sharp as glass for a 

playground" (75), the landscape configures the children's solitude and deprivation of life. 

While the nartatOT depicts a desolate and impoverished environment in a shantytown, he 

calls attention to the poor children playing a game called el futbol caminito. He also 

compares the shacks of Villa Hendaya with the New Jersey flats. Both places have shacks 

scattered on a wet floodplain; the block houses signal the beginning of a new impoverished 

neighborhood far from the city. 

From the description of tiie slum, Unger takes his character to a more interesting, 

but dangerous experience. Diego and his friends participate in demonstrations against tiie 

govemment. In Chapter 3, "Real Bullets," and Chapter 4, "State of Siege," Unger 
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creates a moral setting. Buenos Aires is a city portrayed in a realistic and expressionistic 

fashion. It is a map of the modem psyche with its chaos, confusion and oblique 

purposes: 

The car reached the avenue 9 de Julio... two wide boulevards at the city's heart 
with a broad, long plaza between them like the Chicago Midway. At its center 
was the obelisk Standing high over the twin avenues, mounted to the fa9ades 
and rooftops of the buildings that lined both sides of this thoroughfare, was a 
billboard light show that was like Glitter Gulch in Las Vegas. What was once the 
largest Coca-Cola sign in the world flashed its eiabOTate white-and-red design on 
and off, filling the streets beneath with a weirdly ominous glow like a huge 
arresting police light, Coca-Cola... Coca-Cola . . . Coca-Cola . . . Standing next 
to it, incessant blue lights spelled out T-O-R-I-N-0 Nearby were the signs 
F-O-R-D-F-A-L-C-O-N, R-E-N-A-U-L-T, F-I-A-T, P-E-U-G-E-0-U-T, all of 
them like the glittering billboards for a burlesque. It never grew dark on stt-etches 
of tiie avenue 9 de Julio, BANCO DE LONDRES, MERCEDES, TORO 
TONICA, CRUSH, I-B-M, and even a billboard cigarette ad that took up tiie top 
four stories of a building and blew white smoke rings against the cloud-darkened 
night sky above the slogan, Winston tiene gusto como un cigarillo justo 
(106) 

In addition, Unger describes the streets of Buenos Aires, with the smdents driving away 

from the police who are shooting at them, "The police Falccm was ortiy about two car 

lengths behind us, both cars swerving across the broad lanes of the boulevard and blindly 

raniung all kinds of lights, the siren's screaming getting louder as they gained on us" 

(118). This scene coincides with the newspaper photograph of "two U.S. soldiers under 

fire, ranning away from the helicopter carrying a heavy case of something between tiiem" 

(101). 

The variety and description of different types of settings enrich Diego's new view 

of life. In the River Plate stadium, where he is detained with other demonstrators, he 

finds the spirit of tiie simple people. A man offers him Oust, protection, and good 

advice. Diego sees him as a saint: "If there were saints on this earth, this man was one. 

He had tiie best gift of all in him and he gave it fineely, without wanting anything in retum" 

(162). There, Diego also observes the work of tiie military forces, particularly the 
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techniques of oppression and terror which tiiey impose on people. The stadium 

symbolizes the prison of the nation. The complexity of this place with spiraling ramps, 

and labyrinthic cavems of dressing rooms with barbed fences lodes more like a battie camp 

than a place of recreation. Below the stadium there are the storerooms and passageways, 

where the Army has the processing offices. In this atmosphere, the narratOT sees many 

injured prisoners, thousands of arrest forms and file folders and many typewriters making 

a noise like machine guns (165). This description points to the real simation of the countty 

and to what became the great Argentine nightmare during the years 1976-1980 with the 

desaparecidos. In the streets, the descriptions of the strikes by the workers and the 

smdents presents the suffering of the people. Finally, Diego realizes that injustice and 

poverty happen everywhere, that what he sees in New York is not different from Buenos 

Aires. Hence, Diego feels disillusioned. 

In the pampas, he undergoes other experiences. He encounters the simple, kind 

men of the pampas. He leams how to ride horses. He meets La Correntina with whom 

he is initiated in his sexual life. Later, in La Cortentina's bar, he gets drunk and tries 

LSD which his brother sent him firom VietoariL Under the effects of the drags, he loses 

touch with reality. The mirrOTS at La Correntina's symbolize not only Diego's chaotic 

emotions and fhistrations fOT being far firom home with his brother in war, they also 

represent the intemal chaos of a country which he increasingly experiences as foreign. 

Through setting, Unger defines his character and analyzes the values and qualities 

of his experiences. Unger's expressionistic style subsides into a calmer prose in the final 

sections, as Diego mattires. The cities. New York and Buenos Aires, are scenes of 

conventional societies with many injustices and flaws. Nevertheless, Diego does not 

succumb, but is determined to stiiiggle against futility. The last image of Diego and Harry 

riding tiie ti-ain back home indicates the protagonist's sense of maturity. The autiior writes: 
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"Harry was free now. And I was starting off on my own life, in my own country. We 

were togethCT again as brothers, finally-a couple of freaks braced against forward motion, 

expecting to recapttu-e our lives and live tfiem differentiy, and we went on tiiat way, riding 

backwards into tiie city" (337). 

In conclusion, a series of social and political events challenge his curiosity and 

restiess personality. Therefore, the many chaotic historical circumstances, somewhat 

alien to him, prompt a new awakening in his life, a self-discovery. Such a new vision of 

life makes him realize, at the end of his joumey in Argentina, that "nothing would be tiiat 

easy again. Nothing would ever be the same" (322). Unger uses setting to determine 

action and to symbolize Diego's transformation. 

Analvsis of Characters 

With respect to characterization. El Yanqui integrates the first-person point of view 

with the techiuque of the Bildungsroman. Diego's voice is the main voice in the novel. 

Unger chooses Diego as his main character, who is capable of living in mwe tiian one 

society; e.g., he moves fix)m his native low middle-class to an upper middle-class in a 

foreign country. The major character in El Yanqui fits the description of a hero in a 

Bildungsroman. who, according to Martin, "becOTnes the sphere of variety and interest, 

substituting a varied inner world fOT the varied outer world of adventure stories [and].. . 

the tribulations of growing up and finding a place in the OTdinary wOTld are in the head and 

tiie heart" (49) 

Unger's purpose is to defamiliarize the ordinary world. In order to accomplish this 

task the writer uses unconventional characters such as "El Yanqui," a foreign student in 

Buenos Aires, and Harry, a madman, as observers who can shock the audience by 

showing tiiat what one considers natural is in fact unconventional OT illogical (49). The 
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foreign eyes of die student from tiie United States unfold critically on the sociological 

simation of Argentina. He is capable of portraying the bizarre picture of the country, 

because he, through the eyes of his psychologically disturbed brother Harry, is also 

conscious of his own interior deformation and that of his country. Through his characters, 

Unger presents a grotesque world. Unger's characters, bohemians, middle-class citizens 

or figures of the establishment, manifest a theatrical exhibition of misery against a 

historical background of contemporary politics. Unger touches upon the problem of 

Argentina's political and social failures within the narrow focus of the slow disintegration 

of the Beneventos and the death of two of Diego's adopted brothers. Likewise, he 

parallels these people to his own family in the United States with the collapse of Harry in 

insaiuty and the breakdown of his family. Because of the length of this section, it will be 

divided into "The Voice of the Novel: Diego," and "Diego's Family, Friends, and 

Acquaintances." 

The Voice of the Novel: Diego 

The novel's protagorust and narrator is James, known as Diego or "el Yanqui" in 

Argentina. The reader knows about him and about the other characters through his 

statements. James/Diego is the axis OT central character of the novel. Unger's main 

character, Diego, insatiably searches for his own identity and the meaning of life. His 

flexibility and openness to new experiences make Diego both vulnerable and strong. 

Unger defines Diego's qualities throughout the novel through three circumstances of his 

life: his previous experiences at his home in New York, his new experiences in Buenos 

Aires, and his final decisions back at home. These tiu^e periods present the character's 

change and growth, vulnerability and strength in a cohesive manner. 
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Unger's novel follows the characteristics of the novel of initiation. AccOTding to 

Randolph P. Shaffher, in The Apprenticeship Novel, the central character "matures in full 

awareness of his formation" (11). The protagonist is also influenced by objective cultural 

values and personal surroundings which help his "psychic maturation [and] tiie harmonious 

evolution of his psychic tendencies toward a total personality" (12). Culttire is indeed 

significant in the hero's development. Shafifiier, in reference to a definition of culture by 

Hans Wagner, concludes that " 'culture constitutes a problem because the hero, forever 

unable to attain the goal of the ideal, must strive as long as he lives' " (12). This 

definition applies to Diego. He is influenced by the cultural values of Argentina that help 

him grow. In addition, his cultural awareness signifies Diego's continuing commitment 

to strive for his ideal goal. As Diego says near the end of the novel, when he is in New 

YOTk, "Whatever demonstrations there were, on either continent, they would be massive 

and spirited, and I would take part in them, if only firom a distance" (336). He goes on to 

COTiclude Chapter 10 with a non-conformist attitude, and, while riding the train with his 

brother, thinks, "We were . . . a couple of freaks braced against forward motion . . . and 

we went on that way, riding backwards into the city" (337). The hero appears prepared to 

live according to his ideals. 

There are other characteristics of a novel of irutiation that are worth mentioning. 

According to Shaffner, the most important traits are: the character has a tendency toward 

the irmer life; he/she strives for knowledge of the world; the hero has a critical view of the 

world; he/she has an individual's confrontation with his/her environment; the protagorust 

is subject to continuous trial-and-error development in life; the hero profits fix)m the 

lessons of the world; he/she acquires a self-formation according to intemal purposes; 

he/she is self-reliant, and rejects any bondage to false ideals; he/she achieves a 

harmonious and multifarious personality; the hero recognizes his/her goal of 
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formation as open-ended (Shaffher 17-18). We will see how El Yanqui fulfills tiiese 

characteristics. 

In tiie United States, Diego is a high school smdent from Port Washington, New 

YOTk- There he lives with his parents and his brothers confronting daily family straggles 

during the era of the Viemam war, a time of military and political disappointments. I£s 

family and Harry represent his first confrontation with his envirorunent. His family is 

Catholic, but Diego is not religious. In fact, he alienates himself firom his parents and 

their religious values. He prefers to strive fOT knowledge of the wOTld. Like many 

adolescents and young people, he wants to protest against the false sociopolitical values of 

his country. Diego's rebellion is apparent in his apathy toward the established rules of the 

system. He finds in drags a way to be different and satisfaction of his need to escape. 

FOT instance, at school, it is his custom to go to his favorite clump of trees to smoke 

hashish. Because he is still inexperienced, his life is closely attached to his favorite 

brother Harry. Harry, a few years older than Diego, becomes Diego's hero and model. 

At this point in Diego's life, Harry is important Diego lives his brother's life, and he 

becomes an extension of his brother's rebellion. Harry is a protester against the Vietnam 

war. As Morris writes, "James's older brother Harry drops into the counterculture of the 

'60s and out of the embrace of his family, taking James's love along with him" (121). 

Diego remembers that "he [Harry] had been the first of my brothers to tum on, tune in and 

get political, the wanderer of the family... and wherever he went he packed his Old 

Gibson Hummingbird guitar in its beat-up case" (28). Harry plays the guitar for peace 

rallies in the city, in coffee houses or bars expressing the ideas of this new hippie era. 

Despite some effort to avoid being drafted to go to war, Harry receives a notice to report to 

the Army. He escapes from tiie city and lives underground witii the help of his brothers, 

especially Diego. Diego is tiie closest, and he always meets Harry in places like "The 
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Feenjon and Cafe Bizarro, or at tiie coffeehouse called The Four Winds," OT at the festive 

Greenwich Village with "the peace and free-love guerrilla army out in force-spare 

changing, doing drags and taking in the sunshine " (29). Diego shares witii Harry all 

this new experience in a WOTW of non-conformity. Diego is Harry's alter-ego. 

From this point until the end of the novel, Diego is subject to a continuous trial-

and-errOT development in tiie "school of life." Diego follows the pattem tiiat Shafftier says 

is typical of the Bildungsroman; i.e., he goes "from error to trath, from confusion to 

clarity, from unconsciousness to consciousness" (21). One evening, Diego has a negative 

experience in the street with some "freaks" that he meets at the bars. They invite him to a 

party that ends up being a nightmare. Diego is sexually abused. Afterwards, he feels so 

alone and physically and spiritually hurt that he wants to hurt himself more. 

Remorsefully, he remembers, "In time, this feeling became lost in an attimde of strong 

and fixed alienation, in my efforts to damage my brain as much as possible through drags, 

most education lost befOTe I ever stepped into class" (31). At home, he tries to escape in 

the noise of the television, radio or simply by avoiding seeing his parents. 

Psychologically, Diego lives in a turmoil, which he wishes to escape. 

Then, one day, Diego recalls, "a miracle happened.I was taken out of that life. 

Luck was with me . . . " (32). After taking the test for I.S.E., Diego is chosen to smdy in 

Argentina. Therefore, his unexpected dip to Buenos Aires represents the necessary outiet 

and the "good luck" he was unconsciously looking for in his alienated society. 

The second circumstance in Diego's life is his choice to travel to Buenos Aires. In 

Argentina, he discovers that" [his] new country had given [him] everything and more" 

(32). He identifies witii Argentina and soon discovers that it is a country similar to 

himself. He asserts, "It wasn't a country so different firom myself; it also believed its 

own lies, calling itself la Argentina, the land of silver, when nobody had ever found any 
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there" (32). By confronting a new environment, he becomes aware of his own frailty. 

Consequentiy, in this second stage of his joumey in Argentina, he steps out from his 

previous confusion to resolve his confusion and grow into maturity and self-discovery. 

As a result, Diego exercises a deeper, mOTe critical view of tiie wOTld. He nevertheless 

maintains his identification with his country and family; Harry is still the important link in 

Diego's new experience. Unger parallels Diego's family in the United States and Viemam 

with his new life in Buenos Aires. Therefore, what Harry is suffering in Viemam under 

the incomprehensible system of his country is what Diego finds, surprisingly, in his 

second country. 

Argentina, specifically his life in Buenos Aires, marks his growth in 

independence. Previously, in New York, his quest had been led by the superiority and 

strength he found in Harry. Now, James steps out for the first time on his own. This 

new psychological endeavor is symbolized by his name change, from James to Diego, 

within his new family, or "El Yanqui," a nickname given at school by one of his 

classmates. Not only is his name a sign of change, but his appearance is also part of 

another identity. From his unconventional hippie look, he becomes a wealthy high 

middle-class smdent. As Unger points out: 

Diego was a high-class-looking kid, his face clean and straight-looking, discrete 
nests of acne pinpricks in the hollows of his cheeks, his dark blue Colegio San 
Andr6s tie fastened in the symmetrical tiiangle of a Windsor knot at the pale, 
starched blue collar of his impeccably ironed shirt (7-8) 

Diego confronts other changes. The new language challenges him to the point that 

he feels completely confused. He feels like a gibbering child, caged in by many voices 

incomprehensible to him His persOTiality "[begins] caving from fatigue, loneliness, 

humiliation fOT not speaking the language" (9). However, Diego's desire to leam enables 

him to overcome his feelings of being alienated and limited. There are, however, other 
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new fimstrations in Argentina. The new finstrations are rooted in his difficulty in 

responding to alien culture patterns. However, once the language is no longer an 

impediment in his life, Diego is able to immerse himself in the new environment and to 

develop a stronger character within the firamewOTk of his new family, school and country. 

Diego is able to relate to his new Papi on an intellecmal and emotional basis. The latter 

introduces him to the new Argentine high middle-class, a refined culture of Argentina, his 

tangos, the lunfardo (a dialect of the city of Buenos Aires), the political ideas, and tiie 

customs of the family. For example, Papd gathers all his children in his smdio to listen to 

music. He also reads novels, newspapers, and recites passages from history books, 

including one firom Machiavelli which says, "In a revolution supported by villagers, the 

village itself must be treated as an enemy camp . . ." (18). This statement is significant 

It foreshadows the behavior of the military govemment in Argentina which influences 

Diego's life. At that point, what is new and unimportant to Diego will later become 

significant in his life and in the life of his new family. Irotucally, Papi mentions 

Machiavelli's idea of the revolution as "the first guerrilla actions in history" without being 

fully conscious of the beginning of the guerrilla simation of the country (18). Unger 

develops Diego's character on the basis of his relationship to his new family, the 

Beneventos, and to the new country. Despite his inner capacity to adapt and to assimilate, 

Diego faces two different worlds, the "new familial WOTW" and "the world outside." As 

Morris points out, "The mixture of the two wOTlds~a mixture in which Diego finds 

himself gradually, inescapably awash-proves volatile and evenmally deadly. The world, 

as Diego leams, has been made unsafe for irmocence OT consistency or uiist" (122). In 

fact, "the world outside" of the Beneventos, absurd, dangerous with political 

disturbances, challenges Diego to mature. 
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Diego's Family, Friends, and Acquaintances 

Related to his first experiences and changes in Buenos Aires, "the world outside," 

Diego's brothers and classmates are also part of his psychological and emotional 

transformation. Diego's growth is closely attached to the Benevento children: Alejandro 

(Alejo), Martin Segundo, and Miguelito. His classmates and other characters of the 

school environment such as Hem^dez-Marelli and el Negrito (the manservant of the 

priests) at the Colegio San Andrds are pivotal characters in his development of identity. 

Diego follows the pattem of the novel of initiation, in which the adolescent acquires self-

direction. Diego sets out through the world, encounters misformnes and good luck, 

chooses his fiiends, and adjusts himself to the demands of his new milieu which lead him 

to future self-reliance and stability. 

Perhaps the most important person in Diego's life in Argentina is Alejo Benevento. 

He is a few years younger than Diego and both go to the same school. Because of Alejo's 

sensitivity and caring attimde, he becomes Diego's closest fiiend during the whole novel. 

Diego describes Alejo as "the sensitive son with the pecan-shaped brown eyes who always 

seemed to be carrying an open book in one hand while he used the other to munch on heels 

of bread that he carried in his pockets" (14). Unger parallels Alejo to Diego. Alejo is 

concemed about intellecmal and artistic matters rather than material things. This type of 

sensitivity, in many ways similar to that of Diego, along with his desire to explore a 

WOTld different from his secure and wealthy atmosphere make him aware of the tragic 

simation of his country and in particular of the poorest people. In one section of Chapter 

3, "Real Bullets," Alejo finds out about tiie intolerable poverty of the villa miseria. 

Alejo and Diego are placed in Villa Hendaya as punishment fOT their misbehavior at 

school. They work on tiie constinction of the chapel fOT tiic neighbOThood. There, tiiey 

are wimesses to a reality different from their own and see an impoverished place with 
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shacks scattered on swampy fields with skinny children dressed in baggy pants, barefoot 

or in ragged sneakers playing on a rough soil," a bed of gravel sharp as glass for a 

playground" (74). In this environment, tiie adolescents become not OTily brothers but also 

friends in adventure. Diego depicts Alejo as being strong and says that he is "about five 

feet ten in sneakers and still growing; nothing could fill him up" (77). He is also 

generous. Diego comments, "Alejo, unwrapping his second candy bar, sharing with me 

the mischief of our lounging away this cold but sunny afternoon. Maybe Alejo was there 

on purpose" (77). Alejo, protecting Diego and defending him by contradicting his 

mother's praises of the Rector's "kindness" and leniency, asserts, " T don't think it's 

right to use a work of charity as a pimishment'... Tt's a shitty fascist system, that's 

clear . . . ' " (78). His awakening to the unjust system of the school parallels his 

awareness of the unjust system in his country. Both young fellows partidpate in a 

political demonsd^tion with university smdents and together find themselves close to death. 

Similar to Diego, Alejo challenges his own littie protected world at home in order to 

commit himself to his belief by discovering the other face of his country. While Diego 

decides, by chance, to ttavel to another country in search of freedom, Alejo deddes to 

move fix)m his comfortable place to discover a chaotic political wOTld that he dreams to 

change. Thus, both Diego and Alejo, with a critical view of the world, reject the 

bondage of false ideals. 

In the last section of "Real Bullets," Diego and Alejo share the most fearful 

experience in life when, after partidpating with the university smdents in a political 

demonstration by painting slogans on the walls of the university, they are chased by the 

police and arc involved in a real shooting. " "That was real shooting back tiiere,' Alejo 

exclaims, 'Do you know what tiiat means? Those were real bullets!' " (120). Both 

experience a moment of panic and despair. Diego sees tiie officer pointing at the students 
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who were fleeing in Marelli's car. Diego, describing this moment of tertOT, remembers, 

"I was suddenly tasting the rabber mats and hugging the floor of the Saab, covering my 

head with my arms, somehow that was the most important thing. Being shot at was like a 

new dimension-time slowed in an instant, an eternity in a radng heart" (117). Diego and 

Alejo are deeply united by the few minutes of hell they live in the car. Alejo gets dose to 

Diego, searching for protection and to protect. Diego, thinking of Alejo making efforts to 

survive, recollects, "Alejo was on top of me, his instincts slower than mine, but managin 

somehow to get parts of my body between his and tiie bullets as he was shouting, "Watch 

out! Watch out! He's shooting at us! Son of a whore, he's shooting!'" (118). 

Together in this unexpected simation, they participate in the same process of initiation. 

Alejandro, all confused and shocked, says, "They were shooting at us, 

che. ' . . . 'Since when do the sons of a whore buttons shoot at smdents out painting 

walls?' " (119). Unger parallels this political incident in Diego's life to Harry's experience 

in Viemam, where he is also in danger of being killed by gunfire. 

Diego's confrontation with his environment and misfortunes are a recurring pattem. 

In Chapter 7, "Fevertree," Diego goes through a painful experience of loneliness and 

rejection after having some misunderstanding with the Benevento family. He finds 

himself alone on a bench in the Plaza Vicente L6pez. Diego remembers, "I felt 

increasingly lost and alone, and as If I had also been through a kind of war " (153). 

While he thinks he is "an unformnate beggar gone with grief," he suddenly sees "a 

sensitive-looking kid with long, thin arms that reached out to the boy on the bench" (254). 

Diego recognizes Alejo who has been looking fOT hiiiL Alejo's attimde reinforces the 

intimate connection that exists between the two young men. Alejo is able to bring Diego 

back to the love of the family and to help Diego to come out of his shell of rejection and 

alienation. Both young men grow in trast and fraternal intimacy. 
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Misformnes in Diego's life have a positive outccxne, which help him to constract a positive 

attimde toward life. 

The other character who is closely related to Diego is Roberto Hem^dez-Marelli. 

Marelli is one of Diego's classmates. He is the older of the smdents and the one who 

promotes all kinds of trouble. He is the "kind of playboy who [has] stopped opening any 

books and [will] tum twenty-five befOTe he [graduates]," Diego comments (44). Marelli 

is the typical figure of the shallow and sophisticated porteiio whose only desire is to 

conquer women and to live a materialistic life without any commitment OT effort- He is 

also a humorous character, who, occasionally, displays a black type of humor. His 

presence is significant because without Marelli's partidpation and wild ideas, Diego would 

have never encountered all the difficult and exciting moments in Buenos Aires. Marelli is 

the one who tells a series of stories to "El Yanqui," as he calls Diego, about the priests, 

the other smdents, and the university girls. Diego describes him as a "tall and fine-boned" 

man with a playboy attimde wearing his "pilot's sunglasses" and smoking "his ruce Uttie 

cigarette . . . in a self-conscious imitation of Jean-Paul Beknondo, who was one of his 

heroes" (83). Marelli represents the decadent modem man "with his soft white hands (he 

actually had a manicurist who came to his apartment twice a week and did the whole 

family)" (87). Of all the major characters, he is the only one who does not experience any 

change. While Alejo and Diego go through a painful period of growth, Marelli, although 

he is drafted to the army, remains the same at the end. The importance of Marelli as a 

character is that he represents one type of character found in the big city; his language, 

style, way of thinking and behaving is an accurate depiction of a certain type of porteno 

who lives in his small world of vanities and lies. 

As a critical observer of the establishment, Diego is aware of the false appearance 

of the Catiiolic prep school; he alludes to tiie autiiorities' flaws. Diego remembers two 
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priests. Father Naboa, professor of philosophy, and Father Artaud. The former priest is 

deaf, and lives in the Middle Ages, enclosed in his own wOTld of Aristotelian philosophy 

and gardening. Diego remembers that the priest "talked on to himself with littie side 

stories about his life in the priesthood and the closeness he had achieved to God by living a 

philosophy that excluded everything after the fourteentii century" (42). The priest fulfills 

another function; he is the unfortunate gardener of the school. He takes care of the 

geraniums in the flowerbeds that encircled the flagpole in the small central plaza where the 

smdents gather fOT national holidays. One one occasion, the priest's red geraniums are 

smashed by an officer's boots during the speech (42). In another moment. Father Naboa 

is seen pulling up his dead geraniums all dried by the hot summer sun. Unfortunately, 

whatever he tries to grow dies befOTe it comes to full growth. Unger uses this character to 

critidze the sterile life of the church portrayed in a priest who lives in his own WOTW, 

completely alien to his real life as a priest and as a professor. In contrast to Father Naboa, 

who lives in a remote past. Father Artaud is the priest of modem times. Yet, he behaves 

mOTe like a businessman than a servant of God. The man is described "with red orange 

hair always flying in a mess" (43). He hears confessions, performs marriages, baptizes, 

and celebrates mass daily. Yet, he is rarely at school because he spends his time visiting 

"the rich neighborhoods of Buenos Aires with his littie travelling skit" (43). In many 

ways, he is also detached from the reality of his ministry. Father Artaud is interested in 

his own pleasures among the privileged classes and performs the sacramental duties in the 

midst of his social appointments. 

In Father Naboa and Father Artaud, Diego finds much to fuel his critical view of 

the world; tiiese priests represent for him the church's patiietic succumbing to a spiritually 

empty bourgeois existence. Similar to tiiese priests, tiie Rector of the Colegio San Andr6s 

epitomizes the vices and the laxity of tiie church. In Chapter 2, "Under the Oust," 
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Unger describes Diego's experience at the Rector's dirmer. In contrast to the spirimal 

characteristic of a priest, the Rector, a Monsefior. is a man of the WOTM. The manservant 

alludes to tiie Rector's habits witii his smdents. El Negrito says, " 'Hell drink a bottie of 

wine with his soup, another bottie with the main course, and before dessert even hits the 

table, he'U be off and snoring in his bed'" (39). The Rector lives in a comfortable and 

luxurious place: "[his] private dormitory, kitchen and dining area were at the top of a rank 

of stone stairs at the end of the arched-in corridor" (44). Diego observes the Monseiior's 

door, which, symbolically, expresses the combination of both spirit and matter 

the Monseiior's door, which was tall and dark, omately carved with a raised 
fresco of an open Bible with Greek lettering on its pages that I couldn't make out, 
something from the Book of John . . . Judge not according to appearances but 
righteous judgments, under which there was a stem-looking sculpture of a lion's 
head with a brass ring door knocker in its teeth. (44) 

Furthermore, in his small apartment, the RectOT looks comfortable and powerful "sitting 

on a couch surrounded on two sides by high walls of yellowing books" (45). Diego also 

observes the man's physical appearance. The priest is a very strong "squarely built man, 

still muscular at his age, his hair a steel gray flattop crewcut uncommon in his country, 

[with] an aggressiveness to his movements that reminded me of American football players, 

" Diego remarks (45). His physical features contrast with his sacred vocation. Diego 

recalls that the priest's hands are "large meaty hands jabbing out with a boxer's quickness" 

(47). Diego's criticism is filled with irony and sarcasm. The priest looks mOTe like an 

aggressive athlete than a gentie man of God. In addition, his appearance reflects his 

political beliefs and class position. The MonsetiOT represents the ultta conservative 

ideology within the Church in favor of the military regime. The RectOT comments to 

Diego that "under the military government, the trains ran, the unions can't strike, and 

tiiere's a chance for order and discipline in this country" (57). Diego finds the Rector's 

comments about politics tedious, disagreeable to tiie point that the smdent tiiinks that 
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"eating seemed the best way to avoid conversation" (57). Diego rejects tiie falsity of tiie 

Rector's bourgeois conception of life. 

On the whole, Diego's critical perception of the prep-school and of the priests 

signifies the hero's self-discovery; he acquires a deeper consciousness of human 

experience and a larger awareness of living. The school, his classmates and professors 

summarize the ideology of the upper-class, their weaknesses, and prejudices. 

Specifically, the description of the three priests symbolizes the selfishness of the upper-

class sodety and the hierarchy of the church by pointing out the anomalous deformity of 

these characters within the the context of the modem world. 

Analvsis of Other Literarv Features 

El Yanqm is a novel that contains clear social and political criticism. Set in a 

background of contempOTary political chaos, Unger combines the characteristics of the 

Bildungsroman with skillful use of other literary features, such as intertexmality, 

picaresque, and esperpento. Through Diego's process of initiation, Unger skillfully 

captures the broad picture of Argentina. The writer works firom the inside to the outside, 

analyzing Argentina's problems through his characters. With reference to intertextuality, 

Unger follows some of the techniques and characteristics of the novel of the seventeenth-

century El Diablo Cojuelo (1641), byLuisVdez de Guevara. Following Guevara, 

Unger incorporates a technique similar to the cinematic montage in order to express all the 

uneasiness and anxiety of the tragedy and absurdity of life. It is a sincere attempt to reveal 

the malaise of the country-its meaninglessness and deceptiveness. Unger also uses the 

picaresque and the esperpento to portray tiie Argentine chaos, using the picaresque 

somewhat along the lines of Guevara's novel. In what follows, I will elaborate on 

Unger's use of this literary technique. 
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Because it follows the picaresque and the Bildungsroman style, the main character 

is central to the scene and the stracture of tiie narration. The hero offers extensive analyses 

of different simations, which help to reveal tiie nature of himself, otiier characters and 

society as a whole. The novel, as a story of initiation, inserts the hero in a common 

concrete world where he suffers a scries of transformations and changes, both biological 

and psychological. Because of the nature of the novel, Unger uses first-person narration. 

With respect to this form of narration, Martin writes, "The narrator-writer is also a 

character in the story, who may tell his own story (T-as-protagonist...) or someone 

else's (T-as-wimess . . . ) " (135). Furthermore, in El Yanqui. the "I" is both the 

protagonist and the wimess in the narration. The first-person narratOT becomes the 

authority in the fictional world because the narratOT is the only one who knows those 

events in which he partidpates. Diego is only one entity, and the audience sees through 

his eyes what he has wimessed and experienced in both countries- In addition, it is worth 

noting Morris's comments on the novel's point of view. The critic writes: 

Unger's concems here reach beyond the often sterile and self-stroking pettiness of 
much of our current fiction; in El Yanqui. our interest as readers lies not so much 
with the T of the novel as with the worlds that whirl around that 'L' James finds 
himself living in two different worlds, two very different familial and political 
contexts. (121) 

El Yanqui also offers another dimension to the narrative method. To a lesser 

degree, Unger uses the epistolary method in Chapter 1, "Changes," Chapter 3, "Real 

Bullets," Chapter 8, "Reckonings," and in the "Epilogue." In these chapters, Diego's 

brother's letters are significant in that they offer another narrative perspective. Harry is 

able to tell his story of Vietiiam in his own wOTds. Likewise, in the "Epilogue," Mam^ 

Benevento also tells the story of her family in her own words. 

The novel is stractured accOTding to the characteristics of the novel of irutiation; 

i.e., the novel depicts the process by which the protagonist discovers his identity and his 
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role in "the big world." Diego leams about himself and discovers a deep consciousness of 

human experience. In this sense. El Yanqui's adolescent protagonist is compelled to enact 

certain universal experiences in achieving maturity. Marcus describes initiation "as an 

important self-discovery and a resulting adjustment to society" (191). By delineating 

Diego's process of self-discovery, Unger carries his protagonist into maturity and greater 

understanding. 

Franco Moretti, in The Way of the WOTM. asserts that the Bildungsroman portrays 

apprenticeship as an "uncertain exploration of social space... through travel and 

adventure, wondering and getting lost . . ." (4). In this respect, Moretti further 

discusses two aspects of the novel of initiation-tiie need and the yearning to explore. This 

need to explore, proper to youth, "gives rise to unexpected hopes, thereby generating an 

interiority . . . perermially dissatisfied and restiess" (4). This characteristic of the 

Bildungsroman relates to Unger's novel. 

El Yanqui's protagonist is depicted as an adolescent with a strong desire to explore 

and to seek adventure. Diego's desire to explOTe the world symbolizes his interiOT need 

for change. In fact, many destabilizing forces in Diego's life, such as his straggling and 

impoverished household, the Viemam war and the new social unrest of the 1960s, 

generate his impulse to leave home, to explore. Thus, in contrast to a "real youth," who 

has the tendency to follow the pattems of a conformist system, Diego becomes, in a 

sense, a symbolic youth who epitomizes mobility and interiority. In this sense, 

according to Moretti, the Bildungsroman becomes a "symbolic form of modernity." He 

writes: 

The Bildungsroman as the 'symbolic form' of modemity . . . is connected to a 
specific material sign [here, youtfi] and intimately identified with it 'A specific 
image of modemity' the image conveyed precisely by the 'youtiiful' attributes of 
mobility and inner restiessness . . . . (5) 
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The character's youth symbolizes the image of modemity. Thus, youth, as a symbol of 

the novel of irutiation, is a sign of the future in opposition to the past (5). In many ways, 

Diego and Alejo Benevento are symbols of the future. They are young; tiierefore, they 

have the "ability to accenmate modernity's dynamism and instability" (5). This is seen in 

the way Unger portrays Diego's potential for mature life and his maintenance of hope for 

the future. 

Since the Bildungsroman emphasizes moderruty's dynamism, it is attracted to 

middle-class heroes. Mwetti points out: 

. . . the Bildungsroman's fondness for middle-class heroes: while the limits of the 
social spectram usually remain relatively stable (conditions of extteme wealth and 
extreme poverty tend to change slowly), "in the middle" anything can h^pen—each 
individual can "make it" or "be brdcen" on his own, and life starts to resemble a 
novel. What makes the middle class an ideal sounding-board of modemity is thus 
the co-presence of hope and disiUusion " (230) 

Unger's characters, upper-class smdents, break with conventional society to find 

disillusion, uncertainty, violence, and hope. El Yanqui is a novel of oppression, 

firastration, and mediocrity, and the dominant emotion throughout the narration is surprise 

and disillusionment. The young characters, Diego, Alejo, and Harry, find themselves 

trapped and burdened by the absurd conventions of their govenunent and society. The 

incongraity of the war in the United States, and the political unrest in Argentina become 

too confusing for the protagonists to deal with and still maintain their inner balance. 

Consequentiy, these overwhelming external forces push them to search for an outiet-a 

way to escape from their corrapt reality. Once they become aware of their limitations, 

they know that they have to emigrate fiiom their families to live their own lives at their own 

risk. In the United States, Diego and Harry decide to be tiie outcasts of the family to 

embrace the counterculture of the hippie movement of the sixties. They protest against the 

current events of a war that is alien to them, and react to the system with the dreams of 
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adolescents without being able to change anything. In fact, Diego begins sinking into 

depression. Later, Harry is sent to ViemauL Argentina is also a countty that faces 

political problems. Thus, in Buenos Aires, Alejo Benevento, like Harry and Diego in 

New York, also discovers the lies of his coundy. He rebels against his govemment and 

leaves the family's protection. With his dreams of being a savior, he desires to change tiie 

system. However, in contrast to Diego, Alejo engages in a more dangerous political 

activity, and he dies as the victim of his ideals. From the outset, Diego, Harry and Alejo 

are victims of the extemal world. 

In conttast to the otiier characters, Diego has real potential fOT a future. After 

returning from Buenos Aires, his disillusionment tums into hope. On the one hand, 

Harry succumbs to insaruty, and the Beneventos, as the narrator finds out many years 

later, are killed by military forces. In the Epilogue, Unger aUudes to the tragedy of 

Diego's Argentine family. Mrs. Benevento writes a letter to Diego, dated September 4, 

1983, saying that her sons, Alejo and Miguel, were victims of the military repression. 

In New York, Diego keeps his hopes alive, believing that his brother Harry will 

get better "once he [has] his guitar in his hands and his old life back again" (336). Diego 

strongly hopes that Harry will become the rebel dreamer he once was. While riding on the 

train, not even sure that they can make it through the day, Diego conten^ilates his brother, 

and says: 

Harry turned to face the window and started talking at the air again, a continual 
chatter to imaginary beings that seemed to be flying everywhere, outside, in front 
and back of him, around his head. I saw that I had rightiy guessed he would 
forget all about tomorrow's plans in a few minutes. He dropped the newspaper at 
his feet and kicked it away, pressing his face against tiie glass. (336) 

The passage conveys the hero's apparcntiy fraitiess effort. Yet, Diego is confident and 

knows that his brother is free. At the end, he expresses an affirmative attimde toward life 

as a whole. Unger presents Diego as an individual who profits firom the lessons of the 
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WOTld. Diego leams self-confidence, simplicity and autiienticity in life. Mweover, he 

becomes independent and generous. His previous, limited vision of the world tums into a 

larger perspective. Diego leams how to reconcile himself with reality. At tiie end of 

Chapter 10, the now confident Diego observes: 

I reflected calmly on the decisicMi I had made that morning, more confident now 
that I was carrying it out. My plans were simple enough. I would stick with Harry 
and he would get better soon . . . Then I was going to continue on my own, with 
plans to work hard, to smdy hard, and never lose track of my two families. . . . 
Per6n would come back to Argentina with the help of my brotiiers, democracy 
would be restored... saving Argentina from its generals. And someday, soon, 
even the Vietnam War would end. My brother Ifarry would get steadily better and 
stay out of hospitals. I believed this with my heart that day, together in our seats in 
the crowded smoking car, Harry looking happy now, giggling to himself like the 
gentie madman he had become, his face pressed against tiie window We 
were both happy enough at that moment, even if it would only last this one day. 
Harry was free now. And I was starting off on my new life, in my own 
country . . . . (336) 

El Yanqui particularly follows the characteristics of the Bildungsroman in the 

conclusion of the novel. El Yanqui presents an open-ended conclusion, a "cyclic concept 

of the ending as a beginning" (Shaffner 27). Shaffner points out that the novel of initiation 

presents its hero with the clear "recognition of the goal of formation as open ended" (18). 

In fact, at the end of Chapter 10, "NorthpOTt," Diego's reflection is an example of this 

type of conclusion. He appears confident, ready to live his life. In addition, in contrast 

to other types of novels, the novel of irutiation "emerges not as a standard novel at all but 

as a forenovel" (27). In other words the protagonist's "human existence" parallels "the 

novel that represents life" (27). Also, Moretti considers that the meaning of the narration 

lies in "an open-ended process" rather than in " a fulfilled teleology" (7). He proposes a 

synthesis between the open-ended process of the novel, which is related to the youth of the 

charactCT, and the maturity the character reaches at the conclusion. 

Shafftier also points out the difference between the conclusion of an 

autobiographical novel and a novel of initiation. While the autobiographical novel presents 
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a charaaer centered in his/her particular need witiiout achieving reconciliation with reality, 

the Bildungsroman. presents the hero as one who "transcends his particular individuality 

to achieve universality" (13). In El Yanqui. Diego finds a "reconciliation witii society," 

because he grows to manuity. Unger's novel, tiien, goes beyond the biographical level 

to acquire universality. In tiiis sense, Shaffner asserts, "[The] gradation of successive 

stages OT steps in the course of a protagorust's self-formation serves basically to elevate the 

apprenticeship novel above the auctorial level of pure self-expression" (13). Clearly, 

Unger's conclusion shows the hero's transcendence of particular individuality. 

Lastiy, one should also consider the novel's epilogue as a form of an open-

endedness. In reference to Shklovsky's concept of the epilogue, Martin, in Recent 

Theories of Narrative, writes: 

. . . picaresque and adventure novels are by nature interminable, consisting of one 
episode after another. The techiucal device most commonly used to end them is a 
change of time scale: the last chapter is an epilogue that covers many years, 
providing an after-story fOT the characters. Epilogues may appear to lack closure in 
the strict sense: rather than stopping the story and tying up all loose ends, they 
allow it to drift into the future. But these endings serve another purpose: they 
graft the novel, which when read is apart from life, back onto real time of history, 
joining it and the reader to our world... closure in the novel, by epilogue or other 
means, is seldom so definite that it cannot be reopened in a subsequent novel 
involving the same characters . . . . (84). 

Since the technical innovation of an open-ended conclusion has new effects, this type of 

conclusion allows the writer to reopen a subsequent novel very much related to El Yanqui. 

Unger's second novel on Argentina, The Disappeared. 

In order to understand the purpose of El Yangui. one must refer what might be 

considered the intertext^ for the novel, the seventeenth-century novel El Diablo Cojuelo 

(1641) by Luis Velez de Guevara. Like this Spanish novel. El Yangui shares some 

characteristics with the picaresgue novel. According to Smart Miller, "A picaresgue novel 

is a novel with an episodic plot The episodic plot. . . the accident motif, and the rash of 
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events pattem, projects a universe in a state of chaos" (131). Some of these 

characteristics are comparable to the novel of initiation, such as an episodic plot and the 

accident motif. The importance here is to focus on how Unger portrays "a universe in a 

state of chaos" in the style of El Diablo Cojuelo. 

At the beginning of the novel, Unger alludes to Guevara's reflection on El Diablo 

Cojuelo. "A novel of the other life, translated to this one." In relation to Vdez de 

Guevara's novel and his discurso. in the introduction to El Diablo Cojuelo. Fem^dez 

Gonz^ez writes: 

Discurso en prosa, subtimlado Novela de la otra vida. traducida a 6sta. cuya 
estractura y contenido le vienen impuestos por el sistema que adopta, que imita, y 
el peso de su propia experiencia vital desembocada en el propio desengano, 
perfilado desde esa 'atalaya' de la vida enfilada hacia un t6rmino cercano. (13) 

The critic asserts that El Diablo Cojuelo is an allegorical picaresque novel, whose content 

and stracture are common to seventeendi-century satire. Thus, the novel depias the 

themes of its time, such as the engano and the desengaiio (deception and disillusionment). 

The novel, inspired by C^evedo's Suenos. satirizes human defects, especially those of 

the bourgeoisie (19). In a manner similar to El Diablo Coiuelo. Unger applies the 

seventeenth-century concept to satirize the human defects of the Argentine society. 

The novel's treatment of the social situations penetrates beneath the surface, and 

the pattem of events is displayed within a compressed and varied time fiame. As in the 

picaresque novel, the rhythm of action is in "strikingly short compass..., [which has] 

the effect of dazzling both reader and [protagonist] with the accumulated chaos of life's 

action" (Miller 21). The sdiicture of the novel is cinematic and episodic: there is a 

continual change of scenes, and the narratirai presents "the world" as a place intended to be 

explored. The driving force to explore the world comes from the rebellious protagonist's 

rejection of a complacent middle-class life. As in El Diablo Ctojuelo. Unger presents an 
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allegorical vision of tiie "great tiieater of tiie world." FOT instance. El Diablo Coiuelo has 

Madrid and Sevilla as tiie most inportant centers of attention (Fem^dez 21). Vdez de 

Guevara criticizes his sodety by stracturing the novel witiiin different perspectives. The 

Spanish writer employs rught as a time frame to achieve a satirical effect. MOTeover, he 

simates his characters, el Diablo Cojuelo and Cleof^, on a high level or vertical plane, 

"en una visi6n de arriba," and the other characters and the Spanish town on a lower OT 

horizontal level (21). The writer's purpose is to present a global vision of Spanish social 

life by presenting it from different perspectives (13). 

Unger uses pattems similar to the Spanish novel. In El Yanqui. he depicts the 

modem cities of Buenos Aires and New YOTIC TO elalxwate the criticisms of the societies 

in these cities, Unger attempts to detach himself firom his personal views, creating 

distance between himself and what he observes through tiie use of time and space. He 

uses the evening hours to unmask the deceptions of Buenos Aires and New York. The 

rught OT darkness suggests deception, falsity. An example of this techruque is found in 

Chapter 2, "Under the Crast," where he criticizes Buenos Aires. The protagonist climbs 

a statue firom which he perceives the corrapt side of the society. He unmasks the city's 

corraption by presenting harsh critidsms of the bourgeoisie, the church, the political 

parties, and the unions. Unger refers to historical figures, such as San Martin and Mitre, 

to introduce features of Argentine history. For instance, Diego finds himself "near the 

stame of Bartolom6 Mitre that was up on a littie hill overloddng a large rectangular 

fountain, the park and the broad boulevard" (68). From this perspective, Diego and 

Mitre's eyes look inquisitively cm the wealthy part of Buenos Aires, its people and their 

behavior. The eyes of both the protagonist and the stame pierce through their environs and 

reach the Plaza de Mayo, the centers of the Peronist party and of the ttade union, the 

C.G.T., tiie govemment house and the cell meetings of tiie Montoneros. among otiier 
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places. They observe tiie immorality of tiie rich people, the corraption of the government 

and the political leaders. By moving back and forth in time and space, the writer's 

purpose is to give an objective global vision of tiie corraption of Argentine society. 

On other occasions, as in Guevara's woik, the writer uses daylight hours and the 

play of mirrors to point to the hidden misery and deception of social life. An example of 

the surrealistic and grotesque descriptions is found in Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch." The 

gaucho's caricature and Correntina's bar are examples of deception and distortion of reality 

and will be discussed later in this section. 

Unger's dieatment of space and time is similar to that in El Diablo Cojuelo. Space 

and time fimction as extemal stractures. For instance, exaggerated caricatures and 

grotesqueness are represented in relation to time and space. To convey such an effect, the 

writer uses the techruque of the esperpento. the juxtaposition of time and space to reveal a 

deformed world: a bizarre combination of people, places and simations. For instance, 

Unger writes: 

Over there, off across the walled cemetery of La Recoleta where only the rich and 
the powerful were buried, the head priest of historic Recoleta church finished his 
midnight leak and flopped back into bed . . . Down the way, across the tracks, in 
the distance towards the outskirts and the poorer districts, a maid named Ftfula 
was giving birth to a child with her husband, Toribio, proudly attending her, while 
her employer in the Barrio Norte who was the real father was climbing into bed 
with somebody new. (68-69) 

As the above discussion should indicate, the narrative content of the novel is 

complex and varied. In this respect, the Publishers Weeklv's critic comments that, in El 

Yanqui. "there is certainly a powerful subject... but it is nearly drowned by voluminous 

detail, needless excursions and digressions, commonplace observation and surprisingly 

pedestiian prose" (Publishers Weeklv. 22 August 1986: 82). The critic's perception of 

the novel's technique is correct Nevertheless, the critic does not realize that Unger is 

deliberately using many diverse elements to create a vaned picture of a complex era. 
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Unger, an exuberant novelist, does not want to leave anything out; tiiat is why he depicts 

the demonsttatOTS dodging tiie buUets, Diego's detention, tiie labyrintii of dressing rooms, 

Diego's nightmares in Correntina's bar and in New York, and Harry's mental 

disorientation in the asylum. To magnify social injustices, Unger presents a caricature of 

a vicious society, especially of the bourgeoisie and tiie church, e.g., the rich and 

powerful of the city, and the hierarchies of the church and the military. In contrast to the 

critic's opiruon, in El Yanqui there is unity. It manifests itself in Unger's ordering of 

episodes to produce a unique and interesting superstracture. MOTeover, deception and 

disillusionment are constant themes of the narration. 

The Esperpento 

Unger follows the characteristics of a sociopolitical realist writer. In order to 

shock the reader and exaggerate the graescwne aspects of the Argentine sodopolitical 

system, he uses the baroque and the esperpento as the style of the narration. Unger 

comments that Argentina is "un pafs bartoco esperp6ntico." He cwnpares the country 

with "un sal6n de espejos, donde el argentino aparece como nm4ndose en un centenar de 

espejos y confundi^ndose entre ellos" (Unger, letter to the author. May 16 1989). This is 

the reason that the seventeenth-century novel El Diablo Cojuelo. with its elements of the 

baroque and esperpento. has served Unger as a model. In this section, I will explain 

how the esperpento is a primary technique of the novel. 

The term esperpento does not exist in the English Language. It refers to the 

grotesqueness of tilings and people. In Ram6n del Valle-Incldn: Luces de Bohemia. 

Anthony N. Zahareas writes, "The term esperpento in Spanish refers to things or people 

who are grotesque, bizarre, ludicrously eccentric, absurd" (38). Moreover, Zahareas 

says tiiat "Valle-Incl^ uses esperpento sttictiy in aesthetic terms: it's a style of writing, a 
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manner of representing, a way of portraying. It is a principle of art and not necessarily a 

fact of experience" (38). Yet, in Unger's case, tiie esperpento alludes to both a principle 

of art and a part of the writer's experience. Moreover, the esperpento of Valle-Incldn is a 

genre, and it is supported by a stylistic technique, by dramatic prindples and by a vision 

of tiie human condition (Zahareas 38). Certainly, Unger has not died to make of his 

novel a trae esperp^ntica narration in tiie style of Valle-Inclin; however, tiie writer has 

used the espeipento as a serious concem fOT man's meaningless existence to illustrate the 

systematic deformation of things and people in an alienated world. In content, the novel 

narrates episodes from the life and history of Argentina 

The Argentine reality of the 1960s through the 1980s, the one Unger observed, 

originated in the confusion and crisis of tiie late fifties with Peril's legacy. Rock 

comments, "Per6n's legacy was a nation that continued to be ensnared by the same 

problems that he had failed to surmount" (319). With this background for a setting, 

Unger portrays the tragedy of the country in terms of the esperpento. Although Unger 

focuses on the absurd and grotesque Argentine reality, he also brings in the impoverished 

life, the irrationality, and the violence of the political system of the United States. He 

focuses on the Viemam war as a corresponding evil to the Argentine political rughtmare of 

tiie 1960s and 1970s. Unger, in Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch," writes: 

The Peronist agitation was continuing in random bombings and armed raids by 
groups like the Montoneros and the E.R.P. These acts were strongly countered by 
the military, who also used them to justify continuing their state of siege. We 
compared their mentality to that of dfie U.S. govemment, which was stepping up 
bombing in North Vietnam. (181) 

The stylistic form of the esperpento is found throughout the novel. In Chapter 1, 

"Changes," the writer starts building tiie narration witii grotesque images. The 

protagonist, Diego, alludes to his younger Argentine brotiier's book, a children's edition 

of Dante's Divine Comedv. as a prelude to tiie grotesque he finds in tiie countty. He 
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comments: 

Miguelito's index finger rested on a colorful depiction of Dante himself cowering 
before a line of tormented figures shrouded in a fiery dust cloud- They were 
chasmg after a figure tiiat cairied a banner tiiat bore no symbols, tiieir faces twisted 
into ugly metamorphic expressions as if they were human beings on their way to 
changing into griffins. They were rashing around for eternity, chasing after tiiat 
blank, tattered flag... I looked at tiie caption under tiie grotesque illusttation that 
said. To tiiemselves alone were tiiev true. (15) 

Unger employs a similar style to allude to the deformed sodopolitical aspect of the country. 

Of all the chapters. Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch," epitomizes the nighttnarish version of 

the cultural and social reality of Argentina. 

After many adventures and misformnes in the city of Buenos Aires, Diego is sent 

to the family's ranch on the pampas. Unger polarizes situations for ironic effects. In this 

chapter, the writer refers to the techruques of idealization and caricature to polarize both 

characters and themes. On the one hand, the setting represents the virgin state of the land 

with vast open fields, tiiick tall grass, birds, and nanduces (rheas or ostriches) running 

freely on the plain. Observing the plains, Diego leams that the pampas is a rich land, 

with wheat fields and tall grass. On his trip, he sees: 

On the one side of the road, the grasses grew higher than the track, tall and thick-
stemmed, filled with seed at the end of autumn, the tops spread out into firondlike 
heads that made them look like a dense field of straw-colored peacock feathers. On 
the other side of the road there were large herds of cattie grazing, most of them 
bunched up near the wire-fat-looking black cattie or brown ones with white faces, 
serenely poking their noses into the h-own tufted grass under the warm sun of a 
mild winter day. (185) 

Likewise, Diego, at the Benevento's house, observes a peaceful night: 

I stood in the Benevento yard, at the center of its littie village of white buildings 
surrounded by tall eucalypms trees. I looked up at the sky, a deep cobalt blue that 
was glowing like the paintings of Henri Rousseau. It seemed to be curving ahead, 
lit up by the stars and a quarter moon. (197) 

The inhabitants of this natural scenario, however, contrast sharply with this idyllic 

description. For instance, the gaucho figure is totally ridiculed in grotesque descriptions. 
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Likewise, Unger uses the same technique to depict La Correntina, theprostimte, and her 

bar. Unger offers a distorted painting of tiie reality based on a special vision of Argentine 

culture. The novelist plays with the sensitivity of the audience by mingling tiie tragic in 

the gaucho Casinoiro witii tiie bizarre amusement of tiie whwe La Correntina. One notes a 

pattem of demythification based on exaggeration, inversion, and disproportion, Unger 

demythifies the ttaditional figure of the gaucho in order to point to the tragic sense of life. 

He portrays the absurd of life timjugh tiie gaucho by reflecting him in distorted and 

concave mirrors. FOT example, Don Casimiro is like a sad puppet portrayed in awkward 

movements and depicted in dehumanized terms. The writer detaches from the image of 

the gaucho as a hero to describe Casimiro as something mecharucal, Casimiro is the oldest 

gaucho in the Benevento's ranch, "though nobody could remember the year he was 

bom . , . " (198), Diego observes the old man by identifying him with a puppet on a 

stage: 

Casimiro was stooped and broken-looking. One of his arms was weirdly twisted 
and seemed useful to him only while bending down and performing chOTes below 
the waist like stirring up the fire for barbecues. He acmally kept tius arm tied to his 
waist by the wrist with the leather string, which seemed to help its movement—he 
picked things up, a feed bucket, for example, with his injured arm moving around 
like a crane arm suspended from its leather cable. "Just look at him," Rulo said. 
"He's so old he's acmally held togetiier by stiings," (198) 

FurthermOTe, in order to complete the deplorable description of the gaucho. Unger adds 

other comical features. The protagonist says that the gaucho's "face really looked as if 

every bone in it had been broken, a sharp indio jaw hanging crookedly under a bulbous 

nose as big as a potato, and not a tooth left in his mouth. His hands were as tough as tree 

bark, his fingers like thickly jointed smbs of dark bamboo" (198). The depiction of 

Casimiro elicits a response of disgust from the reader. The incongraity presented here is 

as tt-agic as it is ridiculous. Similar to the way that Unger criticizes tiie absurdity of tiie 
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violent history of the coundy, the mythical representation of tiie gaucho is destroyed 

within the fimnewOTk of illusion versus reality. 

The writer also relates the absurd conception of Argentine life in the grotesque 

picttue of La Correntina and the bordello in which E>iego finds himself lost. La Correntina 

is the madam of the famous house of prostimtion in the small town of Henderson. She is 

the panacea of all the gauchos. Her figure is both ridiculous and comic: 

She was short, round—fat is the only word. Her face was pretty though, not 
gaudy with makeup but healthy loolang, with nice big brown eyes under dyed red 
hair cut into the shape of an overtumed bowl. She st(xxi in black high heels, no 
stockings, wearing only plain blue-green panties that bulged out over her stomach 
under a bright red sweater with the sleeves pulled up to her elbows. She stood in 
the middle of the room like a squat red bull, in posture as if deciding whether or 
not to charge. (223) 

Diego, who has his first sexual experience with La Correntina in a big bunkhouse room, 

observes the woman and is surprised. The red color of her hair and the image of a red bull 

dramatize the image of a prostitute-a tragicomic, ludicrous image of the fleshy woman. 

La Cortentijia, the name for a woman from Corrientes province, is the beginning of a 

further lughtmarish spectram of corraption. In La Correntina's bar, the nightmare begins. 

The whorehouse embodies confusion, distortion of the natural, and desttuction 

and delusion of the person. As in Valle-Inclin's novels, Unger takes the bizarre and 

dramatizes it on a stage-like situation "as if [the writer] were putting a concave mirror 

before the actOTS thus catching, distorting and ridiculing their appearance The result is 

smrealistic movements, fantastic impressions, absurd aspects of human conduct" 

(Zahareas 56-57), Therefore, the bOTdello represents "the uncanny and irrational." 

Unger introduces the bar with some humOT. Diego says, "At La Cortentina's that rught, 

half the weekend sirmers in the district must have been clustered under the tin roof of her 

bamlike cement-block bar and dance hall" (227), There, Diego meets a beautiful black 
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woman named La Cubana or DOIOTCS, The protagonist describes the young woman as "a 

sad black girl with long legs and [with] the most beautiful breasts . . . tiiat thrast up from 

the dark, hot landscape of her exotic skin, smooth and blue-looking in the dim lantern 

light" (229). The atmosphere, "the dim lantem light," is appropriate to tiie sexual 

connotation of the place. Both Diego and Dolores become delirious and frantic with the 

LSD that Harry has sent Diego from Viemam Diego remembers: 

We washed our halves of acid down with our expensive scotch and sometime later, 
just as we were really getting off, I tried to climb into bed with her . , . but we 
were both too doubled over with insane giggling, a thin haze of light from the 
lantem slicing the room in half between us. (2^) 

In a surrealistic type of description, Unger presents Diego and Dolores fragmented 

physically and psychologically. The use of light and color help visualize this scenario that 

bit by bit begins to grow in madness. Under the effect of the LSD, time elongates all 

activity as if it were "a joumey that took light-years" (231). Suddenly, an overwhelming 

series of national elements are displayed "in a chaotic parade." The grotesque and the 

absurd reach their climax in Correntina's bar, which is a synonym of Argentina's 

absurdity. 

The writer symbolizes the coundy's insanity by mixing in a surrealistic maimer all 

the different levels of sodety. This section alludes to Tranco HI of El Diablo Cojuelo with 

the plays of mirtOTS and the fardcal descriptions of characters and of society as a whole. 

The narrator says, "the barroom was alive, too alive-I had an awareness that it had 

become a huge living beast made up of music and noise, black tobacco smoke and 

tiireatening movements" (231). Unger brings together gauchos. tt-actor drivers, packers, 

trackers, folk music and insttuments, tango, and sd-ange birds; he also compares La 

Correntina's musicians, "the only geniuses in the place" (233), with poets and singers 

such as Homer, Shakespeare, theBeaties, Dylan, and Luis de Guevara, The depiction 
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of people creates a chaotic impression, a grotesque parody of Argentina: 

La Cortentina moved in the colorful mirrors, borne along by the drunken crown in 
a chaotic parade, A voice started talking in my head, Listen and look, look and 
liSlsn, this is her ttain. her court, earning along all her possessions. Don't vou 
know who she is? Don't vou know who vou are? In the mercury windows 
behind the bar a multimde was passing in a dusty, smoky whirlwind with whisties, 
hoots, shouts, drams and tambourines , , , I was unable to move, caught, 
trapped, fixed there like a stuffed hunting trophy watching it all with my big glass 
eye. First came the beast of burden, the rich ranchers, cattie merchants, bankers 
and lawyers, bearing along tiieir big chests full of yanqui cash. . . . After them 
came an iimumerable ttoop packed tightiy together on the dance floor, shoulder to 
shoulder in a smoke thicker than any pampas dust, all of them men who made their 
livings from open mouths—gauchos, tractor drivers, field wOTkers, packers, 
trackers, bartenders, grocers, bakers. . . . (232) 

The paragraph, in a baroque style, bombards the reader with a series of characters, 

social figures of the city and the countryside, police and army officers, like a "samba 

parade" filled with colors. The tone is ironic, mOTdant The accumulated series of 

elements produces a firagmented effect. The church is also part of this carnival. Diego, 

with a farcical tone, concludes that "somewhere among them was a one-eyed priest who 

was teaching himself about sin and carrying before him a huge tree branch hung all over 

with canes, miters, laurels . . ." (234), Unger uses his protagonist, who is under the 

effect of a drag, to display the malady of the country. The bar symbolizes Argentina, 

because it synthesizes the coundy's sociopolitical confusion and chaos. In the bar, like in 

Argentina, no one understands anybody, and things are distorted. As the narrator says, 

"I reached the doOT back to La COTrentina's bar, which was glowing blue-white under a 

cloudy sky in which a moon shone like a frosted bulb, like a cartoonist's idea of light 

(231). 

Unger is able to synthesize the paradoxes of a country through the uncanny and the 

irrational. He presents an ugly world whose effects bring out a mixture of feelings of fear 

and terror impossible to arrange in a rational frame. As Zahareas points out, "tiie 

grotesque setting of the esperpento is not only theatrical deformation but it also contains 
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satirical and ethical preoccupations" (57). It is not Unger's purpose to criticize the mOTal 

and social complexity of a country foreign to him, but to shock the reader by stressing the 

deceptive appearances of a wOTld immersed in absurdity and deception, which, in a 

universal panorama, corresponds to all sordid human reality. The author, with his 

perspective on history, stops esciq)ing from reality to penetrate the dark side of modem 

society. Thus, Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch," summarizes the weaknesses of the society. 

The details, touching on a wide range of types and occupations, encompasses the fardcal, 

the satirical, and historical along the way. 

As a whole. El Yanqui portrays a universe in a state of chaos difficult to 

comprehend. As Gregory L, Morris says: 

Politics, class, power-the real characters in this novel-proceed to wOTk their dark 
magic of severance and death, play their games with the fives of the imlucky, and 
transform the irmocent into the sadly knowing. The worlds of Harry in Viemam 
and of Diego in Argentina both spin with equal madness and absurdity, (122) 

Moreover, Unger, by using the esperpento. effectively depicts "the ttagic sense of 

hopelessness and impotence that has become part of our modem political nature. The 

madness, says Unger, simply never ends" (Morris 123). 

The Novel and Argentine Culture and Politics 

El Yanqui presents an important picture of modem Argentina, of the tense and 

violent social and political divisions of Argentina seen through the author's own experience 

during the late 1960s. There is no doubt that the nanation is a piece of fiction; however, 

the novel is an historical statement on a metaphorical level. Despite all the exaggerations 

proper to the autiior's intention to employ the esperpento style, Unger portrays various 

levels of the country's reality. The rich stylistic traits and clarity of the narrative invigOTate 

the Argentine political ferment of the 1960s and 1970s, The inclusion of the Argentine 
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mentality in many of the dialogues leaves die reader widi a sense of having experienced life 

in the coundy, Unger transfers his readers to Buenos Aires, to die rhythmic style of die 

big port city, to the idiosyncrasies of die portefios and of die Argentines in general, their 

language, their dreams and fimsttations. Because it is important to point out how the 

writer captures the Argentine reality in his work, I must review such matters as historical 

facts and environmental details, and the sodocultural and linguistic elements perceived in 

the characters and actions. 

It is impossible to separate Argentina's environment from its history; they are 

intimately connected in the narration. El Yanqui's importance rests significantiy on 

Unger's evocations of urban existence. FOT example, the milieu of the city of Buenos 

Aires is evoked along with an interpretation of its human problems—problems that are a 

result of a long history of violence, Unger interweaves his fictional setting with history 

and blends them with a dramatic tone. The novel begins with a description of the port of 

Buenos Aires, its smroundings and the Plaza de Mayo. The narrator's specific reference 

to the Plaza de Mayo is an historical evocation. Even at the beginning of the novel, during 

the fall of 1969, the nartator recalls the year 1955, In chapter 1, "Changes," he points 

out that the "front of the Casa Rosada,., along with the Air Force building, still showed 

minor damage from the bombing raids the Argentine Air Force had carried out when the 

presidente Per6n had been driven from power" (1). Historically, this statement refers to 

June 16, 1955 when Per<^ was called to a demonsttation, started by the CGT, in the 

Plaza de Mayo. Rock states that "as thousands of workers and ttade unionists gathered, 

naval planes began ttaversing the square. Seeking to desttoy the presidential palace, they 

showered bombs on the multimdes below, killing several hundred people" (316). 

Statues of national heroes also help to revive the past Unger's depiction of 

Argentine historical myths is critical of sodety. In dus case, he attempts to demythify 
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Argentina's histOTy. For example, in Chapter 2, alluding to the nineteentii-century, the 

narrator finds himself half-drank in the parks of Palermo near the stame of Bartolom^ 

Mittie, Using a cinematic technique, Unger evokes a series of cracial historical moments 

during the regime of Urquiza, He mentions, for example, the war between the Federals 

and Unitarians during tiie time of the dictatOT Juan Manuel de Rosas, and tiie butchery of 

Federals, "soldiers who were hung by their necks from the trees in Palermo" (68). 

Unger's use of history also has ironic tones. The irony lies in the citizens' inability to 

change the seemingly constant state of violence in the country. The writer effectively 

counterpoints past and present. He uses the flashback techruque to parallel events which 

are separated by decades. Although a series of historical events threaten to overwhelm the 

reader, the writer's purpose is to coimect the Benevento family's dilemma to a larger scope 

of time and space. 

Unger refers to the Peronist experience as a shadowy backdrop of the political 

turmoils and ineffectiveness of the 1960s and 1970s, In 1955, Per6n attacked the 

Catholic Church, He forbade religious instraction in the schools and proposed the 

legalization of divOTce and prostimtion among other things. In 1955, the Church became 

the great symbol of resistance, and many priests were persecuted and sent to jails. In 

Chapter 2, "Under the Crast," Unger alludes to this specific political problem, Diego 

hears from el Negrito that "the old Monsefior before this one , , . was thrown into the 

house of crazies because he spoke out against PenSn" (39). Furthermore, in Chapter 3, 

"Real Bullets," Hem^dez-Marclli explains to Diego that Father Vargas spent three montiis 

under arrest just before tiie coup. He also adds tiiat the San Andres priests were against 

tiie Peronist regime, for which tiiey "were arrested and beaten by tiie police" (87). In tiie 

same chapter, the smdent mentions the attempts of the Per6n govemment to help the poor, 

and he explains to Diego diat "Evita PerrSn's bulldozers were forced to stop" in Villa 
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Hendaya (84). Unger refers to tiie time when poor migrants moved from the city to tiie 

rapidly proliferating shantytowns tiiat populated tiie surroundings of Buenos Aires. Perx3n 

made some effort to solve tiie problem. Rock points out tiiat "by 1955 Per6n's 

colonization and land redisttibution measures had aided... 3,200 farming families" 

(312). 

El Yanqui's narrative richness of historical and political details serves to focus the 

work as a profound statement on modem human beings d-apped between their illusions and 

tiieir anxieties. Because the novel is a Bildungsroman on the psychological maturation of 

two adolescents, one can speak of Diego's and Alejo's initiation in their growing 

awareness of the depth of historical and political forces with which they become involved. 

It is not a coinddence that both teenagers meet with a group of university students 

politically oriented against the military government They wimess political and social 

events leading to confusion. Unger specifically alludes to the time when the smdents 

decided to resist the govenunent in 1966-70 in favOT of free elections and Per6n's retum to 

the country. For example, oneof the smdents says, "We sttuggle for free elections now, 

Perdn becomes president again, then we work for social reforms within the party. We 

demonstrate, we paint walls, we stop business as usual all over the country until that 

happens" (109-10), During the late 1960s, Perdn represented the solution for the 

country, and smdents alone with imion workers pushed for the dream to become trae. In 

fact, Per6n represented the people's false illusions and fOTetold the insurgency of the 

1970s, These two chapters also make references to historical figures. The writer presents 

a vivid scene in a restaurant where the young smdents argue about important political 

figures such as Augusto Vandor. He was a leader of a Perorust faction of the 

metallurgical workers' union, who was assassinated in 1969. 
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In the chapter, "State of Siege," Unger delineates tiie violent days tiiat followed 

the cordobazo of May 1969. It is worth noting that Unger also alludes to the state of siege 

of November 1974 during the govemment of Isabel de Per6n (see page 12, Chapter I). In 

Chapter 7, "Fevertree," in anotiier example of die many political turmoils of tiie year 1969, 

the protagonist refers to Nelson Rockefeller's visit to Argentina (June 1969). Diego and 

his Argentine brothers wimess the bombs diat destroyed a chain of supermarkets in 

Buenos Aires in which the RockefeUer family had a controlling interest Diego states, 

"Rockefeller,,, was a symbol fOT a revival policy of yanqui business-as-usual all over 

Latin America" (262), Without any doubt, the year 1969 was a decisive year in the future 

of Argentine political straggles. From the cordobazo. a series of riots and violence 

continued with Augusto Vandor's assassination, Rockefeller's visit to Buenos Aires, and 

the subsequent turbulence against Nixon's administration and Onganfa's dictatorship. 

These events foreshadowed the climactic years of the 1970s. 

FOT Unger, however, corraption is not only the forces of the collective OT national 

level, but also the individual's irmer devil-selfishness. He observes the diversity of the 

Argentine mentality in politics and culture. For instance, in Chapter 3, "Real Bullets," 

he comments on the attimde of the people toward their simation. While some students are 

committed to fighting against the military regime, otiier citizens seem completely unaware 

of or indifferent to the common sttuggle. FOT instance, Diego observes: 

On the avenue Corrientes, the crowd seemed even cheerful tonight, chattering away 
and stepping into the pizza parlors and bars for a slice OT for littie beef, chicken or 
ham pies called empMiadas. Didn't they know what was going on? . , , Which 
version of events was tine? The one I could see on the stteet here OT the one they 
were all talking about in the bar? (110-111). 

In Chapter 4, he alludes to tiie vicious political conflia of the 1970s, when many 

guerrilla groups, and radical left-wing unions became militant in the coimtry. In reference 

to this political confusion, Diego asserts, "The political life of Argentina was made up of 
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at least twice tius many factions, no one group of tiiem seeming able to make up a 

majority, Argentina in tiiose days was like a hundred armed Mafias... all fighting for 

political power" (124). 

Unger incorporates into his novel a skillful interplay between tiie comfortable life of 

the Beneventos and the daily battie fOT survival of the lower-middle-class masses. During 

the political discOTd of the 1970s, the govemment declared a state of siege throughout the 

country. The coundy's conflict reverberated in people's lives. In the novel, Papi 

becomes disillusioned when he sees that the demagoguery of the Peronists has again 

caused the country unrest Politically, the man is tOTn between two abortive political 

powers, Peronists and military rulers; neither power can bring stability to the coundy. 

Papa's complaint reflects the typical discomfort of the rich. He worries about his money 

and well-being. However, there is another side of the country, the poor who find 

themselves strangled between both Peronists and military rulers. 

In Chapter 5, "Why Can't You Live Pretty?" the writer presents a redeeming 

aspect of the life of Argentina, After the student and wOTkers'demonsttation, Diego is 

detained in a huge, cold soccer stadium full of soldiers and angry faces. In this stadium, 

he meets an unknown poOT wOTker who is sensitive and caring to the needs of foreign 

smdents. The wOTker offers Diego a jacket, cigarettes, and relates to him in brotherly 

fashion. In this man, Diego finds honesty, humility and love. Unger conttasts the 

complacency of the rich with the endurance and suffering of the poor. 

History has various meanings, and Unger is careful about its presentation. With 

respect to the sociological and cultural aspects of the coundy, Unger is also realistic. He 

is capable of depicting the most relevant highlights of the city of Buenos Aires, its people, 

and its customs. He mentions very littie about the rest of the country. Whenever he 

refers to the other provinces of Argentina, Unger reflects the same parochial mentality that 
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people of Buenos Aires have toward tiie provinces. The Benevento family represents the 

typical Argentine upper-middle class. The Beneventos are well-educated and live in 

opulence. Their apartment reflects the quality of life and the cosmopolitan education 

proper to their socioeconomic stams. Papi displays his knowledge of Buenos Aires as 

well as of foreign matters. The music they listen to, the books they read, tiiedecOTations 

and work of arts in their apartment express clearly the taste and the intellect of the wealthy 

class. The tango is present in their home and in the streets of Buenos Aires. Papl 

introduces Diego to well known tangos such as "Her Eyes Qosed on Me. My Beloved 

Buenos Aires. Goodbve Bovs or I Missed Her bv a Nose" (17). The description of the 

Barrio Norte, its streets during the day and in the evenings is a vivid cuadro de cosmmbre 

porteno or a typical local color portrayal of Buenos Aires of the well-to-do 

Unger conttasts this type of life with the port of Buenos Aires, the bars, the 

people, the description of the siesta time pervaded by nostalgic tango melodies. Unger 

refers to the typical male Argentine mentality, particularly the practice on Sundays when 

all go to the soccer field to cheer fOT their teams, the well-known Boca Juniors and River 

Plate teams. Another aspect of Argentine reality is centered in the life of tiie Colegio San 

Andres. FOT literary purposes, he exaggerates his descriptions of the smdents in the back 

of the classrooms smoking, vOTiiiting over exams, chanting humorous songs and making 

fun of the professors. However, the overall panorama of his experience at school reflects 

the reality of the educational system and the idiosyncrasy of the people. FOT instance, the 

smdents cheat, as in the case of Hem^dez-Marelli; they recite tiie lessons fOT the teachers 

as a proof that they smdy; they help each other in difficult times, as when Diego receives 

help from all his classmates to pass his last exam to graduate. Professors can be 

intransigent towards the smdents and give demerits as a punishment, or teach old material 

inadequate to the needs of the smdents. 
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Unger's use of tiie Spanish language also reflects tiie reality of Argentina. He has 

been able to capture the way Argentine people, and especially tiie people of Buenos Aires, 

express themselves. Under sttess, dying to understand the language, Diego alludes to 

the differences of the Sparush usage in Buenos Aires, For instance, in Chapter 1, 

"Changes," he comments on his firasttations: 

I was like a gibbering child again, I had smdied Sparush fOT three years in school 
but somehow . , , it was a straggle to remember enough of the language to ask for a 
spoon at the table Starting with that first day, my personality began caving in 
if firom nothing more than fatigue, loneliness and humiliation of being reduced to 
tongue-tied gibberish and firantic gestures while at the same time dying to ttanslate 
strings of wOTds out of a Spanish-English pocket dictionary that seemed useful fOT 
Mexico, (9) 

The novel often exemplifies how E>iego acquires the portefios way of speaking. Diego 

remembers that, from his first day in the dty: 

. , , it was the Benevento family who taught me my speech, as well as my rales of 
dress and etiquette, my tastes and my leisures, as if our contract together from the 
beginning was that in their Buenos Aires, as a member of their fannly, I was 
expected to sound and dress and aa as one of them. (10) 

TherefOTe, Diego becomes a typical young well-to-do porteno. A good example is the 

word £h£, used by all Argentines and not only by the people of "this tango city," as Diego 

remarks (7). Unger refers to as many words as possible to convey the trae linguistic 

sense of the Argentine ejqjression, such as joda for having a good time, para descansar 

del vugo for resting, mangos for money, macheteando for cheating, los descamisados for 

the mass of the people, among many other expressions. 

There are some minOT flaws in Unger's characterization of the nation, with respect 

to both people and the land. FOT example, one enOT is to say that the avenue 9 de Julio 

has been "named after tiie date of tiie first official Argentine constimtiwi" (106). 

Historically, on 9 July 1816, the Congress of Tucum^ declared the independence of the 

United Provinces of tiie Rfo de la Plata. In Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch," Unger 
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misleads when he defines the rest of die provinces as C6rdoba " the dty of C6rdoba in die 

NcHth," and when he generalizes and says that Tucumin is "one vast sugar plantation with 

its Indio laborers who managed to get along on a standard of living perh^s a littie better 

than colonial slaves" (183), First, geographically, Cdrdoba is in the center of Argentina; 

thus, it carmot be considered as a province of the North, unless it is in relationship with 

the location of Buenos Aires. In fact, Unger here reflects the mentality of the portefio 

who considers all the cities and provinces north of Buenos Aires as "el Norte," Secondly, 

Tucumdn is not a province covered by sugar plantations and made up of Indio labOTers, 

Unger's visit to Tucum^ was brief; thus, I am not quite sure how much he knows of the 

reality and the people of this province, 

Unger incorporates into the novel a skillful interplay between heroic figures of the 

past (San Martfii and Rivadavia) and the putative decay of die present (the closing days of 

Onganfa's dictatorship and the forthcoming of the military governments of the 1970s and 

early 1980s). His use of historical and political issues function as a fimdamental irony. It 

is an irony that depends on his communication to the reader of the inability of human 

beings to constract an adequate explanation of their ambiguous and confusing experience. 

Argentina is the microcosm of modem human beings tnq)ped between illusions and 

anxieties. Rnice Brown synthesizes El Yanqui's life in Argentina, and writes: 

From the slums (where he helps to build a mission) to the pampas (where he 
whores like a gaucho) to the demonstratiOTis against the military govenunent 
(where he scrawls "Death to the Dictatorship" across tiie front of the College of 
Law), the exchange smdent from Port Washington, N,Y,, has a way of 
gravitating toward memorable simations, ("Yanqui Abroad," Seattie Post 
&Intelligencer Nov. 1986: No pag.) 

Unger presents a general panorama of life in Buenos Aires. Many of the inddents are part 

of his own experience in the country; and many of the historical references are expressions 

of the writer's careful smdy about Argentina. 
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Conclusion 

El Yanqyi, a novel of initiation, places tiie reader in a chaotic modem wOTld where 

its characters reveal with crade realism a bitter awakening to life. The novel evdces the 

conflictive sodopolitical problems of contemporary Argentina and the United States of the 

1960s. The writer intertwines the problems of tiie outside world with die personal moral 

ttibulations of the characters, especially Diego, Alejo and Harry. The experience of 

Harry in the United States and in Viemam, and Diego and Alejo in Argentina reflect the 

absurdity of the modem wOTld. El Yanqui depicts a sense of hopelessness and 

disillusionment with life. However, Unger does not leave his reader in a totally nihilistic 

world. In spite of the adolescents' loss of innocence and madness of the streets in New 

York and Buenos Aires, Diego glinqises hope, 

Unger brings life to his writing in his thorough depiction of a detailed setting of 

Buenos Aires and complex characters-humOTous and pathetic. His style is rich. He 

creates a unique work of art El Yanqui is a novel in which Unger skillfully combines 

stylistic elements of the picaresque novel, the esperpento of Valle Incl^. and realism. El 

Yanqui reflects the author's desire to narrate a story of a family, the Beneventos, and of a 

foreign smdent, "El Yanqui," with the hope of providing an understanding, not only of 

Argentina, but of the universal experience of coming to maturity. 
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Notes 

^Douglas Unger, El Yanqui (New York: Ballantine Books, 1988), p. 3. 
Quotations firom this novel are dted parenthetically by page number. 

^According to Robert Scholes, "an intertext is a text lurking inside another, 
shaping meanings, whether the author is conscious of this or not" (145). Robert Scholes, 
Semiotics and Interpretation (New Haven: Yale UP, 1982). 



CHAPTER IV 

LAWRENCE THORNTON'S IMAGINING ARGENTINA 

Profile of die Writer 

Lawrence Thomton's first novel was pubUshed in 1987. He has spent tiie maJOT 

part of his life as a professor of literature and as a critic. In recent years, he has dedded to 

leave criticism and to write fiction. As he himself admits, "I no longer write criticism, 

except fOT an occasional book review" (Lawrence Thomton, letter to die autiiOT, 21 May 

1989), 

Lawrence Thornton, bom in 1937, is a native of California, His background is 

academic. He received his B,A (1960), M.A, (1967) and Ph.D, (1973) from tiie 

Uiuversity of California, Santa Barbara, His areas of specialization are nineteenth-century 

and modem American fiction, modem British fiction and creative writing. Since 1967, 

he has taught at Montana State University, Mirmesota, Carleton College, UCLA, Pomona 

College, and the University of California at Santa Barbara, He has written literary 

criticism on Conrad, Chc^in, Ford Madox Ford and other writers, and a scholarly book. 

Unbodied Hope: Narcissism and tiie Modem Novel (Bucknell, 1984). He has written 

tiu-ee novels: Marlow's Book (1990). The Second Deatii of Juan Cabrillo (1989), and 

Imagining Argentina (1987). He has recentiy published a new novel. Under the Gvpsv 

Moon (1991). 

Imagining Argentina is Thomton's first novel. It was written in English for an 

English-speaking audience. The novel has not been ttanslated into Sparush. In the 

United States, the novel has received favorable criticism from different reviewers. For 

instance, Michito Kakutani praises the novel as "Lawrence Thomton's powerful new 

novel" rnnn\c^ nf the Time." The New YOTk Times Review 11 Nov. 1987: 21); Tom 

Dowling asserts that Imagining Argentina "is a powerfully argued and passionately feh 
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novel about tiie redemptive power of tiie human mind . . ." ("A Haunting Novel Imagines 

Argentina and tiie Generals," San Francisco Examiner 17 Dec. 1987: No pag.); Stephen 

Schwandt characterizes it as "this powerful and haunting novel about the rale of the 

generals in Argentina (1976-1983)" (" Tmagining Argentina' Novel Is a Call to 

Consciousness." Minneapolis Star Tribune 27 TV.r 1Q«7- 13); tiie headlines of tiie SL 

Petersburg Times' review describe it as, "Imagination as a Weapon: A remarkable Novel 

of the Battie against Oppression in Argentina" ("Imagination as a Weapon," S L 

Petersburg Times 24 January 1988: Na pag.). " 'Imagining Argentina', Magnffica 

Recreacidn de una Epoca Siniestta," in La Prensa de los Angeles. 29 October, 

1987: 4, also expresses a positive consideration of the novel. However, in 1989, 

Imagining Argentina predpitated an opposite response in Buenos Aires. Rodrigo Fresdn 

writes: 

Imagining Argentina es poco mis que su tapa: un inmenso desprop6sito que 
pretende justificarse a trav^s de lo injustificable, esa entidad dificil de atrapar 
conodda como realismo m^gico. Y, si bien una de las particularidades de este 
primer g6nero es aquello de 'todo es posible', la novela de Thomton termina 
siendo un Garcia M^uez mal escrito que no puede evitar desplomarse a las pocas 
p^ginas ("Penas nuesttas, novelas ajenas," Pdgina 12 8 June 1989: 18) 

Thomton began writing the novel while he was living in the mountains in Montana 

and teaching at Montana State Uiuversity, He finished the novel a year and a half later in 

California (Thomton, letter to the author, 18 Nov. 1990). Imagining Argentina was 

published by Doubleday in September 1987, Subsequentiy, it was published in England 

by Bloomsbury, 1987; in France byFlammarion, 1987; in Holland byDeBoekerij, 

1987. Also, it was published in paperback by Quality Book Club in 1987 and by Bantam 

Books in 1988. There is a two cassette edition firom Bantam Audio, read by Mandy 

Potinkin, 1989. 
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The novel treats the theme of the so-called "dirty war" and of the desaparecidos in 

Argentina. It attempts to dq)ict tfie political simation of Argentina through tiie story of 

Carlos Rueda and his wife, Cecilia, who becomes a desaparedda in the city of Buenos 

Aires in 1976. In "Imagination Beats Argentina's Terrorism," a review in die Dettoit Free 

Press (27 Sept 1987), Jearme May explains how Thomton came up with die idea fOT die 

novel. May quotes Thomton as sajing: 

There happened to be one Sunday night on "60 Minutes" a piece on the dirty war, 
and what smck in my mind was the images of the mothers of the Plaza de Mayo . . 
. . If the book is sourced in anything, it is in those women. The idea of writing 
the novel was to somehow come to grips with what they suffered and endured. In 
this sense, it is their book. And Carlos came in the door that night. I swear, half 
an hour after the program was over, I was sitting at my table making some notes 
and Carlos walked in and started talking and I listened. (Dettoit Free Press 27 
Sept 1987: No pag.) 

Interestingly, Thomton has never been to Argentina and he does not know 

Spanish. In his letter of 1989, the writer comments: 

The fact of the matter is that I have never been to Argentina. What I know of the 
country in general, and of Buenos Aires, I leamed from newspapers, magazines, 
and a few general reference books. Some of the images for the novel were 
suggested by a wonderful coUection of photographs in a book called Buenos 
Aires/Buenos Aires, edited, with a commentary by Julio Cortdzar. (Thomton, 
letter to the authOT, 21 May 1989.) 

In addition to the few references to Argentina, the author affirms, with respect to the 

creation of the novel, that "the rest came out of my head" (Thomton, letter to the author, 

15 Nov. 1990). According to the writer, his interest in Argentina is that he has been 

"deeply, profoundly touched by the dirty war and felt tiiat [he] had to write about it" 

(Thomton, letter to tiie autiior, 21 May 1998), 

Beyond these few statements, there is not a lot that can be said about the formation 

of the novel. The author has been reluctant to talk or to write about his sources and 

research on tiie theme of tiie novel, with the exception of tiie general remarks already 

mentioned. Referring to a question about who has influenced his style and theme. 
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Thomton replies, 'T can't say. I tiunk it is my own" (Thomton, letter to tiie autiior, 18 

Nov, 1990), I will consider tius topic and tiie writer's sources for Imagining Argentina 

later in the text 

Summary of Nartative 

Imagining Argentina is set in Argentina, in the city of Buenos Aires during the last 

part of the 1970s, The novel is a narrative told mostiy in the first person. The narrator 

tells the story of Carlos, a tenacious, passionate man who is the chief playwright of the 

Argentine National Children's Theater in Buenos Aires, His wife, Cecilia, is a joumalist 

for an Argentine newspaper. La Opini6n, In 1976, when violence and fear take control 

of the life of the dtizens, Cecilia writes her editorials against the injustice of the generals. 

One day, Cecilia is kidnapped from her house by members of the govemment and 

disappears, Cecilia's disappearance surprises, frightens and confuses Carlos. As a 

victim of the repression, he becomes more aware of the tragedy that his country is 

experiencing. He decides to take immediate action by seeking information about his wife 

in order to rescue her. He is utterly determined to bring her back. With time, Carlos's 

objective broadens when he discovers the gift of the power of the imagination. Carlos is 

able to see in people's minds the fate of the victinis. This miraculous discovery puts him 

in contact with another reality. He steps out of his own secluded world to reach out to 

others. As the narrator asserts, "I hadn't the slightest doubt that Carlos would find a way 

to place his gift among the griefs of tiie city's people,"* 

Before he is able to share his gift with others, Carlos decides to confront the 

system. His first step takes him to the Plaza de Mayo where a group of women is gathered 

to protest against tiie military and to search fOT news of tiieir missing children. The 

demonsttations and the sight of the women carrying signs with photographs of the missing 
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children help him to clarify his mission. He inttoduces himself and reveals botii to the 

generals and the women that his wife has also disappeared. Then, he writes in capital 

letters: "I am Carlos Rueda. They have taken my wife, I can help" (38), Carlos's 

public coiifix)ntation of the system allows him to establish a more concrete and positive 

way to help the afflicted ones and to unmask the generals. 

As a consequence, after the discovery of his gift and his public commitment, 

Carlos's creative power as a playwright and as a director of the child actOTS of the theater 

produces a radical ttansformation in his life. He leams that "his gift [is] like an instrument 

whose gold and silver strings made stories" (34). He comes into "possession of his 

imagination" every Thursday when he meets with the families who gather at his house 

where he listens to their stories and gives them hope, because their afflictions and anxieties 

reflect his own pain. In tius respect, Carlos becomes like the ancient bard who, with his 

song and message, wants to free his people. The following lines express his feelings and 

determination to accept his gift and share it with others. He says: 

I feel like I've retumed from somewhere far away where old men with the voices 
of patriarchs instracted me in the use of the instrament, showing me how 
sympathetic vibration between the strings annihilates distance so that the future and 
the past rash into the present. I know that sometimes the wires will break and the 
sound will be like a voice in a windy street The instrument will be impoverished 
when that happens, but it is part of its life. If I could I would place Cecilia inside, 
like a grain of sand which becomes the armature of a pearl, and put it away in a 
secret place. But those images at the theater, the people by the river, the dream that 
followed all mean I cannot hoard it for myself, or fOT CleciUa, I will lose the gift if I 
spend it on myself, (34-35) 

He realizes tiiat to share his gift is tiie only way to preserve tiie memory of the 

desaparecidos, TherefOTe, Carlos's gift is used to serve the ones who suffer like him: 

tiie mothers, and tiie relatives of tiie desaparecidos who hope to see the victims again. 

Carlos's search for Cecilia is tireless. His clear visions of tiie destiny of tiie 

prisoners help him move with passion to imdo the macabre acts of the govemment Later, 
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his search is intensified by the abduction of his daughter. Therefore, each meeting at 

Carlos's garden represents tiie dreams of hope. As Carlos himself says, "When I tell 

stories I am free of tiie generals' influence. I can see beyond tiiem" (173), Therefore, 

his imagination is the only weapon that the generals cannot desttoy. His ultimate freedom 

comes when he finds Cecilia and when the regime crambles and the generals go on trial. 

Then, at the end of the novel, everyone, the mothers and all those who met at the Plaza de 

Mayo and at Carlos's garden, express joy in a new beginning. As the nanator states at 

the end, their hope to see freedom is like "a white camation floating like benediction in the 

clear Argentiruan sky" (214), 

Analvsis of Setting 

The characters in Thomton's novel do not cover great distances nor move to many 

places. The scenery presented in the narration is restticted, and the characters are confined 

to a limited space. The writer manipulates setting at two distinct levels as a means of 

organizing his story. First, Thomton frames the narration with the description of a natural 

setting-the dty of Buenos Aires and the pampas. Next, he sets the narration symbolically 

by alluding to a metaphorical setting-Carlos's house, the theatCT, and the Caf6 Raphael. 

The first type of space relates to the historical dimension of the story, even though the 

geography of Argentina depicted in the novel suffers firom a series of distortions. He 

interlocks these geographical spaces with the metaphorical and symbolic environment in 

which the characters move, 

Thomton relates the actions of the novel to a concrete geographical setting, FOT 

the most part, the characters move sporadically in and around the city of Buenos Aires. 

Although most of the novel's action occurs in the city, some of the action takes place in 

the counttyside. For instance, when Carlos leaves the city in search of Cecilia, he goes 
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to tiie pampas south of Buenos Aires. The pampas of Imagining Argentina are a very 

exotic place witii incredible ttDpical Amazonian birds. On tiie one hand, Thomton refers 

to the reahstic dimensions of the pampas by depicting the vasmess of the plains as "a 

spatial interlude to be ttaversed.,, a vasmess whose horizon either frightens or bores . , . 

and people drive all day without seeing anything but a continuum as undifferentiated as the 

sea to a sailor who has been away from home too long" (71); on the other hand, he offers 

a new concept of the Argentine plains. The pampas become a strange combination of a 

desert land with cardoon, thisties, and bulrashes, and a dnopical paradise with flamingos, 

parrots, macaws, cockatoos, herons and spoonbills. The protagonist, after driving for 

one day in the pampas, finds a land smrounded with a line of poplars, a flamingo flying 

low over the grass, and the name of the estancia: Esperanza. To emphasize the 

characteristics of the place, Thomton places Carlos in the "unreality of the pampas," 

described as follows: "All the way down the lane birds flew in an out of the trees. Three 

or four flamingos sailed above the tops, while parrots and macaws and cockatoos dove 

and glided and tumed below them like details in dreams, or surrealistic paintings" (74). 

The description of the area is a reminder of the tropical zone of the Amazon. The authOT's 

intention is to attribute a symbolic meaning to one aspect of the pampas. The estanda 

suggests the concrete realization of his imagination when he meets the Jewish family 

Sternberg who were victims of the Nazis in WOTW War II. On the other hand, Thomton's 

new invention of the pampas demonsttates his lack of knowledge of the place. 

Not ortiy do the pampas tum out to be a fantastic terrain, but also the geographical 

distinction between pampas and Patagonia is confusing and unreal if one takes into account 

the real-life setting in which Thomton locates his characters. The first lines of Chapter 10 

confirm tiiat Thomton blurs tiie geography of soutiiem Argentina. The narrator of tiie 

novel, Martin Benn, comments, "He [Carlos] had only tiie vaguest sense of tiie 
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geography of the pampas. His map showed several routes ranning south into Rio Negro 

Province, and he decided arbitrarily to go as far as Viedma, though he did not rule out the 

possibility of continuing into Patagonia" (71). Moreover, the following statement 

reaffirms the same lack of knowledge of time and space: 

Only a few hours away from the city he [Carlos] forgot its modemity and the 
artogance of its buildings. He could have been on horseback, periiaps with a few 
underlings to provide protection should they encounter people living in grass huts 
and practicing a life utterly remote fix)m the bustie of the settiement a week's tt«k 
behind them on the Rio de la Plata. (72), 

The details following the quotation indicate a scene related to a place in Afiica with "grass 

huts" where some "underlings" practice "a life utterly remote." Unformnately, 

descriptions and statements like this dettact fix)m the story. 

The descriptions of the city of Buenos Aires are also somewhat confusing. The 

narratOT of the story presents a general and mixed view of Buenos Aires while he wanders 

through the dty: 

Looking at a stteet, or at a park in the distance, reveals urban geonaetry that is more 
or less tiie same everywhere. But enter the stteet, the park, tiie subway, and 
Buenos Aires unmistakably sunmions you: Pavements, facades, iron gratings, 
water of innumerable fountains. A lone man smokes thoughtfully in the shade of 
an awning, a woman walking a dog suggests wonderful mysteries. Pigeons 
spring from unsuspected places and even laundry flapping from windows or lines 
on rooftops has a personality, I loved the spicy scent of comer groceries, the 
sight of men on the steps of stteetcars, a butcher bent under half a beef carcass, the 
neon lights, the tramps, the young couples pressed close in the dark enttance of an 
apartment building, the clean white shape of subway cars (68) 

The author describes the city by using the film techiuque. Thomton indiscriminately 

combines one series of elements characteristic of the city of Buenos Aires-"tiie park," "tiie 

subway," "fountains," "pigeons"-and mixes them with a second series: "laundry 

flapping from windows," "a butcher," and "beef carcass." The former series of images 

reflects a certain neighborhood of Buenos Aires, which conttasts with the second series 

which reflects other locales, perhaps the quaint and colorful Italian neighborhood known 
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as La Boca. The impression that the authOT conveys is that these images refer to the same 

place. MOTeover, in Chapter 6, the narrator depicts Carlos walking along " Avenida 

Victor Ruiz," while he sees tiie obelisk widi "die stame of a woman in flowing robes," 

"the spires and cupolas" of buildings, tiie "bell tower of tiie odd church," all surrounded 

by a thrast of palms, iacarandas. and palo bonacho trees (37). The imprecision of names 

and description of tiie setting are foreign to the acmal setting of Buenos Aires. These 

descriptive ertors are not insignificant in the analysis of the novel, because the novel 

relates to a specific and concrete period of Argentine history within a concrete geogr^hy. 

TherefOTe, incongruities of this nature mar the work. 

Thomton's description of the city with the enumeration of a series of elements such 

as "pavements," "facades," "iron grates, "lonesome man," "mysterious woman," 

"unsuspected places" sets the tone of the atmosphere of the dty: lonely and mysterious. 

Thomton conveys this attimde and quality to reinfOTce his style with an emphasis on the 

mysterious, the supernatural. However, in Chapter 1 the writer refers to Buenos Aires 

as a city indifferent to the mysterious OT the supematural: 

If, in Buenos Aires, the supematural were woven into the daily lives of people, as 
it is in the Amazon where natives believe numinous spirits invade the birds and 
beasts, his [Carios's] accomplishments would be easier to discuss. But we have 
long been hostile to the things of the spirit, less amenable to them than the rocky 
stretches of Tierra del Fuego are to a sense of security, (13) 

In the same chapter, Thomton implies that Buenos Aires is "a sophisticated dowager 

whose soul feeds on cynicism, a place where the mere mention of the unknown and 

unknowable occasions peals of bitter laughter" (13). At tius point it is pertinent to mention 

what Borges, the Argentine poet, has to say about the Argentines and about the 

supematural. In "God in Borges' Poetty," Borges comments that "his countrymen 

believe in a supematural wOTld but that they are not interested in it. On the conttary, he 

himself is interested in it but does not believe" (Cbrtfnez 237). Obviously, Thomton's 
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perception of the coundy is quite different firom BOTges's. He implies a lack of spirimaUty 

in the people. As a consequence, Thomton imposes a tone and atmosphere on the city 

rather than allowing the dty to reveal its own nature. 

Perhaps because of his lack of familiarity with the country, Thomton feels more 

comfortable locating his characters in sceneries such as Carlos's house and the theater. In 

fact, this second level of setting, the metaphorical one, is intimately related to the 

characters and to their sodal and political positions. In addition, setting may have a 

symbolic meaiung. Thus, the most important places that serve as part of the action of the 

main characters are, on the one hand, Carlos's house with his garden and the smdio, and 

on the other, the Caf6 Raphael and the theater. 

The garden is the most important place in the narration. In the garden the 

relatives of the desapareddos gather in the aftemoons and in the evenings to tell their 

stories of despair and anger. It is also there where, according to the narrator, "the 

mothers' voices were somehow ordered into bravery" (88). Carlos's garden symbolizes 

security, the hidden place where the families of the victims find refuge and comfort in 

opposition to the danger of the outside world. For instance, the nartator says, " I . . . 

found a place that would let me see the street through the iron bars of the fence" (41), The 

iron bars represent protection and separateness. The narrator sets the tone of the 

contrasting feeling between the outside and the inside of the garden. The division of both 

worlds is even more concrete in the following description: "When the yellow halogen 

bulbs hanging firom the metal stalks of the lampposts came on, the tiled roofs and the white 

wall of the houses across the way seemed to shrink, and I remember feeling that sudden 

sense of isolation very sttongly" (41), In tiie diminishing picture of tiie outside, the 

narrator alludes to the feeling of alienation and the incomprehension of the individual in 

relation to a system molded in fear and tenor. Thomton focuses on isolation and 
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loneliness to enhance die inner conflict of his characters; however, he conttasts this 

emotional attimde with the brilliant and paradisiacal description of the garden to bring other 

qualities inherent to the tone and stracture of the novel 

Thomton presents the garden as a fertile place with an appropriate atmosphere for 

every Thursday meeting. The garden, like a paradise, is adomed with many flowers: 

"The light in front of the Ruedas' house illuminated wrought-iron lacework in a gate 

opening into the courtyard where a brick walk led around the left side of the house to tiie 

garden which was always redolent with the scent of cyclamen and roses" (41). Moreover, 

Martfn says that it has lemcm and OTange ttees, mimosa, and a plantain" (42). The 

garden's conjunction of trees and flowers suggests the unique characteristic of fertility. 

Surrounded by nature, the stories are narrated and hope is found. In the garden, nature is 

subdued, selected and enclosed. 

The garden is also a synonym of the feminine atttibute related to fertility, as well as 

an extension of Cecilia's soul. The protagonist remembers his wife, who has been 

abducted, while he is walking to the front courtyard and sees that "the jade plants looked 

strange, and the plantains seemed to float above the empty lawn" (23), In a mOTe concrete 

reference, the writer emphasizes this feminine quality when Martfn remembers that Cecilia 

"was always working there,,, as if the garden were part of her, an extension of the 

woman who created it" (41), Symbolically, the garden is a synonym for Cecilia, 

Thomton persorufies the natural elements in expressions such as "the jade plants looked 

strange" and "the plantains seemed to float" These refer to the feeling of vacuum and 

strangeness brought on by the sudden absence of the woman. They emphasize the 

relationship between woman and nature as a whole, TherefOTe, the garden becomes the 

controlling force of the narration. 
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As a conttolling force, the garden has otiier functions and meanings. First, the 

description of the trees and flowers reflects tiie reality of the victims of the govemment. 

The writer uses personification by combining people's feelings in relationship to the plants. 

Martm, observing the garden, says: 

I watched the people across the flagstone patio where an old pepper tree dropped 
red berries on a round bench covered with pots of star jasmine Pots of 
geraruums, azaleas, jade plants, and rosary vines smrounded the trees and topped 
tiie wall where an espalied bougainvillea showed blood-red in the light of lanterns 
suspended from the cittus trees. (42) 

The predominance of the blood red COIOT parallels the honor of the politics enacted by the 

military. The ascending movement of the vines around the ttees conveys the sacrifice of 

the victims who, like "an espalied bougainvillea," burst in blood. 

Second, Thomton alludes to the idea of the holiness of the place. He refers to its 

quality of mystification and sttangeness. In connection to Cecilia's abduction by the 

military, one can imply the intrasion of alien forces to a sacred sancmary. Hence, the 

protagorust envisions the garden as a holy precinct, where he functions as a priest and as a 

leader of the people who gather, rimalistically, every Thursday to share their stories. 

Perceptively, the narrator recalls that: 

[Carlos] sat in an old rattan chair facing the people,,, and as Carlos settied down 
and looked at the women I understood the feeling about him I'd had in his smdy. 
He reminded me of a heretical priest confronting a bishop who demanded an 
explanation of his strange behavior (43) 

The setting prefigures the atmosphere of the sacredness, as if the garden were a temple. 

The victims' relatives respond to Carlos accordingly: "They spoke quietiy, in voices as 

subdued as the shadows of the lantems on the flagstones" (43). Thomton's implication 

of the sacredness is, undoubtedly, intimately related to the mood of the narration. Both 

characters and setting are, therefore, symbolically connected. 
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Carlos's smdio is also an extension of the character. It represents a type of refuge, 

where he can escape firom the atrodties of the outside world. "Carlos went into 

seclusion," tiie narrator informs, "to consolidate his sttength" (147). All tiie memories 

of Carlos's family, Cecilia and Teresa, are in that place. Before his appearance in the 

garden, he silentiy "motioned to the sofa... [and] felt at loose ends because he seemed 

completely absOTbed by some pictures of Cecilia on the desk" (42). The woman's image 

prompts him to adopt an inward, almost reverential attimde. He perceives in it the source 

of his social duty. Furthermore, the place also has the characteristics of a sancmary, 

where he prepares himself before going to the garden to console the prisoners' relatives. 

Thomton presents the charaaer's religious attimde as if he were a priest in meditation, in a 

secluded chapel-like setting. Martfn comments, "People get lost in thought all the time, 

but it was something more with [Carlos], not a rimalistic preparation, but like it" (43). 

Symbolically, the smdio reflects the protagonist's mysterious and reflective posture, 

Carlos's room is also a reflection of his profession and social class. FOT instance, 

the narrator describes the place as a pleasing room "simply furnished with two chairs, a 

desk, the sofa, two teak bookcases. A Guatemalan rag covered most of the tiled floor 

and prints by Picasso, Chagall, and Mir6 lined the walls" (42), The room mirrors the 

character's social position as an educated middle-class man with artistic sensitivity. In this 

way, the author's use of setting provides a dynamic image of the character's intimate 

world. Carlos's smdio portrays the character's personality; he is a sensitive and 

mysterious man. 

The theme of refuge and confidence, observed previously in the description of the 

garden and of the smdio, continues witii tiie next environment: the C!af̂  Raphael. Asa 

setting, the Caf̂  Raphael more OT less represents a place fOT confessions. On one hand, 

tiie Caf6 Raphael serves as Martfn's "informal office" (17), and, on tiie otiier, it is tiie 
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place where Carlos and his fiiends gather to remember Cecilia's disappearance and tiieir 

moments of finstration and sadness. The caf6 means a place of escape, of transition 

between tiie intimacy of Carlos's house and tiie reality of tiie stteet. At tfie Caf6 Raphael, 

the friends OTder drinks, observe the passersby and discover in their faces "a time before 

the regime," fear and loss of hope, of the memOTy of a better past Nostalgically the 

narrator observes: "We found a sidewalk table, ordered drinks, and sat there with the 

tension building, no one willing to break tiie silence" (64-65). Although Thomton does 

not provide a concrete description of the caf6, the reader can imagine the place as wimess 

to the friends' long talks. The Caf6 Raphael, as opposed to Carlos's garden and smdio, 

is relevant to the story as a setting in the sense that it is a minimal extension of the other 

two settings in the life of the characters. 

Finally, there is another setting, perhaps less mentioned in the nanation, that is 

equal in importance in the life of Carlos Rueda: the Children's Theater of Buenos Aires. 

The theater represents the main stage of Carios's imagination and creativity. At the 

theater, he manages to make public the representation of his play. The Names. 

Moreover, the theater parallels the garden because both places function as public stages. 

Both the theater and the garden are means of communication and, therefore, the only way 

the characters voice their fear and pain. While in the garden people spontaneously 

vCTbalize their sorrows, in the theater, children perform a more stractured representation 

of the desaparecidos. The play is a highly met^horical representation and denimdation 

of the crimes committed by the regime. In fact the theater is a microcosmic scenario of 

the country. The decOTation of the stage of the theater and the theme of tiie play are 

allegorical synonyms of the novel in itself. The atmosphere of the playhouse is depicted as 

a "faint yellow light" illuminating the stage and showing a series of ghost-like ttees. 

Pointing to this image, the protagonist evokes the coundy in reference to the stage when he 
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compares the trees to " 'a metal fwest, cold and denuded as Argentina, yet life remains 

among tiie leafless branches, voices, names'" (121), The theater is the only means of 

communication with the outside WOTld in an aesthetic manner. The play is the expression 

of the artist, of the poet who cannot surtender to the destiny imposed by the generals. 

Thus, one concludes that the garden and the theater are the most important settings in what 

Carlos considers the straggle for the trath. The garden focuses on the more secretive and 

selective characteristic of a sacred place; the theater embodies the openness to the public 

and the artistic aspect of the protagonist as a playwright 

Setting in Imagining Argentina has two functions: one is to attempt to simate the 

characters in a somewhat realistic geographical situation like the dty of Buenos Aires and 

the pampas; the other is to relate the characters to concrete places such as the garden, the 

studio, the Caf6 Raphael and the theater, within a symbolic and metaphorical world of 

ideas. 

Analysis of Characters 

Imagining Argentina contains a large number of characters of varying degrees of 

importance. The author focuses on specific emotional and psychological traits. He also 

gives his main characters symbolic names that highlight their roles in relation to the themes 

of the novel. The actions of the main characters are linked to miuOT characters whose 

fictional lives represent the everyday existence of people under tiie influence of (Ilarlos 

Rueda in Buenos Aires from 1976-1985, I will concentrate on Thomton's development of 

major characters since it is tiirough their roles and tiieir active partidpation as leaders that 

Thomton develops the novel. The main characters generate tiie author's theme: the 

development of the power of tiie imagination and memory as tiie only alternative to defeat 
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tiie reality of the generals, MinOT characters evolve fit)m their direct interaction with 

Carlos's activities. 

Thomton develops two important characters: Carlos Rueda, the playwright and 

director of the Children Theater in Buenos Aires, and Martfn Benn, the retired joumalist 

and narratOT of the novel. Cecilia and Teresa Rueda complement the roles of Carlos and 

Martm. As victims of the regime, Cecilia and Teresa become the desapareddas. an 

important detail in the development of the narrative. In a similar manner, though of less 

importance, other characters such as Esme and Silvio Ayala, Carlos's friends and 

colleagues, help to unfold the story of the theme of the desaparecidos. Later in the 

narration, the authOT accenmates specific symbolic traits in the outcome of Silvio Ayala's 

life as a victim and martyr. In addition, among the many lesser characters related to the 

protagorust, Thomton includes in his repertoire the Jewish family Stemberg, whom 

Carlos meets during his visit to the pampas; the family of the desaparecidos. who meet 

regularly at Carlos's garden; and the general Guzmdn, who represents the military junta. 

These characters are not considered in this section, because they are among the flat 

characters, who are representative of their class and serve as points of reference to the 

protagorust's development. 

Major Characters 

Carlos Rueda and Martfn Benn weave the two threads of the nanation together firom 

different perspectives. Carlos is the doer, the CMie who makes things happen; Martinis 

the nartator and the wimess of Carlos's action. His task in the novel is to comment, to 

open memories of the "fearful, hopeful faces of those who came to tiie garden of Carlos's 

house . . . " (13-14). Thomton intertwines his two characters' personalities and 

perspectives in OTder to give balance to the narration. 
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Chapter 2 introduces tiie maJOT characteristics of die most important characters. 

Martfn Berm is a retired joumalist from the well-known Argentine newspaper La Opini6n. 

The author describes Martin as a lonesome man who spent some time in Saigon. In the 

ugliness of the war, he matured after a long period of sadness and despair over the death 

of his son Tomds and the separation firom his wife. Martfn is an unhappy man until he 

finds Carlos and Cecilia Rueda. "Carlos and Cecilia dove into tiie murky water and 

brought me up to a different world, restoring me by simply being who they are," Mam'n 

remembers. The old joumalist becomes the closest friend of the Rueda family and 

Teresa's new Uncle Benn. This new friendship offers him a different perspective on life. 

From a self-doubting person, Martfn changes into a confident and happy man for six 

years, until the Ruedas become victims of the system. 

Thomton does not focus on the characters' physical nature. For example, Martin 

Benn has two roles in the novel: narrator and character. There is no description of his 

physical appearance. The author reveals only Martfn's age and profession, Martfn's 

portrayal depends on the description of his actions related to his inquisitive personality and 

his role as a narrator. On many occasions, Martfn, as a narrator, acts as an inttuder in 

thenartation. In Imagining Argentina. Martfii talks, thinks, explains and justifies 

Carlos's action. One has the feeling that Martfii controls the narration without allowing tiie 

reader to discover what is happening. Nevertheless, Martfn's role as a storyteller ables 

him to interact with the outside wOTld with freedom Altiiough his old age is an 

impediment to him as an active character like Carlos, Martfn, the character, does not 

remain static. Along with the narratiOTi, he undergoes a slow but significant growth, 

Martin is seventy years old and wants to recapture the strength and courage of his 

youth, Carlos is like his son who injects him widi a new desire to live. Therefore, 

Carlos becomes the psychological and spirimal force firom which Martfn enriches his life to 
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die point that he decides to narrate the fantastic story of Carlos and of the desaparecidos. 

Before he makes this decision, Martin confesses his lack of courage to openly confront 

the regime. He declares, "Altiiough I lacked the courage to openly confront the regime, I 

did my part by producing vitriolic sketches I published under a pseudonym in a French 

magazine" (17). Thomton depicts the self-doubting and fearful Martin as a man who 

used to think only in terms of reality, of facts "intersected by logic and the laws of 

probability" (17). In all his previous years, Benn has been following the sttategies and 

techniques of a joumalist, until one day he realizes tiiat all that he has beUeved, the 

empirical methods he trasted in, no IcMiger have validity in his life. By sharing Carlos's 

unusual experience, Martfn begins to appreciate a different reality, a fantastic one related 

to the realm of the imagination. Martin's acute awareness of Carlos's presence brings 

about a peculiar trait in the narrator's personality. Martfn is a sensitive and keen observer 

of reality. Therefore, Thomton's narrator, apparentiy passive, offers an intemal 

dynamism which encompasses and completes Carlos's character, Martfn Benn is, in 

many ways, Carlos's foil character, 

Carlos is the main character of the narration. Similar to the way he presents 

Martfn, Thomton does not provide a physical description of Carlos. Elizabeth Bowen 

asserts that "characters must materialize-i.e.. must have a palpable physical reality. They 

must be not only see-able (visualizable); they must be to be felt Physical personality 

belongs to action: carmot be separated firom it" (220). In reference to Bowen's 

defirution, Carlos Rueda is not a "visualizable" character. Carlos's lack of a concrete 

physical reality has been replaced by the exttaordinary gifts atttibuted to the character and 

his marvellous deeds. In fact, his image is that of a superman who dares to confront 

openly the system of terror in which he lives. His personality is associated with virtues 

and artistic talents. The narratOT tells tiie story of Clarlos as a leader and liberatOT of 
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oppressed people. By assuming the role of a reader or critic, Martin unfolds tiie 

protagorust's personality focusing on his many gifts. 

In Chapter 2, Thomton alludes to the hero's dynamic personality. Martfn's first 

impression of Carlos is that he is shy and withdrawn, but the narrator soon discovers that 

Cecilia's husband is an energetic man whose passion is to write. In fact, when Martin 

meets Carlos in an Italian caf6 in La Boca, the young writer is capable of gaining the old 

man's confidence with his ability to think beyond boundaries and to express himself with 

animated body and language. Martm depicts Carlos as "those novelty lamps whose dear 

plastic rods carry light from the base to the tips where it explodes like a shower of stars" 

(18). This characteristic is related to Carlos's profession, a playwright fOT a children's 

theater. The nanator asserts, "I have always maintained that Carlos Rueda is first and 

foremost a storyteller, whose gift allowed him to make many children in Buenos Aires 

happy" (147). 

Carlos is an imusual character. He possesses a supematural gift of the 

imagination, with which he performs miraculous actions, Carlos represents the hero who 

wants to rescue his wife and bring her back firom the prison of the generals. In order to 

enhance the stature of the character, Thomton points out the protagonist's generosity when 

Carlos decides to use his extraOTdinary gift not only to save his wife but to save the hves 

of many other desaparecidos. Hence, he becomes the saviOT of many victims, Martfn 

remembers, "Carlos Rueda entered the darkness^vhere our people disappeared, spinning 

WOTds round ghosts and specters until sometimes the people only he could see stepped 

forth from his imagination into the astonished arms of loved ones" (13), The author 

creates Carlos Rueda as a supematural figure, who initiates the joumey to the world of the 

power of the imagination in order to rescue desapareddos. 
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Because of the gift of tiie imaginatiOTi, with which he can see die past and the 

future of the generals' victims, Carlos rises as a religious or spirimal leader. He is a 

charismatic priest-like character. People follow him, believe in him, and look for his 

help. At the theater, Carlos has a vision of his wife and many other victims, who, 

desperately, call for his help, Martfn says, "He did not understand that it was his help 

they clamored for. Only after sttaining to hear did he recognize his own name . . ." (32). 

During his trip to the pampas, he encounters some gauchos with whom he shares Cecilia's 

story, at the same time that they share their own stories of the desaparecidos. Carlos's 

presence is so powerful among these people that "when they left [he] wondered why they 

believed him so readily" (74). Carlos's divine gift and ability for leadership is a constant 

throughout the novel. In Chapter 1, he appears "speaking eamestiy to silent people who 

have drawn their chairs close, or sit on the grass, OT on the flagstones of the patio" (14). 

He secures the well-being of large numbers of people, who trast him and revere him with 

high devotion. 

Carlos's revealing talents make him sensitive and extraOTdinarily strong. Despite 

all his marvellous gifts, Carlos feels lonesome and isolated because of the disappearance of 

Cecilia. Martfn, his confident friend, realizes Carlos's sortows. Yet, the protagonist's 

spirimal and physical strength surpasses his ftusttation and loneliness. In his moments of 

isolation and meditation, he finds spirimal harmony only in music. Music becomes the 

source for his energy and consolation, "But before he discovered words as his medium he 

had music. As a young man he had made his way for several years with his guitar, and it 

was to his insttiiment that he retumed when the generals took away his livelihood," Martin 

comments (148), 

Carlos is the epitome of the artist, who, with his sensitivity, creativity, and 

unusual power of the imagination, transforms an ugly reality into hope and happiness. 
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He is endowed with die typical virtues of a romantic hero. He is generous, patient and 

courageous. He helps and consoles the relatives of the desapareddos. his friends, 

Martfn, Esme and Silvio. As a character, Carlos embodies the quaUties of a superiOT 

being; he is a poet, a singer, and a priest or shaman, who faces a corrapt system to save 

his wife, along with a host of other Argentines, from the tyranny of the generals (16). In 

many ways, the hero of Imagining Argentina parallels Orpheus's character. It is difficult 

to separate Orpheus's characteristics from Carlos's. Because of the distinctive similarity 

between Thomton's porttayal of Carlos to the Orpheus's myth, I will examine this topic 

more extensively later. 

MinOT Characters 

Two minor characters are of particular importance. Silvio Ayala is Carlos's fiiend, 

who also becomes the foil for the protagonist Cecilia Coraz6n Rueda is Carlos's wife, 

and presents the feminine dimension of the novel. Her name, symbolically, means 

kindness and is related to music (e.g.. Saint Cecilia is the patroness of music). 

Although Thomton tends not to provide physical descriptions of his characters, he 

makes an exception in his description of Cecilia. Like Martfn, she is a joumalist and 

works in the same noetropolitan newspaper in Buenos Aires. Martfn says that she has a 

good figure, dark hair, blue eyes: "Her figure was as good as the best on the beaches of 

Buenos Aires or Rfo , . . [with] her dark hair, her lovely blue eyes, and easy smile . .." 

(18). The authOT's conventional and stereotyped description of the female character 

demonstrates an unreal quality. Furthermore, the author makes reference to Cecilia's 

strong personality and her decision to ccwifiront the generals with her editorials. Referring 

to the editorials, Martin says: "The last one she wrote dealt with some high school 

students in La Plata who had been agitating for cut-rate bus fares Reading it reminded 
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meofastonesculpttu-e. I could feel die rough texture, see die chisel marks, and I knew it 

wouldn't be iguOTed" (20). This editorial is the reason that she becomes a victim of the 

generals. The author's purpose is to glorify Cecilia's courage. In tius respect, tiie 

narrator says, "Even befOTe the mothers appeared to goad our conscience Cecilia was 

waving her editorials in tiie generals' faces" (20), The narrator points out tiie harshness 

and direct style of Cecilia's editOTial which "was read in tiie highest places, as well as in 

sidewalk caf6s, parks, living rooms, at kitchen tables" (20), 

Although Cecilia appears to be a real character fOT a brief time at the beginning of 

the novel, her subsequent portrayal is less credible, because there is a lack of consistency 

between the iiutial presentation of the wcxnan as a concrete character and the later 

attribution of supematural traits. The latter are valid ortiy in the protagonist's 

imagination. For example, the narrator says, "It was then that [Carlos] thought he saw 

Cecilia near a eucalypms grove. He pulled off the highway and called her name as he 

broke into a run over the dried earth only to see her ttansformed into a fence post on which 

an owl sat with spread wings" (81). 

In his description of Cecilia throughout the novel, the author is somewhat 

inconsistent, depicting her as a sttong person in the first part, as a ghost- like figure 

during the development of the novel, and, at the end, having her reappear again as a 

living creature. The author is inconsistent in charaaerizing Cecilia at one point as sttongly 

committed to denouncing the generals and later on as an ethereal, romantic figure. As a 

contrast to Thomton's approach to Cecilia as a committed joumalist, one should remember 

the case of tiie writer and joumalist Rodolfo Walsh. On March 25,1977, Walsh was 

kidnapped near Constimd6n station in Buenos Aires. According to tiie testimony recorded 

by Nunca M^s. "The day before, he managed to put into circulation an open letter written 

by him to tiie Military Junta which outiined tiie human rights violations of tiie military 
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regime" (367).2 Soon after, Walsh was killed "on arrival at tiie Navy Mechanics School" 

(368). Walsh was a well-known writer committed to his ideals; he was outspoken about 

tiie sociopolitical injustices of tfie military govemment. In his case, tiie miUtary fOTces 

did not show compassion. 

The autiior attributes mytiucal characteristics to Cecilia in order to draw a parallel 

between her, tiie protagonist, and tiie sttucttire of tiie novel. FOT instance, she does not 

die as result of torttue, altiiough she lives under tiie power of tiie generals for more tiian 

six years. In the novel she acquires tiie characteristics of a ghost and becomes an 

obsession in Carlos's imagination. While Carlos hopes tiiat she is alive in some unknown 

place, Martin tends to think tiiat she must be dead. Altiiough Thomton depicts Cecilia 

with the conventional characteristics of the woman as part of the earth symbolized in 

flowers, she as a character lacks sttength and credibility and becomes more of an allegory 

or a symbol of some type. She appears sporadically in Carlos's imagination, e,g„ " the 

sound of the river became wind in a cave where, at the far end Cecilia stood with generals 

. . . " (34). Furthermore, in Chapter 7, Carlos, through his power of imagination, sees 

that "her face seemed like a papier-mach6 mask of Fear... in the windows of the Casa 

Rosada" (47). In the same chapter, Carios evokes, firom his imagination, Cecilia's 

torture and rape and, despite all these devastating acts, her immediate escape firom the 

guards. The nartative style and development of the events resemble a soap-opera 

technique. There is nothing wrong with attributing fantastic or mythical charaaeristics to 

the character, since one level of the novel is written in that style of nartation. 

Nevertheless, the writer should consider the whole meaning of the character in relation to 

the theme and techiuque of the novel. The authOT's combination of a mimetic, 

documentary style with a style of fantasy does not always succeed in the novel 
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The next character of importance in relation to the protagonist is Silvio Ayala. He 

is one of Carlos's friends and the production manager of the Children Theater in Buenos 

Aires, As a character, Silvio does not play a very significant role in the narration, except 

for the few times he partidpates with Carlos in meetings and on a few other occasions. 

Although his role is not important in the denouement of the narration, it is important to 

mention him as a foil character or as an extension of an aspect of Carlos's Christ-like 

figure. Silvio's martyrdom, however, is symbolized by his unexpected ttansformation 

from an indifferent man to a committed friend in the most cracial moments of his life. 

Thomton introduces Silvio as one of the desaparecidos through the story told by his 

friend Esme at Carlos's garden. The story is framed with dramatic moments within a 

ghostiy atmosphere, i.e., as "Esme spoke the north wind made the flames of the candles 

waver" (139), Silvio is abducted by the military in retaliation for his participation and 

collaboration in Carlos's play The Names. Thomton points out, through Esme's 

memories, the skeptical qualities of Silvio, He writes, "She had known Silvio since they 

were children , , , and held him in high regard despite his cynicism, which she 

characterized as a boy's whistling in the dark" (139), Likewise, Carlos remembers him 

as being apolitical, a bystander, indifferent to new changes, "because he had no political 

ideas, no roots on any side" (139). As early as Chapter 8 Silvio is depicted as an 

incredulous man who laughs at Carlos's performance in the garden imagining tiie stories of 

the victims. However, Martin recognizes Silvio's pain for not being able to believe what 

he could not see. Martfn says: "I knew Silvio was ripping into him because of his grief 

and inability to accept what was, admittedly, preposterous on tiie face of i t . . . " (64). 

Paradoxically, Silvio exists as a duality, an ambivalence, tiie man who does not want to 

believe, but tiie man who inwardly suffers fOT not comprehending die reality of die power 

of tiie imagination which, ironically, becomes tiie sttengtii of his renundation. 
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The writer emphasizes Silvio's negative qualities in OTder to contrast them witii the 

final outcome of the character's life. The purpose of this contrast is to dramatize and raise 

to a climax the simation of tiie desapareddos and the hope extant in tiiose who straggle. 

The climax of the story, seen through Carlos's imagination in the future time from the 

acmal nartation, is represented in the religious symbolism of the character's 

transformation. 

Silvio experiences significant trials before he is killed. The agony of these trials 

present him as a Christ-like figure. Like Jesus, Silvio suffers the wounds that precede his 

death. FOT instance, Silvio is locked in a cell in complete isolation: " "He expected to be 

tortured immediately, but instead they pushed him into an evil-smelling cell, removed his 

blindfold, and slammed the doOT, leaving him more alone than he had ever been' " (140). 

He carmot talk to anybody, but can hear the voices of the people screaming. He is under 

the psychological pressure of the fear of torture until he realizes that "his life has been 

reduced to pain and half-light" (141), When he is intenogated, he chooses to keep quiet 

in order not to in^licate irmocent people; he endures all pain fOT love. In his imagination, 

he sees Carlos, Cecilia, Teresa, and Esme as his close ffiends. Before he dies and is 

thrown into the sea, Silvio writes on the wall: "I am Sivio Ayala, an Argentine. 

We are legion" (emphasis in the original; 142), He thus afifirms his identity both as a 

human being and as an Argentine, His final affirmation is in contrast to the fear and 

absurxiity of the previous stage of his life, Silvio's death has a significant impact on 

Carlos, whose mind retums to the cave where he is surrounded by walls of ice and feels 

impotent when listening to his wife and all the children calling tiie names. 

As a character, Silvio, in such a brief presentation, symbolizes the victims' 

courage and endurance; he is a martyr figure. He is an extension of Carlos's strength and 

endurance. 
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In conclusion, the novel's characterization is mairtiy based on the development of 

Martfn Benn and Carlos Rueda. They reveal tiie dieme of die novel: Carlos's power of 

the imagination and memory as the only weapon to defeat the military ralers' system of 

terror. The minor characters, such as Cecilia and Silvio Ayala, evolve firom the 

interaction with the protagonist's activity. They help to unfold tiie theme of the 

desaparecidos. 

Analysis of Other Literary Features 

Thomton combines realism, surrealism, myth, and a series of other hterary 

techruques in Imagining Argentina. On SOTne occasions, he even attempts to experiment 

with free association, baroque prose style, and the marvellous. Nevertheless, the prose 

is easy to read and follows "the chrorucleof memory."^ For instance, in Chapter 1, the 

narrator, Martfn Berm, irutiates the story by saying, "It is all as quick and close as 

memory, and I want to open memory now . . . " (13). 

At the begirming of the narration, the narrator's promise of opening memory, of 

retelling and remembering suggests the intonation and perspective of the novel. The 

mentioning of the supernatural, of the mysterious, of numinous spirits, and of the power 

of the imagination indicates that the novel deals with the supematural and the fantastic. 

These characteristics set the tone of the novel On the one hand, there is a reference to 

historical events as facts; on the other hand, tiiere is a direct reference to the imagination. 

Sttiicturally, the novel is divided into thirty-four short, untitied chapters. 

According to the narrator's indication, the narration starts: " . . . six years after the 

generals loosened tiieir hold on Argentina" (13). This specific reference indicates tiie 

chronological frame of the narration. However, tiie novel has a confusing time sttiicture 

both at the begirming and at the end and has a series of chronological mistakes insofar as 
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tiie historical events of the theme of Argentina and tiie desapareddos are concerned. First, 

the nartator's story about Carlos and Cecila Rueda begins witii Cecilia's abduction in May 

1976 and ends with the generals' ttial in 1985. The lapse of time is tiierefore nine years 

and not six years as tiie nartator affirms at tiie onset of die novel. Second, this same 

expression of time indicates six years after 1983, when die constimtional govemment of 

Argentina with President Raul Alfonsfn takes place. If this is tine, tiie narration ends in 

1989, which carmot be possible because the novel was published in 1987. Perhaps tiie 

author has problems in defining the time of his nartation because Argentine history is 

somewhat alien to him. In the interview, Thomton says, "I was figuring roughly tiiat the 

events Martfn is talking about began very shortly after the war was over. I wanted to keep 

it vague." If the novel were only a fictional statement about the protagonist's power of the 

imagination without concrete reference to time and the historical events of Argentina during 

the 1970s, the chronological time might not be of such importance. However, such is 

not the case. 

Another problem that Thomton has with time is his confusing references to real 

historical events, confusing in the sense that he refers to real events but places them in 

incorrect chronological relationships. In Chapter 28, the nanator points to the impending 

end of the generals: 

The increased numbers of the rebellious, tenacious women of the Plaza de Mayo 
were not the 
only sign of change. The papers, in carefully worded statements, began to hint at 
a time in the not too distant future when the military would no longer be such a 
sttong presence. (187) 

This expression of hope for freedom points to tiie 1980s. A few pages later, tiie 

protagonist, alluding to tiie end of tiie military government, says, "The Falcons are 

locked and parked in tiie underground garages . . . tiie generals are going into hiding. 

There is a talk of commissions from otiier countties coming to investigate " (189), These 
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events occurred in 1979, Later, Chapter 32 starts widi "Not long after die human rights 

people arrived in Buenos Aires , , , " (205) and tiie simultaneous event of tiie Carnival in 

la Boca, Chapter 33 nartates Carlos's visit to die parade in la Boca, where he, finally, 

finds Cecilia among the multimde. Thus, according to the reference to tiie human rights 

comnussion, one can assume that Cecilia is found in 1979, with the ttials occurring 

immediately tiiereafter. However, tiie ttials occurred in 1985, Since Thomton simates his 

novel in a real historical context, it would have been more effective if he had attended a bit 

more closely the real history when referring to real events. 

The pattems of the novel are varied; there are a set of relations with other texts or 

intertexmality. For the novel's development, tiiere are references to Wallace Stevens's 

poetic ideas, particularly to Poem I of his The Man and the Blue Guitar (1937). which is 

intimately related to Picasso's dieme of his painting. The Old Guitarist (1903), Stevens's 

wOTks explOTes the interaction of reality and imagination, Samuel French MOTSC points out 

that when Stevens completed the poems, he said that the poems "dealt with 'the painter's 

problem of realization: I have been trying to see the world about me as I see it and as it is' 

" (159-160), Imagining Argentina is parallel to Stevens's poetic ideas of poetry and art 

In Descent and Retum. Strauss quotes a passage from The Necessarv Angel by Stevens, 

which express the latter's ideas: 

In an age in which disbelief is so profoundly prevalent or, if not disbelief, 
indifference to questions of belief, poetry and painting, and the arts in general, are, 
in their measure, a compensation for what has been lost. Men feel that the 
imagination is the next greatest power to faith: the reigning prince. Consequentiy 
their interest in the imagination and its work is to be regarded not as a phase of 
humanism but as a vital self-assertion in a world in which nothing but the self 
remains, if that remains. So regarded, tiie smdy of tiie imagination and tiie smdy of 
reality come to appear to be pmified, aggrandized, fateful. How much stature, 
even vatic stature, this conception gives a poet! He need not exercise this dignity in 
vatic works. How much authenticity, even orphic autiienticity, it gives to tiie 
painter! He need not display this authenticity in orphic works. It should be 
enough for him that that to which he has given his life should be so enriched by 
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such an access of value. Poet and painter alike live and work in the midst of a 
generation tiiat is experiencing essential poverty in despite of fortune, (xii) 

Stevens's concept of the poet's imaginatiOTi as compensation for the loss of faith is present 

throughout the development of Thomton's character, Carlos Rueda. 

There are otiier four parallels of some significance. The mytii of Orpheus, Carl 

Jung's concept of the anima and animus, and Joseph Conrad's works. Carlos Rueda and 

his psychological makeup parallel tiie Jungian viewpoint of the Orpheus myth. Moreover, 

there are specific references to Nunca Mis and its stories on the desaparecidos. a cluster of 

stories are told from different perspectives. For instance, in Chapters 11, 12, and 13, 

there are examples of abductions that are similar to those documented in Nunca M^s: the 

abduction of the families in Santa Cruz Church, the cases of Alfredo Astiz or Gustavo 

Nino's case, OT of Dagmar Hagelin's abduction and assassination by Astiz and the military 

forces. In addition. Imagining Argentina ends with a texmal allusion to "nunca m^." 

Carlos and CeciUa yeU, " 'Nunca mis\' " (212, 213). 

The mosaic presentation of the novel and the combination of both fantasy and myth 

with documentary transcription of real events, such as those cases of abduction, maybe 

looked at in two distinct ways. One may consider such a mosaic as artistic and interesting 

or the mosaic may simply be regarded as being inconsistent in its style. In the following 

sections, I will mairtiy consider the Orpheus myth and tiie Jungian viewpoint of the myth, 

witii specific references to Picasso's The Old Guitarist and Stevens's Poem I of The Man 

and the Blue Guitar. 

The Orpheus Mytii 

Although Orpheus does not appear by name in Imagining Argentina. Carlos 

Rueda, tiie centtal figure of tiie story, resembles tiie Greek hero. The novel is clearly 
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reflective of die Orpheus mytii, because it tteats die same motifs or themes and stracture of 

the mytii. John Warden, defining Orpheus's motifs, writes, "The musidan who can 

tame the wildness of nature, the shaman who visits the land of the dead, the quest for the 

lost beloved... the severed prophesying head-these motifs can be found in the 

mythologies of many different cultures" (vii). These motifs appear both in the sttncture 

of the novel and in its character's development. 

The Orpheus myth is not new in literature. Warden says, "The original myth of 

Orpheus is not available to us. By the time that Orpheus emerges as a figure with 

recognizable physiognomy and biography his myth has already been through the hands of 

generations of artists literary and plastic" (viii), Orpheus is a figure who has offered 

substance to poets and artists. For example, Orpheus appears in the works of Homer, 

Aeschylus, Calder6n, Rainer Maria Rilke, Luca della Robbia, and Mantegna, among 

many other writers and artists. Moreover, Emmet Robbins, referring to the maJOT 

characteristics of Orpheus in the three periods of European history, says tiiat, in the 

Middle Ages, Orpheus is represented as the ttoubadour, comtly lover, and the poet; in 

the Renaissance, he is "the incarnation of the power of music," and from the Romantic 

period "to our own century he has been the etemal seeker beyond the threshold: different 

Eurydices summon, new hells yawn" (4). It is worth noting that the Orpheus theme has 

also been significant in modem literadue. In his "Descent to the World: Jung and ffis 

Brothers," Evans Lansing Smith smdies tiie significance of tiie myth in wOTks of 

contemporary writers such as Wallace Stevens, Joseph Conrad, T. S. Eliot, Thomas 

Mann, D. H. Lawrence, and Malcolm Lowry , among others. 

Orpheus, however, is not only the theme of poets and artists. The Greeks have 

considered him as a poet and "one of tiie spirimal founders of tiie nation" (Robbins 4). 

Therefore, in Greek mythology, Orpheus is a poet and musician. He can enchant gods. 
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people, animals, ttees, and rocks witii the sound of his magic lyre, given to him by 

Apollo, Orpheus married the Dryad Eurydice, The story says that tiie beekeeper 

Aristaeus tries to rape Eurydice, While she rans from her attacker, Eurydice steps on a 

poisonous snake that bites and kills her. Sad on account of his wife's death, Orpheus 

goes to tiie underworld to bring her back. After charming tiie king and tiie queen of tiie 

dead, Orpheus is allowed to take Eurydice back to the upper world; however, Orpheus is 

told that he must not look at his wife until they reach the upper world. He cannot resist the 

temptation to look at her, and as soon as he breaks his promise, Eurydice retums to the 

world of the dead. In mythology, therefore, the theme of dis^pearance is often 

associated with attempts at retrieval from the wOTld of the dead, whether by the gods, or 

by a hero (Kirk 197); such is the case with Orpheus and Eurydice. 

Imagining Argentina's hero, Carlos Rueda, follows pattems similar to those of the 

Orpheus myth. He is a poet and a musician, who, with his guitar, can enchant the 

generals. Cecilia suffers a fate similar to Eurydice, Cecilia is also attacked (not by 

serpents) by the repression of the govemment. As opposed to Eurydice, who dies, 

Cecilia lives in captivity in the "underworld" of the regime. Because Carlos firmly 

believes that she is alive, he is determined to begin his joumey to the underwOTld in order 

to rescue her from death. 

In one sense, the Orpheus myth is the cenQ-al allusion in the novel. It gives shape 

to the stracture and sigruficance to the development of the theme and character of the novel 

From the moment of Cecilia's disappearance, Carlos commits himself to the search fOT his 

wife and to help the oppressed. In his quest for his lost wife, he is the writer and 

musician, who, endowed with supematural powers, becomes the priest, shaman, or 

gura of tiie people. As a shaman, he visits the cave, die land of die generals'prisoners. 
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with the purpose of rescuing Cecilia and other victims as well. His tormous joumey ends 

when he, successfully, finds his wife and rescues many of the tortured prisoners. 

As witii all heroes or shamans, Carlos goes tiuough a period of initiation, but his 

initiation is more symbolic than real. The following lines point to Carlos's initial stage in 

his new role. He, in possession of his imagination, says, " T feel like I've remmed 

fix)m somewhere far away where old men with the voices of patriarchs instracted me in the 

use of the instrument, showing me how a sympathetic vibration between the strings 

annihilates distance so that the future and the past rash into the present,,, '" (34), 

Carlos is in touch with the patriarchs, his mentors, who instract him in the use of the 

instrament in the same way that Apollo instracts his disciples. As in the Greek myth, 

Carlos leams the arts and the wisdom of the pattiarchs. 

Thomton's character, like Orpheus the musician, is a gifted guitarist. The image 

of Orpheus as a musician has been common since the Renaissance. Robbins writes: 

From the Renaissance on, Orpheus is the very incamation of the power of music, 
an art in which scientific and mathematical predsion creates a language intelligible 
on a plan that transcends reason: since the voice of Orpheus is the voice of Music, 
he presides over the transformation and interaction of poetry and science in the 
period 1600-1800. (4) 

Carlos is also the voice of music, Carlos's ability to play tiie guitar empowers him to 

confix)nt the generals' power over tiieir victims. With his music, he is able to subdue the 

authorities' conttol Traces of the Orpheus mytii can be clearly seen in tiie following 

scene. Carlos is by the river and he has a vision of a cave where Cecilia is standing witii 

tiie generals, who say, " 'Charm us . . . and you may have her back'" (34). 

Immediately, Carlos recites poems unknown to him, plays different melodies on an old 

guitar, and tiie generals become happy: "Their faces softened. They conferred" (34), 

Parallel to tiie sttucttue of tiie Greek mytii, Cecilia runs towards Carlos, but she 

disappears before she can be in touch with her husband. 
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It is almost impossible to separate Carlos as a guitarist fipom Carlos as a poet and 

playwright As stated above, Carlos botfi plays die insttnment and recites poems. 

Furthermore, the Orpheus motif is also linked to die play that Carlos writes called The 

Names, Carlos plays the guitar on stage; he plays a type of music which both creates 

nostalgic feelings of the past and brings memory to life in tiie present time. While Carlos 

was playing the guitar, the authOT notes, "A faint yellow light now illuminated the stage 

behind him [Carlos], revealing the line of ttees as ghostiy but perceptible presences" 

(121), Carlos's concept "of memory and desire, about words and the sounds we live 

in" (121) parallels the archetypal Jungian themes used in Conrad's Heart of Darkness, In 

this respect, Evans L, Snuth, alluding to the novel, says that "Joseph Conrad's Heart of 

Darkness,,, is very congerual to a Jungian viewpoint: "The mind of man is capable of 

anything—because everything is in it, all the past as well as the future'" (257),̂ * Through 

music and poetry, Carlos brings past events into tiie present; he brings names full of 

memories. As he concludes, " 'This is a play about what we must do to keep the names 

alive,' " while the music faints "as an echo" (122). 

Thomton connects Carlos the musician to Picasso's painting. The Old Guitarist 

where a mythical sound of the flute flows as if it were the music of Apollo, Carlos, 

pointing at Picasso's guitarist, says, "Sometimes I imagine music coming out of i t a 

melody of single notes, more like a flute tiian a guitar" (51), Carlos resembles the main 

figure of Picasso's painting, which evokes Carlos's mood. Emotionally, he resembles 

the old, tired and ahnost ethereal man with elongated limbs, twisted pose, and insistent 

patiios, who holds a guitar in an atmosphere sattirated with the mysterious influence of its 

blue color. 

We find anotiier similarity witii the Oipheus myth in Chapter 14, where Carlos and 

Cecilia are associated through music. Every time that Carios remembers her, the narrator 
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conoments tiiat tiie poet plays tiie Villa-Lobos "Prelude" (116). The writer rettuns to tiie 

figure of tiie old guitarist in Picasso's painting in tiie following image: "When he finished 

he sat cradling the guitar, his arms wrapped around its gleaming rosewood form, totally 

absorbed in some inner vision . . . " (116). Moreover, this same meditative posture is 

observed when Carlos, in tiie tiieater, is "bent forward, cradling the guitar in his arms, 

his left foot resting on tiie wooden stool..." (121), While Carlos was playing, tiie 

nartator says, "What strack me was the intensity of his expression, the pain in his eyes " 

(121), This similar scene is repeated on another occasion, Carlos's music is sad, full of 

memories, sentimental: " , , , he carefully brought each string up to pitch. He played a 

chord, another, filling the stage with sound,,, The music on that ghostiy stage had a 

quality unlike anything I have heard," Benn observes (146), In addition, it is worth 

noting that Carlos's posture, bent and filled with emotions, is a reflection of the mythical 

character of the Renaissance, Giuseppe Scavizzi, in "The Myth of Orpheus in Italian 

Renaissance Art, 1400-1600," alludes to the well-known sculptOT, Luca della Robbia, 

whose WOTks depict Orpheus as a central character, Scavizzi, attempting to see how della 

Robbia depicts this mythical figure, writes: 

Orpheus is represented playing and singing among lions and swans (known in 
antiquity for tiieir love of music), who are shown in attimdes of keen interest. IDs 
[Orpheus's] posture is distorted by the intensity of his emotions—his eyes almost 
closed, his mouth open. He is sitting in a garden surrounded by flowers. The 
classical aspect of his figure and tiie late Gotiuc treatment of the surroundings 
indicate a tendency toward idealization; this Orpheus is not a historical figure but 
tiie poetic and beautifying element in art (112-113) 

Perhaps Thomton considers tius beautifying dimension of art in tiie description of Carlos 

as musician. Aesthetically, there is a close relationship between Carlos and Picasso's tiie 

old guitarist, and Orpheus the musidan, 

Scavizzi also observes tiiat tiie Italian sculptor refers to Orpheus witii "tiie image of 

the medieval ttoubadour" (113). Thomton gives us the same image of Carlos. He plays 
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at the theater, in his home, but he also plays spontaneously in other public places to 

entertain but more than anything to express his sonows. At a caf6 in La Boca, he finds 

the company of otiier musicians, e.g., a tango band and a boy with a guitar. After they all 

finish playing, the nanatOT says tiiat " . . . Carlos asked if he could borrow the guitar, and 

for half an hour he immersed himself in the rhythms of music. As he played old songs 

evocative of blood and death, of style and tragedy , . ." (136). There are traces of 

presenting Rueda as a metaphor or a symbol of a poetic expression, Scavizzi says about 

della Robbia's characterization of Orpheus, "[he] is a symbol of urtity with nature, of a 

lyrical expression of sentiment,,," (114). 

Carlos Rueda is the voice of music, the medieval troubadour, who plays the guitar 

and sings songs to subdue the generals. He also shares his melancholic music with his 

people at the theater, in his home, and at the cafe. 

In the Greek ttadition, Orpheus is not only a voice of music, but he is also a 

religious teacher, "the spiritual founder of the nation" (Robbins 4). In Imagining 

Argentina. Carlos is also regarded as a religious figure, the priest and the shaman; he is 

the spirimal leader of the victims'relatives. Furthermore, in die article, "Ancient Myths 

and Modem Man" of Man and His Svmbols. Joseph L. Henderson points out tiie religious 

aspect of Orpheus. He comments that Orpheus was probably "a real man, a singer, 

prophet, and teacher, who was martyred and whose tomb became a shrine" (141-142), 

for what tiie early Christian church saw as tiie prototype of Christ Botii Jesus and 

Orpheus were men, "yet mediators of die divine. For the multimdes of tiie dying Grecian 

culttut in tiie days of tiie Roman Empire tiiey held tiie longed-fOT hope of a fiittire life" 

(142). If one takes into account tiie significance of tiie Greek myth, Jung's consideration 

of the myth, and tiie religious connotation of Orpheus as a high priest, it seems mOTe tiian 

a simple coincidence tiiat ThOTHton's character fulfills these characteristics. Yet, the writer 
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asserts that "Carlos is still a mystery to me. I had no conscious recourse to Jung or 

anyone else. All I knew was that he discovered his power" (Thomton, personal 

interview, 24 July 1989). 

Carlos's role as Orpheus is, of course, to save both Cecilia and the victims of the 

generals. Therefore, he becomes the mysterious and powerful priest who "saves" the 

lives of many afflicted people. Thomton atttibutes to his hero the magical powers 

inherent in a shaman or in a sacred figure such a medicine man. Carlos has the capadty to 

see in people's minds the destiny of the abducted. He ttespasses the concept of time; 

therefore, he can visualize events of the desaparecidos in the past, present and future. 

In Chapter 1, the nartatOT indicates the character's religious qualities, and he says, "Had 

St Jude empowered Carlos Rueda to restore the child, or was the man who had foreseen 

this a shaman who belonged in a smoky hut deep in the jungle? " (15). 

As a sacred leader, Carlos is gentie with the people who meet in his garden; he sits 

on a chair as if it were the pulpit of a church. When Carlos is at the theater, before the 

perforaoance of his play, he is also sitting in a chair at the edge of the stage presiding over 

the group of children ready to act People trast in him and ask for his help as if he has all 

the answers. Hence, the image of a powerful man is ascribed to him; he seems to be the 

savior of his people. He gathers the people in his house, " . . . [Every] Thursday he 

came out to march with the mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, and in the evening to tell stories 

to larger and larger numbers of people" (147). Furthermore, supematural powers are part 

of the magic element seen in Carlos. For instance, every moment he has his visions, 

"Carlos [looks] up at tiie lantems hanging in tiie trees and [begins] talking.,, " (14). It is 

either ttees or the lantems that give him power OT concentt^tion, Benn depicts Carlos as a 

mysterious man: 
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Carlos leaned back, fingers extended in a ttiangle to his lips, I could barely make 
out his eyes behind his glasses because of tiie reflection of the lantems, but tiiey 
looked diffuse and conceno-ated at tiie time. He began to speak then, looking up 
into the ttees as if he were describing something he saw there. To hear his voice 
that way ffightened me and made the scene come alive all at once. (44) 

Likewise, in Chapter 24, Carlos adopts a special type of concentt-ation proper to an 

exalted spirimal man. The following sentence summarizes Carlos's characteristics: 

"[He] developed the habit of living as if he were holding his breath, concenttating on 

simple, everyday things with the attention a Buddhist summons in his attempt to enter a 

leaf, a scatter of stones" (168). As many spirimal leaders, who feel depleted and 

exhausted because of much spiritual effort, Carlos goes into a retreat For example, 

when he is tired or feels he has lost his energies, he looks fOT refuge. In Chapter 21, 

Carlos decides to withdraw firom people after the negative experience of seeing the theater 

vandalized by the military authOTities, The narratOT affirms that he goes into seclusion not 

"because of depression, but to consolidate his sttength" (147), 

Other traces of Carlos as a priest OT shaman can be observed in Chapter 22, 

AccOTding to Thomton, TheodOTe Hirsh, a great thinker of Argentina whose writing 

argues that "literature is a kind of protest" (158), is a survivor of the government's attack 

on his person, Hirsh, inUraguay, writes a letter to Carlos and says: 'T feel as if I am 

writing to someone in a black robe who has a transparent globe nearby, an array of 

mysterious objects to consult" (161), Nevertheless, tiie character adds tiiat "Dorotiiea 

[Hirsh' wife] tells me I am wrong, that you live a middle-class life and conjured me in a 

garden . , . " (161). As an extension of tius archetypal pattem, Thomton uses the image 

of a priest. In Chapter 10, for instance, Carlos finds a priest in tiie pampas. In this 

section, Thomton uses tiie figure of tiie priest to parallel Carlos's role. Inthecaf^, the 

priest remains quiet and mysterious, but he is the intellecmal of die group with certain 

autiiority: "The priest... occasionally scribbled in a notebook... tiie priest took a 
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manuscript firom a wom leatiier folder and began entering tiie notes, oblivious to 

everytiung and clear, at peace" (74). Earlier in Chapter 7, tiie narratOT corroborates tius 

same concept by expressing his attimde and feelings towards Carlos as follows: "He 

reminded me of a heretical priest" (43). 

There is also a parallelism between Carlos the priest and his wife the priestess, 

who guides the husband. Cecilia can be compared with the role of Beatrice in Dante's 

Paradiso. and also with the goddess Isis. In "The process of Individuation," M. -L. von 

Franz explains this positive side of the anima as a mediatOT and initiation of shaman. He 

writes, " . . . this is the role of Beattice in Dante's Paradiso. and also of tiie goddess Isis 

when she appeared in a dream to Apuleius... in OTder to initiate him into a higher, more 

spirimal form of life" (183). Thomton uses Jung's concept of the anima and the role of 

the woman as a guide OT mediator to emphasize the role of Carlos as a priest or shaman in 

stage of initiation. In later chapters, Carlos, once initiated as a shaman, finds the way to 

confront General Guzm^ and the system. 

A good example of Cecilia in the role of Beatrice OT the goddess Isis occurs when 

she appears in Carlos's dream: "A few rughts ago I dreamed that I didn't have any strings. 

Cecilia was in the dream, and I could see her lips moving and knew she was telling me 

where the strings were, but I couldn't hear what she said. It was like that when I was 

talking about her at the end" (51). His dream of the guitar without strings and Cecilia, 

who tries unsuccessfully to tell him where the strings arc, is related to the Jungian concept 

of the anima. The anima is the personification of the feminine dimension of man's psyche. 

In The Mvth of Analvsis. James Hillman explains that Jung's elaboration of the anima 

refers to a function of every person's personality. He adds that "empirically, the anima 

shows first where a man's consciousness is weak and vulnerable . . . " (50). In this sense, 

the elements of tiie protagonist's dreams, tiie guitar widiout strings and tiie woman. 
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symbolize Carlos's feminine soul and the vulnerability of his inner personality. Cecilia 

represents the anima, tiie woman widun. As will be noted later (in die section on 

Symbolism), the anima is experienced as an inner figure in man's psyche and is found in 

medicine men and prophets (von Franz 177). Consequentiy, the painting evokes the old 

guitarist who represents Carlos's logical mind incapable of discerning facts that are hidden 

in his unconscious; it also evokes Cecilia, the anima, who tties to help him to dig them 

out. AccOTding to von Franz, the anima helps to put a man's mind in mne with the right 

inner values and thereby to open the way into more profound, inner depths (177-78). As 

a consequence, Cecilia, Carlos's anima, plays the role of guide to the world within and to 

the Self with the purpose of conquering the outside world. By applying the Jungian 

concept, we can understand both Carlos's role as shaman and his initiation by the anima. 

Carlos shows the characteristics of a hero, a mythological figure. He is 

reminiscent of Orpheus, the myth, as well as the disdple of Apollo. Furthermore, the 

Jungian elements and its symbols are a part of all this attempt to present the hero and his 

story in the realm of the fantastic world. Thus, Thomton's purpose in the novel is to 

portray an extraordinary character with exttaordinary gifts; Carlos becomes a leader of the 

people and, because of his powers, he is depicted in many ways as the priest-shaman 

capable of rescuing victims. Thomton recognizes his character as a hero, priest/shaman, 

musician, and poet. Carlos clearly parallels tiie pattems of tiie Orpheus myth. There are 

also Sttong references to die Jungian concept of archetypal myths and psychology, as well 

as to tiie works of Wallace Stevens, Joseph Conrad and Picasso's theme of tiie The Old 

Guitarist to develop Carlos Rueda and tiie tiieme of Imagining Argentina. 
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Symbolism 

Thomton develops a series of concrete symbols and images to enhance the tiieme of 

the narration. The themes of freedom, hope, faith, imagination and repression are 

represented by images drawn from nature and art FOT instance, to represent the poet's 

imagination, he uses tiie guitar, to represent the negative feelings of terror and 

imprisonment the writer refers to tiie cave and its darkness; to represent liberty and 

creative power, he refers to the spider and Cecilia's shoe; to allude to hope, he uses birds, 

water, and ttees. It is worth noting that many of these specific symbols are clearly related 

to Greek mythology, especially to Orpheus's myth. They are also reflective of the 

Jungian concept of symbols. Thomton makes use of many of these elements to constract 

tiie mythical dimension of the novel 

The guitar is an essential element in the constraction of the narration. The use of 

the guitar as a symbol parallels its use in the Greek myth of Orpheus, Wallace Stevens's 

The Man with a Blue Guitar, and Pablo Picasso's painting. The Old Guitarist. The guitar 

is an equivalent to the lyre in Orpheus's myth; it is a symbol of the harmonious union of 

the cosmic forces (Cirlot 195). According to Greek mythology, as suggested before 

(page 115), the importance of the instrament lies in the power of the music to enchant 

gods, people, animals and trees. Carlos uses his guitar to enchant the generals and to 

bring back Cecilia's memories. Because of its mysterious power, Carlos compares the 

guitar with his gift of the imagination, and says that its "gold and silver strings [make] 

stories" (34). In Carlos's hands, the guitar's strings possess a metaphysical characteristic 

in which distance and time do not exist as such, but their vibrations are the etemal present: 

". . . a sympathetic vibration between the strings annihilates distance so that the future and 

the past rash into tiie present" (34). This supemattiral power of tiie insttmnent is not only 

associated with the artist's imagination, but with his faith and power to transform reality. 
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Here it is important to consider Thomton's allusion to Stevens's poem, "The Man with tiie 

Blue Guitar" (1937), presented as an introduction to the novel. As a symbol and image, 

tiie content of the poem relates to the tiieme of Picasso's The Old Guitarist producing 

symbiotic imagery. Both poem and painting are concrete references to the theme of 

Carlos as a remirtiscence of Orpheus, the musician and poet For example, Carlos's 

mental state mirtOTS Picasso's painting, where a lonely and nostalgic old man embraces his 

guitar. Martfn describes Carlos as "bent over his guitar, which [reflects] a face twisted 

into a blue abstract of his own" (127). Furthermore, it is worth observing Stevens's 

conclusion to his thirty-seven poems of The Man with the Blue Guitar. Litz quotes the 

poet who says, "This group deals with the incessant conjunctions between things as 

they are and things imagined. Although the blue guitar is a symbol of the imagination, it 

is used most often simply as a reference to the individuality of the poet, meaning by the 

poet any man of imagination" (232). It is interesting to note that the guitar, in Thomton's 

novel, symbolizes both Carlos's imagination and his individuality. In fact these 

concepts are constant leitmotifs of Imagining Argentina. 

The guitar reflects human emotions. In Carlos's conscious life, it evokes feelings 

of sorrow. The nartator notes: 

I saw him [Carlos] take his guitar from the case whose velvet lining shown like 
blood in the bright light.,, he played,,, and I knew as soon as its great, gliding 
glissandos floated out into the garden that he was listening for her [Cecilia] in the 
music, which arched up again and again from the unutterable sadness of the 
ground bass where each variation began, (116) 

The instrament is the voice of the man's despair and loneliness. Yet, in Carlos's 

subconscious life, the guitar evokes other psychological effects within him. On the level 

of dreams and nightmares, the guitar suggests tiie complexities of the character's 

psychological distress. In his dreams about his wife, other victims and the generals, 

Carlos is Orpheus playing sttange melodies to convince the generals to free the prisoners. 
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However, when Carlos is not capable of rescuing tiiem, his guitar does not emit 

harmonious sounds and is ttansformed into a metal insttnment witii harsh and odd chords. 

Referring to Carlos's dream, Martfn Benn says tiiat "tiie guitar felt like metal, [and] die 

notes sounded brittie" (126). The dream is interpreted as the character's inabihty to solve 

his problem with his own reality. Carlos loses contact widi nature when the wooden 

guitar tums into an instrament made of metal. It conveys the lack of harmony between his 

conscious and subconscious life. On another occasion, he is aware of his frailties, and 

he recogruzes that "sometimes the wires will break and the sound will be like a voice in a 

windy stteet" (34), His vulnerability and shortcomings are expressed in the fragility of 

the wires of the instrument Frastrated, he destroys his guitar against the ice, "Then he 

was beating on the ice with the guitar," Martfn comments (127), Over all, Carlos's 

dream may be interpreted to mean that he loses contact with nature and objectivity and that 

his gift is also losing creativity, since the guitar is a manifestatiwi of art and "a symbol of 

the imagination," 

The cave, as a unifying element in the theme of tertOT, fear, and imprisonment 

functions as the central symbol of the desaparecidos and as Carlos's search for the 

abducted ones. According to Cirlot, in his A Dictionary of Symbols, the cave has 

different meanings. The cave stands fOT the enclosed OT tiie concealed; it also stands for 

the meeting-place for deities, archetypes that become an objective of Hades (40), Taking 

into account the use of the cave in Imagining Argentina, one feels inclined to see the cave 

in a negative way. It means the power of darkness in relationship to the intricacies of the 

generals. The cave is the center of the prison and confinement where the victims remain 

locked up. But, from the psychological point of view and according to Jung's theory, 

the cave also represents the security and impregnability of tiie unconscious. In this sense. 
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Carlos renuns in nighttnarish episodes to die cave to break widi the deepest fears of his 

unconscious: 

In his dream . . . die cave [was] covered witii hoarfrost and ice. When he sttnck a 
chord Cecilia appeared, beckoning him further inside. Voices filled tiie darkness 
as he followed her toward tiie flickering yellow light and he heard Guzm^'s voice 
rising above the others. The fire at the end of die cave made the ice-wall glisten 
and dance with its rising and falling flames. (126) 

In another episode, Carlos, in his vision of the cave, listens to "the voices of tiie children, 

which sometimes rose above the splash of water. At some point the sound of the river 

became wind in a cave" (34). The protagonist's vision of the cave reflects Jungian 

characteristics. In Man and His Svmbols. Jung writes in "Approaching the 

Unconscious" that "[natural symbols] are derived firom the unconsdous contents of the 

psyche, and they therefOTC represent an enormous number of variations on the essential 

archetypal images" (93). Thus, Thomton uses symbols which, in Jungian termirtology, 

are universal ideas and images found in the primitive societies, such as the fire, the river 

and the cave. In this particular reference to Carlos's vision, the river contains the spirit, 

and the cave is the home of a great demOTi. The allusion to the generals as dentons OT as 

kings of death and to the spirimal force which comes from the river, the water, is clear. 

According to the Orpheus myth, the cave symbolizes the underworld or the descent 

to the underworld. Lansing Smith points out, "The descent to the underwOTld (nekya) is 

the single most important myth for the modernist authors who wrote during C. G. Jung's 

lifetime" (251). The critic alludes to Wallace Stevens, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, 

and C, G, Jung, among others, as writers who have used the descent to the underworld 

as an expression of crisis and revelation (Smitii 252),5 In Imagining Argentina, tiie use of 

the cave coincides with the psychological crisis in die character's life. Hence, congenial 

to these writers and to the Jungian viewpoint the cave is also used as a symbol of 

Carlos's deep depression and frasttation. For instance, in Carlos's dream, tiie cave is 
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covered witii ice and with a fire at die end of it. Carlos can see Cedlia, his daughter and 

"otiier people ttapped behind tiie ice," and the generals are die masters of die prisoners. 

In the cave he can hear the laments of people, but he cannot save them. Carlos wants to 

play tiie guitar to save tiiem, but he cannot find die right melody. According to Jungian 

psychology, Carlos cannot hear the voices of the subconsdous; thus, all of what he sees 

is far firom reality. Cecilia and Teresa are pushed through a solid icy wall, which 

indicates that Carlos's personality is pettifying and tiiat his artistic and intellecmal capacities 

are freezing. The generals are one-sided and Carlos is sharing the same lack of objectivity 

as the generals do, Carlos is afraid and lacks decisiveness. Similar to this episode, the 

city of Buenos Aires is the cave of his dream: ",, , as he entered the traffic of the inner 

city, he understood that he has never been outside it. Everyone in the city was inside the 

shadow, the ice cave, and they were all looking at the face of something with no reason, 

something insane" (131). Carlos discovers that he has been possessed by the military's 

imagination to destroy. However, he knows that he is the only one who can change 

destraction into creativity; he has to think of what to do in order to save his family. In 

conclusion, the cave as a symbol clearly suggests the protagonist's psychological crisis as 

well as Hades, where the generals OT demons are the kings of death, 

Thomton also uses other specific objects such as a shoe, a spider, the water and 

the birds to enhance the theme of the nartation. FOTCxan l̂e, he describes the event of 

the spider's ttansformation into a shoe to focus on the creative aspect of life in addition to 

Cecilia's straggle for life. Symbolically, the spider is related to the creative power of the 

animal, as exemplified in the weaving of its web, according to Cirlot ( 30). Thus, in 

relation to tiie spider, the narrator, Martfn Benn, remembers tiiat when " they [Carlos and 

his Mend Salomon] approached the end of the block Carlos saw what appeared to be a 

giant spider poised on tiie wall When they were closer tiie spider resolved itself into a 
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woman's shoe . , , " (152). On the one hand, tiie shoe is a symbol of the female organ; 

it also has allusion to Cinderella's story. On tiie otiier hand, for tiie ancients, tiie shoe is 

a symbol of liberty (Cirlot 295). Cirlot's explanation of die symbol of die spider and of 

tiie shoe can be applied in Thomton's narration. FOT example, in relation to tiie Cinderella 

story, Thomton describes a scene in which Cecilia loses one of her shoes while running 

away from the abductors. The shoe, found beside a window, reminds Carlos that she is 

still alive and that he needs to keep on looking for her as the prince never gives up 

searching for Cinderella. The spider, on the other hand, is related to the imagination and 

creativity of the woman who straggles for freedom, Cecilia imagines possible simations in 

which she might escape firom the hands of her enemies. The spider is therefOTe reflective 

of Cecilia's irmer strength and creativity. 

The birds are also significant to the narration. They appear in two important and 

related instances in the novel A bird is mentioned at the beginning of the narration when 

Carlos reproduces the stories of the victims and of his wife. While he reconstracts his 

wife's incident, he cannot imagine the place where Cecilia remains as a prisoner. In the 

garden, late that evening, he sees a bird sitting in a ttee. Unformnately, the bird flies, 

ffightened by the hom of a taxi. However, Carlos, who acts as a clairvoyant, 

discovers that the bird in the garden, a type of messenger, reappears to lead him to the 

place he has not been able to see in his story. Among a series of references to birds, the 

most significant one is tiie chapter devoted to Carlos's visit to the pampas, where he finds 

the Jewish family and their ranch covered by exotic birds. Carlos discovers that each bird 

has a name. In fact, here it is pertinent to point out what tiie birds mean in Jungian 

psychology. For Jung, tiie bird "is tiie most fitting symbol of ttanscendence. It 

represents the peculiar nattue of inmition working tiirough an individual who is capable of 

obtaining knowledge of distant events-or faas of which he consciously knows nothing-
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by going into a tt^celike state" (151). In Imagining Argentina, tiie birds act as Carlos's 

guardian spirits at tiie moment that he arrives at die Stemberg's ranch in die pampas. As a 

sign of good spirit and hope, tiie flamingos fly above tiie tt^es; partots, macaws and 

cockatoos dive and glide below die flamingos; tiien, three goldfinches settie on Carlos's 

car, one of the birds flies around die car before it leads Carlos to die ranch (74-76), 

AccOTding to the Stembergs, who were victims of the Nazis, the birds become sensitive to 

evil and are carriers of the victims' souls. " 'Sometimes I look at my Mends here and I 

can see right into them and see the souls they carry of those who did not come out of the 

camps,' " Amos Stemberg comments (79-80). Lastiy, birds are also related to the 

mythical aspect of the nartation. Carlos Rueda's attributes parallel Orpheus's divine gifts. 

Hence, like Orpheus the singer and player of the lyre who counteract the violence in 

nature by attracting the birds which fly above his head, Carlos also relates to the birds in 

the same maimer. The birds symbolize the mysterious and sacred. In Chapter 33, at the 

moment when Carlos finds Cecilia, the birds confirm the good news: "The sound was 

coming firom the air, from the lights, from somewhere above the huge paper cranes and 

owls dancing by. He heard it again and looked up at the windows of the building across 

tiie Stteet 'Carlos! It's CeciUa!'" (209). 

In conclusion, one finds clear ttaces of the use of Orpheus-like characteristics and 

of the Jungian concept of symbols applied in the novel, that is, the use of nature as a way 

of cormecting the world of symbols with that of reality and the world of the unconscious 

with that of the conscious world. The symbols are clearly obvious. 

The Novel and Argentine Culture and Politics 

Imagining Argentina is a novel about a person's refusal to accept the Argentine 

generals' grotesque version of reality. This refusal is lived out through the protagonist's 
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imagination. Thus, tiie work largely involves fanttisy, Thomton's 1987 novel was well 

received by tiie United Suites press. Reviews praised Thomton's Imagining Argentina. It 

was called a "powerful new novel" (New York Times 11 Nov. 1987: 21), one tiiat had a 

ring of trath about it, fOT its "descriptions of die political and physical settings [were] 

autiientic" (Roanoke Times & Worid News 24 Jan. 1988: No pag.). Anotiier reviewer 

said that it was a "powerfiilly argued and passionately felt novel about the redemptive 

power of the human mind,,, " (San Francisco Examiner 17 Dec. 1987: No pag.). 

These commentaries, I believe, exaggerate the worth of the novel as an authentic 

narration of the political and physical description of Argentina. 

In part. Imagining Argentina is based upon the political situation of the country 

during the 1970s; however, the novel fails to come close to capturing reality in Argentina 

during the time, A deeper knowledge of the country's history, politics, language, and 

idiosyncrasies would have helped Thomton to avoid misrepresenting Argentina. As 

Joseph Page says: 

The problem with the book is that it aspires to make its point in the historical 
context of a real-life setting with which the author has only a supefficial 
acquaintance. Imagining Argentina may be splendid in its uses of imagination, but 
as a political novel it conttibutes nothing to the understanding of the politics and 
people of Argentina. Indeed, it distorts Argentine reality to an extent to which 
Argentina must by now be accustomed, in a tradition exemplified by the rock-
opera Evita and the 1939 film Down Argentine Wav. which were highly 
successful and entertaining as musicals, but well off the mark in their portrayals of 
Argentina. (Philadelphia Inguirer 20 Dec. 1987: 11) 

It would be too much to expect Imagining Argentina to be a totally realistic 

narration of the historical and political events of tiie Argentina of tiie 1970s, Nevertheless, 

because of tiie writer's treattnent of tiie subject of tiie desapareddos and of Argentina, it is 

relevant to inguire about why and how his novel fails to represent the country and the 

theme of tiie desaparecidos. 
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One example of Thomton's inexacmess in describing Argentine reality of the 1970s 

involves tiie importance of tiie Motiiers of die Plaza de Mayo. There is a conflict between 

the portrayal of the protagonist as the saviOT of victims and the tteatment of the Mothers of 

the Plaza de Mayo as the subservient women. Thomton says that "if the book is sourced 

in anything, it is in tiiese women [die Mothers of Plaza de Mayo]. The idea of writing tiie 

novel was to somehow come to grips with what diey suffered and endured. In a sense, it 

is their book" (Dettoit Free Press 27 Sept 1987: No pag.). However, the Motiiers play 

only a minOT role in the novel; they are in the background as decorative figures. 

Unformnately, the mothers in Imagining Argentina are not the strong characters, nor are 

they leading characters of the narratiOTi. According to the main characters, Martfn Benn 

and Carlos, the women are always tinud and insecure, looking for a refiige in Carlos's 

garden. This contrasts with the historical reality expressed by Lacks in his introduction to 

Femenfa's "Argentina's Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo: The Mourning Process from Junta 

to Democracy." He writes: 

In this terrorized society, a small OTganization of women, mothers and other 
relatives of kidnaped Argentines, staged a stunning act of defiance. One Thursday 
afternoon they gathered in the Plaza de Mayo... paraded in a closed circle. 
Despite threats and attacks, they continued to demonstrate every Thursday, to the 
astorushment and discomfort of passers-by who then spread the news of the 
Mothers' campaign by word of mouth. (10) 

Lacks adds that despite all the fear and terrOT imposed by the military, the Mothers defeated 

the regime's campaign of terror by "offering up their lives in the Plaza de Mayo.. . and 

redeemed their sodety in the eyes of fumre generations of Argentines" (10). 

In conttast to the historical events in Imagining Argentina. Carlos Rueda becomes 

the main character of the novel, the savior of entire families. He is not a common man. 

Ratiier he becomes tiie shaman witii extt-aordinary powers to fight against tfie military junta. 

The way tiie character is presented is farfetched, if one takes into account tiie purpose of 
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tiie narration-a political novel In Chapter 6, the narratOT describes some motiiers, after 

tiieir walking around tiie Plaza de Mayo, as "shy and desperate," gatiiering around Carlos 

Rueda near a bench (39). In tiie first part of Chapter 7, Carlos, somewhat presumpmous 

in his statement, proclaims his superiority towards the women by saying that ". . . it 

seemed essential to show the mothers that he was as sttong as they were, otherwise they 

would igUOTe him" ; in fact, Carlos afifirms that he "couldn't hide behind tiieir skirts" (40). 

This statement portrays a "macho" type character unwilling to accept the women's capadty 

to confront the government on their own. In fact Thomton's character, using a 

commanding tone, says: " 'I'm going to have them to come to the house and 111 tty to 

find their people'" (40). In point of fact, as Benn says, "Only a handful of people spoke 

out. Yes, in Argentina, the spirimal home of machismo, the only substantial resistance 

came from women . . . " (20), It is indeed contradictory for Thomton to create his 

character with a "macho" attitude while at the same time he critidzes a country as the 

"spiritual home of the machismo," Thus, Carlos takes ccmttol of the novel as a creative 

and leading figure. Meanwhile, the women, the mothers, play the mOTe passive role of 

gathering at his garden to tell stories of their missing children, and Carlos thus becomes 

their savior, Thomton says, "Carlos Rueda found babies, men, women, even whole 

families" (16). By locating the mothers in a less prominent position and by elevating 

Carlos as the supreme priest-shaman, the novel digresses from the political reality of 

Argentina of tiie 1970s and 1980s, 

The author's shortcomings in describing Argentine reality extends, as previously 

mentioned, even to his treatment of tiie geography. At one point he says, "He could 

have been on horseback, perhaps with a few underlings to provide protection should they 

encounter people living in grass huts and practicing a life utterly remote from tiie bustie of 
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tiie settiement a week's ttek behind tfiem on tfie Rfo de la Plata" (72). This description of 

Argentina is far firom reality. 

Another exanqile of misrepresentation of the country refers to the customs and the 

cultural aspect of Argentina. In tfie pampas, Carlos finds a caf(6 where, "an accordionist 

played tangos while two couples danced raggedly" (73). Thomton does not seem to 

know that the tango is the music of the dty rather than of the countryside; in the pampas 

one is more likely to find people playing and dancing Argentine folk music than tfie tango. 

This reference is not of great sigruficance, but it points out again the writer's failure to do 

research about Argentina. The description of the pampas is also unrealistic. The 

protagonist sees partots, macaws, cockatoos, and tropical flowers. The pampas are not 

an Amazon forest If the novel were treating a different subject from the desapareddos 

and were set in an anonymous country, the writer would have been more justified in 

imagining Argentina. As J. Page comments, "The minor flaws could have been avoided 

if the authOT had permitted an Argentine to peek at his manuscript" (Philadelphia Inguirer 

20 Dec. 1987: 11). Page is very perceptive in his comments when he says: 

Ortiy in the author's imagination can one find beaches in Buenos Aires, the pampas 
on its outskirts, clear skies over the capital (one of [the] smoggiest of cities) and 
fancy restaurants on the "Avenida" Florida. Moreover, scenes in which Carlos 
Rueda holds meetings of relatives of the disappeared in his home, walks into the 
Govemment House to confiront the general in charge of tfie repression ('during 
those years the generals believed so deeply in themselves that they left tiie doors of 
their sancmm open, inviting anyone who chose to do so to enter') and stands across 
the street from the general's home and holds him in the sight of a gun take poetic 
license to the point of inconceivability. (11) 

In addition to all of these errors about Argentina, Thomton carelessly refers to 

Orion as part of tiie Southem constellation. The nanator says, "Carlos watched [a bird] 

disappear and tiien seemed to be looking at tiie stars The Southem Cross was very 

clear, Ori6n bumed blue and cold..." (51). He also alludes to tiie Argentines as people 

accustomed to drinking iced tea and eating com bread, e.g., "Amos retumed and they 
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settled witfitfieir iced tea into some cane chairs" (76). Moreover, he refers to Alice in tfie 

Wonderland and The Wizard of Oz as stories common to Argentine culmre. For example, 

concerning the theater doors, Martfn comments that "[the job] had taken [an old man] more 

tiian two years to carve tiie two doOTS into representations of characters from The Wizard of 

Qz, Alice in Wonderiand. and Argentine fairy tales" (145), He also refers to tiie 

attnosphere of carnival with a black woman as if it were in Brazil. On one occasion, 

Carlos observes, "At the head of the parade a black woman with an enormous body spun a 

noisemaker shaped like a bird in her right hand while giving tiie beat to the drummers widi 

her left" (207). The names of many streets or avenues are completely wrong and 

misspelled, e.g., "Avenida Florida," "Calle Ventana Sur," "Calle Cordova." 

Furthermore, the names of the different people that ^pear in the narration are not 

representative of Argentina, .e.g., "Father Ullmarm," "Alice," "Emilia Lagoda," 

"Hannah," "Raphael," among many others. These flaws are significant because they 

portray the vagueness and the lack of knowledge of both the language and all else that 

pertains to Argentina, 

Thomton's shortcomings in capturing the historical, political and cultural aspeas 

of Argentina also create literary weaknesses, Thomton seems to have aspired to make this 

a novel of protest. He refers to the theme of protest in Chapter 22, when he conunents 

about a character, Theodore Hirsch, whose writings argue that "literature is always a kind 

of protest" (158). Thomton affums, "I'm a political novelist. I believe that writers 

must/should be engaged. That is why so much of contempOTary American fiction seems 

self-indulgent to me" (Thomton, personal interview, 24 July 1989). Imagining 

Argentina does not express the writer's purpose. First, the mothers represent tiie people 

of Argentina, As March says, "[El] concepto de pueblo es lo gue reahnente determina la 

perspectiva poh'tica de la narrativa y, por lo tanto, es indicio del 6xito o fracaso de la 
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supuesta denuncia no obstante el logro artfstico gue pueda asign^sele" (79), Thus, 

individuals cannot fiilly represent tiie nation. For example, a character like Carlos, an 

individual obsessed by the abduction of his wife, is not fully capable of conecting an 

unjust situation like the one in Argentina, Since it is die force of die people which is 

capable of making changes, March adds, "La soluddn individualista, ademds, nunca 

tiene peso ante las dem^ fuerzas sociales" (80). In Imagining Argentina. Carlos Rueda, 

the hero, appears as the only person with sufficient sttength and power to rescue the 

country firom the regime. From the perspective of Argentine political reality and according 

to the theme of the novel, Carlos's deed is not believable. Therefore, Thomton's 

comment on the audience of his novel is farfetched: 

I was thinking of Argentineans specifically as my audience. That book was written 
as a kind of letter to Argentina. It was a clear attempt to try to address tiie people of 
the world who were suffering and at the time the idea was that hopefully the people 
of this country would read it and by that do something. (Thomton, personal 
interview, 24 July 1989) 

The second reason why the novel loses ground as an effective political novel is that 

the theme of the "dirty war" and of the desaparecidos is presented at times in a decorative 

and sensationalist manner. Even if Thomton's novel is not a political novel. Imagining 

Argentina deals with a political simation and should make some sort of comrrutment to a 

political stance or idea. Unfortunately, the writer presents the novel from the point of 

view of an outsider witii littie or no commitment For example, he ignores the real 

mearung of the repression by the military ralers. Page, considering this aspect, writes: 

During the "dirty war," the regime forbade all assemblies of a political nature and 
imposed security resttaints so tight that it was next to impossible to approach high 
military officials. Indeed, one reason fOT this was the continuing threat of terrorist 
attacks from the revolutionary left, a fact of life tiiat hung over Argentina in tiie 
years immediately after the 1976 coup and that Thomton convenientiy ignores. 
(11) 
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In OTder to criticize tiie government the audiOT instead refers to old cases of die 

Jewish holocaust He fOTgot about tiie history of Latin America or about what he calls "tiie 

Latin Night and Fog" (16). He condemns the nulitary as Neo-Nazi and parallels tiie novel 

to the Jewish holocaust witiiout sttidying in deptii die idiosyncrasies and history of die 

people of Argentina. The presentation of certain characters and die parallelism to 

Timerman, fOT instance, becomes clich^d and biased. Then the sttuggle of the people, 

espedally of tiie Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, loses sttength. Nobody can deny the 

historical anti-semitism in Argentina. However, it was not central to the social upheaval 

in Argentina in the 1970s. Many non-Jewish Argentines died or disappeared as well. 

Focusing on the Jewish problem reflects the reference point of the authOT more than the 

reality of Argentina in the 1970s, 

Since the authOT is firom the United States, he might have expressed his 

commitment as a United States dtizen to some dimension of United States-Latin America 

relations. For example, he might have addressed the theme of neocolonialism in a 

provocative fashion to readers in the United States who know littie about the role of their 

country in Latin America, Franco sees the importance of this fact when she points out a 

similar attimde with respect to an Amnesty Intemational Publication, Torture in the 

Eighfi£s.(1983), She writes: 

[It] lists 67 countties in four continents in which torture is practiced. This does not 
include the U.S.—and the coundy by country review fails to underline U.S. 
encouragement and responsibility for modem torture noethods, nor the results 
which have been achieved-the traumatization of sectors of the population in El 
Salvador, Guatemala and the Southem Cone. (62) 

As a consequence of the author's lack of knowledge of Latin America and his 

projection of his own concems for Argentina into tiie novel, the characters are stereotypes. 

Because of its lack of substantive committnent, we see tiiat tiie novel fails as a political 

work in the sense that the author understands this genre. The novel is a collection of data 
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presented in an allegorical/symbolical manner with a hollow message. If, as Thomton 

believes, literature is the voice of sodal change. Imagining Argentina is inadequate to the 

task. 

Jean Franco's opinions relate nicely to a problem presented here witii Imagining 

Argentina. In "Gender, Deatii and Resistance; Facing tiie Ethical Vacuum," Franco, 

referring to Joan Didion's Salvador (1983), says, "Postmodemism's problem when 

confronted with death and disappearance can best be illusttated by Salvador, a book 

which scrapulously attempts to confiront terror second hand without falling into fraitiess 

denunciatory prose" (60), According to Franco, Didion's prose takes real form when the 

novelist realizes that tertor leamed from outside, through phOTographs, by not being 

tortured, represents "a series of surface juxtapositions of everyday life which produces 

hortor because of its apparent normality" (60). Didion had the opportunity to experience 

"a trae noche oscura." Franco writes: 

Perhaps the most significant passage in the book occurs during a visit to the 
supermarket with its comucopia of consumer goods offered to middle class 
housewives and its artay of comfortingly familiar items like Camey soap and 
Johnson's baby powder. For Didion, it is no longer possible to extract any irony 
out of juxtaposition of consumer abundance of terror. "As I wrote it down," she 
says, "I realized that I was no longer much interested in this kind of irony, that 
this was a story that would not be illuminated by such details, that this was a story 
that would perhaps not be illuminated at all, that was perhaps even less a 'story' 
than a trae noche oscura. As I waited to cross back over the Boulevard de los 
Heroes to the Camino Real. I noticed soldiers herding a young civilian into a van, 
their guns at the boy's back, and I walked ahead, not wanting to see anything at 
aU." (60) 

TherefOTe, following the meaning of this passage and relating to Didion's 

experience. Franco points out the difference and the relationship between the 

"mettx)politan" world and "the Third WOTW in general" by saying tiiat "we go tiiere to 'see,' 

but we cannot be illuminated because tiiere is no Iwiger a standpoint fh)m which 

metropolitan people can see tiie world witiiout being pattonizing, witiiout sttiking empty 
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rhetorical poses, witiiout pretense. It is tius kind of 'pudeur' which stands in tiie way of 

ethical creativity" (61), Consequentiy, Thomton is a victim of false imaginings which 

create an imaginary prose as an "unevaluated statement" (61), Ultimately, Imagining 

Argentina falls into what Franco calls "fruitiess denunciatory prose" (60). Thomton's 

novel expresses the lack of cortespcmding moral action expected in a novel of this type 

(denunciatory), because the author has not taken into account more serious and concrete 

realities of Latin America and of Argentina in itself as a concrete setting and historical basis 

of the nartation. 

Franco quotes Raymond Williams as follows: 

About the repressive regimes in Latin America and especially the Southem Cone as 
purely local aberrations , , , It is not that the state of violence in Argentina in 1976, 
for example, had any parallel in the U,S, but rather that, from the point of view of 
the metropolis, real Third WOTU cadavers have fiieUed the 'mobilized privatization' 
of contempOTary society. The Third WOTW represents cheap and surplus labor, 
raw material and political regimes which keep the costs of labor down to the 
minimum. The coup in Guatemala in 1954, the overthrow of Allende in 1973, 
the installation of the Argentine Junta in 1976, resulted in cultures of fear, 
because fear was the deterrant to political OTganization which in those countries had 
inhibited the effective organization of a consumer society. (63) 

This is an important statement in regard to Thomton's novel. The novel treats the 

repressive military regime through the "imaginary" figure of General Guzmdn and other 

"imaginary" military figures who charm Carlos Rueda as "purely local aberrations" 

discormected firom the overarching theme of terror at a national level and the concrete roots 

of the problem in Argentina's political economy. It is not possible to write a novel without 

touching reality, when this reality is concrete in tiie lives of people. 
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Notes 

^Lawrence Thomton, Imagining Argen^n^ (NPW Ynrlr• Bantam Books, 1988), 
p. 31, (Rotations firom this novel are cited parenthetically by page number, 

^It is pertinent to mention Rodolfo Walsh as an example of a committed Argentine 
joumalist killed by tiie military rulers, Nunca Mi^. in a section entitied "Disappearance of 
Rodolfo Walsh-File No, 2587," offers an account of die writer's deatii given by his 
daughter, Pattida Cecilia Walsh, Furthermore, in Altemate Voices: in tiie Contemporary 
Latin American Narrative. David W, Foster devotes a section, "Latin American 
Documentary Nartative," on Walsh's works. In relation to Walsh's long time 
participation on the politics of his country, Foster writes: "Walsh consttncts perhaps tiie 
most sophisticated example of Latin American documentary narrative in the service of 
sociopolitical awareness" (11), 

3julio Ortega, "Exchange System in One Hundred Years of Solimde," Gabriel 
Garcfa Mdrguez: and tiie Powers of Fiction (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1982), 
1-16, In writing, Ortega defines memory as a selection of events and chronicle as the 
ordering of events (2), Although Ortega does not write about Imagining Argentina. I 
mention Ortega's smdy on Garcfa M^uez's techrugue because both Garcfa Mdrguez and 
Thomton use the "chronicle of memory" sttncture, 

^It is not intended in this section to give a thorough analysis of the numerous 
Jungian archetypes and symbolisms related to the myth of Orpheus, but to comment only 
on specific characteristics of the myth related to the consttuction of the character, Carlos 
Rueda, Moreover, I include other works related to the myth and the psychology of the 
protagonist I allude to these works as possible sources fijom which Thomton may have 
bortowed. 

^Evans Lansing Smith, "Descent to the Underworld: Jung and His Brothers," 
C.G. Jung and the Humanities: Toward a Hermeneutics of Culmre. Karin Bamaby and 
Pellegrino D'Aciemo, eds. (New Jersey: Princeton UP, 1990) 251-264. Smith refers to 
Jung's crisis (1912-1916), which the psychologist regarded as "a descent to the 
underworld." Jung's experience and his writings influenced moderrust writers, Snuth 
gives detailed information on "the descent of the underworld" as the most important myth 
for writers such as T,S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, Joseph Conrad, Marcel Proust, D.H, 
Lawrence, Eugene lonesco, Thomas Pynchon among others, who were influenced by 
Jung, The article provides bibliographical material on this theme in relation to many otiier 
modernist writers. 



CHAPTER V 

DOUGLAS MINE'S CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD 

Profile of tiie Writer 

Champions of tiie WOTM is Mine's effOTt to depict tiie difficult moments of the 

Argentine people during the military govemment in tiie late 1970s and early 1980s, Mine 

comments, "I was moved by the calvario suffered by the Argentines during the 

dictatOTship, and my work there as a joumalist put me in touch with a lot of people who 

suffered greatiy" (Douglas Mine, letter to the author, 17 July 1989), He adds, "This 

seemed to me the subject matter fOT a novel," and the opportuiuty he had been looking fOT 

to become a fiction writer, " , , . which is for me the most noble of pursuits" (Mine, letter 

to tiie autiior, 17 July 1989). 

Douglas Mine was bom in New Jersey and graduated from Comell University in 

1976 with a degree in anthropology. After his graduation, he spent several months 

backpacking through the eastem half of AMca. He also backpacked firom California to 

Ecuador for eight months. In 1979 he became a joumalist fOT the Associated Press and 

spent five years reporting firom Argentina, Uraguay and Paraguay, with special 

assignments in Cuba and Venezuela. 

Mine's travels and experiences abroad prepared him to become a novelist Talking 

about fiction, he advises young writers to "get out into the world, keep your eyes and ears 

open, and try to have a notebook handy" (The Writer 30). He confesses that he "had been 

writing short stories for years" before he found in Argentina material for his first novel. 

Champions of die World (Mine, letter to the autiior, 17 July 1989), He lived in Buenos 

Aires for five years, from May 1981 to June 1986, where he observed some of tiie 

idiosyncrasies of tiie Argentine people. He visited tiie provinces of Misiones and Entte 
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Rfos, and ti-avelled soutii to Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, He spent two weeks in tiie 

Patagonian region, Neugu^n, Rfo Negro, Bariloche, ElBols6n, San Martin de los 

Andes, and eastem Chubut In his letter of July, 1989, he comnoents diat while he was 

in the eastem part of Chubut he wrote a story about the descendants of the Welsh. He 

writes, "I very much enjoyed doing that story, drinking vinotinto and playing traco with 

old, partially criolloized sons of Welshmen named Eheidd Jones OT some such thing." 

Moreover, he felt so impressed with the physical beauty of this region that he collected 

material from the Rfo Negro and Neugudn areas for his novel In fact Neugu6n is the 

scenario for Book n of Champions of the WOTM. Clearly, Argentina was a maJOT source 

for his writing experience, although he also gained insights into the cultures of Latin 

America by visiting Uraguay, Paraguay, Cuba, Venezuela and Colombia. At the present 

time. Mine is a correspondent for the Associated Press in El Salvador, 

Commenting on the importance of his Argentine experience to his development as a 

novelist. Mine suggests that "Champions of the WOTM could not have been written had I 

not spent years listening to and writing about people whose lives were changed, in most 

cases, devastated, by what went on in Argentina in the late 1970s and early 1980s" (The 

Writer 30). 

While in Buenos Aires he collected a great deal of information from the Mothers of 

the Plaza de Mayo and firom Mends, whose stories served as notes for the book. He 

visited the shanty towns of Buenos Aires known as villas miserias to collect information 

for the description of this locale and its people that are portrayed in Book I, He confesses 

tiiat even tiiough "Argentina is the setting, tiie World Soccer C!up and the Malvinas' 

conflict were 'el tel6n de fondo' [background].,. I wanted tius work to have a universal 

appeal, like most worics of art should have" (Mine, telephone interview, 27 Sept 1989). 
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Mine started writing Champions nf tiie WOTM in Argentina in 1984. After 

completing tiie first hundred pages, he came to tiie United States to consult witii his editOT, 

who advised him on editorial matters and encouraged him to continue writing the book. 

Simon & Schuster/Fireside published tiie book in 1988. Altiiough written in English for a 

general English-speaking audience. Champions of tiie WOTM was not intended for a broad 

audience because of its tteatment of a "foreign" matter. Mine thinks that few people in the 

Uruted States are interested in intemational matters and topics. Indeed, the reception of 

the novel in the United States was linuted: of the eight to nine thousand copies published 

around six thousand were sold (Mine, telephone interview, 27 Sept, 1989). Although 

the novel has not been translated into Sparush, Mine says that such a translation would 

please him. 

It is important to note that Mine has a good command of Sparush. His first 

experiences with the language were at Comell University, with smdents firom Puerto Rico, 

Cuba, and Venezuela. When he went to Buenos Aires in 1981, he was comfortable 

speaking Sparush. He married an Argentine, and constantiy spoke Sparush with his wife 

at home. His daily contact with Sparush permitted him to have more access to the manner 

of life and thought of Argentineans, and thereby mOTe thOToughly understand their 

sufferings and daily straggles. 

Mine says that his ideas about writing were influenced by Conrad, Steinbeck, and 

Malamud- He says he wants to tell "a pretty stt^ghtforward story in a pretty 

straightforward way" (Mine, letter to tiie author, July 1989), On tiie other hand, he 

admires Borges, with whom he "had the great formne to spend hours at a time on several 

occasions talking,,. in his home in Maipu." In addition, writers like Cort^ar and 

Cabrera Infante are also Mine's favorites. He is impressed by the style and richness of 

their prose, and says he might have followed the style of the masters of the Spanish 
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American belles-letttes, except tiiat "I can't so I tty to make sometiung worthwhile witii 

tiie tools I've got (Not tiiat I'm comparing myself witii Conrad, Steinbeck or Malamud 

eitiier.) " (Mine, letter to tiie autiior, 17 July 1989). Because of his experience as a 

joumalist and his knowledge of Argentina and its political life. Champions of die World 

is a convincing depiction of, and denunciation of, abuses of the military regime in that 

country. 

?>nmmary of Narrative 

Champions of the World is divided into Book I and Book n and deals with both 

the extemal reality (public life) and the intemal reality (private^amily life) of Argentina. 

The narrative is set in Buenos Aires and Patagorua. It treats specific historical events such 

as the WOTM Cup Soccer Toumament in 1978, and the 1982 conflict between England and 

Argentina over the Malvinas/Falkland Islands, These events are explained in relationship 

to the oppressive circumstances of the countty under the govemment of the military junta. 

Chronologically, Book I begins in Buenos Aires a few weeks before the World Cup 

Soccer Toumament, It describes the toumament by detailing the most important games 

until its completion, when Argentina became the champion of the world. Paralleling the 

soccer toumament is the narration of the life of tiie Magliones. The writer intertwines 

people's lives with the soccer event and conttusts the partisan fervOT of the people for 

sports and the terror inflicted by tiie raling forces. Book n begins four years later, at tiie 

end of summer, 1982, and focuses on die highlights in die war between Argentina and 

England, This conflict serves as a background fOT tiie decline of tiie military junta as well 

as tiie disintegration of tiie Maglione family. Thus, tiie second part of tiie novel also 

weaves together tiie dramatic aspects of what is left of the Maglione family witii tiie cracial 

events of the war during the months of May and April of 1982. 
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Since tiie novel deals with die years of political and sodal sttife in Argentina, it 

includes public figures of tiiat time, people such as General Videla, General Massera, 

General Galtieri (members of tfie military Junta), the coach C6sar Menotti, die Motiiers of 

tiie Plaza de Mayo, and otiier political and dvilian figures. The writer also includes 

several minor characters such as Frandsca Otero, Juan-Craz Otero, Roberto Otero, and 

Jos6 the Catamargueno, all of whom are victims of the military rulers. 

In Chapter I, Mine presents the conflict of the country, a conflict that increases in 

complexity throughout the novel By contt^sting the dilemmas that confiront the countty 

with those that confiront the family, he provides a picture of both a macrocosmic WOTM of 

Argentina, a country of immigrants, and the microcosmic world of the imnugrant Maglione 

family. On the one hand, the country reflects the enthusiasm of the fans towards the 

soccer championship; on the other hand, the family disappears under the political terror. 

InBoc^I, Buenos Aires is realistically described, and the characters move in 

specific and acmal places: the neighborhood of La Boca, the Retire railway station, tiie 

Italpark amusement park, the Retire shantytown, the well-known River Plate soccer field, 

and the Navy Mechanics School, Mine uses these settings to conttast the exuberance of 

the games with the terrorism of the military in the cells of the Navy Mechanics School, 

Mine chooses a typical middle-class Argentine family of Italian background as the 

prindpal characters who become victinis of the govemment The destraction of the 

family, like the disappearance of many other victims, seems to be an isolated problem in 

the midst of the fervOT of the coundy that celebrates the Worid Cup, Chapter by chapter, 

the writer unfolds the tragic life of the Magliones. He weaves an intimate relationship 

between the sociopolitical sttucture of Argentina and the behavior of his characters. 

A brief description of each family member's position will illustrate tiie Maglione 

family's conflict Angela and Mikhail Maglione, who came from Naples in 1945, have 
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two sons, Santiago and Diego. In 1978, Santiago and Diego are successful professional 

men, but they have different ideals and expectations from life, Santiago, who works as 

an engineer for the Air Force Base, is concemed about his stams and the future career of 

his son Alejandro, a soccer player for the National Soccer team, Alejandro is an extension 

of Santiago and his old glory as a boxing champion, Santiago's Mvolous wife, M6nica, 

cares mainly about her social life, her beauty, and her money, Diego is a physician fOT 

the villa miseria of Buenos Aires and is comnutted to tiie Socialist Party, His wife Ana is 

also an active member of the same party; botii share the same ideals and desire to change 

tiie present tyranny of the military regime. Ana, a teacher of literature, criticizes the 

govemment until one day she is no longer permitted to teach at the school. Later, Diego 

and Ana are abducted by the military forces. They kill Ana almost immediately, but Diego 

is kept alive and purushed craelly until the end of Book I, which ends with the last game of 

tiie World Cup, 

Although ideological differences present a problem for die family, Santiago's son is 

completely unaware of these family differences. Interspersed with the description of the 

family's problems are the country's problems. As most of Argentines continue to be 

excited and even preoccupied about the championship, many of their countrymen are 

disappearing. Mine uses the same techrugue throughout the novel: the problems and 

conflicts of the country suggest the problems and conflicts of the individuals. 

The family begins to collapse for several reasons. On the one hand, Santiago and 

his wife have marital problems. Despite his good job, he finds himself alone and 

disappointed witii life. In Book n, Santiago and Mdnica are separated. On tiie other 

hand, Diego and Ana end their lives abraptiy tortured by tiie govemment Mikhail and 
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Angela are also victims of tiie conflicts of tiieir children. At tiie end of tiie novel, Mikhail 

leaves Argentina to go back to Italy. Angela decides to stay in Buenos Aires to work witii 

the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo. 

While the Magliones fall apart as a family. Mine reinforces the drama of this 

family by tuming to other simations in Buenos Aires. He describes the poverty of the villa 

miseria by presenting the humble and unassuming people who are often crashed by life's 

adversities. Among tiie poor, there is a family, the Oteros, who tty to resist being 

swallowed by the govemment. Diego Maglione, the doctOT of the shantytown, becomes 

acquainted with Frandsca and Juan-Craz Otero and with their wounded son, Roberto 

Otero, who is a member of the leftist group, the Montoneros. These characters porttay 

another facet of the dty and the coundy. Mine compares the nuddle-class sodety (e.g., 

the Magliones) with the lower-class people from the slums to present them as victims of the 

same oppressor. In Chapter n. Book I, Mine introduces the Otero family, and 

describes the villa miseria as well as the typical charaaeristics of their inhabitants. In a 

local color style, the autiiOT depicts the hospitality and picaresque attitude of characters 

such as Jose, a poor man from the province of Catamarca, and Sebasti^ Guti6rtez, a 

photographer. In addition. Mine adds personality to the shantytown in a humorous and 

colorful manner. The dwellings are poOT but all decOTated with pictures of famous 

Argentine sports figures. They are the poor people's heroes, because they are the only 

ones with whom the poOT are able to relate. The Otero family and the inhabitants of the 

villa miseria are important because they portray the injustice inflicted by the govemment on 

tiie poor and helpless. The military believes tiiat the shantytown is tiie hiding place of tiie 

guerrillas. It gives orders to destroy the entire neighbOThood, and one day it is leveled by 

bulldozers. 
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In OTder to control the simation and keep the trath from the people, the military 

takes advantage of die fact diat Argentina is tiie host coundy for tiie WOTM Cup. Almost 

everybody talks about soccer, and few people remember or know about die abuses 

inflicted by the authorities. All seems to be normal as long as the country centers its 

attention on tiie games. Mine, however, counterpoints the excitement of the games with 

the adversity of Diego and Ana as political prisoners. The couple is tortured. While Ana 

is shot and killed in the presence of her husband, and Diego is sent to his cell, their son 

and the rest of the popidation of Buenos Aires (eighty thousand fans) are in the River Plate 

Stadium celebrating the inauguration of the WOTM Cup Toumament. In Bode I, Mine 

contrasts with irony the pathetic life of the Magliones with the enthusiasm of the soccer 

games. However, not all ends there; the life of this family continues until their 

separation in Book II. Mine uses the same techruque in Part II. Along with the family's 

collapse, the writer also points out the grave problems of the country, which culminate 

witii tiie war of 1982. 

Book n is set mairtiy in Neuqu6n, with brief episodes in the Malvinas/Falkland 

Islands and in Buenos Aires, Santiago, after his separation firom Mdnica, decides to live 

in Patagonia, the land of his father's dream. He lives with his daughter Cristina and with 

Daruel, Diego's son. The lives of these characters take place in acmal places in the small 

town of Patagorua, During the moments of the war between Argentina and England, 

Mine takes the reader to the Islands where soldiers firom different parts of Argentina are 

gathered to defend the country. MOTeover, Buenos Aires is stiU an important place in tiie 

nartation since Mine connects Santiago Maglione's activities in tiie soutii with the rest of 

his fanuly in tiie mettopolitan area, where tiie major political problems of the countty take 

place. 
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Chapter 1 of Book n opens witii a description of a hill. El Cerro de Los Pinos, in 

Patagonia. It is at tiie end of tfie summer of 1982 and Santiago Maglione and his children 

live in a house up on tiie hill tiiat is secluded from tiie busy noises of tiie dty. Here, tiie 

life of the Magliones seems to be far from any political threat; however, the drama 

presented in Book I continues as a curse in tiie Magliones' existence. The writer 

intensifies the cradal denouement of their disintegration by focusing on the disappearance 

and death of Cristina and on the effects of the Argentine/England war on the rest of the 

family. 

Four years later, in 1982, the Argentine team is again preparing itself fOT the 

World Soccer Cup. But in April, before the toumament takes place, unexpected news 

shakes the world and Argentina, Argentina's govemment decides to take back the 

Malvinas/Falkland Islands firom the British, Mine depicts some of this historical event as 

he also presents the drama of the family. As if this second depiction of the Maglione 

family were a repetition firom the past, they again become victims of political instability, 

Cristina, like her uncle Diego and aunt Ana, has a deep atttaction fOT political ideas 

conttary to those of the govemment. She is more than aware of the govemment's 

deceptive behaviOT, and, at school she defends her ideas and critidzes the military by 

addressing her classmates and saying that "the regime is anti-popular and 

pro-imperialist '" ^ Her speech marks her as a communist, and she is persecuted, 

tortured and killed. Mine resumes the theme of the desaparecidos and gives circularity to 

the narration when Diego's and Ana's story is repeated in Cristina's in a span of four 

years. In addition. Mine gives unity to the novel by connecting both of its parts with tiie 

same theme of violence and terror. In Book n, Santiago and Daniel take revenge fOT 

CIristina's death, Daniel, who attempts to kill tiie president, is shot and killed by 
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two .45-caliber pistols "sttiking him simultaneously in tiie chest" (282), Santiago mms 

against tiie autiiorities by desttioying all tiie war planes (Chapter 9), He is taken prisoner 

for high tteason to his country and is executed, Witii tiie dramatic deatii of Santiago, tiie 

life of the whole family comes to an end witfi only a slight hope in tiie figure of Angela 

Maglione, tiiemotiier. While Mikhail deddes to leave Argentina, never to rettmi, Angela 

firmly resolves to sttuggle against tiie oppressive govemment when she decides to stay in 

the country to help the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo. 

In Champions of the WOTM. Mine intertwines Argentine history with fiction. He 

uses both history and fiction to depia its culdiral and political background during 1978 and 

1982, the period of oppressive military rule. The novel chronicles the story of die 

Maglione family, who, ideologically divided, suffers until it is destroyed. 

Analvsis of Setting 

In Champions of tiie World, setting is significant. Mine utilizes a variety of 

settings, all of which are accurate, picturesque and detailed- The Maglione family lives in 

Buenos Aires, where the maJOT political activities of the coundy take place. In Book I, 

this city becomes the focus of attention of the novel. In Book n, Patagonia represents a 

second focus. The envirOTiment of both regions sttongly affects the characters. For 

example, Buenos Aires and its surroundings (such as the old Italian neighbOThood of La 

Boca, the villa miseria. and the Plaza de Mayo) are conttolling forces of influence on the 

characters in the nartation. Therefore, setting conveys a mood or atmosphere that is 

intimately related to the characters and their actions. 

Chapter 1 of Book I begins on a cold day of aummn. The following description 

sets a mood in Book I and Book n that suggests discomfort and deatii: 

The wind watered his eyes and he blinked against it, Santiago Maglione, his feet 
sheathed in sheepskin, stood at the terrace r ^ and faced the wind heralding winter 
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from the soutii, fiiom tiie Patagonian steppe. The wind rolled die wide River Plate, 
shiveririg die skeletal ekns. In September, tiie lindens' new leaves would glow 
and their firagance mingle with a (frizzle of jasmine. But spring was a long way off. 

This description not only sets the mood of tiie narration, but it also indicates the unity of the 

novel Mine simates his character in a cold aummn morning in his home in Buenos Aires 

parallel to tiie later scene on tiie Patagonian steppe. Early in the narration tiie writer makes 

clear the connections of these two places as the central settings of the novel, both of which 

are enclosed in an atmosphere of "a drizzle of jasmine." In addition to the cold, the 

jasmine symbolically emphasizes the suggestion of death which pervades the lives of the 

protagonists. 

Because death is a constant theme in the novel, the writer knows how to use setting 

in relationship to the characters. FOT instance. Mine focuses upon a shanty town in 

Buenos Aires where outcasts live. His descriptions are vivid expressions of the chaos, 

alienation, and injustice of the people's simaticm. Mine refers to the long origin of the 

beginning of these types of dwellings. The villa mi.seria began in the late 1940s "when 

the provindal poOT sold their horses and ate their pigs and flocked from the north, the 

west the south, from Paraguay and Bolivia and Chile to Buenos Aires" (51), The writer 

also connects the history of the slums with the present moment of the narration by 

explaining that "by the noid-1970s, more than a quarter million people lived in dozens of 

shantytowns spread like patches of eczema over the complexion of the capital" (51), In 

Chapter 2 the writer depicts a typical environment of a shantytown, Frandsca Otero and 

her husband Juan-Craz live in a shack they built in the Retiro villa. The narratOT uses 

Frandsca to depict the extemal poverty of the dwelling as follows: "She crossed some 

weed-covered ttacks, the boundary of the slum, and walked down alleys bordered by a 

foul-smelling narrow trench and heard a Paraguayan harp lilting from a radio" (52). The 

depiction of the place begins to take form when the camera-eye technique penetrates to 
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observe tiie conditions of tiie slums; die writer employs a dramatic tone tiiat controls tiie 

narration and says: 

The houses were i^ecarious combinations of bricks and block, crate wood, 
corragated sheets of zinc, and cardboard. Old tires and rocks the size of skulls held 
down sheet-metal roofs tiiat sometimes, when a tempest blew in off tiie river, 
buckled and flung off their anchOTS to cartwheel in a clanging choras over the heads 
of exposed inhabitants. Most of the houses had dirt floors and none had ranning 
water- The water came firom long-necked spigots that sprouted from the scraped 
and ratted earth- (52) 

On the one hand, the environment depicted in this paragraph portrays the physical 

limitations that the place offers and, on tiie other, it contrasts with the simplidty of the 

people's expectations about life and their open hospitality to other people. In his 

descriptions of the setting. Mine reminds us of the local COIOT movement in the United 

States- The naturalistic writer Hamlin Garland believed that "the local colorist was the 

ortiy writer capable of capturing contemporary sodal and individual complexity, since he 

alone wOTked in close enough detail with an area he knew intimately" (Pizer 98). Like 

Garland, Mine's impressionistic descriptions of the villa riuseria setting is used to portray 

the social background and idiosyncrasies of the individuals. In the shantytown, the poOT 

are receptive and hospitable to others. For instance, one of the dwellers of the town, 

Jos6, invites the doctor, Diego Maglione, to have tea and a snack. WhUe the man makes 

two cups of tea, Diego observes the colorful details of the place: 

The shanty was adomed with magazine photos of Argentine boxers. There was 
Oscar Bonavena in his glOTy days, before he was murdered by a mobster at a 
Nevada whorehouse, and next to him Juan Firpo, 'the wild bull of tiie pampas' 
who, in 1923, knocked Jack Den^sey out of the ring at the Polo Grounds and was 
robbed of the world heavyweight titie when ringside joumalists hoisted tiie dazed 
champ up to the canvas, where he held on for the round and knocked Firpo out in 
the next There were pictures too of tiie River Plate soccer team of 1947, the one 
with Alfredo DiStefano, and the current squad, which had five men, including 
Fillol, Pasarella and Luque, on tiie national team. (54-55) 

In addition to descriptions of tiie famous sport heroes of tiie coundy, the writer combines 

some peculiar historical aspects of the boxers viitii a sensationalist tone. 
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Anotiier example of the Retiro houses is Sebastian Gutierrez's place. Mine adds 

humor in his porttayal of Gutierrez. He is the photographer of the villa and has set up a 

radimentary photographic smdio: "With his thirty-five-millimeter Japanese camera, 

tripod, second-hand enlarger, and closet-cum-daiicroom, [he] produced handsome black-

and-white portraits of pious, angelic girls on their First Commuruons, proud newlyweds 

and fat cheeked babies. Unclaimed pictures covered half a wall of his shack" (53), 

Furthermore, tiie Retiro villa also has a rudimentary cliruc in the center of the shantytown. 

The cliruc "consisted of a wooden examination table, a cot, a two-bumer stove fueled by 

bottied gas, and a few metal basins" (53), The cliruc and the photographic studio reflect 

people's poverty as well as their effort and creativity. In general, the shantytown has 

precarious houses disttibuted in an awkward geomedy; it harbors mOTe than five thousand 

people. In addition, although the villeros do not pav rent OT utilities, diey desire to get 

out and get jobs. 

The villa nmseria is one of the centers of the guerrilla activity, according to the 

authorities. Thus, one day the police infantry take over the shantytown's main artery. 

The anti-riot squad with shotguns and city tracks (dumptracks and hydraulic compression 

garbage tracks) alarm the inhabitants who were ordered to evacuate the place: "The 

precarious stractures buckled and fell, pressed into the mud by the implacable ttead. 

Women cried and cursed and prayed aloud. Their children, ttansfixed by the [bulldozer's] 

awesome power, watched with wide eyes. Men stood silentiy clenching tiieir jaws and 

fists as tiieir homes folded before tiie blade" (81), While tius is happening, Jos6, 

desperately tties to protect his home. A policeman pressed a nightstick against tiie man's 

throat Jos6 got rid of tiie policeman, and tties to use his own sttength to stop tiie 

bulldozer "tiiat at tiiat instant was biting into his home" (82). The man was kicked by tiie 

bulldozer's driver, fell, and was caught between tiie metal plates of the machine. The 
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villgrog and tiie police watched as tiie old man was swallowed by tiie machine: "He 

reached tiie edge, like tiie edge of a waterfall, and went over" (82), The dramatic effect 

of tiie nartation tums grotesque when Mine depicts tiie deatii of tiie old man as if tius were 

the death of an animal, "No shout issued from his gasping black mouth. But tiie crashing 

of his bones resounded like snapping of timbers and froze tiie onlookers where they stood. 

The frenzied driver flipped a switch and the engine sputtered, coughed and died. The 

bulldozer sat atop Jos6, the lower half of his body sticking out from under the ttead" (82). 

The grotesque picture of the villero's death is not inddental to the narration; it is an 

example of the sociopolitical dilemma of the society. In like maimer, the writer brings the 

same grotesque picture when describing the prisons of tiie political prisoners. 

Mine describes the jail and the torture chambers where Diego remains without 

being able to commurticate with anyone. Mine resorts to visual effects to depict the 

hidden passages that lead to the torttire chambers: "They [executioners] walked down a 

rast-colored hallway to an elevator, an old one with a hinged metal-grate doOT that opened 

like an accordion. They walked down a comdor of metal-doOTed cells and tumed left at a 

hand-painted sign in tiie form of an arrow reading: THE PATH TO HAPPINESS" 

(emphasis in the original; 98-99), Mine is careful in his descriptions. He describes a 

small windowless room scarcely lit, with a high metal table that "smelled of bumed meat 

smell, sweat and excrement" (99), The graphic description of the place provokes nausea. 

In Patagonia the landscape changes. Nature is impressive in contrast to the heavy 

portrayal of the city area such as the shanty town. Mine describes the high mesa of tiie 

open space firom which Santiago and Daruel observe the sepia color of the earth covered 

witii shrab and sage which contt-asts witii deep green of tiie banks of tiie river (191). 

Despite tiie beauty of tiie land, tiie Patagonian setting, in Book n, reinfOTces tiie mood of 

tiie nartation in tiie same manner tiiat tiie dty does in Book I. Nattire foretells danger and 
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deatii: "A sudden whoosh of rashing wind, the sound of a swinging saber above and 

behind them made the two men crouch and hunch tiieir shoulders. The diving hawk 

passed overhead by a meter tiien planned out away from tiie mesa. The bird, witiiout 

once beating its wings, rose again, banked and soared in a widening gyre" (191), As in 

Chapter 1 of Book I, the wind is suggestive of death. Moreover, setting here inttoduces 

another element that prepa-es for die action and development of theme. The hawk foretells 

a life with a constant threat to the Magliwies in Patagonia. 

It is a characteristic of Mine's style to foreshadow inddents as well as to create the 

climax fOT the next dramatic event Another good illustration of setting as a foreboding of 

death and the tragic life in the Maglione's family is the depiction of the lake where Cristina 

and Daniel usually spend hours together, "The light from the full moon was so bright it 

seemed to fall in pieces on to the lake. Dancing black wedges of water smashed the light 

into slivers that the wind snatched off the surface and extinguished.., " (214), In 

addition, they perceive the lake to be "fiiozen and purple and shining like polished 

stone calm and fathontiess blue, gray and frothing and crael" (215), The lake has 

the quality of a tomb. This sequence anticipates Cristina's torture in Chapter 5. Mine's 

description of nature as a means of antidpation is worth noting. 

The setting of the narrative has a particular function in Mine's novel It reflects the 

sodopolitical reality of the family and of tiie country in itself, FurthermOTe, it functions as 

a foreshadowing element in the lives of tiie protagonists. 

Analysis of Characters 

One can say tiiat Argentina is tiie main character of Champions of tiie WOTld. 

Undoubtedly, Argentina was the victim of the tyranny that tiie military ralers created fix>m 

1976 to 1979, when more than twelve thousand citizens were abducted, tortured and 
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killed (Nunea M^s xi). Throughout Argentina, people who disagreed witii tiie 

govemment were perceived as a threat by tiie generals, whose paramilitary squads 

abducted them firom the streets, or from tiieir homes in the middle of the night Despite 

the effort of the relatives and Mends who sought information about the victims, nothing 

was known about them. As die victims became aware of tiieir isolation, they realized that 

they had become desaparecidos. 

The novel's plot centers upon the Maglione family. Mine purposefully depicts the 

Magliones as a typical Argentine fanuly of that time. Although the entire Maglione family 

fimction as central figures, one character, Santiago Maglione-the OMCT brother-stands 

out as the most prominent figure among the rest if one takes into account the development 

of the protagonist and the circular stracture of the novel. The novel starts with Santiago 

and ends with him and with the collapse of the family. 

Mine also presents a poor family, the Oteros, He briefly adds other characters 

fiom the villa miseria and mentions representative figures from the upper-class to contrast 

the sociopolitical schema of tiie story. The key to understanding the characters is that they 

are typical men and women capable of reacting to a life of many conflicts and that they are 

forced to make decisions in an inhospitable environment The characters are victims of the 

rulers' marupulation and coerdve control The characters are portrayed by different 

incidents, all of which represent a dead end, an overpowering force that annihtiates them. 

Because of the large number of characters in the story, tius section is divided into major 

and minor characters. 

Major Characters 

The major protagonists belong to a family of immigrants. The parents, Mikhail 

and Angela, arrived in Argentina from Italy in 1945 witii tiie dream of going to La 
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Patagonia, "tiie land of Mikhati's dream" (30). Mikhail's dream was never fulfilled, and 

they remained in Buenos Aues in tiie old Italian community of La Boca. The Maglione's 

children, Santiago and Diego, grew up in La Boca until the family moved to another area 

of the province of Buenos Aires. 

Chapter I begins with Santiago Maglione. Santiago's family is living one of the 

most exdting days of their lives. Alejandro, a soccer player, is hoping to be accepted as 

one of the members of the national soccer team, which will represent Argentina in the 1978 

World Soccer Cup. Santiago is also a sportsman, a former amateur boxing champion. 

He is strong and enjoys his daily exerdses. He becomes a compulsive runner, who rans 

every day, "at least five kilometers and as many as fifteen" (13). This addiction disguises 

his firastration and disappoindnent about life, and tums out to be therapy that helps him 

forget the bittemess of his conjugal life and other problems he is unable to deal with. Mine 

says: "It [running] blanked his mind. He lost himself in the riiythm of his breath and 

heart and the hypnotic tempo of his footfalls. Sometimes, when winding up a long run, 

fatigue conjured the image of him spinning the entire earth beneath him with his stride, 

like a circus lion on a rolling drum" (13), In fact the image of "a circus lion on a rolling 

dram" suggests that the character's world is one of fear and nightmare. Santiago's life 

spins between an apparentiy complacent life on the one hand, and the firustration of a 

dissolved marriage and of the chaotic political WOTM in which he lives, on the other. His 

mixed feelings keep him in an interiOT prison with an indecisive attitude towards life. 

The character's passivity is the psychological ttansition that Mine creates with the 

intention of developing a sttonger protagonist in Book II. The writer depicts a man not 

only physically strong but a man with a final determination to defend his family from 

political injustice. At the end of the novel, Santiago decides to do justice on his own by 

desttoying the military's planes after learning about the death of his nephew. 
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In Book I, Mine creates Santiago's ttagic sense of life around his brotiier's deatii, 

his divorce, and his dissatisfaction witii his job. Book n marks a possible change in the 

protagonist's life. In order to achieve his fatiier's dreams, Santiago goes to Patagonia, 

where he lives with his daughter and nephew. He bmlds hang gliders and is content with 

a simple life in the coundy. Soon, in Chapter 5, tiie apparent peace is over when Cristina 

disappears and is killed by pathological officers finstrated because they could not 

partidpate in the Malvinas/Falkland war. As a consequence, Santiago suffers a deep 

emotional change. In order to transform himself firom a fearful and cranplacent man into a 

man who actively participates in his sodety, Santiago goes through a sttange mythical 

experience in a cave. Mine uses as an intertext the allegorical image of Jonas in the whale. 

The Biblical allusion points out Santiago's desire of purification or conversion. He 

disappears in a cave for three days with the idea of dying: "The mesa hunkered on the 

horizon like a beached whale, driven by a mysterious compulsion to fight its way onto the 

land and across the red dust desert. And this looming mountain was the biggest behemoth 

in all the oceans and his determination to die was as gigantic as himself' (260), After the 

three days of seclusion, he comes out from the cave as a renewed man " , , , with the 

feeling of having come back into his body" (262), As soon as he walks to the mouth of 

the cave, he looks across the valley and observes that "the sage glistened purple, stiver 

and green, and a black tiiunderhead sailed away to tiie north" (262), The image of the 

storm going in an opposite direction from where he is foreshadows the next catasttophe in 

his life. 

Soon after the three days of rettieat, he is asked by the authorities of the Air Force 

to help them with the planes during the time of war. He accepts, but he immediately 

discovers on the television news tiiat Daniel has been shot and killed. In an instant of 

memory, in flashback technique, Santiago goes back to Patagonia and remembers Daniel 
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and finds out "the temble knowledge of his negligence and guilt; tiiat grief had 

confounded him, defeated him" (284). Santiago is now aware tiiat Daniel's absence 

meant not a retreat to moum Cristina but an effort to take revenge for her death. 

Immediately, Santiago retums to his room where he experiences a deeper psychological 

change. Santiago's tuming point in life resembles his life as a boxer, not as a champion 

but that of a defeated boxer in despair: 

And he sobbed for Daruel But the immensity of his impotence pressed down on 
him and he straggled to raise his chest to expand his lungs against it. His breath 
came short and dilated. He was suffocating. He was void of strength and the 
exhaustion was painful, as it had been in the last round of his last fight And now, 
like then, he wished fOT the bell, not caring if he lost, wanting ortiy that the last 
round should end. (285) 

Santiago decides to stop the military's plans by blowing up all of the war planes in the local 

military airfield. Afterwards, he is taken as a prisoner and executed. 

Finally, in prison Santiago discovers his own interior freedoriL Although he 

knows that his actions are condenmed by others, he is ready to share his trath with 

Alejandro. The father says: "T know no one will understand this. I don't care if they 

do. It doesn't matter. That's why I present no defense in the court-martial. It only 

matters that you try to understand. It will take time, may be a long time . . . " (300). He 

reminds his son that tiie military could not be heroes when they killed his la-other, his 

daughter, and thousands mOTe. Ironically, at the end, Santiago becomes a symbol of 

strength. Santiago believes that "tiiere is a realm of ideas and ideals, and only ideals can 

ttitiy and compellingly claim a good man's alliance" (299), 

There is a circular sttncture in Santiago's characterization. The novel opens with 

Santiago in Buenos Aires, It is an early auttmin morning and he is covered with a jacket 

across his naked chest: 

He never nussed the dawn. He rose accOTding to an inttinsic clock tiiat varied witii 
the seasons, waking him in the still darkness. Now he watched the sun show itself 
slowly, brazenly in tiie violet-colored space between earth and sky. , . He inhaled 
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deeply, tilting his head back, closed his eyes and pushed tiie night's staleness out 
of his chest (11), 

That he "never missed the dawn" foreshadows his death, because tiie narration closes with 

Santiago's deatii early in the morning. At dawn he is executed by a firing squad. Witii 

Santiago's death, the life of the Maglione fanuly collapses. To reinfOTce the circular 

stracture. Mine also connects the end of the narration with another character, Mikhail. 

His departure is almost simultaneous with his son's death, "MUdiail's ship sailed at night 

The night of the first day of spring. The night before the dawn of Santiago's execution by 

firing squad for the crime of high treason" (302), This last scene is not coincidental. It 

parallels the beginning of the novel when Mikhail departs fixim Italy and Santiago, a child 

in his father's arms, remembers "boarding the ship and watching the port the squat white 

buildings shimmering on the hillside, drift farther and farther away, untti it was gone" 

(30). Mine frames the narration by referring at the end to a similar image mentioned at the 

beginning. For example, in the last chapter, Angela imagines the ship "pulling away from 

the shore with Mikhati aft, watching the city and its light recede, watching the frothy 

wake hidden, the wave smooth to a ripple, the ripple to a purl, untti no trace of the 

vessel's passing adomed the shallow sea" (303), Also, Mine cleverly links Santiago's 

death, his final depardire, with his father's departure from Argentina in order to end the 

novel in the same way that he starts it, with the arrival of both characters to a new land. 

Mine resembles the naturalistic writers in that he believes that the environment and 

political fOTces mold lives. Yet, with Santiago as a character, he attempts to go beyond 

the pessinustic ttacing of inevitable forces. The writer seems to be saying tiiat, although 

one cannot control one's destiny, moral strength can at least confront adversity. Before 

he is killed, Santiago is tiie only character who has tiie opportunity to say, '"I can do it 

son, I am sttxjnger tiian I have ever been. My step wtil not falter" (300), 
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Even though Santiago's character gives us a glimpse of optimism. Mine's otiier 

characters reflect a dark side of life tiiat gives littie hope. They depict tiie ttagic side of life 

to which they succumb, Diego Maglione is an example. Here, Mine focuses on tiie 

psychological synqitoms of political prisoners. 

Diego is the first of the Maglione family to be abducted and killed by military 

forces. As a member of the Socialist party, he disttibutes, secretiy, asodalist 

newspaper, and also practices medicine in the poor secticm of the Retiro vtila miseria. 

where he offers his services free of charge: "Diego worked out of his satchel He stitched 

cuts, bandaged scrapes and bums, and administered drags fOT fever and the children's 

diarrtiea. ff he suspected mberculosis or influenza he had the patient visit him at the 

hospital" (53-54). Diego's profession and political interests allow him to be close to the 

poor and outcasts. 

Mine presents Diego and Santiago as two different characters. Physically, 

Santiago looks handsome and sttx)ng. But Diego's congenital imperfection in his mouth, 

a harelip, causes him to be sensitive to people's critidsm. Their different professions lead 

them to share different political beliefs. Yet, in their own ways both men are 

compassionate and sensitive to others. 

Mine's technique is to work through parallelisms, comparisons and contrasts. His 

tteatments of Diego and Santiago exemplifies this technique, Diego's commitment to his 

party as the only outiet for opposing the govemment is foreign to Santiago's attimde and 

way of life. Nevertheless, at the end of the narration, both brothers die for the same 

cause. Mine, refemng to Diego, comments tiiat he "knew Diego was going to end up 

digging his own grave while he was listening to tiie algarabfa of the people of die stadium" 

(Mine, telephone interview, 29 Sept 1989), This image is tfie centtal part of Diego's role 

as a character protagonist in Book I, 
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Mine devotes Chapters 5, 6, 8, and 9 to Diego's experience as a political 

prisoner. The nighttnarish account of his human deterioration is presented in a l^se of 

twenty-six days beginning on tiie day of his abduction, June 1, and ending June 26, 

1978. In depicting Diego, Mine reflects tfie reality of tfie desapareddos tfuough a texmal 

weaving and the use of groesome elements which enhance the somber tone of tfie novel 

These events are not presented in rigorous chronological order, but ratfier through a series 

of flashbacks in the form of recollections by Diego. The several perspectives of Diego's 

mental torture reveal considerable insight into the protagonist's character. 

Diego embarks on the uncertain joumey of the ideal straggle of the Socialist party, 

and this dedsion results in his death. Mine develops Diego by exploring the character's 

psychological symptoms-self-castigation and numerous fears. In Chapter 5, 

immediately after his abduction, Diego experiences a series of mental disorders. In the 

police car and covered by a hood, he reflects on his previous decisions. With an interior 

monologue style in the third person, Diego recalls his conversation with Ana and his 

cowardice fOT not questicwiing the effectiveness of his party as an immediate solution; he 

uncritically accepted the party as the ortiy means of political salvation fOT Argentina. In a 

reproaching and self-convinced tone, he reflects, "The promise (illusion?) that he would 

be a man if he acted like one This could happen, you knew it could. Has it 

happened? Not to me. Not to Ana. Ana, Ana, Ana" (97). 

Following the interior monologue technique. Mine curiously compares the biblical 

example of Jesus's agony on the cross to Diego's emotions, an ironic parallel considering 

Diego's atheism. The nartator describes the scene as follows, "The taste of rabber and 

dirt A gunbartel like a spear in tiie ribs. A spear in tiie ribs? A sponge of vinegar?" (97). 

Mine adds an ironic twist to tiie same paragraph and comments: "He weeps anew. Sobs 

and tiianks a God he does not believe in" (98). In contt-ast to Jesus, tiie interior 
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monologue expresses Diego's despair and capmres tiie terror of a man who knows tiiat his 

life is in danger "The ring of tiie tires, tiie motor's pmr. Dani! Hurt? Call Santiago! 

The smell of gasoline. Torttu-e. The torttire of me. My flesh bumed. Thetormreof 

Ana! I'll explain: I'm a doctor, wOTk in tiie shantytown. Charitable activity among tiie 

poor, mistaken for subversive. Don't you see?" (98). As in a nighttnare, Diego 

despairs and searches fOT a palliative in tilusion. Nevertheless, he knows that his 

explanations do not mean anything, and that torture is inevitable. On the other hand, 

Diego's mind, which reflects the inconq)rehensible in an oneiric style of narration, also 

alters his present perceptions. Thus, Diego believes he frees himself fix)m the men by 

force: "He groans and kills three men and more. Sttains against the shackles, bites their 

throats, chomps carttiage and artery" (97). His fantasies are over with a sudden 

movement of the car and with the noise of the radio static that says, " 'Approaching roost 

Open gate'" (98). 

In jail, with moments of delirium, confusing past with present, Diego suffers the 

metamorphosis of an agonizing bird he saw when he was a dtild. Coincidentally, Mine 

intertwines the exaltation of the fans' enthusiasm for the soccer toumament with the 

incongraent suffering of Diego in a jail not too far firom the stadium. Whtie "eighty 

thousand people" cheer the initiation of the Soccer Cup, Diego reconstracts the neurotic 

symptoms that terror has brought to him and that remain with him: "He lay in the 

darkness, his cheek against the floOT. After a whtie he realized he was dying and was 

relieved. He confused himself in his mind witii a pigeon . . ." (103). In a 

metamorphosing transformation, Diego becomes the victim bird "stratted into an 

overtumed tar can left by a stteet repair crew" (103). The complexity of tiie process of 

death, observed in the dying bird, astonishes the character. The writer points to the death 

of a bird to parallel tiie degraded human condition witii tiiat of an animal: 
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The young Diego.,. had watched the agonized pigeon go around in circles. 
When tiie bird stopped moving, tiie boy Diego had been relieved tiiat it was out of 
itsnusery. But then it had stated moving again, its tati high and its beak striking 
the ground with each small lurch forward. It circled back to the can and crawled 
in. After a long whtie, tiie boy rose fix)m die bench and walked to the can and 
tapped it with his foot The bird was dead and Diego was astonished at the 
complexity of die process of deatii. (104) 

In many ways, tius passage reminds us of Gregor Samsa in Kaflca's The 

Metamorphosis. In a maimer sinular to the way in which Diego experiences his physical 

changes, Gregor Samsa also undergoes the foUowing transformation: 

As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found himself 
transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect He was lying on his hard, as it were 
armor-plated, back and when he lifted his head a littie he could see his dome-like 
brown belly divided into stiff arched segments on top of which the bed qmlt could 
hardly keep in position and was about to slide off compared to the rest of his bulk, 
waved helplessly before his eyes. (1) 

Mine's paragraph reminds us of Kafka's protagorust and the metamorphosis he 

undergoes, a powerfiti psychological change in the character's life. 

Finally, Diego's agony reaches its climax when he finds himself digging his own 

grave during the last game of the toumament. He first compares himself to a worm: "He 

saw he had chopped an earthworm in half. He sensed a wistful feUowship with the worm 

he had killed" (171). The man is only a being that belongs to nature. For Diego, nothing 

exists beyond death, except the nature of which he is part. Whtie Diego is in the 

rectangular well, he feels confused, and observes that "water seeped firom the earth and 

formed cold puddles where he would lie" (172), Diego cannot conceive of any otiier 

supernatural force beyond his own nature. Thus, he accepts his human condition and 

whtie "chest-deep in the rectangular well," he thinks: " 'Six hundred seconds remain in 

my life,'" Not only does he accept his final destiny, he also sees himself as part of the 

surrounding nature as his only hope: "Water seeped from tiie earth and formed cold 

puddles where he would lie" (172). Wegodies, ironically, when die final game between 

Argentina and Holland ends, tied 1-1. 
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The writer's purpose in concenttating on Diego as a character is to show how the 

military regime operates cm its prisoners. Through Diego's partial emotional collapse. 

Mine exposes tiie govemment's tyrannical metiiods of tteating tiie political prisoners. On 

the other hand, Diego represents the young Argentines whose lives have been trancated for 

defending their political beliefs. They are the intelligentsia. According to the government 

they must disappear if they offer other perspectives on politics. 

Because of Mine's intenticm of reinforcing the themes of violence and death, there 

is a further reference to other characters of the Maglione fanuly. The graesome narrations, 

which reflect the pathological mind of the agents of the govemment, do not stop with 

Santiago and Diego Maglione, Rather, they proceed to Cristina and Daniel as exanq)les of 

what happens to the last generation of the fannly, 

Cristina and Daniel are recipients of their progenitors' tragedy. Mine coriqiletes the 

dissoluticHi of the famtiy by including the death of the Magliones' offspring. To enhance 

both the grotesque theme of the novel and the strain of dark and somber drama. Mine uses 

elements of conttast as narrative techruque; he creates a tale of love, violence, revenge, 

and murder around Cristina and Daruel, Both characters are significant, because they 

function to reiterate motifs. 

Mine composes a romantic tale between the two cousins. At the grandparents' 

home, Daniel suddenly becomes aware of Christina's presence ". . . when, for the first 

time, he was sttiick by her beauty" (34), She is a sttiking young lady of tiurteen witii 

dark, deep eyes, and he is an intelligent young man awakening to adulthood. The 

romantic episode of the two adolescents serves as a framework of the narration. In Book 

I, Chapter 6, the love motif contt-asts with the heavy attnosphere of fanuly life after the 

abduction of Daniel's parents, Cristina is sensitive to her cousin's long days of depression 

and sadness. Mine evokes a sensitive image of tiie adolescents, when Cristina invites 
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Daniel to her room: "[He] stood motionless before her. She took his hand and led him up 

the stairs to her room. Daniel never came into this room alone. But it was the only room 

in tiie house, the only place where he found relief, however fleeting, from his torment" 

(116). The room symbolizes Cristina, because she becomes his only refuge and 

protection. Like her, he is also sensitive and redprocates her affection: "Daniel looked at 

her and touched her flushed cheek with tiie back of his hand" (117), The romantic 

elements in the narration leave us with an effective stage-set that conttasts with tiie rest of 

the novel. But, whtie the adolescents console erne another. Mine prepares the second part 

of their relationship, using elements that foreteU future actions in the narratiOTi, FOT 

instance, Cristina gives him a book on Patagonia with the dream that one day tiiey will go 

to these southem lands. In a characteristic twist of Mine's style, these characters 

disappear after Chapter 6 until the writer brings them back in Book n, where they are 

living with Santiago in Neuqu6n, In Part II, their romance continues. The love episode 

becomes tinted with mystery and anxiety. Moreover, the unending political evti of the 

country precipitates the love episode in violence. Mine weaves romance and violence and 

points out the inesc^able tragic effects of evti in their lives. As expected, both characters 

die as victims of terror and inevitable sci^goats of the system. With these characters. 

Mine focuses on the tiieme of life as "a carnival wheel of fortune" (225). Cristina is 

kidnapped and bratally killed at tiie end of Part n. Daniel, insane and tiursty fOT revenge, 

is shot when he attempts to assassinate the president of the nation. 

Through Cristina, Mine repeats Ana and Diego's story: Cristina becomes Diego's 

and Ana's alter ego, and like her uncle, and aunt secretiy participates in tiie Socialist 

party. From the delicate and sensitive thirteen-year-old in Book I, she finds herself four 

years later in a different psychological state because of die political environment that 

surtounds her. Hence, die consequences of her ideology precipitate tiie tiieme of 
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love/romance into a nighttnare. One day, she disappears. She is victim of some 

psychopathic officers who rape and murder her, 

Witii Daniel Mine brings about tiie episode of revenge. When Daniel finds out 

tiiat the govemment is responsible for Cristina's deatii, he rettuns to Buenos Aires 

determined to kill her murderers. In this episode, he is a gloomy and desperate character 

who discovers that he no longer is capable of affection and tenderness. As the narrator 

puts it, "Daniel had changed so tiioroughly as to be blind to those qualities. He tasted this 

wisdom on the back of his tongue tike sour milk" (279), FurthermOTe, his elegiac 

meditations become morbid introspectiOTis. They are nihilistic^ and reflect a quality of the 

character who inverts the concept of "God is light" into darkness as the constant and 

unchangeable thing in the universe: "He thought.. that the ortiy immutable thing, the 

only constant everlasting ever-enduring god of a thing was darkness, which after all, was 

there befOTe light" (266), Lost in spmtual darkness and in total psychological confiision, 

he seeks revenge by trying to kill the president with his grandfather's gun, but he is 

immediately kiUed. 

In Twentietii-Centurv American Literarv Naturalism. Donald Pizer's concept of 

the tragic theme in the naturalist novel can be applied to the Cristina/Daruel episode. He 

defines naturalistic heroes as figures who fati to achieve their growth potential because of 

the circumstances of their lives (6). Dartiel and Cristina are not heroes but young people 

with a potential fOT growth whose lives end abraptiy. 

Meanwhile, it is worth noting that Daruel also foreshadows events, such as the 

calamities of the fanuly. In Book I, before his parents'disappearance, he tells his Mend 

Beto tiiat he is afiraid of being alone when he wakes up in tiie middle of tiie night. 

Previously, in Chapter 2, after Santiago and Diego have tiieir disagreement at tiieir 

parent's house, Daruel gees to his grandfather's workshop, gets the gun, and shoots at a 
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can, to the astonishment of his relatives. They observe tiiat "without lowering tiie 

weapon, Daniel duned his head to the fannly, tiien sighted back down tiie barrel and 

squeezed the trigger. The report resounded sharply and the can jumped tumbling high and 

glinting in tiie sunlight, end over end, before it landed witfi a clank" (37). This scene 

foreshadows both the end of tiie famtiy and Daniel's attempt to shoot the president The 

can symbolizes the fanuly's fate, which coUapses just as a heavy sound without 

resonance. Here, Mine anticipates the MagUones' drama. 

Angela and Mikhati, progertitors of the Maglione famtiy, play a significant role in 

the nartation. As immigrants who leave their country in a time of war to engage in a new 

life in a new country, they carry with them tiieir ttaditions, dreams, and fatiures. They 

symbolize Argentina-an imnugrant land full of pronuses, and a land with many unfulfiUed 

dreams. Like Argentina, they never achieve their dream and find themselves annihtiated 

in the horrible web of a fratricidal war. Like many of Mine's characters, Angela and 

Mikhati are not round characters; they are typical personifications of an immigrant and 

working-class famtiy. 

Although the treatment of Angela is sketchy, she plays an important role in the 

novel. She is a sttong character, who endures despite the horrible experiences of her 

chtidren. She represents the classical mother with spiritual convictions who cooks, takes 

care of the house, and is supportive of the fanuly. The foUowing description captures the 

personality of Angela as she walks to the garden drying her hands on an apron, "She has 

been making pasta, and flour dusted her eyelashes and decorated her nose where she 

scratched it. She was a big woman and her unlined face fell naturally into a pensive, 

saddened expression. Surprisingly it could lift into a tender smtie with ease and her eyes 

would wrinkle and gleam" (30), Angela stands fOT tiie common woman; she is sensitive 

and cognizant of nattû e and of her datiy work: "She took a pair of clippers firom tiie 
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pocket of her apron and cut a branch fiom a small box tree shading tiie patch where she 

grew parsley and sweet basti for pesto, and borage fOT sttiffing raviolis , , , " (30), As 

opposed to Mtidiati, she perseveres in her religious ttaditicm. Although she does not 

practice the Catholicism of her youth, she shows some type of beliefs as one observes her 

cutting off "some branches ofbroon and took tiiem... into the house" (31) with tiie 

intention of keeping the house free of illness and lightning. This same sensitive spirit is tiie 

mediatOT of peace in her fannly, and in times of trouble she never loses hope that she will 

find her son. It is no acddent that at the end of the narration, she decides to stay in the 

country instead of following Mikhati to Italy. She lives in the world and accepts things as 

they are, and with an irreversible attimde she says to Mikhati: " T wiU come. When 

what must be done here is done' " (303). 

Although Mine does not develop Angela either in depth OT with the psychological 

conqilexity of a round character, she is the ortiy one who stands out with endurance and 

hope. In some ways, the implied virtue of Angela's life and endurance recaUs Dilsey in 

The Sound and the Fury, Both women are the axis of their respective families. Both are 

strong women, aware of the tragedy of the human condition, yet able to remain morally 

active. Finally, both survive cataclysms of fate. In conclusion, Angela's solid spmt 

overcomes the trials imposed by the tyrarmical forces, simply because of her wisdom, and 

her ability to integrate with a commuruty of mothers who bear the same burden-the 

disappearance of their chtidren. At the end, Angela is tfie novel's only symbol of hope. 

On the other hand, Mikhati, an ex-combatant and revolutionary anarchist foUower 

of Mikhati Aleksandrovich Bakunin, is a carpenter who likes to make his own wine and 

take care of his garden. Mine's source for Mtidiati Maglione is the main protagonist of a 

1974 Argentine film, Patagonia rebelde. When Mine saw tiie film, he feh impressed witii 

tius character. He comments: "The man, like Mikhati, has the pattiarchal strength witii a 
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certain Sttong sense of reality; he also capdires tfie sense, tfie image, of tfie immigrant's 

reality" (Mine, telephone interview, 29 Sept 1989). This is an interesting statement 

about Mikhati Maglione, but unfortunately Mine did not develop any of these 

characteristics in Mikhati. FOT instance, the novel does not depict the man's "patriarchal 

sttength," nor does it focus on Mikhati's "imnugrant's reality," because his drama is the 

drama of any father who loses his famtiy in a country without dvti rights. In other words, 

tiie Magliones do not suffer ttagic consequences because they are immigrants, but because 

their political ideas are different fixjm those of the actual govemment On the other hand, 

there are a few sketches of Mikhati's characterization which show him as a sensitive and 

fairly complex man. In spite of the brevity of the character's study, it is instractive to 

analyze Mikhati here because Mine uses him to portray the theme of war as an endless, 

uruversal malady with devastating effects. 

We find Mikhail in Chapters 1, 5, and 7 of Book I and Chapters 8 and 10 of Book 

n, where Mine's treatment of him is something sketchy. Mine's approach to Mikhati's 

characterization is based on the ironies of human beings as victims of violence. Mikhati 

partidpated in the Spanish Civti War as a soldier for the Intemational Brigade against the 

Fascist troops of General Franco. In Spain, he "lost a brother, many Mends and two 

fingers" (29). His real name was Franco, but in Naples (in 1939) he changed it to 

Mikhail to houOT "his deceased hero, Mikhati Aleksandrovich Bakunin" (29), In 1945 he 

deddes to leave Italy with his wife Angela and his first son, Santiago, in search of a better 

Ufe "after years of resisting tiie Fasdsts, [and] after reaUzing tiiat Mussolini was defeated 

but the bourgeoisie was sttonger tiian ever,, , " (30), His dream was to go to Patagonia, 

tiie land admired and mystified by tfie anarchists of tfiat time: "It was in Spain , , . tfiat the 

young Mildliati had heard tiie old anarchists speak reverentiy about Argentina, about La 

Patagonia Rebelde and its martyrs" (29). Thus, he and his famtiy depart, but tiiey never 
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reach Patagonia. His wife is pregnant witii tiieir second son, and tiiey remain in tiie 

"NapoUtan community in La Boca," where he finds a job and "Patagonia [recedes] far 

beyond the horizon" (30). 

Through Mtidiati, Mine emphasizes tfie tfieme and sttoicture of the nanation. 

SymboUcaUy, Mikhati's left hand, witiiout his two fingers, stands for the loss of his two 

sons in Argentina's poUtical war. Furthermore, in Spain, he also loses his brother, and 

in Argentina, he loses his famtiy because of war. In 1945, he leaves his native country 

and the Fascist movement and searches for a new life. frorticaUy, after thirty-seven years 

of Uving in Argentina, Mikhati, old, tired, and vanquished, departs firom his adopted 

country that is now raled by Fasdsts. Within this cycUcal schema. Mine restates the 

theme of violence as a viras and of war as a problem fOT aU humaruty. Sinular to 

Santiago's strategic position in the novel, Mikhati is also the beginning and the end of tiie 

fanuly. 

As a character, Mikhati stands as a contradictory figure. On the one hand, he is 

an atheist rebel anarchist blasphemous, superstitious and smbbom man. On the other 

hand, he is generous, sincere, sensitive, fannly oriented, hard-working, and sttong. 

The contrasting elements in his nature depict him both as a real and an ambiguous 

character. Yet, there is a lack of consistency and objectivity at times. PhysicaUy, Mikhail 

is "bartel-chested and short, but his arms [are] long and strong" (27). He enjoys making 

his own wine and working with his carpentry, and gardening. In his garden he harvests 

beans and pepper, and he puUs weeds. He is a simple, happy man who enjoys working 

the land: "His baggy ttx)users were gartered at the knees by the elastic sttaps of hard 

leather laieepads, the kind masons use when they float a floor. He paused at intervals to 

put his nose to the soti and examine a worm OT a beetie. He hummed" (27), 
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However, there is anotiier side of Mtidiati, PhysicaUy, he is "bizco" OT a cross-

eyed old man, and his teeth are sttuned by the tobacco witfi tfie color of old ivory. His 

face resembles a caricature: 

Mikhati's head was round like a pumpkin and his face was deeply tanned. 
Creases fiurowed his brow and ran down either side of his broad nose. His 
sUghtiy skewed eyes gleamed from a web of wrinkles. His gray hair was cUpped 
short, almost as short as the salt-and-pepper smbble on his jaw. There was a bald 
patch, like that of a monk, at the crown of his head. (28) 

Mine compares Mikhati to a monk, but in fact, we find nothing in this old man that 

resembles a reUgious person. On the contrary, when he is angry or desperate, he loses 

the natural brighmess of a healthy man and becomes violent OT insulting. Angry with the 

Argentine team, he deddes to root fOT the ItaUans and screams: " 'Forza ItaUa! Let's 

show these fascists bastards how to play footbaU' " (136). This understandable discontent 

with Argentuia increases with insult and blasphemy when he says, " T fuck you in the 

center of your soul' " (137) in answer to the ties of the govenunent and the disappearance 

of his son. Moreover, early in the narration Mikhati afready shows his blasphemous 

attitude towards sacred symbols and beUefs. One Sunday, after the short scene when 

Santiago and Diego argue about poUtics, Mikhati violentiy "[drains] his wineglass and 

[spits] a mouthful on the ground," and exclaims, " T shit on the holy host' " (35), 

Mikhati is also superstitious, and carries around his neck one of his lost fingers in 

tiie war as an amulet against tiie "gettatura" OT evti eye (29), His wife Angela is also 

superstitious, and he accepts her foUc beUefs OT cultural ttxMitions witiiout any complaint 

Oneaftemoon, the same day that Diego is abducted, he has a bad dream, in which he 

visits the WOTM of the dead. He tiiinks tiiat he dies and that tiie world of tiie dead is sinular 

to die Uving one (104), He teUs his "disttirbing dream" to Angela, who witii fear 

exclaims, " 'God fOTbid,'" and touches her left breast At the same time, she asks him to 

touch his left testicle, but he tties to refuse. Nevertheless, he finaUy accepts and says. 
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" 'You touch it ' " and "Mtidiati moved his chair closer to Angela's. She reached into his 

groin, gentiy squeezed, tfien took her husband's mangled hand" (105). Thus, he 

Sttongly rejects sacred traditions but kindly accepts cultural u-aditions as a means of 

protection. 

Not only does Mikhail present condadictions between his rational and spirimal 

being, but he is also adverse in his percepticms of life, Altiiough Mtidiati is sttong, he is 

also afraid and feels useless. To his wife, he comments, " 'I've never felt old and aU of 

the sudden I feel andent I review my years, consider my life, and it seems to me I have 

left a ttati of vapor tiiat was for a whtie a slash across the sky, but tiien faded and 

disappeared as if I had never existed' " (105), On tiie one hand, he is die "peaceful old 

man with the white smbble beard," and, on the other, he is the old man, tired of his 

unfiruitful life, succumbing to death. At the end of the nartation, "he stood with Angela 

on the dock, delaying his ascent of the steel stairway," and looking at the sky he says, " I 

think I shaU not look at the night sky during the voyage" (302). He adds, " Tm so tired, 

cuore mio.' Too tired' " (303), Mikhati is a strange combination of hope and nihiUsm. 

At the end, his gloomy state of mind overcomes his final decision, Mikhati gives up and 

retums to his native Italy. 

Mikhati is a man of conttasts. He is a father and grandfather, the progertitor who 

works his garden, and dreams of a new horizon-Patagortia, Nevertheless, he is a man 

full of fhistrations, the old rebel anarchist who fights no war, the unbeUever, who, tired 

of pain, decides to retum alone to his native land tired and vanquished. He loses the 

battie. As a character, Mikhati has great potential as a pattiarchal figure that could have 

been developed; however, in my opiruon, this potential was never fitily reaUzed in this 

novel 
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MinOT Characters 

Champions of tiie World not only depicts tiie MagUone famtiy, but it also 

inoxxiuces another famtiy, tiie Oteros, They are the marginal beings, tiie outcasts of 

society. The Otero famtiy is composed of Frandsca Otero, her husband Juan-Craz, and 

their son Roberto Otero, Mine uses the Otero famtiy to characterize the marginal sectOT of 

the country, the govemment forces as violators of human rights, and the famtiy as a 

symbol of sttength. 

Because of their poverty, the Oteros are espedaUy vulnerable targets of die 

sodopoUtical injustices influenced by the govemment Frandsca and Juan-Craz Uve in the 

shantytown near Retiro, Mine's first description of the woman reflects her poverty and 

inferiOT social background: "Frandsca Otero shivered and closed the coUar of her musty 

man's overcoat and cinched a blue vinyl belt around her waist" (49), Her husband is a 

strong man, about fifty, with "a long nose set between strong cheekbones and a broad 

chin decorated with sparse black whiskers. His eyes were nanow and black" (57). 

They are laborers, Frandsca cleans houses and her husband works in constraction. 

However, they are poor and often unemployed, and they are hindered by their son's 

poUtical activity, Roberto Otero has been wounded by the poUce, 

Through Roberto, Mine finds the oppormnity to refer to a poUtical dimension of 

the country, Roberto belongs to the poUtical movement caUed the Montoneros. Mine 

writes: "He was not a typical member of tiie Peronist Youth organization He was 

atypical in that he was firom a poOT famtiy. Most of the authentic young perortists, as they 

Styled tiiemselves, were middle-class pedants affected by a rranantic image of die 

revolutionary" (70), Roberto nevertheless became a part of die guerriUa group. The 

Montoneros' goal was to proclaim a popular revolution by attracting mass support (Rock 

354), Therefore, Roberto Otero, Uke many otiier young people of tiie lower classes is a 
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victim of the govemment as weU as of his sodal circumstances, Frandsca and Juan-Craz 

do not belong to a guerriUa group, for tiiey are suspicious of any mass activity. Through 

the development of the Otero famtiy. Mine attempts to capture the symboUc and spirimal 

significance of the oppressed. He depicts the poUce and the army as a hindrance to stabiUty 

and as a violator of human rights. 

The Oteros' fate provides a graphic example of poUtical injustice. In Chapter 4, 

Roberto kiUs the officer in charge of the vtila demoUtion. Whtie Juan-Craz and his son tty 

to escape from the poUce, Roberto wimesses Jos6's death, puUs his gun and kiUs an 

officer. Immediately, a poUceman crashes a nightstick into his skuU above his right ear 

and Roberto drops into the mud (83), Later, father and son are subject to tortures in 

prison. In Chapter 6, the officers immerse Juan-Cruz's head in the water, inflicting panic 

(114). Moreover, the officer plugs in the picana touching the man's neck: "He bucked and 

the chair tipped over its side. Juan-Craz's eyes opened wide and his eyebaUs rolled toward 

the top of his head" (115). In Chapter 9, Roberto appears not as a man but as a half 

human with a crooked and idiotic smtie; he is a servant of the officers, and the proof of 

crael miUtary methods, Roberto reveals to another prisoner his absence of testicles. As 

one officer says: " 'See how dodle even the most anient revolutionaries become with the 

proper attention?'" (164). 

Mine presents the fanuly's dignity and strength, Juan-Craz is free after three 

weeks of being in prison, and never stops searching for his son. Juan also partidpates in 

the sttikes carried out by tiie unionists. On tiie other hand, Frandsca decides to go to the 

Mothers of tiie Plaza de Mayo, where she meets Angela MagUone and becomes her good 

Mend, In Book n, Frandsca is described as "a fortress of faitii," because she is sttong 

enough to help tiiose who are ui despair. Chapter 7 of Book n depicts Frandsca as the 

epitonie of tiie fervent woman: "She worked in tiie Motiiers' office five days a week. 
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She scrabbed floors, washed windows, ftied papers and peckingly ttanscribed letters and 

communiques on tiie old Remington, She was a stalwart companion to aU tiie Motiiers, 

her unfaltering conviction an example to tiiem" (268), In 1982, at die end of die 

nartation, the famtiy finds tiie hope diat widi die disintegration of die miUtary junta, die 

injustices wiU be exposed to the people. 

As characters, the Oteros are merely examples of a lower-class famtiy napped in 

poverty and in poUtical persecutions. In general. Mine does not develop most of his 

characters beyond simple caricatures who are victims of the govemment and of the sodal 

stracture of Argentina, He uses sensationalism and grotesque imagery to produce 

reactions in the reader and to make his point about the poUtical situation of the country. 

The foUowing characters are loosely consttucted as weU, Santiago's son, 

Alejandro, plays a miuOT role in the narration. Mine depicts Alejandro as a young man 

with dark blond curls and with dark and wide eyes. The writer points out the strong 

paraUeUsm between father and son, and comments, "Santiago had been handsome like his 

son. But boxing had broken his nose, thickened his brow and conferred on his long face 

a bratish cast" (13). In 1964 Santiago was an amateur champion in his weight class. 

Mine compares father and son in order to contrast the perspectives of two generations. In 

contrast to his father, at the beginning of the narration, Alejandro is fitil of energy and 

optimism about life. He is a soccer player for one of the best known soccer teams in 

Argentina, Boca Jimiors, and one of the counoy's rising soccer stars. However, at the 

end of the novel, he confronts the reaUty of his coundy and becomes disiUusioned. From 

being a pampered young soccer player in Book I, he exhibits tiie maturity to accept tiie 

ttuth—facing the crael war in the inhospitable south islands of the Atiantic-in Book n. 

Witii Alejandro, Mine denounces the miUtary's engagement in war. For instance, 

Alejandro discovers tiiat tfiere is censorship of letters, diat die magazines teU Ues, diat die 
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soldiers suffer cold and hunger whtie tiie officers eat plenty, sleep weU and take showers 

(255), He writes to his fatiier and shares die ttudi widi him. At die end of Book n, 

Alejandro visits his fatiier's jati, where he reconcties witii him before his fadier is executed 

by the miUtary, 

Alejandro is not weU consttucted as a character. His presence is discontinuous, 

and what is known about him is that he tt-avels with his team and devotes his time to 

practicing soccer. Furthermore, in Book n, Alejandro is sent to die Malvinas/Falkland 

Islands to fight the 1982 war with England, Mine leaves Alejandro incomplete, and the 

last chapter mentions Alejandro stepping out of his father's ceU and walking away during 

this last meeting with his father. 

Like Alejandro, M6nica MagUone is not significant to the denouement of the novel. 

She iUusttates one aspect of the society Mine wants to portray. She is a selfish woman 

concemed about her beauty and social stams. PhysicaUy, Mine describes her as having 

red hair and green and brown eyes that "shone flafly like glass" (16), The detatis of her 

glassy eyes indicate her pemlant and arrogant personaUty along with her vanity, self-

interest and materialism. Asa character Mdnica is weak and does not offer positive 

changes; on the conttary, there is a cracial regression in her personaUty. In Book n, 

Mdnica appears to be more selfish and shaUow tiian she is in Book I. Money and stams 

become the sole symbols of tius stereotyped character. 

In conclusion. Mine uses his minor characters to iUusttate the perversity of the 

miUtary dictatOTship, There is craelty in Ana's and Diego's incarceration, their torture, 

and their death in a poUtical prison, Daniel and Cristina both respond to the dictatOTship 

and suffer death for their actions. Mine consciously outlines his characters by using their 

shortcomings. Nevertheless, he fatis to develop his characters in depth. One perceives a 

lack of focus and some uiconsistencies in his characters. By creating a great number of 
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characters. Mine ttied to capttue many aspects of tiie historical process in Argentina, but 

doing tius prevented him firom adequately developing his characters. In addition, die 

characters do not talk much about tiiemselves; tiiere are few dialogues in die whole 

nartation. One knows about them through die narrator. Nevertheless, Mine's characters 

are good examples of victims of the miUtary dictatorship's system of terror, 

Analvsis of Other Literarv Features 

Champions of the WOTM is three hundred and three pages long. It focuses on the 

1970s and 1980s historical and sodopoUtical events of Argentina, In the foUowing pages 

I examine the stracture of the novel, point of view, style, themes, and symboUsm. 

Sttucture, Point of View, and Style 

StracturaUy, the novel is divided into two books with ten chapters each- Book I is 

longer than Book II, and runs frcxn late May untti June 30, 1978, Book n starts at the 

end of summer, around March, and continues approximately two months untti the end of 

the Malvinas/Falkland war and the coUapse of the miUtary govenunent 

Each chapter has its own specific intemal stracture. Although both parts foUow a 

chronological development they are divided into short episodes that are apparentiy 

discormected. Mine interpolates different q)isodes whtie he is describing his characters' 

experiences. He combines Argentine poUtical events (sdikes and union demonstrations, 

and joumaUstic accounts of the Malvinas/Falkland war) with descriptions of the soccer 

games (excerpts firom El Grlfico sport magazine). This method of presentation in time and 

space is consistent throughout the whole narration. Chapter 6 of Book I is a good 

example. It begins on June 2 with a short inddent in which a miUtary officer is praying at 

a church (107-109). Suddenly this episode is interrapted witii tiie description of tiie 
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grandiose beginning of tiie WOTM Cup Soccer match and detatis of tiie game and players 

(109-112). Immediately after, tiie next section refers to Juan-Craz in a miUtary prison, 

where he is interrogated and tortured (112-115). The next scene begins on June 7 at 

Santiago's with Dartiel who laments his parents' disappearance (115-117); this scene, 

interrapted by an article firom tiie ElGr^co magazine (117-118), is foUowed by a longer 

narration about Diego's experience in the miUtary jail (117-124), witii which tiie chapter 

ends. Every chapter displays a specific cross-reference, which amplifies the MagUone's 

life in relation to what is taking place within the countty. 

This apparent fragmentation of the intemal stracture of the chapters has a significant 

meaning in the novel. It suggests the mental and physical fii-agmentation of a country and a 

famtiy under the coercive power of a miUtary govemment The rational stracture of 

Champions of the World is determined by its theme. "Argentine poUtical reaUty," within 

the ideological firamework in which it has been conceived. Consequentiy, the cinematic 

stracture tedmique helps the reader view the country on the objective, real plane, where 

sodopoUtical problems occur. 

The novel is nartated in the third person, and the narratOT's voice is a constant 

element that only occasionaUy is combined with dialogues. The reader leams something 

about the characters from their own statements, but in the maJOT part of the narration, the 

narrator's explanation and guidance of the characters and situations may say mOTe than 

what tiie characters say about tiiemselves. For example, "Alejandro was mesmerized by 

tiie moment and by tiie deptii and impassivity of tiie president's black eyes" (177) or, 

"Diego lay back on the bunk, his hands behind his head. He was weU disposed to pass tiie 

whole day tiiat way, adrift in idleness of purgatory " (167). Of course, we cannot deny 

the characters' perspectives in the novel. Santiago tties to convince his son of tiie 

govemment's deception witii tiiese words: "You know. Ale, it takes a long time to leam 
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some things. Unless something temble happens, sometiiing to make you stop and 

exanune what is going on around you, you never realize some titings at aU. You just go 

tin-ough Ufe, around in circles, tuming a stone and grinding grist Uke a bUnd burto" 

(151). In spite of tiie dialogue, we can hear tiie writer's/nartator's voice behind each of 

them. The nanator's voice is synonymous with the writer's mode of thinking. The tone 

of the narration is polemical, critical and ironic, tinted with a sentimental and even 

sensationaUst presentation of social and human problems. 

Mine's fictional mode of iUustrating the theme of Champions of the World reminds 

us of the naturaUstic style. FOT instance, he treats his theme by focusing on materiaUstic, 

social and econonuc determination and the presence of grotesque imagery. Because the 

novel considers contemporary events of Argentina, which have been, in part 

documented and observed by the writer, he narrates them with a relative accuracy. The 

novel shows human limitations, for which the writer searches fOT appropriate symbols. 

Therefore, in OTder to intensify the magrtitude of these historical facts. Mine responds 

with a combination of impressionism and the grotesque, and sensationaUsm, For 

example. Mine's portrayal of his characters, i,e,, Diego, Mikhati, and Cristina, 

emphasizes their animal nature in a bratal sttuggle for survival. Mine's use of language 

and images conveys, with exaggeration, the negative side of mankind. 

NaturaUstic writers beUeve that "the poor-in education, inteUect and worldly 

goods-are indeed pushed and forced, that the powerfiti do control the weak, that few men 

can overcome the handicaps imposed upon them by inadequades of body and mind " (Pizer 

6). In the same way. Mine iq)pUes this ideological beUef to tiie vtileros and the oppressed 

in general. He depicts his characters as limited by tfie expressive resttictions of tiieir own 

psychological limitations, society, and govemment He tries to reveal the background of 

tiie characters; e.g, how tiie MagUones begin as inunigrants; how tiie \dUsrQS start as 

file:///dUsrQS
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outcasts in tiie slums of tiie dty of Buenos Aires; how, once witii hope, tiiey now are 

abandoned in fear and despair. In tius sense. Mine's technique is sinular to United States 

nattmtiistic writers such as Stephen Crane, Frank Norris, Hamlin Garland, and John 

Steinbeck. 

Mine, like (Trane, focuses on the strong influence of the environment on people. 

In tius respect, Pizer quotes Crane, who wrote tiie foUowing about tiie tiieme of Maggie: 

" 'Environment is a ttemendous thing in the WOTM and frequentiy shapes Uves regardless'" 

(4). Simtiarly, Mine reflects people's limitations in a negative environment by portraying 

what he caUs "the human drama." Undoubtedly, the writer's purpose is to present a total 

visual effect of the facts and circumstances with the intention of revealing the malady of a 

sodety under state tertorism by portraying the misery of its victims and how negative 

extemal forces of the environment destroy them. 

Theme 

Pizer, in discussing the tragic themes of the naturaUst novel, writes, "[The] 

fullness and complexity [of expression] characterize the tragic themes which are at the heart 

of American naturaUsm-both tfie naturaUsm of the 1890s and of later generations" (6). It 

is worth noting that Pizer, when talking about the "tragic themes" in naturaUsm, is not 

referring to the AristoteUan concept in which "tragedy encompasses the faU of a noble man" 

(6), but to the ttagedy of the common character limited by inadequacies of life. Mine's 

novel remiruscent of the naturalistic novel also considers similar themes. AUudingtohis 

criteria, Pizer mentions the foUowing tt-agic tfiemes that correspond to a naturaUstic novel. 

Pizer asserts that "one such theme is that of tiie waste of individual potential because of the 

conditioning forces of Ufe" (6). Here, as tiie critic points out, "The naturaUstic ttiigic hero 

is a figure whose potential fOT growth is evident but fails to develop because of the 
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circumstances of Ufe" (6). The second tt-agic tfieme is tfie failure of tiie common figures 

"to maintain in a shifting, uncertain world tiie order and tfie stabtiity they require to 

survive" (7). The third tragic nattu-aUstic tfieme refers to tfie problem of knowledge. For 

instance, the hero finds himself alone and uncertain in an "unknown world of sttuggle"; 

however, the hero searches both within himself and in this unknown world for ttaditional 

values. As Pizer puts it, "Knowledge is now elusive, shifting, and periiaps even non

existent except for soUpsistic 'certainties,' but man's ttagic fate is sttil to yeam for i t . . . " 

(7). It is possible to apply such characteristics to Mine's concept of the tragic themes in 

Champion of the World. 

Mine's theme of life is tragic. If one considers Pizer's division of the complexity 

of the "tragic themes" in a naturaUst novel. Mine's Champions of the World can well fit in 

the first category of themes. For instance, there is no hope whatsoever in the Uves of the 

MagUone and Otero famiUes, From the beginning to the end their Uves they are victims of 

their sodopoUtical environment They cannot change their fate; thus, they aU become 

tragic figures who fati to develop because of their circumstances, Santiago is doomed 

fiom the beginning; his parents fati to Uve in Patagonia as they had dreamed and must 

remain in La Boca because they do not have enough money to move. Their chtidren, with 

effort, acquire a better education; however, they carmot move further, because they are 

on the wrong side of an ideologicaUy divided sodety. The MagUones and the Oteros fati 

because they Uve in a sodety in which the mass values-principaUy those of the corrapted 

government—determine their Uves. 

The second tragic theme that Pizer mentions can also be applied to Mine's novel. 

Since the characters are not noble figures, they are not in a high position, NaturaUstic 

characters, Pizer says, "faU from midway-midway both in mind and stams-rather from a 

height" (7), In Mine's novel tiie MagUone famtiy is a middle-class famtiy tt-apped by 
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extertial fOTces, Diego, Ana, and Santiago MagUone are intelUgent people who desire to 

move up in society, but, tiiey are doomed by tfie chaos of tfie Ufe outside. This principle is 

also appUed to the shantytown people or vtileros: they do not have tiie means to move up 

in sodety; they are buried in their misery and ignorance. 

Pizer's third set of characteristics is also significant. In Champions of the WOTld. 

the characters find themselves alone in a WOTM of straggle which they cannot understand; 

the violence directed to them is beyond their comprehension. For example, although 

Santiago accepts his final dedsion to destroy the war planes, and shares his poUtical 

visions with his son, he knows that he is alone in his straggle. He asserts that "no one 

wiU understand this. I don't care if they do. It doesn't matter " (300), Ltice Santiago, 

Diego also dies alone, in con^lete isolation from his own fannly and with a sense of 

abandonment from his society. Whtie the soccer toumament goes on, Diego "threw smaU 

spadefuls of wet earth up out of the crater and stopped occasionaUy to lean on his 

implement and contemplate the waUs and bottom of his tomb" (171). Daniel is also cut off 

from famtiy and society. In spite of his search for traditions, he is set in a violent WOTM 

on his own. Daniel himself understands that "he, , , had changed so thoroughly as to be 

blind to those quaUties [compassion, affection, tenderness]. He tasted this wisdom on 

the back of his tongue Uke sour milk" (279). 

Undoubtedly, the key concept that pertains to naturaUstic fiction is the one related 

to the "tragic incompleteness of life" (Pizer 8). This incompleteness of life is aUegoricaUy 

represented in the characters' "circular joumey, of the retum to [their] starting point with 

Uttie gained OT understood despite [their] movement tiuough space and time" (8). The 

Maglione famtiy, except for Angela, represents in one way OT another a skeptical circular 

joumey. Their interaction witfi tiie WOTM is uncertain and at times witiiout meaning. 

Even more specificaUy, Mikhati, Diego, and Daniel symbolize tius concept of tfie ttagic 
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incompleteness of Ufe, Furthermore, Santiago is a good example of tfie character who 

searches for meaning in Ufe, even tfiough he knows his search might be in vain. 

The tfieme of deatii also permeates tfie narration as a whole, Beto and Daniel's 

experience epitomizes tfie novel's key points, human Ufe subjected to powerfiti extemal 

forces, and deatii as an inevitable outcome. In Chapter 3 of Book I, Mine aUudes to tfie 

theme of death in a particular manner with an aUegorical overtone. In a dreadful 

experience, a type of irutiation rite, two chtidren experience an unexpected event Mine 

depicts tfie enttapment and fiagtiity of human Ufe tfnough tfie metaphOT of a kite flying in a 

strong wind. The characters (Daniel and Beto) move firom innocence, fear, and isolation 

to the shocking knowledge of death, sadness and metaphysical concem about life. In OTder 

to enhance the climax of the event the action takes place in a desolate wasteland. 

The episode is divided into two parts, each presenting a time and a space which 

together determine a mood. In the first part of the episode, the action takes place in the 

aftemoon, after the chtidren leave school (time). Accompanying the dimension of time is 

that of space, specifically, a vacant lot sunounded by a demoUshed butiding (space); here 

Daniel and Beto fly their kite. The aftemoon in an empty lot reveals an active chtidhood 

experience tinted with loneliness, firusttation, premonition and death, as poetically 

captured in the foUowing image: "Beto held the kite so that the wind fiUed its beUy. It 

mgged against his smaU hand and he let the string out. The kite wavered and swayed but 

pulled steadily away, rising toward tfie pale, almost ttansparent aftemoon moon" (59). 

In the second part of the episode, the action takes place at night The location is 

"a one-story rectangular stone butiding with grspe\ines carved around the taU nartow 

windows" (62). The home is a gloomy place, "the curtains had been pulled across the 

windows, and a gauze of dgarctte smoke drifted up through a shaft of tight coming fiom a 
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pane above die patio doOT" (62). Here die night creates a mournful mood, witii Beto's 

famtiy immersed in heavy stience. 

The first episode flows smootftiy into tiie second fiom die aftemoon to die evening, 

from an empty place to a house fitil of people, fiom a lonesome and fearful experience to a 

sad and mournful evening. By employing contrasting scenes such as these. Mine creates 

tension in the narration. 

The Daniel and Beto story has a weU-sttricmred urtity that is accompanied by a 

series of symboUc elements intimately cormected to the novel. FOT instance, the first 

sequence describes two chtidren making a kite. The kite symboUzes human existence and 

constracting it represents both the creativity and the ingenuity of the mind, and the 

complexity of human life subjected to an inevitable deadi. An example of the twofold 

nature of this image occurs when the chtidren find themselves with the compUcated task of 

making a kite: 

Daruel pulled a pair of tight wooden sticks fiom his pack and laid them on the 
ground in a cross. As he knelt over them he opened a pouch of his satchel and took 
out a piece of thin wire. He wound it around the sticks where they crossed, the 
shorter one about two-thirds the way up longer. Then he reached into his bag and 
took out a scrap of violet fabric. (59) 

The kite may be consttued as the symbol of mankind enoapped and limited by 

extemal forces. If so. Mine uses die destiny of die kite in the au-and its firagiUty to 

portray die predicament of tiie MagUones at die hands of a despotic govemment He 

describes tiie kite as it sttuggled with die wind, as "darting Uke a leaf in a storm" or 

resembUng a "plummeting bird" (60). The chtidren move forward and backward, fiom 

one side to tiie otiier, witiiout success. Despite tiie chtidren's effort to condol tiie balance 

of tiie kite, it dives furiously until it finaUy crashes: 

The kite was buffeted by a high gust The tail snapped Uke a whip and blew off 
and away, dien die sttetched scrap of violet went out of conttol It plunged Uke a 
metcOT and Beto's hauling of the line only seemed to make it dive faster. It crashed 
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out of sight on the far side of die waU of an odierwise demoUshed butiding 
bordering the lot (60) 

The kite resembles a wounded animal at the mercy of the high wind, thereby paraUeling the 

MagUone's life that was diving into darkness and desttuction. 

In this episode. Mine conveys the chtidren's loneliness and frasttation in their 

effort to save their toy. And yet, fear and death become the predominant dieme. 

Although the chtidren tty to rescue die toy by climbing the ruined waU, Daruel pitils down 

the kite and throws it "like a p£q)er airplane down into the lot" (60). 

After their first experience with fear, the chtidren confront another more desolate 

and complex situation than the one in the err^ty lot On the way home, they leam that 

Beto's grandfather is dead. Death becomes concrete in their eyes when they see the corpse, 

"the old man's harsh and hardened visage" (64), Death is grotesque and somewhat 

incomprehensible to them. Beto, reaching to touch his grandfather's hand says, " 'He 

looks mean'- -. 'He doesn't look like that in real life' " (63), The meanness and ugliness 

of the dead body brings upon the duaUty of life. This dichotomy between life and death is 

expressed in Beto's irmocent memory when he remembers that the man with an agreeable 

face playing music on his instnunent, " 'He was the best grandfather in the world,' 

sniffled Beto. 'He could play 'El Dfa Que Me Quieras' on the ocarina and blow bubbles 

off his tongue'"(63), 

Death opens up another way of percdving life. FOT Beto, there is a spirimal reUef 

tiiat his grandfatiier is in heaven witii his grandmotiier and God. For Daniel, however, 

tiiere is no such beUef, He leams firom his fatiier (Diego) tiiat God and heaven are stories 

created by adults "so that people would not dweU on die toti and grief of diis WOTM" (64). 

Beto's simplidty and innocence conttasts with Daniel's skepticism. The young MagUone 

has already tasted the knowledge of the absence of God in his Ufe, and titis knowledge 

makes him feel so "sttangely hoUow and tight,., " tiiat "he tiiought he was about to float 
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away" (64), From sadness and grief, the chtidren contemplate a met^hysical concern 

about life, which, in Daniel's case, is a key element in die novel Daniel's attimde about 

Ufe reflects the MagUones' ttagic sense of Ufe, Mine creates die MagUones as a famtiy 

witiiout any type of reUgious beUef, a famtiy whose spirimal concem does not danscend 

but rather remains immanent on earth like the agony of the wounded animal. The theme of 

death is indeed one of the most striking themes in tiie novel In Daruel and Beto's episode. 

Mine symboUcaUy annunciates the horror of death and human aUenation. 

The theme of death and the meaningless of life as perceived by Mine's characters 

are connected to another theme of the novel-life as chance. Indeed, Mine develops his 

novel around the phtiosophical beUef that life is a chance, in which human beings have no 

control OT free wiU, Champions of the World describes its characters as though they are 

conttoUed by chance and by extemal forces such as the falsity and destractiveness of the 

govemment's moral code. Like the picture of the kite swept by the wind, the MagUones 

and the country are also swept up in confusion and destraction. Moreover, other factors, 

as weU as chance, make life unpredictable. 

Throughout the nanation. Mine points out a series of events that suggest that Ufe is 

determined by accidental circumstances. In Chapter 1, Book I, there is a scene of a 

schoolboy riding his bike when he is unexpectedly hit by a car. The narrator describes the 

scene: "The boy flew and everything stopped in suspense of his cartwheeling dajectory. 

He landed and bounced awkwardly, Uke a ragby baU, before coming to rest in an angular 

mound" (14). Another accidental circumstance in life is iUustrated in Santiago and Diego's 

chtidhood episode. After school Santiago takes Diego for a ttip in a cart tiiat he 

(Santiago) makes. Whtie Santiago is puUing tiie cart down tiie street anotiier schoolboy 

makes fun of tiiem. At tiiat moment, Santiago angrtiy drops tiie cart handle. The cart, 

out of conttol, roUs down and bounces over tiie paving stones. 
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In Book n. Chapter 4, Mine specificaUy focuses on tiiis concept of Ufe as chance. 

Pointing out the fan of a windmiU on Santiago's workshop waU, tiie narrator says, "The 

big fan witii its duU blades renunded Dani of a carnival wheel of forttme" (225). The 

writer personaUy stated this point of view when he said diat "yes, Ufe is a game/chance, 

not only fOT Argentina but for any human being conttoUed by the govemment" (Mine, 

telephone interview, 29 Sept 1989). His novel is based on die view diat human beings 

are not the favored creatures of divine guidance but they are an insignificant unit in a 

universe of natural forces and coinddence which often crashes individuals. 

Champions of the World displays techruques such as irony and expressioiustic 

symboUsm, which give us the glinq)se beyond Uteral meaning to discover the underlying 

reaUty of modem sodal-poUtical injustices. Mine refers to the theme of "bread and 

circus," when he compares the govemment's support of the soccer games with the 

spectacles of the andent Roman Circus. Thus, Mine's techrtiques remind us again of the 

naturaUstic novel 

Mine uruted two events-the miUtary repression and the celebration of the World 

Soccer Cup-in the image of the Roman Circus, which is cormected to the theme of "bread 

and circus," In this respect. Mine says that this idea of "pan y circo [is] appUed by 

hundreds of governments" (Mine, telephone interview, 29 Sept 1989), That is, the 

media and the spectacles controUed by the govemment distract people's attention firom the 

real issues, thereby converting them to a mass without consdence. Concrete images of 

the Roman Cuicus, spectacles with roaring fans, are synonyms to a mass, like furious 

Uons, gadiered at the noisy stadium, "A blizzard of confetti and a deafening roar engulfed 

tiie concrete basin" (111). Mine repeats tius same audio effect several times in reference to 

the fans and their behavior. 
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The Roman Circus metaphOT is not Umited to die mass behavior during the games. 

This same analogy also appUes to die countty in general as porttayed tiuough die 

MagUones, The spectacles keep "die entire nation, and much of tiie WOTM . . . dmed to tiie 

contest" (171). Ltice tiie country, tiie fanuly is also a victim of die rulers'manipulation. 

Like the masses, unconscious of what is happening around them except fOT the soccer 

spectacles, Alejandro MagUone is also dapped in tiie blindness of euphoria. After he 

finds out about the disappearance of Diego and Ana, he says, " 'And me ui the center ring 

of the circus' " (150). In Book I, Mine epitomizes this theme through Diego's character. 

In Chapter 10, whtie Diego is digging his own tomb, he can hear "the roar of the fans 

inside. The entwinement of the radio broadcast and the Uve sound of the ovation firom the 

nearby arena strack as mysterious and grand" (170). There is a counterpoint rhjrthnucal 

effect in this episode: whtie Diego digs his tomb and Ustens, the game progresses. 

Whtie the sportscaster announces, " 'Only ten minutes—six hundred seconds-separate 

Argentina from the World Championship!'" Diego thirties, "'Six hundred seconds remain 

in my life'" (172). Like in the arena of the Roman amphitheater, the spectacle takes 

place with a multimde that ignorant to human suffering, roars with passion for the game. 

Mine's irony highUghts the disparity between the escapist hysteria of the masses and the 

objective horror of their coUective life. 

SymboUsm 

Like the naturalist noveUsts Stephen Crane and John Steinbeck, among others. 

Mine emphasizes the limitations which life places on individual freedom and happiness. 

He uses a series of images and symbols to convey both biological and socioeconomic 

determirusm by depicting human beings as victuns of dieir animal nadirc and of 

socioeconomic forces. In addition to the fact that he repeatedly uses animal imagery and 
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describes tiie grotesque physical deformities of characters, he focuses on two otiier 

symbols, the hand and die cave. The hand refers to human duaUty, and die cave 

aUegoricaUy depicts die character's inner world. There are otiier creative devices that 

reveal the novel's theme metaphoricaUy, but these two symbols reflect how die narration 

as a whole functions from the aesthetic point of view. 

Muie compares human behaviOT widi tiiat of animals. In Book I, the soccer fans' 

attimde suggests subhuman characteristics. He depicts people's exaltation in terms of a 

groaning OT roaring mass. He writes, "Argentina took the field and there was nothing that 

could be said or shouted that could be heard above die roar" (129). Moreover, the audio 

effect is enhanced by the visual effect of swarming insects when he says: "People 

stteamed like legions of ants toward the stadium" (128). And, alluding to the soccer 

players, he says that "the twenty-six men.. , were scattered like beeties over the midfield" 

(128 ), In addition. Mine aUudes to animals in his grotesque descriptions of his 

characters. He describes the soccer coach (Menotti) as being "taU and bony and long-

necked like a Uama" (38). In order to exaggerate people's sordid nature, le„ he refers to 

M6nica "as a comered rodent" (43), He says that Santiago is "like a horse" (43), or "a 

baboon" (261). In an even mOTe specific manner. Mine uses animal imagery when he 

refers to govemment offidals. He conqiares the generals to hawks or felines. In 

depicting Videla, he writes, "The smtie overflowed and distorted his falcon face" (177). 

The subhuman condition of the corrapt fOTces functions as a controlling symbol. Mine's 

repetitive pattem of comparing people to animals is consistent and effective in adding 

emotional intensity to the narration. 

Mine also focuses on the grotesque appearances of human bodies to express both 

die hortOT and die social injustices of life. The members of die famtiy MagUone have 

congenital defects. Mtidiati is crosseyed and is caUed ElBizeQ, Diego, who has a hare 
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Up, touches "his congenital imperfection, renunding himself of his deformity" (24), 

Mine points to physical defomuties as results of sodal-econonuc determination as weU, 

Diego sees a poUceman at tiie hospital "widi a crooked finger" (27), The viUeros' 

caricature focuses on their Umited condition of poverty and harsh life. For example, old 

Jos6's face is wrinkled "with as many gaps as teedi in his grin" (54). 

Mine's aUegorical use of tiie hand is a means of achieving diematic sttength. It is a 

constant pattem, which depicts a total vision of human duaUty, As a symbol of the human 

spmmal dimension, hands symboUze famtiy urtity, cross generations, and human 

creativity. For example, Mikhati'shands work with sensible elements of nature, when 

he cultivates the garden, makes wine, and butids objects out of wood. Ltice Mikhati, 

Diego's hands are also an expression of work and creation; they are part of a higher 

sensible world; they cure and caress. As a cross generation and symbol of famtiy urtity, 

in Chapter 9, Mine points out the simtiarity between the hands of father and son. The 

nanator describes Diego's hands as " red and bUstered where the fingers joined the palms. 

He stared at his hands, opening and closing them. He tumed them over and saw in them 

the hands of his father. They were heavy hands, like Mikhati's, thick through palm and 

finger" (171). As an expression of love, Diego's hands "touch the cheek of a feverish 

chtid, tie suture . . . [and] envelop the tender hand of his son" (171). 

As a symbol of dark forces, hands suggest the encroachments of poUtical honor 

and the result of war. For instance, Mikhati loses two of his fingers at war. His 

abnormal right hand shows the effect of war and the destraction of famtiy urtity: the loss 

of his hrotiier and chtidren. Simtiarly, Diego's hand reflects corraption. After he is 

kiUed as a tertorist, an officer informs Santiago that "Diego was only identified after 

disposal of his body, by means of fingerprints" (184). In a jar witii "foggy Uquid," 

Santiago recognizes Diego's hand, which "was open, die sUghtiy curled fingers touching 
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die bottom and die severed wrist near tiie moutii... It was cold and gray and dead... It 

was die hand he [Santiago] taught to tie a shoelace" (185), The graesome image of 

Diego's hand paraUels Cristina's in Book n. In Chapter 5, after Santiago discovers diat 

his daughter has also been tortured and murdered, he sees Cristina's mutilated body 

witiiout her right hand. The captain teUs Santiago, " 'She is missing her right hand. A 

search was made of tiie area where the body was found, but the hand was not recovered. 

The kiUer may have Uticen it as a macabre trophy'" (251), Hands serve bodi to depict the 

creativity and positive power of human activity and to exemplify violence and darkness. 

The metaphorical use of hands also informs us about the system. 

As seen above. Mine's techrtique and style resembles Steinbeck's when Mine uses 

conventional examples of animal imagery and physical distortions of charaaers. 

Although the cave symbol is nOT a consistent one throughout the novel it is worth 

mentioning here because the cave is an example of inner life. AUuding to the naturaUstic 

novels of the thirties, Pizer writes: 

We seek to escape from this world [a trivial, banal, and tawdry world] into the 
inner life because only there do we find the richness of feeling denied us in 
experience. But in fact we do nOT reaUy escape. The retreat into the irmer life 
transforms us into grotesque exaggerations of what we wish to be, or causes us . . 
to seek the translation of fantasy into reaUty, OT engages us in an endless search for 
the understanding and love denied us in life. (13-14) 

The critic points to the need of the characters to search fOT knowledge, and to escape firom 

an ugly WOTM. Yet the character can never escape. Likewise, Santiago's experience in 

the cave is a temporary seclusion. Mine's use of die cave symbol can be compared with 

Steinbeck's ui die The Grapes of Wratii. 

Koichi Kaida, in "The Cave Experience in The Grapes of Wratii." points to die 

use of cave symboUsm in die last scene of die novel Kaida observes that cave symboUsm 

is also observed ui Steinbeck's The Wavward Bus (1947). The Pearl (1947). andThg 

Winter of Our Discontent (1961). In these novels tiie characters "pass through tiie cave 
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and change tfieir ways of Ufe " (68). Nonetfieless, he concenttates on The Grapes of 

Wrath as tfie best example of what tfie critic caUs " 'After-tiie-Cave' " stories" (67). The 

cave can symboUze "a hiding place and a hint of Grandma's deatii" (in Chapter 18), a 

foreshadowing of Casey's deatii (Chapter 26), "a concept of'whole'after [Tom] 

experienced Uving in tiie cave" (68)- Steinbeck's phtiosophy is tiiat Ufe and deatii are part 

ofone whole (69)- As a consequence, Kaida points out tiiat "tfie cave where a man dies 

can be a place where a man might be'rebom'(69). In Chapter 28, Tom, having left tfie 

cave, says to his mother 

'Hm-n,' he said. 'Lookie, Ma. I been aU day an' aU night hidin' alone. Guess 
who I been thinkin'about Casy! HetaUcedalot Used ta botfier me. But now I 
been thinkin' what he said, an' I can remember-aU of it Says one time he went 
out in the wtidemess to find his own soul, an' he foun' he didn' have no soul that 
was his'n. Says he foun' he jus' got a Uttie piece of a great big soul. Says a 
wtidemess ain't no good, 'cause his Uttie piece of a soul wasn't no good 'less it 
was with the rest an' was whole . . . . (570) 

An example of the cave symbol in Champions of the World is found in Chapter 6 of 

Book n. Here Santiago, after Cristina's assassination, deddes to go to the mountains, 

"the biggest behemoth in aU the oceans," with the desire to die (260). The writer offers 

reUgious OT sacred cormotations to the caves when he says that they look "like those 

inhabited by Greek mOTik-hemuts" and that "the caves guarded secrets" (261). Mine's 

protagonist resembles a hermit or a monk who needs to make a physical and spmtual 

sacrifice by hiding in soUtude. Santiago's "fingers were bloody and his muscles knotted 

when he hoisted himself to the Up of one of the high caves" (261). Second, Santiago's 

sacrifice is linked to the discovery of his own spirit and mind. Inside the cave, Santiago 

Ues in darkness, feeling that tfie earth surrounds him like a tomb. He has a dream-like 

experience as if he were on the bottom of the sea, where the seaweed wraps around his 

head and he is swept away by biUows and waves. His physical renewal is clearly 

expressed in this oneuic experience: "The ether dissolved him. It eroded flesh and bone 
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but something of him remained beneatfi the biUows and the waves. He sensed the essence 

of himself, his spuit or his soul" (261). In addition, he says tiiat Santiago spends tiiree 

days in the cave and then he [Santiago] is resmrected, "He roused witfi tfie feeling of 

having come back into his body" (262). The character's reUgious or metaphysical 

experience means rebuih, rebuth of spirit and mind Uke tfiat of Jonah in tfie whale. In tfus 

episode, Santiago is a new man who discovers that "nothing is so abominable as vanity" 

(261). Like Steinbeck's concept of the soul's need to belong to the rest as a whole. Mine 

expresses a similar idea in reference to Santiago's after-the-cave experience. PoeticaUy, 

he says: 

He [Santiago] looked westward, toward the mountains. The sky was bright and 
the tight cascaded over the plain between the bluff and the first rise of the cordiUera. 
Beyond the foothiUs, far off, rose the Andes. The snowy peaks confounded 
themselves in brilUant white clouds, so tiiat Santiago could not teU where die 
mountains ended and the clouds began. It looked like the mountains reached to 
heaven. (262) 

If we compare Tom's statement to Santiago's experience and his thinking about 

finding his soul or spirit in the cave, there is a simtiarity in the styles of Steinbeck and 

Mine. In addition, Kaida, in his conclusion, notes that in Steinbeck's cave, the water 

imagery, reinforced by animal imagery, is an important factor in Steinbeck (69). 

Similarly, Mine foUows Steinbeck's technique and style to develop Santiago's cave 

episode. 

The Novel and Argentine Culmre and PoUtics 

Champions of die World portrays the Argentine sodopoUtical ambience between 

1978 and 1982, and denounces tiie poUtical abuses of die miUtary Junta by interlacing 

kidnappuig and torture with die World Soccer Cup games. Mine's personal experience 

plays an important role ui die making of die novel, since he Uved in Argentuia (Buenos 

Aires) fiom 1981 to 1986. He makes interesting psychological interpretations of die 
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people and poUtics of tiie countty, and his reaUstic description of places and historical facts 

enhances the documentary validity of die novel 

The novel is, however, unsuccessful in its integration of tiie spuimal and reUgious 

elements of Argentina. It portrays an overtiy gloomy and grotesque image of the countty 

through sensationaUst impressions and animaUstic imagery. The denundation of evti, tiie 

absence of good, is justified. However, if people are like animals, determined by their 

environment, living in a world where darkness is the ultimate reaUty, then on what 

grounds does Mine's condemnation of evti stand? In Mine's universe, there is 

metaphysical nihiUsm which begets mOTe nihiUsm (s. note on nihiUsm on p. 199). 

TherefOTe, it is unclear how the writer can condemn evti and be fitily consistent with the 

world view he presents. 

Mine's portrayal of Argentina provides us with historical facts on different levels 

ranging from the foundation of Buenos Aires to various events of the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries. The writer's selection and characterization of events offers a vision of 

Argentina which lacks balance and completeness- He portrays a critical view of the 

poUtical formation of Argentina and its effect on people. In Book I, Mine points out "the 

lies" of the country's origin. He says that the explorer Juan Dfaz de SoUs caUed the Rfo de 

la Plata a river when it was only an estuary. MOTeover, he states that another explorer 

(Pedro de Mendoza) gave the name Buenos Aires (good air) to the acmal capital of 

Argentina. Yet, Mine affirms the opposite, and says, "Summer mugginess and chilling 

winter humidity beUe the name-Santa Maria del Buen Aire" (23). In addition, he 

conttasts the etymology of the coundy's name by saying diat "the 'argenmm (stiver)' tiiat 

tiie Spaniards . . . beUeved abundant proved iUusory" (23). These examples aUude 

vaguely to a malady in tiie formation of tiie nation. This tiieme, however, is only 

suggested, not developed. Therefore, the ultimate cause of oppression is not explored ui 
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any profound way. Instead, Mine emphasizes tiie dark side of history, suggesting tiiat 

human beings are detennined by social forces. If we search fOT die origin of poUtical and 

social chaos, aU we are given is Mine's universe, ui which people are merely products of 

bUnd social fOTces. Then, the deep issues of the connection between oppressive poUtics, 

human freedom and responsibiUty are not developed. 

Mine aUudes to people's lack of identity. In order to tilusdate this shortconung of 

the nation, he comments on the ambiguity of the independence day of Argentina. Chapter 

4 refers to tiie pattiotic date of May 25, 1810 and July 9, 1816, and he writes, 

"Argentina's founding fathers had no clear idea of what they wanted the nation to be. The 

country is confused about its identity. It even has two independence days" (90). Mine 

oversimplifies the concept that Argentines lack a sense of identity- Furthermore, his 

statement about the independence day is simply incorrect Argentines celebrate the 

independence of Argentine on July 9th without any confusion- He concludes that the 

Argentineans' confusion and lack of identity is a cause and effect relationship, whose 

sources are found in the "Ues" and iUusions in the formation of the coundy. Again, this is 

an oversimplified view of the country's sodopoUtical dtiemma-

In my view. Mine fatis to penetrate the spirit of the country and instead depicts the 

essence of the people firom his own perspective and beUef s- Champions of the World does 

not reflect the spirit and reUgious elements of Argentina in a balanced way- The novel 

reflects, undoubtedly, the autiior's phtiosophical and ideological stance- One of the 

fundamental shortcomings of Mine's novel is his fatiure to distinguish between critidsm of 

the behavior of certain CathoUcs, particularly church offidals, and criticism of the 

CathoUc faidi itself- Argentine CathoUcs tiiemselves are frequentiy critical of tiie hierarchy 

and tiie misuse of die faidi to rationaUze injustice- However, Argentines do not, on tiiat 
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basis, reject die faitii itself. In fatiing to capmre tius fundamental distinction. Mine fatis 

to capture a very important component of Argentine Ufe: faidi. 

This fatiure is at the heart of Mine's attempt to conttast the good atheistic MagUone 

fanuly widi die murderous, evti. Church-related elements of sodety. This conttast is not 

reaUy a part of Argentine society- The relevant distinction is between CatiioUcs who 

attempt to Uve out the impUcations of tiieir faidi by intemalizuig it and CatiioUcs who 

attempt to reduce the faith to an ideology, a dvti rcUgion which legitimizes existing social 

relations-

The contrast between the good atheists and die evti CathoUcs fatis not only as a 

representation of Argentine society, but also on the symboUc level- Mine names the father 

of the MagUone famtiy "Mikhati," after the Russian anarchist Mikhati Aleksandrovich 

Bakunin (1814-1876). Both are blasphemers- For example, Mikhati says, " I shit on the 

holy host" (35), and "I fuck you in the center of your soul" (37)- These blasphemies 

paraUel the historical figure Mikhati Bakunin- In The PoUtical Phtiosophv of Bakunin. 

Bakunin says, "We have seen that God, posited as a supreme being, is simply an 

absolute abstraction, devoid of aU reaUty, content, and determination, and that he is naked 

and nuU like nothingness itself' (115). Furthermore, it is worthwhile noting what 

Bakunin thinks about Christianity and about his beUef of God as the negation of Uberty. 

Christianity, he says, "Exhibits and manifests the very nature and essence of every 

religion, namely, systematic, absolute impoverishment enslavement and abasement of 

humanity fOT the benefit of divinity" (117). The foUowing syllogism reveals Bakunin's 

resistance to God: "God exists; hence man is a slave. / Man is intelUgent, just, free; 

hence God does not exist. / We defy anyone to avoid this circle; and now let aU choose" 

(118). For Bakunin, priests were sorcerers "who pretend to have the power of 

compelUng God, witii tiie aid of mysterious formulas, to enter into ["holy"] water OT to 
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become trans-substantiated into bread and wine-are not aU these subduers of divinity . . . 

sorcerers of a kind?" (111). 

The use of Bakunin fatis for Mine's piupose because Bakunin himself was a very 

violent character. His poUtical program states, "Peace, emancipation, and the happiness 

of the oppressed. War upon aU oppressors and aU despotiers" (298). In addition, he 

says that "on our banner, the social-revolutionary banner . . . are inscribed, in fiery and 

bloody letters: the destraction of aU States, the annihtiation of bourgeois civilization, fiee 

and spontaneous organization fiom below upward.. - tiie OTganization of the unbridled 

rabble of totiers" (301)- Thus, at the symboUc level it is inappropriate to conttast 

Bakunin with the Argentine miUtary- Both seek violent solutions to the sodal problems of 

the nation. Both glorify violence. What the novel reaUy needs but lacks is an authentic 

wimess to love, forgiveness and reconciUation, which the nation so desperately needs. 

Mine is capable of imprinting the cultural and geographical dimensions of the 

country. Yet, there is an unbalanced treatment of the Argentine people because he 

imposes his own phtiosophical and poUtical beUefs on the people of the nation. In faa, 

this intemal conflict shows the lack of consistency in the novel. There is an unnecessary 

ambiguity between characters who profess to be adidstic, violent and nihiUstic but kind 

and spirimal at the same time. Santiago exemplifies dus ambivalence. FOT instance, after 

tiu-ee days in tiie cave he becomes completely renewed, a man who finds his spirit, his 

essence. Then, out of pain and revenge, he destroys aU the planes of the Air Force. 

Daniel is intelUgent and kind, but faUs in darkness, revenge, and hate. Mine does not 

offer any poUtical solution. Angela is tiie only character who remains consistent to die end 

of die novel. However, she does not offer any solution by saying tiiat the disappeared are 

her chtidren. It proves an iUusory statement, a Utopia. 
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The geographical depiction of Buenos Aires and Neuqu6n (Patagonia) reveals tiie 

writer's knowledge of those areas. In his letter, tiie writer comments on his different dips 

to Argentina. Moreover, as a journalist. Mine shows his passion fOT the people and places 

in his novel He describes accurately the stteets of Buenos Aires, thebutidings, the main 

square of Plaza de Mayo, die ratiway suition, Retiro and its shantytown, dieltaUan 

neighborhood La Boca and tiie Riachuelo. The foUowing excerpts iUusttate the exacmess 

of his description of Buenos Aires and its surroundings. In Chapter 1, Santiago appears 

observing an auturrm morning fiom the window of his bedroom: "The wind roUed the 

wide River Plate, shivering the skeletal elms" (11). A few pages later, there is a 

description of a wealthy neighbOThood near die Rfo de la Plata: "The suburbs along the 

River Plate north of Buenos Aires are affiuent and peacefiil, the streets lined with ttees" 

(14). From the aristocratic area. Mine moves his camera eye to a contrasting 

socioeconomic neighborhood, the Retiro shantytown. In Chapter 2, Frandsca Otero, on 

the way to her shack, passes "the bustling enttance of the ratiway station" and observes a 

classical stteet vendor, "a man with a wool cap puUed down over his brow [who] stirred 

peanuts in a thick sugary broth in a hot copper kettie" (51); he seUs garrapifiada. The 

author offers a picturesque and a reaUstic painting of the viUa naiseria with precarious 

houses made of "bricks and block, crate wood, corrugated sheets of zinc, and cardboard" 

(52). He also describes the inhabitants, the viUeros. as old, fat poor people without 

teeth and open shoes. For example, Frandsca sees "an obese, bleached-blond, dark-

skinned woman shrieking at Guti6rrez"; diere is also a description of a woman, Mrs. 

Gonzalez, who curls "her newly dirtied toes against tiie cold earthen floor" (53). 

Moreover, pubUc places such as die Plaza de Mayo and surrounding offidal butidings are 

also described: "The Plaza de Mayo is grand and lovely in the heart of Buenos Au-es. At 

the end of the two-hectare square sits Govemment House, more a clay color dian pink. 
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tiiough it is caUed'La Casa Rosada" (139). In his o^attnentofBuenos Aires and tiie 

Andean province of Neuqu6n in Patagonia, Mine is quite accurate in his portrayals. 

In addition to tiie geographical and physical references. Mine refers to a series of 

cultural aspects of the country as weU. He mentions Italian food, die puchero (the typical 

Argentine dish), foUdore music, and tiie regional culmral variations of Argentina. In 

Bookn, the author depicts the soldiers fiom Chaco, Jujuyand Buenos Aires talking 

about music such as "Pijaro Campana" and "ElC6ndorPasa." He mentions music and 

insttiiments, the auena and the charango (228-229). In addition. Mine describes his 

characters, their names and the names of places, with an authentic Argentine style. There 

is nothing foreign, aUen OT invented- He also inserts typical Argentine expressions and 

customs like the pastries media lunas. "half moons" OT "crescent roUs" with mate (21). 

His descriptions of the geography and the people have merit He is a keen observer of the 

characteristics of the people, their language, and the land. 

Undoubtedly, Mine shows his passion for people and places of Argentina, 

especiaUy in his descriptions of the city of Buenos Aires. He paints vivid pictures of the 

viUa miseria and of its inhabitants as weU as of the affluent neighborhoods of Rfo de la 

Plata. 
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Notes 

^Douglas Mine, Champions of tfie World (New Yoric: Simon and 
Schuster/Fu-eside, 1988), p. 206. (Quotations from tius novel are dted parentiieticaUy by 
page number. 

^MicheUe GiUespie defines ntiiiUsm as foUows: ">rtiulism has botii a metaphysical 
and a moral meaning. MetaphysicaUy, it means tfiat notfung is, i.e., not tfiat tfiere is 
absolutely nothing, which would be absurd, but tfiat there is no unchanging ground, no 
etemal God or Being such as the Westem ttadition suice Plato has imagined to underUe the 
flux of experience. Thus, the innumerable things that according to our experience so 
evidentiy'are,' in fact only seem to be and are actuaUy constantiy changing, constantiy 
becoming something other than what they are in a chaotic and utterly unpredictable way. 
Without some unchanging ground or foundation to this flux, however, it is difficult to see 
how trath, justice, and moraUty are possible. If there is no Being or if God is dead, as 
Nietzsche maintained, then tiiere is only becoming and hence no fixed standard OT etemal 
trath. But if nothing is fundamentaUy trae, then, as both Dostoevsky and Nietzsche 
recognized, 'everything is permitted.' The consequence of metaphysical nihiUsm is thus 
moral nihiUsm. The denial of an etemal God or Being entatis the destraction of aU fixed or 
immutable standards of good and evti or noble and base and hence the destraction of the 
basis for either a universal moral law or natural standards of human exceUence. In this 
tight, all standards are revealed as historically relative, as mere prejudices or ideologies 
serving to maintain the expUcit power of some group, race, caste, OT class." MicheUe 
Gtilespie, "Martin Heidegger: (1889-1976)," Historv of Political Phtiosophv. eds. Leo 
Sttauss and Joseph Cropsey (Chicago: The University of Chicago, 1987): 888-889 



CHAPTER VI 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE NOVELS 

By the end of the nineteenth century, several EngUsh-speaking writers had already 

visited Argentina and had written enthusiasticaUy about the remote and mysterious pampas. 

More than a hundred years later, Unger, Thomton, and Mine wrote about tiiis countty, 

but in a manner quite different fiom that of tiie nineteenth-century writers. ̂  These later 

writers responded to tiie poUtical crisis of tfie 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, and not to 

describe a land of frontier wtidemess and pastoral Ufe, but to examine a land that was 

burdened with severe social and poUtical problems. 

Even though Unger, Thomton and Mine respond to the theme of poUtical unrest 

they differ in their tteatment of the subject The reasons for their different treatment may 

tie in their individual past experience and artistic persuasions. Unger and Mine respond to 

their own personal experiences during their trips to Argentina, but Thomton acts upon 

secondary sources. 

The purpose of this chapter is to compare and conttast the three novels discussed 

earUer. I shaU do so by discussing the authors'uses of setting, theme, methods of 

characterization, and other Uteraiy features. 

Setting 

AU three novels emphasize specific aspects of Argentina in order to create a spedfic 

environment in which to develop their themes and characters. Unger describes Argentina 

in 1969 and early 1970. Mine sets his novel in 1978 and 1982, and Thomton refers to the 

late 1970s. Whtie Thomton and Mine give a picture of tfie "dirty war," Unger 

foreshadows what is to happen ui the mid-seventies. Witii respect to location, Unger, 

Mine, and Thomton present Buenos Aires as tiie principal envuonment of tiieu-
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narrations. In El Yanqui and Champions nf thf Wnrl^, setting has been drawn from real-

life locales. Buenos Aires consistentiy stimulated the writers. The city and its 

surtoundings are described in a sensitive, accurate manner, and the description is 

aestheticaUy pleasing. Unger and Mine convey a real sense of the attnosphere of die 

places, maintaining a close relationship between setting and action. Thomton, however, 

has never been to Argentina, and tiie setting ui Imagining Argentina comes from his 

looking at photographs and from his reading. 

For Unger and Mine, setting is important and reaUstic; fOT Thomton it is 

secondary, somewhat unreal. He devotes Uttie space to detatied descriptions of the 

Argentine landscape and uses setting only as a background fOT the novel's action. Unger 

and Mine are concemed that their description of the Argentine landscape create a credible 

environment fOT their characters. They pay dose attention to features that relate to the 

senses (food, drirtic, and color of objects) and to the natural features of the city and 

countryside. In El Yanqui. Buenos Aires is incarnated in the shape and the smeU of trees 

(palos bortachos and pldtanos). in the smeU and color of the River Plate, and in the 

movement of people through the streets (in the port area. El Bamo Norte, and Palermo), 

and squares (Plaza San Martfn and Plaza de Mayo). Lticewise, the pampas-a rich land 

with wheat fields, taU grasses, and many ranches—are faithfiiUy depicted. Similarly, in 

Champions of the World, the city is faithfiiUy depicted in the sdikes, poUtical 

demonstrations, shantytowns, and the soccer games in River Plate Stadium, and 

Patagonia is accurately portrayed with reaUstic descriptions of its high mesas, strong 

winds, and lakes. On tiie other hand, the descriptions of botii the city and tiie pampas in 

Imagining Argentina are products of tiie author's imagination. One finds the university 

gates near the Naval Mechanics School beaches ui Buenos Aires, and pampas on tiie 
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city's outskuts- Of tiie tiuiee writers, Unger is tiie most specific in depicting stteets, 

neighborhoods, shops, countryside, and people. 

Unger and Mine are simtiar widi respect to dieu- detatied descriptions of die 

countty's poUtical unrest- Unger capttires tiie agitated attnosphere of die late 1960s and 

early 1970s widi exact descriptions of tiie neighbOThood with a poUceman at each comer, 

of the restaurant where the smdents meet to discuss poUtics, and of smdents and workers 

raUying agauist die govemment. He recaUs die time when open demonsttations were stiU 

possible. Simtiarly, Mine captures the atmosphere of the mid-seventies, with the 

excitement of the WOTM Cup soccer games, the underground activities of the left and right 

groups, the jails of the Navy Mechanics School, and the labOT union strikes of the 

eighties- In conttast Thomton is more genaal and inexact in his description of the "dirty 

war-" His stories of the desaparecidos and of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo suffer 

from the inexacmess of his use of detatis, espedaUy when they are seen in comparison to 

those of Mine. 

El Yanqui and Champions of the World depict an envuonment that has a sttong 

influence upon the characters. In Imagining Argentina, however, setting functions as a 

metaphOT for the characters' personaUties. SpecificaUy, the tteatment of setting in the 

novels WOTks in the foUowing fashions. In El Yanqui. setting functions as a means of 

change and as a place of learning fOT Diego, In Champions of the WOTM. the environment 

serves as a sociopoUtical determinant in the Uves of the characters, and in Imagining 

Argentina, setting works as a symboUc element, as an extension of the characters. 

Unger and Mine both use setting as a social determinant in order to develop poUtical 

and psychological dimensions. From the poUtical viewpoint, the writers comment on the 

historical inheritance of violence and its effects on the sociopoUtical simation. From die 

psychological perspective, they depict Buenos Aires as a symbol of chaos, a reflection of 
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die characters' disiUusionment and mental deterioration. They also refer to exotic regions 

such as Patagonia and the pampas as places of seclusion. Yet neither Unger's nor Mine's 

characters find Patagonia and die pampas as places of refuge and rest They finaUy 

discover that the desolate and distant southem lands are also affected by the same problems 

as the city. In conttast to Unger and Mine, Thomton presents the pampas as a symbol of 

the mysterious. The region is an exotic paradise, where the protagonist finds the spirimal 

resources for his power of imagination. 

Despite their aesthetic and techrucal similarities, Unger and Mine differ with 

respect to setting in their works. In El Yanqui. Buenos Aires and the pampas symboUze 

the protagonist's quest. Here, setting indicates the psychological and physical changes 

that the protagonist experiences in a span of about six months. From the shantytown 

(where he helps to butid a church) to the demonstrations against the govemment (where he 

marches with smdents and workers) to the pampas (where he eats and rides horses with the 

gauchos). Diego expresses the enthusiasm of youth with a perspective of maturity. The 

combination of different environments (city, viUa miseria. and countryside) gives a 

rhythmical stracture. The diversity of settings provides Diego with place for his learning 

process. Thus, Buenos Aires and the pampas are the hero's source of energy and 

knowledge. 

In Champions of the World, the envirorunent is a sociopoUtical determinant in the 

Uves of characters. Setting has a drastic influence on die famtiy MagUone, Altiiough tiie 

political tone and reaUstic depiction of Argentuia are simtiar to Unger's, Mine's novel does 

not have the characteristics of die Btidungsroman. Champions of die World foUows the 

blunt techniques of naturaUsm by negatively presentuig sodal values. Mine's material is 

developed in a joumaUstic style, tiirough tiie lens of the documentary camera. Ltice 

Unger, Mine presents human beings as victims of a modem and distorted society, where 
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diey are reduced to objects. Yet Mine sometimes goes beyond Unger to imply that human 

beuigs have no fireedom of choice, that diey are manipulated, exploited, and even 

destroyed, like mere animals. In Mine's work, Buenos Aires and Patagonia have the 

quaUty of a prison. His characters make their joumey and come to the edge of the void 

and despair. They carmot go further since God is absent fiom their universe. For 

instance, Diego's prison, a wretched, lonesome and fetid place, equals the emptiness of 

tiie grave that he himself digs before he is kiUed. Determinism and fataUsm pervade the 

novel. 

In conttast to Unger, Mine gives mOTe emphasis to the dark side of humartity. 

The environment and the things that surround the characters are symbols of their state of 

mind, e.g., skeletal elms, empty lots, and edges of cliffs and high mesas symboUze 

aUenation and death. Setting also foreteUs catastrophic events as if the objects and nature 

have a maUgn energy of their own (e.g., the wind, the hawk, and the kite). Like 

Unger's description of ViUa Hendaya's shantytown. Mine focuses part of the narration on 

the description of the Retire viUa miseria. However, in contrast to Unger, who presents 

the abject poverty of the shantytown from the outside. Mine's description of the villa has a 

stronger social value than in El Yanqui. The author "penetrates" the poor dwellings, and 

with the camera-eye techruque he depicts the typical expression of the viUeros and their 

dwellings. One observes a woman "washing her feet in the suds of a red plastic basin" 

(52), "ragged boys" playing soccer, and shacks adomed with magazine photos of 

Argentine boxers and soccer players. Mine's description of setting is a language of 

despair in a world of objects. 

In Imagining Argentina, setting involves an aUegorical and metaphorical expression 

of die protagonist The audiOT manipulates settuig at two levels: Uteral/metaphorical and 

fantastic. The protagonist's house is depicted ui reaUstic terms, in a Uteral sense, and at 
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tiie same time as a metaphor. MetaphoricaUy, the garden and tiie smdio are an extension 

of tiie character, e.g., Carlos's role of a monk and shaman. In the smdio, where he is 

surrounded by books, paintuigs, and his fanuly's mementos, he performs his rimaUstic 

preparations befOTe going to tiie garden to talk to tiie famiUes of the desaparecidos. In die 

room he does not speak, but he gets lost "in thought aU the time," as if he were in a state 

of ecstasy. On the other hand, his garden (covered with flowers, ttees, lamps, and 

chairs), like the smdio, has the quaUty of a sacred place. It is fiUed with young women, 

mothers, children and men, and it represents Carlos's role of a priest or shaman. But the 

garden also represents the protagonist's role as a pubUc figure: "He [sits] ui an old rattan 

chair facing the the people..." with the authority of a priest (43). Other places such as 

the Chtidren's Theater and the Cafe Raphael are also an extension of Carlos. The theater 

is a symbol of the artist The theater and Raphael's, Carlos's second home, are also 

imbued with the characteristics of sacredness. In reference to the cafe, the narrator 

comments, "The occult lay there on the table between us . . . " (31). Setting, in 

Imagining Argentina, has the quaUty of the sacred and mysterious. 

In comparison to Unger and Mine, Thomton's description of the geographic 

setting of Argentuia is weak. Whtie in El Yangui and Champions of die WOTM the 

geographic setting (Buenos Aires and die pampas) is meaningful in die way that it reflects 

die guaUty of tiie Uves of the inhabitants and die diemes of die novels, die scenes involving 

die dty and die counttyside of Imaginin g of Argentina are whoUy uivented and 

unimpressive. Even die cover picture on the book reveals the inadequacy of setting in the 

novel The place of die Argentine desaCMSeidQS, ui tiiis case Buenos Aires, is depicted 

as a ttopical environment covered with exotic Amazon birds and birds of prey surrounding 

the face of a woman. In die background, at a reduced size, tiiere is a church and four 

smaU heads of women widi white kerchiefs. In die foreground, there is a picture of a man 
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surrounded by ttopical vegetation. The autiiOT's uitention is to aUegorize die pampas and 

Buenos Aires at the level of the fantastic. 

In conclusion, Unger, Thomton and Mine each use setting to aid tiiem in 

presenting the sociopoUtical problems of Argentina. Nonedieless, Unger and Mine use 

setting for different purposes. For Unger, setting involves tiie protagonist's quest a 

place and time where his character may Uve and grow, where he may serve his 

apprenticeship for adult Ufe. For this reason, Unger attempts to capture both the life-

giving and the Ufe-desttoying features of Argentina, the dark Argentina under miUtary rule 

and a real sense of hope. Mine, however, uses setting to focus more on the darkness of 

human nature, the constant decay and death. FOT the MagUone famtiy, the setting 

becomes a heU. The constant bombardment of violence and death in the setting 

corresponds to nihiUsm in the Uves of the characters. Setting reflects isolation, 

dissolution and loss. Setting is quite different in Thomton's Imagining Argentina. His 

accounts of Argentina are inexact, even inaccurate and sometimes artificial; they give 

Carlos plenty of room for his miraculous deeds. Setting plays a mOTe symboUc role in 

Thomton's novel than it does in the other two novels. This is where his sttength Ues, in 

his use of symbols such as the garden, the smdio, the theater, and the Cafe Raphael 

They symbolize quaUties of the protagonist At the conclusion, the setting has the quaUty 

of the mysterious where miracles take place. 

Theme 

One could ferret out many themes in these tiiree novels. Violence, death, 

corraption and poUtical chaos are surely recurring themes in them. The writers also refer 

to aUenation and to problems in communication. However, die overarching themes of the 

foreigner and the desaparecidos are what I wish to discuss in the foUowing pages. 
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The theme of the outsider or die foreigner is related to the psychological dimension 

of aUenation. AUenation is common to fordgners. In Literattne and Inner Extie. Paul Die 

writes, "Separation from one's country means more than a lack of physical contact with 

the land and houses- It is also a set of feelings and beUefs diat isolate die expeUed group 

firom die majority" (2)- The dieme of die fOTdgner or die outsider is present in El Yanqui 

and Champions of the WOTM. Bodi writers consMer die nature of Argentina and the 

characteristics of the majority of its people-a coundy of immigrants-

Mine refers to this theme directiy through the story of Mikhati and Angela 

MagUone, and indirectiy through tiie general characteristics of the country itself- In 

Chapter 1, Book I, the writer aUudes to the early twentieth century when poor immigrants 

from Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland and Russia arrived in Argentina in search of new 

opportunities. He mentions how Argentines named the citizens of a foreign background, 

e. g., an Arab is known as El Turco- a Jew as El Ruso. a Spartiard as El Gallego 

(28-29). Mine's depiction of Argentina as a land of foreigners or exties reminds the reader 

of the experiences of aUenation and injustice common to inunigrants- As an introduction to 

this theme, the writer refers to the 1920-1921 period in Argentina, when the poor 

immigrants and campesinos "[demanded] decent wages and humane wOTking conditions on 

the British sheep-raising estancias - . -" (29). Mikhail Maglione epitomizes the negative 

impUcations of being an expatriate. However, one must remember that Mikhati and his 

famtiy are not victims of aUenation for theu- ItaUan background, but for tiieir poUtical 

beliefs. 

Mikhati experiences the condition of an outsider in several circumstances in his life. 

His first experience occurs in Spain, where he is fighting as an anarchist widi die 

Intemational Brigades. Back in his native Naples, he feels isolated, Uke an outsider, 

because of poUtical differences witii his countty. Not satisfied with Mussolini's defeat. 
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and embittered by the increasing power of die ItaUan bourgeoisie, he and his wife (Angela) 

set out fOT Argentina. Like many other immigrants, the MagUones assimilate into the new 

environment However, after thirty-duee years of Uving in Argentina, diey feel separated 

from die majority. In Spain and in Italy, Mtidiati had suffered disiUusionment and 

frasttation- In Argentina, where he diought he had found a home, he undergoes a 

greater disiUusionment when his chtidren are kiUed for dieir political beUefs. The young 

MagUones begin to Uve as outsiders; Diego, Santiago, Cristina, and Daniel are, like 

Mtidiati before them, also emotionaUy cut off fiom their land. Their poUtical beUefs isolate 

them fiom their society. The fanuly's outcome is tragic. Mine presents a negative picture 

of the theme of the fOTdgner- The writer impUes that separation from one's country means 

both the lack of physical contact with the native land and the emotional and psychological 

separation that the persons feel within their own country- The MagUones symboUze both 

dimensions of separation-

Unger also addresses the theme of the foreigner both in relation to the country and 

to the protagonist Like Mine, Unger indicates that Argentina is a land of foreigners. In 

conttast to Mine, Unger points to the influence of the fOTdgn culture of die country rather 

than the history of the immigrants. In El Yanqui. Diego observes the influence of fOTcign 

architecture in tiie city of Buenos Aires-the exquisite French style of the Bamo Norte, 

official buildings, and elegant Parisian-style boulevards, the shop windows with 

expensive European style clotiiing, and the clock tower of Retiro like London's Big Ben. 

Moreover, tiie high school that tiie Beneventos and Diego attend. El Colegio San Andres, 

is of French origin, and duiected by priests of French background- Unger's tteatment of 

tiie foreign in Argentina has an ironic tone- The writer refers to tiie Argentines' lack of 

identity and to tiie emigr6 mentaUty of tiie sophisticated bourgeoisie- Uke Mine's portrayal 

of Argentina's inhabitants as descendants of Europeans, Unger's Argentine characters are 
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of ItaUan background, e.g, tiie famtiy Benevento, tiie smdent MareUi, and tiie coronel 

DipaoU, among otiier European names. And, as in Champions of die Worid. Unger's 

main character, "El Yanqui," is a foreigner. However, in conttast to Mine's negative 

impUcation of tiie expattiate and of tiie outsider, Unger's consideration of tiie fOTdgner is 

positive. Fu-st, one must remember that Unger's character chooses to leave his coundy 

for a short period of time-Argentina is a path to Diego's maturity. The protagonist's 

decision to search fOT new horizons is also poUtical; he disagrees with the poUcy of his 

govemment in Viemam and with his brother's enUstment in the war. There is also another 

cracial difference between Mikhati MagUone and Diego. Unlike Mikhati, Diego is not an 

adult soldier committed to a poUtical party OT ideology; he is a sixteen-year-old adolescent 

who, tired of his hippie life in New York, accepts his good luck and becomes an 

exchange smdent in Argentina. In fact, Diego's primary motive for travelUng is to foUow 

his spirit of adventure, his desire to change and discover the unknown. Unger tteats the 

theme of the outsider by observing the normal psychological complexity of an adolescent 

far from his native country—loneliness, emotional instabiUty and aUenation. 

Unger also obsCTves that to be an outsider means mOTe than to be separated fiom 

one's native country. To be an outsider involves a set of feelings and beUefs diat separate 

one person fiom the stams quo OT the prevailing values of the society (Die 2). For 

instance, in New YOTIC, Diego feels Uke a stranger, an extie. He chooses to live apart 

firom a complacent nuddle-class life, and he alienates himself from the "normal" routine of 

fanuly and school ParadoxicaUy, in Buenos Aires, he is happy; everything is new and 

"good luck" is with him. However, once he discovers tiie sociopoUtical ttumoti of a 

country that in some ways is simtiar to his, he reaUzes he is a stranger, both 

psychologjcaUy and physicaUy- In spite of the love of his adopted famtiy, Diego 

responds to the natural conditions of fear and insecurity of a threatening and unfamiUar 
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world- Nevertheless, Unger's development of tiie theme of tiie foreigner is positive. In 

Chapter 5, "Why Can't You live Pretty," after Diego is emotionaUy devastated by 

poUtical problems aUen to him, he finds a poOT worker who helps him to overcome his 

aUenation. The man teaches him to appreciate Ufe, and says, "Leam to Uve pretty, che. if 

you're given the chance" (161). In conttast to Mikhati MagUone's experiences, Diego 

finds the opporturtity fOT his own development His experience of extie far from his land 

and his identity ends in harmony- He is no longer a fOTeigner OT an outsider, because he 

accepts both countries and, despite the imperfections found therein, promises to straggle 

for a better life. 

Unger's aUusion to the experience of the young Beneventos is comparable to 

Mine's tteattnent of the young MagUones as outsiders within their own country. In 

conttast to Mine, whose novel focuses on this theme, Unger makes reference to it in the 

Eptiogue. Although El Yanqui does not present this theme as a major topic in the novel, 

it is worth noting that Unger and Mine reflect on Argentina's dilemma—a country bom from 

immigrants that, in the midst of poUtical chaos tries to achieve urtity. 

In contrast to these two writers, Thomton does not develop the theme of the 

foreigner or the outsider. It is interesting to observe that Thomton's major characters are 

aU native Argentines. ParadoxicaUy, the writer incorpOTates foreign cultural elements as 

though they were Argentine- Thomton suggests that the country resembles Nazi Germany 

of die 1940s- Thomton briefly mentions tiie Jewish famtiy, the Stembergs, as 

expatiiates- They are PoUsh Jews, who, after World War II and tiie Nazi persecution, 

set out for Argentuia to Uve in tiie pampas- At tiie gst^ieia, Esperanza, the Stembergs 

find a paradise where tiiey are protected firom aU evti- The protagonist leams wisdom and 

hope firom tiiem in OTder diat he may deal with die generals- Thomton's tteattnent of die 
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foreigner is stereotyped- He oversimpUfies die Meology of die generals by presenting 

them as Nazis who, as ui the Holocaust, persecute Jews. 

AU three writers refer to die theme of the desaparecidos. By doing so, tiiey 

unpUcitiy consider tiie diemes of violence, deadi, and corraption. Nevertheless, tiiis 

topic is treated differentiy in each novel Unger's novel mentions tiie desaparecidos in 

order to fOTeshadow what wiU happen in the late seventies. Because El Yanqui's fictional 

time frame is die late sixties and early seventies, Unger does not focus exclusively on this 

tiieme. HistoricaUy, die era of die desapareddos begins in 1976 and lasts until 1979. 

Nevertheless, the author employs this theme in his novel for poUtical purposes. Although 

the novel starts in 1969 and ends in the same year, there is an eptiogue dated September 4, 

1983. It has the form of an incomplete letter written by Diego's Argentine mother who 

tells him about the disappearance of her chtidren, Alejo and MigueUto, and of Martin's 

extie in France. In contrast, Thomton's novel. Imagining Argentina (1987) and Mine's 

novel. Champions of the World (1988), depict the historical moments of the nulitary 

process of the late 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s. As one nught expect these two 

novels concentrate on the desapareddos as the major topic, but they differ in their 

tteatment of this theme. 

Although Unger does not develop the theme of the desapareddos at length as do the 

other two novels, it is worth noting how the autiiOT uses this theme. Unger's El Yanqui 

aUudes to this theme expUcitiy in Chapter 8, "Reckonings," and in the "Eptiogue," 

although it is also suggested in Chapter 3, "Real Bullets," and Chapter 4 , "State of 

Siege." For instance, in Chapter 3, the nanator describes the desperate moments of tiie 

adolescents trying to escape firom the poUce after they are caught painting poUtical slogans 

against la dictadura on the waUs of the urtiversity. Among the smdents, there is a female 

smdent who stands out as the leader. Her name is Christina and she is the coOTdinator of the 
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activities. AU of the smdents make an effcat to escape, but one of the cars leaves without 

taking Cristina. Diego says: 

She jumped one long stride toward it and grabbed hold of the doOT but too late. On 
the other side, somebody was diving into Andr6s' car through an open window, 
legs kicking out of the window as it took off. Cristina reacted in an instant She 
tumed on her heel and sprinted along the steps to the end of the butiding, where 
she hopped a waU and disappeared uito the darkness. (117) 

Unger's incorporation of the theme of the desaparecidos is subtie. In Chapter 4, 

"State of Siege," Cristina reappears with aU the smdents to participate in a general 

demonstration against the govemment Unger refers to the poUtical and social significance 

of the demonstration and to its meaning among the students. The smdents make the effort 

to remain together to avoid being dispersed by the poUce. However, tear gas and 

confusion cause them to be separated. Diego remembers that suddertiy he looses his grip 

on Cristina's belt and waist, whtie he shouts, " 'Cristina! Cristina!'" (143). This is the 

last time that Diego and his Mends see Cristina. After the chaos, Diego and many other 

people are detained, and only later in Chapter 7, "Fevertree," does Diego ask about 

Cristina, but nobody knows about her. FinaUy, in Chapter 8, MareUi teUs Diego that 

CMstina has disappeared: 

"Che. I almost forgot I taUced to Andr6s on die phone yesterday and he has a 
message for you. He said you were asldng about that crazy gu-1 Cristina and to teU 
you that she's disappeared." 
"Disappeared? What do you mean, disappeared? " 
"How do I know? I'mjust giving you the message. Andr6s is pretty upset about 
it, but chfi, she's probably just gone underground or left the countty for Cuba or 
something. Nobody's heard a word from her since the demonsttation, not even 
her parents." (281) 

Altiiough Unger does not develop tiiis topic, it is interesting to observe how he presents it: 

as tiie beginning of tiie problem. Unger's novel, set in 1969, presents a flashforward 

technique to tiie 1970s, and tiie "Eptiogue," of course, refers to tiie year 1983. Through 

the epistolary technique, Unger brings in the later accounts of the nartator's adopted 
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fanuly in Argentina. Mrs. Benevento teUs Diego about her chtidren's disappearance. 

With a melanchoUc tone, she writes, "MigueUto was shot in bed. Alejo disappeared 

without a trace and we've given up hope. Martfii Segundo is Uving in extie ui Paris" 

(338). Thus, Unger, without emphasizuig die dieme of die desaparecidos. skillfuUy 

introduces it in a way that piques the curiosity of the reader-

The theme of the desaparecidos in Mine's novel is profusely developed- Mine 

presents the typical sequence of the events practiced by the miUtary: abduction, 

disappearance, torture- In the first part. Mine centers on Diego MagUone, Ana, and the 

prisoner Martha- Captured by miUtary forces, they are confined, tortured and kiUed-

The theme of the desaparecidos is treated with reaUsm. The author specificaUy focuses on 

the portrayal of the miUtary's system of horror and its methods- In Chapter 5, Diego and 

Ana are abducted firom their home in the presence of their son Dartiel Mine also relates to 

the theme of the desapareddos as a method of the loss of identity of the individual, which 

is symbolized by the hood. In Nunca Mis, this method is referred as to "walling up," an 

expression used by the repressive forces in every abduction (19). Mine describes Ana 

and Diego as prisoners forced to wear a hood OT la capucha. Diego observes his wife 

"unconscious, hooded and naked on tiie bed . . . " (96), In "Gender, Deatii and 

Resistance; Facing the Etiucal Vacuum," Jean Franco comments diat the act of putting a 

hood on a person produces "nausea and disorientation," at the same time that it gives the 

person "the stams of an object" (65-66), Diego and Ana are tiuown into the car and tteated 

as useless tilings, "A man , . . placed one booted foot on tiie smaU of his [Diego's] back 

and the otiier on the back of his head" (97), After tius first sequence, tiie victims enter 

tiie secret detention center, the Navy Mechartics School, where tiiey reach the second 

stage, that of the disappearance. The desaparecidos or poUtical prisoners are deprived of 
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civti rights and of conununication widi dieu- famiUes and die outside world. After die 

abduction and disappearance stages, die last phase is torture. 

The poUtical prisoners, who are considered to be conomurusts, are tortured. In 

Chapter 5 through 10, Mine iUusttates Diego's torture, which reaches its climax witii his 

death. Different sections of these ch^ters portray the systematic process of the tortures on 

tiie level of a rimal. For instance, Diego and Ana are humiUated; tiiey suffer recurrent 

tteatment of electroshock and beatuigs. Moreover, at one point Diego is the victim of the 

rimal of a false execution. The routine of these methods emphasize the use of 

disappearance as a method of mind control and fear among the people. In this respect 

Franco says, "The use of disappearance [is] a . . . method of social conttol" (Franco 66). 

Mine includes the muttiation and physical abuses of the body which Franco refers 

to as "the desacraUzation of the human body" (66). In Chapter 9, Book I, Roberto's 

emasculation is an extreme example. Another is the prisoner Martha who is thrown fiom 

an airplane to the sea, becoming an anonymous person. Perhaps the most dramatic 

iUusdation refers to the Magliones' chtidren deaths. Santiago, on different occasions, 

receives the hands of Diego and Cristina from the miUtary regime as the only recognizable 

parts of their bodies. Franco concludes that "the muttiation, burning, and drowning of 

bodies [are performed] in order to prevent identification, which not only meant the 

elimination of the identity but also the impossibiUty of martyrdom" (66). 

Minor characters such as Diego, Ana, Cristina, and Roberto are good examples of 

prisoners who are victims of the methods of miUtary rulers. Mine's vivid portrayal of his 

charactersfocusesonthediemesof the loss of identity, fear, aUenation, and the 

desacraUzation of the bodies. In conclusion, the theme of the desapareddos is a reflection 

of the method of social condol appUed by many totaUtarian regimes. 
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Altiiough Unger and Mine are reaUstic in tiie development of the theme of die 

<Jesapared<JO$, Thomton aUegorizes the theme and it loses its gravity. Here, one can 

allude to Franco's statement when she says tiiat "deatii is a grisly form of exchange and 

not a relationship witii tiie sacred" (59), By making the effort to aUegorize die dieme of the 

desaparecidos. Thomton shows diat he cannot relate to death and to die dieme of die 

desaparecidos in itself. He confronts tertor second-hand, and he does so with both 

emotional and geographical distance. Although Unger and Mine did not experience tenor 

and abduction as a personal experience, they have found themselves close to this 

experience whtie Uving in Argentina. Thomton's tteatment of the desaparecidos. 

however, has a supeffidal tone in its attempt to aUegorize the prisoners in the ice cave: 

[Carlos] . . . raised his head to look back at the shore. He saw his pale body and 
beneadi it the black water. He felt as if he were in the ice cave, his body 
vulnerable to the fiozen waUs, Voices drifted firom the waU, up from dark, their 
cadences matching the rhythm his body took firom the sweUs, The generals 
appeared at the back of the cave, told him that he should stop resisting them, diat 
he should give himself to them and accept what they wanted. (169). 

In Imagining Argentina, the generals, the desaparecidos. and the famtiy of the victims are 

aU considered at the level of fantasy. Such a theme may be tteated in the fictional mode of 

fantasy, in the style of the fantastic reaUsm or at the aUegorical level. The problem with 

Imagining Argentina is that, despite the author's attempt to capture tiie horror of the 

phenomenon of the desaparecidos. his approach abstracts too much from the concrete 

poUtical and historical reaUty of the events he tteats. The book does not clearly and 

effectively explain aU die interest groups, bodi within and outside Argentina, who reaped 

benefits from the torture and tiie murder. Moreover, by treating torttire and death as they 

occur in the imagination of Carlos, the horror remains unreal, even abstract, to the reader. 

This prescinding from tiie concrete, historical reaUty leaves the novel with no profound 

ethical statement There is moral denunciation, to be sure, but it is the kind which is 
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firuitiess because it issues no chaUenge; tiie evti is rooted in a group of tiiugs who are not 

porttayed as representing humanity itself, OT even die products of a specific culttire such as 

the North or South American, 

Methods of Characterization 

In this section I wiU consider techruques of characterization. The methods of 

describing the arrivals and departures of characters in these novels are important to both 

nartation and characterization. These methods can be appUed to the three novels, 

especiaUy to Unger's El Yanqui and Mine's Champions of the World. It is worth noting 

that arrivals and departures of characters are related to the theme of the outsider OT the 

foreigner that was previously discussed. Here, I wiU focus on how each author's use of 

arrivals and departures affect OT influence the develq)ment of the characters. 

Amvals create confUcts and changes in the characters. The characters must 

confront instabiUty and new expectations. The characters are destabiUzed, forced into a 

new direction in their search for stabiUty. Both Unger's and Mine's characters leave their 

native countries (the United States and Italy) and set out fOT a new land. As fOTeigners, 

Diego ("El Yanqui") and Mikhati, Angela, and Santiago (chtid) MagUone share some 

simtiarities; e.g, they go through a process of assimtiation or adaptation to a new 

environment- However, their amvals in Argentina influence die characters in different 

manners-

First, one must remember tiiat, ui New York, Diego is a soUtary and uittoverted 

character- His non-conformist attitude isolates him fiom his famtiy and school Mends-

His arrival in Buenos Aires signals a new psychological and inteUecmal perspective. In 

the new miUeu, Diego is forced to take a new direction in his life: he becomes an 

extroverted and much healthier adolescent He makes the effort to adjust, to leam a new 
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language, to adapt to a new famtiy. Mends and customs. Unger develops his character in 

the midst of sociopoUtical confUcts which lead Diego into maturity, discipUne and self-

discovery. After five montiis in Argentina, Diego reaUzes that Buenos Aires, its 

language and its customs, has "faUen into place ui [his] mind" (7). Diego's previous 

emotional instabiUty, characterized by his use of drags, Ixjredom and insecurity, changes 

in the new environment; there is a sense of psychological balance. Diego becomes mOTe 

sensitive, independent, generous and careful in life. Although disiUusion, uncertainty, 

and violence do not disappear firom his life, Diego's final tum to maturity is convindng. 

Like Unger, Mine also employs the amval technique as a method of 

characterization. Angela, Mikhati and Santiago (a chtid) also confront an environment 

different firom their native place. At the beginning, die environment in Argentina is much 

more pronusing than Italy was during the war. Their arrival in Buenos Aires and their 

settiement in the old ItaUan neighborhood. La Boca, is a pronusing change fOT them. 

They embrace the new land as their own. Its customs, language. Mends, and system of 

Ufe become theirs. The famtiy grows in apparent peace untti the year 1978 when the 

MagUones' rhythm of life changes drasticaUy. 

Whereas in El Yangui tiie character's arrival signals positive changes in Diego's 

life, in Champions of the World the MagUone's amval in Argentina has negative effects. 

For example, Diego, Oistina, Daniel and Santiago become victinis of the poUtical crisis, 

and Mtidiati, whose dream was to "herald a truly New World" Uke die old unmigrants, 

ends up disappointed and vanguished- Thus, while Unger's hero overcomes his inner and 

extemal straggles. Mine's characters succumb to theirs. 

The arrival motif is tteated differentiy in each of the novels. In El Yangui. 

Diego's brief visit to Buenos Aires symboUzes his awakening to life, whereas in 

rhampions of tiie World, the MagUones' arrival foreshadows then- psychological and 
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physical dentise. In Imagining Argentina, altiiough die characters are not unmigrants, 

Thomton touches upon the protagonist's amval in die pampas. In Chapter 10, Carlos 

amves in the countryside where he finds the hope and sttength to continue his search fOT 

his abducted wife, CeciUa- The pampas change him fiom a man widi Uttie hope into a 

strong priest-like figure- The pampas represent a propelling force that moves tiie 

protagonist forward, which helps to develop the theme of Carlos's gift of the imagination. 

As the amval procedure irutiates the characters in new courses of action, the 

departure motif completes this process. For instance, in Unger's and in Mine's works, 

the departure motif closes the narrations as weU as the characterization. In El Yangui. 

Diego departs fiom Buenos Aires to retum to New York for the purpose of continuing the 

straggle against a conventional society and to start a new life. His departure indicates a 

mature young man who sees Ufe with hope. Thus, once in New York, Diego plans to 

smdy, to help Harry, and never to forget his Argentine famtiy. The author uses the 

departure motif as the closing of the cycle of Diego as a character in the theme of irutiation. 

Yet Diego's new arrival in New York impUes his unending perseverance in sttuggUng for 

his goal. According to Shaffner: 

, , , Indeed, at the conclusion of the work the hero appears to us armed for Ufe, 
ready to Uve his novel. He disappears from the book's view, a guiescent master 
in the art of forming his own life. His human experience, like the shape of the 
novel tiiat represents his Ufe, is . . , "circuitous yet open-ended." It "wtil go on 
after the novel ends, to a succeeding stage which wiU incorporate aU diat he has 
experienced before." (27) 

As in Unger's novel. Mine's departure motif also closes bodi the narration and 

characterization, although the tone of the story is guite the opposite. Mine's characters, 

Mikhati and Santiago, depart firom Buenos Aires under con^letely different drcumstances. 

Santiago's death is his departure. Concurtentiy with his deatii, Mtidiati's ship departs at 

night The old man, vanquished, leaves the coundy with pain, resentment and in 
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complete desolation. BefOTe his departure, Mtidiati teUs his wife, " T tiiink I shaU not 

look at the night sky during tiie voyage.,, At least untti we cross tiie equator and tiiat'-

he signaled tiie four brilUant points of tiie Southem Cross with his chin-'has sunk forever 

below tiie horizon' " (302). Mine's tteattnent of tiie characters has an uonic and 

apocalyptical tone. Altiiough Angela survives and deddes to remain in Buenos Aires, the 

important male characters die. 

In contrast to Unger's and Mine's use of the departure procedure, Thomton does 

not make significant use of this procedure. One could say, however, that Carlos's 

departure from the pampas signals the finding of h c ^ and vitaUty. In Buenos Aires, 

Carlos reassures his Mends that CeciUa is aUve, and he voices his commitment to search 

for the desapareddos. The arrival/departure motif in Thomton does not have the same 

significant effect on characters' development that it has in the other two novels; however, 

it denotes an important change in the character with respect to the development of the theme 

of the novel. 

Another method of characterization that the three authOTS use involves sodopoUtical 

confirontatiOTis. The characters are forced either to foUow uncritical OT passive behaviOT OT 

to take a strong stand against what society is imposing on them. The major characters of 

the novels choose the second altemative. The three authors select OTdinary people who 

stand dedsively to protest tiie misuse of authority. In El Yanqui. Diego, Harry and Alejo 

Benevento confront their social system. In New York, Diego and Harry, dressed in 

hippie rags and wearing long hair, protest against tiie Viemam war. In Buenos Aues, 

Diego and Alejo complain against the nuUtary govemment by partidpating in strikes and 

smdent-worker demonstrations. The confrontational political simation presented in the 

novel provokes a deep psychological crisis in the personaUties of the characters. For 

instance, Harry loses his sanity in Viemam, 
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Mine's characters, Diego, Ana, Santiago and Cristina also step out to protest 

against the repressive autiiority of die miUtary rulers. The hosttie environment creates a 

crisis within the characters. The MagUone famtiy is physicaUy and psychologicaUy 

damaged. The Beneventos'chtidren, Alejo and MigueUto, are comparable to the 

MagUones' chtidren who die resisting an oppressive system. The resistance of these 

characters, however, forces tiieir oppressors to accept the fact that an individual can 

achieve, at least for a short period of time, freedom by refusing to accept the stams quo. 

Simtiar to Unger's and Mine's characters, Thomton's Carlos and Stivio Ayala, decide to 

oppose the generals by resisting their deceptions with the "power of imagination." Like 

the MagUones and the Beneventos, Stivio Ayala also dies as a victim of the repression. 

Each of the characters, therefore, pays a price for confronting the system, in one way OT 

another. 

The confUct of the protagonists-Diego, Carlos Rueda, and Santiago MagUone-

with the poUtical system, changes them fiom OTdinary to heroic figures. In El Yanqui. 

Diego presupposes that he has, fiom the beginning, the capabiUty of becoming a leader. 

The adult WOTM does not absorb the character's ego. Instead, he comes to terms with the 

aduU world by enduring a series of difficult encounters. In Champions of the World. 

Santiago becomes die figure of autiiority after he rejects his life of complacency with the 

vices of an uncritical middle-class society. The character is at first only partiaUy defined, 

but he reaches fitil definition and authority at the end, befOTe his deadi. Santiago, in 

some ways, can be considered a "ttagic" hero. In Imagining Argentina. Carlos becomes 

the hero and figure of authority as soon as he discovers his gift and shares it with the 

relatives of the desaparecidos who meet every Thursday in his garden. In Thomton's 

novel, Carlos's authority takes a supematural connotation because the character is viewed 

as a shaman or priest-like figure. Carlos has the characteristics of the romance hero. He 
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embodies virmes: courage, compassion and charity. MOTeover, he is endowed witfi 

intelUgence, imagination, and divine powers. 

By confronting hosttie circumstances, aU of the characters undergo growth and 

ttansformation. Diego's and Santiago's process of ttansformation, however, is deeper 

than that of Carlos. They are mOTe conscious of their shortcomings and disappointments 

in their process of growing. Through efforts and fatiures, at the end, they discover an 

epiphany that leads them to a more positive commuiticm with society and higher ideaUsm. 

Diego is prepared "[to start] off on [his] new life in [his] own country . . . expecting to 

recapture [his life] and Uve [it] differentiy..." (337). Santiago, befOTe he dies, teUs his 

son: "that there is a realm of ideas and ideals, and ortiy ideas can truly and compellingly 

claim a good man's aUegiance" (299). Diego and Santiago make radical changes; they 

grow as mature human beings. Carlos, however, is able to endure his sttuggles because 

of his discovery of a mysterious gift, a supematural power of the imagination that defeats 

the generals. Carlos's change is not so much related to growth as it is to supematural 

transformation. Each protagonist, however, is able to confront a hosttie environment 

with strength, even if resistance to unjust authority means death, as in Santiago's case. 

These authors also use symboUc language as a means of developing characters. In 

Imagining Argentina, the use of symboUc language is more conventional than in the other 

two novels. In El Yanqui. tiie use of symboUc language is creative and genuine. FOT 

instance, Diego's attention to his dress code in New York conttasts with the one in Buenos 

Aires. His hippie style of dressing symboUzes tiie character's fireedom, which ui tfie new 

countty is restrained by tiie sophistication of the high mMdle-class famtiy with whom he 

Uves. However, as soon as he becomes aware of his own identity, he goes back to his 

long hair and his uiformal clothes. The reference to Diego's reflection on murors and 

glasses symboUzes the character's process of psychological and physical changes. 
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Unger's use of symboUsm aims at tfie completion of tiie characters and diemes of die 

novel. For example, Alejandro's taste for Roberto Arlt's novels represents and 

foreshadows die adolescent's restiess spuit, his critical attimde towaixl tiie estabUshment 

and his inclination to die sociaUst/proletariat interests. The Siete locos (Seven Madmen) 

reflects ArU's concem fOT die proletariat sodaUst reaUty of Argentina; ui El Yanqui. Siete 

loco is a clear evidence of the young Benevento's later poUtical inclination. Mine is also 

constant in his use of symboUc language to portray die characters and the theme of 

violence. FOT instance. Mine makes direct references to the hawk not only to enhance an 

atmosphere of death, but also to compare the generals to this predator bird, which feeds 

on Uving creatures. In his novel, Thomton aUudes to the cave and music symbols to 

develop Carlos as an imaginative, creative and powerfiti character. 

In contrast with the other two writers, Unger displays a unique mode of 

characterization to demythify Argentine culture. David WilUam Foster, in Altemate 

Voices, defines the process of demythification as the process that serves "to deny the 

vaUdity of cultural referents" of a specific sodocultural tradition (60). In fact from the 

symboUc perspective, one notes that El Yanqui foUows pattems of demythification based 

on exaggerations and disproportion of characters. They are comic figures; the novel also 

includes characters who exhibit disharmony or absurdity in behaviOT OT in appearance. 

These grotesque types affect the reader either in a humOTOus OT pitiful manner. In the Ust 

of characters, Hem^dez-MarelU, El Rector, La Conentuia and el gaucho Casimiro are 

good examples of demythification in the novel, Unger's development of the theme of 

demythification presents typical characters such as Hemdndez-MarelU in order to demythify 

the typical man of urban Buenos Aires. Unger's description of MareUi points out the 

falsities and vanities of the sophisticated porteno. According to Diego, MareUi is a "wtid 

Kid," a kind of playboy, whose attimde is always that of impressing people with his look. 
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As Diego puts it, "[MareUi] , , , took his time putting on his cool pair of pilot's 

sunglasses, then he dwadled finding and Ughting his nice Uttie dgarette. He curled his tips 

uito a kuid of sneer as he smoked ui a self-consdous imitation of Jean-Paul Belmondo" 

(83), 

Unger's caricature of El RectOT points out die vanity and worldliness of authority of 

the Church, Diego remembers him as a strong nuddle-age man wearing a quite unusual 

"flattop crewcut" and behaving aggressively, which reminds him of "American footbaU 

players" (45), The grotesque figure of the gaucho Casimiro. awkward like a puppet 

demythifies the mvthical figm-e of the gaucho. The narrator observes, "Casimiro was 

stooped and broken-looking. One of his arms was weirdly twisted and seemed useful to 

him only whtie bending down or performing chores below his waist like stirring up the fire 

for barbecues" (198), In a similar marmer, in a style fiUed with exaggerations. La 

Conentina and her bordeUo reveal the corraption of the countryside, the reverse of the 

idylUc and pastoral image of the pampas. The caricature of the woman depicted with 

bovine features, dyed red bright hair, short and fat, and the description of her bar reveal a 

disorgaruzed world portrayed through the stage spectacle that the protagonist wimesses, 

"The rught became a raucous parade of La Cortentina's, with tambourines and wooden 

flutes, with guitars and weuxl stringed instruments made out of armadiUos . . . " (231). 

Hem^dez-MareUi, El Rector, Casuniro, and La Correntina and tiie confusuig 

adnosphere of her bar reflect the degradation of a society as weU as tiie sad paradigmatic 

embodiments of a whole society. 

Various techniques used by the three authors help to develop the characters of the 

novels. With respect to die arrival procedure, in El Yanqui. Diego's arrival in Buenos 

Aires signals a new psychological and uiteUecmal perspective-his awakening to Ufe. In 

rhampions of the World, the MagUones' arrival portends tiieu-psychological and physical 
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coUapse. In Imagining Argentina, Carlos's arrival ui tiie pampas ttansforais him into a 

man witii hope and sdengdi to find his wife. Widi reference to departure motif, in El 

Yanqai, it means die closing of die cycle of Diego as a character in die dieme of initiation. 

I" Champion*? pf tiie Worid, departtues also close botii tiie narration and tiie 

characterization. Here, departure means tiie famtiy's disuitegration-deatii. Altiiough in 

Imagining Argentina die departure procedure does not close eidier die narration OT die 

characterization, Carlos's departure firom die pampas is a propeUing force ui die 

character's Ufe, Descriptions and symboUsms also help ui developing tiie characters. 

Unger's reference to Diego's dress code and murors symboUze tiie protagonist's 

psychological and physical changes. Mine's use of symboUc unages helps to develop die 

characters' state of mind within a chaotic wOTld. Thomton's constant references to the 

cave and music help create Carlos as an imaginative and sttong character. 

Otiier Literarv Feattires 

The novels by Unger, Thomton, and Mine are also simtiar and yet different in 

their other Uterary features. Insofar as stracture is concemed. El Yanqui foUows the 

techruques and characteristics of the Btidungsroman. It is centered around the 

protagonist's joumey to maturity. Different in approach. Imagining Argentina paraUels 

the stracture and pattems of the Greek myth of Orpheus, Champions of the World is 

stractured around the soccer games as the main support of the narration. Each authOT uses 

historical and cultural facts as stractural motifs. As a stractural cohesive element, the 

writers use the carnival motif. They also show some similarities with respect to their use 

of symboUc language to reveal human suffering. 

El Yanqui has a stracture common to novels of iititiation. The novel foUows the 

pattem of the protagonist's joumey. As Shaffher points out, tiie notion of choice in tiie 
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protagonist's decision is a vital concept: tiie protagonist assumes tiie fieedom to choose his 

joumey, even when otiier factors, such as luck or chance, seem to predetermine his 

choice (16), Such is tiie case of Diego, who freely chooses to begin his joumey in life. 

Diego's joumey is stt^cttired ui stages. According to Shaffner, die apprenticeship pattern 

presents tiuee phases: tiie "years of youtii," "tiie years of ttavel," and tiie "final years of 

refinement" (21-22), In ElYaoaui. the period of youdi is die stage in which Diego 

evolves firom "unawareness toward consciousness" (Shaffner 21), This stage belongs to 

Diego's Ufe in New York. There, he is confused and aUenated firom his sodety untti he 

chooses to ttavel to another country. Diego happtiy remembers, "Then a day came when I 

stepped into line at school and took a test for LS,E, and , , . a miracle happened- I was 

taken out of that life" (32). Theperiodof ttavel refers to Diego's life ui Argentina. This 

second stage is the most significant in the novel, because it shows the protagonist forced to 

enact certain experiences in order to achieve maturity. During his trips, he finds Mends, 

love, confUcts, and fatiures- AU of these experiences are indispensable for his growth in 

maturity and harmony- Unger presents the world not as the protagottist's enemy but as his 

guide- Diego leams from the foreign cititure and people who surround him and ttansform 

him into a more integrated human being- The third stage or period of refinement 

represents Diego's life in his country, where he continues his learning process. Once he 

achieves his membership in adult society, he plans to recapture his life and Uve it with 

higher ideals. His main purpose, formation, is a continuing process, because the 

learning process has no end- TherefOTe, this third stage means that Diego must strive as 

long as he Uves-

Thomton also butids his novel within a pattem of a joumey. However, there are 

important differences between the novels. On the one hand, Unger depicts the 

adolescent's psychological, cultural, and spmtual joumey to maturity. On the other 
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hand, Thomton portrays the character's psychological joumey to die heart of the generals' 

corraption to save his wife and other victinis. The novel's sttucture is much like the 

stracture and pattems of the Greek myth of Orpheus. AccOTding to the myth, Orpheus is 

the musician who can tame wtid nature with his lyre; he is tiie shaman who visits the land 

of the dead, and the lover who searches for the lost beloved- Thomton's protagonist 

paraUels Orpheus. Carlos Rueda is a singer and a guitar player. He is also a teacher and a 

prophet As a prophet he knows the secrets of the world of the desaparecidos. He is the 

shaman or priest who crosses the world of the prisoners, symbolized in the cave, and uses 

his power to bring them to the world of freedom. AccOTding to Warden, the Orpheus 

myth refers to three facets: Orpheus is the revealer of mysteries endowed with a special 

gift or iUumination (priest); he is the lover, and he is the musician (3). Like Orpheus, 

Carlos is the revealer of mysteries and possesses iUumination to reveal die fate of the 

desaparecidos. As a lover, he sets out to find Cedlia. This second facet is significant 

because it is related to Carlos's descent into the cave (Hades). Carlos plays the guitar to 

enchant the generals and is the singer for the people. This third phase suggests Carlos's 

capacity to estabUsh harmony and peace in a WOTM of chaos. 

Carlos's joumey has another meaning. Thomton centers on Carlos (Orpheus)-the 

gentie man-in OTder to conttast him with the darkness of the cave and the generals. In this 

Sttncture, tiiere is a reference to two different WOTMS. In dus respect Warden writes: 

L6vy-Strauss and his foUowers . . . have asserted that mental and social process 
are fundamentaUy binary, coded in mythical examples which, when dedphered, 
reveal simple polarities- The psychic life of a people sends up directiy 
conttadiaory impulses diat wiU crystaUize in antitiietical figures, (19) 

It is possible to see tiiat in Imagining Argentina, die myth of Orpheus represents the 

symboUc expression of two worlds, the mental (Carlos's power of the imagination), and 
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tiie social processes (die miUtary rulers and dieu- system), which Carlos and his Mends 

fight to desttoy. 

The novel paraUels the sttucture of die andent Greek myth. In addition, die figure 

of Orpheus, die musician, is Uke die modem figure of Picasso's painting. The Old 

Guitarist Along with tiiese two concrete elements, there is a reference to Wallace 

Stevens's poem, "The Man and tiie Blue Guitar," as a sttnctural motif. Thus, 

Orpheus's, Picasso's, and Stevens's motifs help butid the narration in relation to the 

theme of Carlos Rueda and the desapareddos. 

Mine's novel also reflects the pattem of a joumey, the MagUones' psychological 

joumey in life, their slow mental and physical disintegration. He stractures his novel 

around the soccer games. He interweaves circumstances related to the games with phases 

of repression, abduction and torture. Moreover, in Bookn, he combines the preparation 

for soccer games with scenes of poUtical violence (poUtical strikes, pubUc demonstrations, 

and war scenes). The spectacles and the euphOTia are in conttast to the private Uves of the 

characters. The author uses pastiche and collage techruques to stracture the theme of 

Champions of the World by inserting excerpts from the sports magazine on the soccer 

games, newspaper cUps on sport commentaries, and pieces of correspondence about the 

Malvinas war. Furthermore, the pattem of the novel's stracture is a series of entangled 

plots with an abundance of actions. These reveal the dramatization of the chronicle of die 

famtiy MagUone. 

The use of the joumey motif as a pattem of die novels tilusttates how tiie writers 

perceive the world. The protagonists of tiie three novels, ui one way OT anotiier, foUowa 

quest Diego's quest is formation; Carios's quest is to free victims of poUtical injustices; 

the MagUones' quest is to search for freedom and peace. However, each writer presents 

the vision of the world in specific fashion. In El Yanqui. Diego's world is complex. 
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tiu-eatemng, and chaUenging, Yet it is not entirely harmful It serves as Diego's guide 

ui his joumey to maturity. In Imagining Argentina. Carlos's world is also threatening; 

however, it is not entirely maUgnant The corruption of die world can be defeated by 

people's creativity and spmtual powers. Unlike the ambience described in these novels, 

the MagUones' world is not ortiy chaotic and hosttie, but is evti. Mine's worM is a 

detertninistic place where temble things happen to the characters. In this respect the 

world of spectacles, deceiving and martipulative, is a symboUc expression of incongruity. 

Unger, Mine, and Thomton also use historical and cultural facts as a stractural 

motif. In Unger's and Mine's novels, die repetition of these facts creates a rhythm and 

developmental strategy of the plot. FOT instance, Unger's poUtical demonsttations, 

depiction of people's enthusiasm for soccer games, aUusion to the Argentine national 

anthem, and officers' speeches for national festivals paraUel Mine's, They also pinpoint 

the poverty of viUas miserias and the wealthy neighborhoods as elements of conttast. 

Thomton's uses of history, however, is limited to the present time of the narration. He 

uses the stories about the desaparecidos as tales within a story for rhythmical purposes. 

The stractural motif of Thomton Ues in the use of the aUegory in relationship to the theme 

of the desaparecidos. e.g., the aUegorization of the pampas, the cave, and the birds. 

Another cohesive element in the novels is the carnival motif, which suggests 

potential oansformations. "The carnival and tiie camivaUzation of Uterattue" (Bakhtin 100) 

is a concept originated by Mikhati Bakhtui. Bakhtin says: 

Carnival is a pageant without a stage and without a division into performers and 
spectators. In the camival everyone is an active participant, everyone communes in 
the carnival act Camival is not contemplated, it is, strictiy speaking, not even 
played out; its partidpants Uve in it, they Uve accOTding to its laws, as long as 
those laws are in f Drce, i.e. they Uve in camivaUstic Ufe, The camivaUstic life is 
life drawn out of its usual rat it is to a degree 'life tumed uiside out', life tiie 
wrong way 'round' (monde i 1 envers'). (100-101) 
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The styUstic importance of die camival motif is an intrasion into the narrative space 

in the three wOTks, Although tiie camival motif appears in die duee novels, there are 

important differences in each wOTk which need to be considered. In Unger and Mine's 

novels, the cantival motif takes die form of die sttikes and demonsttations, the 

celebrations of the soccer games and Diego's experience in the Correntina's bar. In bodi 

novels, everyone is an active participant The people Uve the spectacles according to their 

own laws. The aUusions to poUtical demonsttations in both novels refer to Bakhtin's 

defirution of the cantival because the demonstrations are determined to confront the stams 

quo, the hierarchical system and aU connected forms of fear and "etiquette." PoUtical 

demonstrations express a need fOT sodal change; the people in those moments express 

their desire for fieedonL The demonsttations are recogruzable as stimuU for change, even 

if they are fOT a short period of time and with negative consequences at the end. In Mine's 

novel there is a prelude to the camival motif- In Chapter 5, there is a description of the 

Ital Park fair with Diego, Ana and Dartiel MagUone (94)- The soccer games celebrations 

also undergo a powerful camivaUzation. Ltice many celebrations of the carnival type in the 

ancient Greece and Rome, e. g., the satumalias. the soccer games occupy a significant 

place in the Uves of people. They celebrate die games with tumulmous revelry and excess 

of emotion. In Champions of the WOTld. the games are contemplated as an act of 

martipulation on the part of the regime to disttact people's attention. 

The camival motif in El Yangui is simtiar to that in Champions of the World in its 

descriptions of tiie political demonsttations. Unger's best tilusttation of camivaUzation is 

found in Chapter 6, "The Big Ranch," witii tiie description of tiie Correntina's barroom. 

It portrays a complex expression of human beings. About this type of scene, Bakhtin 

says, "Camival developed an entire language of symboUc, concretely sensuous... form, 

ranging from large, compUcated mass performances to individual camivaUstic gestures" 
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(100). In tiie Cortentina's bartoom, Diego, who is under tiie effect of tiie LSD, 

undergoes a nightinare-Uke experience. The camival has die quaUty of a surrealistic 

dream The bartoom is Uke a "Uving beast made up of music and noise" (231). The 

protagonist's confusion is total; he "was no longer able to distinguish between pattem 

and humartity." The scene is "a raucous parade" with tambourines, wooden flutes, and 

many mOTe instruments. There are also descriptions of distorted figures in the mirrors of 

the bar, "aU of them cracked or fissured and spUtting up the WOTM that moved in them" 

(232), The parade lacks harmony; everybody laughs and is drunk. The camivaUstic 

nature of this parade is parodv. According to Bakhtin, parody is an "integral element. . 

. in aU camivaUstic genres in general" (104), In camival, parody has diverse forms and 

degrees. For example, there is a diversity of images ridiculing one another as in the 

mirrors. In reference to this common phenomenon in camivaUzed Uterature, Bakhtin 

explains: "In camival, parody... had diverse forms and degrees: various ways and fiom 

various viewpoints, as in a system of trick mirrors which elongates and compresses and 

contorts in various directions and to various degrees" (105). In El Yanqui. the chaotic 

parade symbolizes the grotesque aspect of reaUty; it is the " 'inside-out world'" (Bakhtin 

105). The portrayal of the (Correntina's bar is a parody in itself. 

The camival motif is also present in Imagining Argentina. specificaUy at the end of 

the novel The camival is a celebration; it is "an assertion against emptiness," Carlos 

says, referring to the cantival motif of his new play (200). The camival, which has all the 

characteristics of a BraziUan parade, depicts a black woman with a bird in her right hand 

whtie she plays the drams. There is a description of a band, a crowd, and die 

protagonist Carlos Rueda, happily dancuig. As in the otiier two novels, tiie camival 

motif is also an intrasion into the narrative space. It reinfOTces a radical disequiUbrium in 

life pattems. It means a potential opening or dansfomiation into something positive. 
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Here, the camival motif also foUows Bakhtui's definition. The description of the camival 

ui Thomton's novel expresses tiie openness and ttansformation of tiie system: "die 

hierarchical system and aU die connected forms of fear, awe, pity, etiquette, etc, are 

s u s p e n d e d . . . " (101). 

The three writers present the camival motif as an intrasion into the narrative space. 

In the camival, such as the poUtical demonstrations, the celebration of tiie soccer games, 

the Correntina's parade, and the camival in La Boca, the participants have an active 

participation. As Bakhtin says, "They Uve in a camivaUstic life" (100). 

The writers use symboUc language to convey the sense of deep human fimstration. 

Among the many recurrent elements in the three novels, the preoccupation with death, 

loneliness and confinement are conttolling factOTS, In El Yanqui. the nights suggest fear, 

confusion and possible death. FOT instance, Unger refers to the Colegio San Andr6s 

which "opened up under blue evening shadows" (41). He also describes the rtight when 

the smdents are foUowed by die poUce, and when Cristina is left behind, and "she hopped 

a waU and disappeared into the darkness" (117). He also uses dark OT gray colors as a 

symbol of physical and psychological repression. In Chapter 10, he describes the 

hospital where Diego's brodier Ues in a gloomy place, "Patients were wondering around 

the grounds . . . Most of them were older men in heavy gray jackets and gray hospital 

pants" (329). In Champions of the World, the emphasis on ugly and distorted objects OT 

animals is related to death. However, unUke Unger, Mine uses symboUc language tiiat 

foreshadows catasttophe. In Chapter 1, Bookll, in order to anticipate Daniel's deatii, 

he writes, "A hawk.. . plmnmeted across [Daniel's] Une of fUght" (193). He also 

depicts the grotesque sacrifice of an animal to foreteU (Mstina's sacrifice and 

disappearance. Some men threaten her by drowning a puppy "untti the only thing 

disturbing the smooth surface was a string of bubbles rising from the sack like pearls" 
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(228). Ltice Unger, Mine uses black to symboUze ttagedy. Diego, near his death 

sentence, observes "tiie dark outiine of his tiuck feet sttangely foreign to him now. He 

knew, firom die quaUty of die blackness around him and tiie deptii of his desolation, tiiat it 

was sometune between midnight and dawn, one of diose difficuh hours. Every night he 

started away firom his dreams" (166). Cristina and Daniel also observe tiiat tiie tight from 

the moon "seemed to faU in pieces onto the lake. Dancing black wedges of water smashed 

the light into stivers . . ." (214). In Imagining Argentina, the use of ice, metal, darkness 

and flickering yeUow tight symboUze firastration, terror, and imprisonment. Thomton's 

recurrent theme of the cave is a good example, "In [Carlos's] dream the guitar felt like 

metal... the waUs of the cave were covered with hoarfrost and ice Voices fiUed the 

darkness" (126), 

Although the three writers share simtiar characteristics, they are different in their 

use of them. El Yanqui foUows the pattem of the apprenticeship's joumey. Imagining 

Argentina paraUels the stracture of the Greek myth of Orpheus, and Champions of the 

World is stractured around the soccer games to present the ttagedy of a famtiy (the 

MagUones) and a country (Argentina), Though the three authors use historical facts, only 

Unger and Mine use of a diversity of cultural and social events as a stractural motif, 

FinaUy, after criticaUy reviewing the works of the three authors, it is my view that 

only Unger has produced Uterattue tiiat wiU probably endure. Only his novel is developed 

with enduring artistic skiU. It goes beyond the usual poUtical novel Unger brings Ufe to 

his writing in his thorough depiction of setting and complex characters, narrated in a rich 

style. El Yanoui reflects both tiie complexities of tiie protagonist's coming to terms witii 

life and the urtiversal experience of coming to maturity. 
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Note 

1 After I was nearing completion of this dissertation, I found out that the Mexican 
Carlos Fuentes has taken up Argentina as a setting. In his novel I^ camnafia (Madrid: 
Mondadori, 1990), ttanslated as The Campaign, ttans. Alfred Mac Adam (New Yoric: 
Farrar, Sttauss and Gu-oux, 1991), Fuentes writes about Argentina of die 1810s. 
SpecificaUy, die novel focuses on die decade of die independence snuggle frona 1810 to 
1829 in Latin America, covering firom Argentina to Mexico, witii stops in Peru, Chtieand 
Venezuela. 



CHAPTER v n 

CONCLUSIONS 

Douglas Unger, Lawrence Thomton and Douglas Mine are North American writers 

who have attempted to capture the Argentina of recent years. Like nineteenth-century 

writers, they provide insight into the coundy. However, unlike their nineteenth-century 

counterparts, they are concemed with presenting a contemporary picture of Argentina, of 

its poUtical landscape, and of the country's dissolution into severe repression and violence. 

Unger's El Yanqui (1986) is a novel of iititiation. Unger intertwines the 

sodopoUtical upheavals of contemporary Argentina and the Urtited States. The novel is an 

engaging smdy of the dramatic changes in the life of a high school smdent in a foreign 

country. It is a reflection of Argentina in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. The tensions 

between a repressive miUtary govemment and the poUtical demonsttations of wOTkers and 

smdents fcam the background of the novel. Through Diego or "El Yanqui," Unger 

portrays the ttagic sense of despair and impotence that is part of Argentina and the modem 

world. The protagonist teUs of adventure, fortune and misfortune, in the cities of Buenos 

Aires and New York. In Buenos Aires, where he grows into maturity, Diego captures 

with sensitivity tiie sttengths and shortcomings of the famtiy Benevento and of those who 

surtoundhim. He criticizes die vanity, Ues, and insensitivity of a corrapt bourgeoisie 

(the miUtary, die church, and die upper-class). Despite die bleak picmre of a decaying 

society, Unger captures the goodness of the human being in the p(X)r and suffering. 

Unger's characters manifest a theattical exhibition of misery against economic and poUtical 

corraption, e.g., the sad picture of the poor and mistteated workers and smdents in the 

poUtical demonstrations; however, the writer is able to distiU from the darkness both tight 

and hope for humanity. 

234 
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Thomton's Imagining Argentina (1987) focuses on tiie dieme of the desaparecidos 

in Argentina during tiie period of tiie 1970s. The novel paraUels tiie pattem of tiie Greek 

myth of Orpheus, which serves as the primary stracture for the story of Carlos Rueda. 

The main character is forced to confront homble poUtical reaUties when his wife, Cectiia, 

is captured. Discovering witiiin himself the gift of vision, the abiUty to see die fate of die 

desaparecidos. Carlos confronts injustice and gives hope and support to the relatives of the 

victims, EvenmaUy, Carlos finds his wife and the regime coUapses, As a work of art 

the novel is engaging, and it denounces tyranny and reveals the triumph of the human 

spirit over oppression. Nonetheless, the reader must seriously question whether or not 

the reality of Argentina is captured in any substantive way. What Thomton does, as the 

titie impUes, is to "imagine Argentuia." He glosses over what is specificaUy Argentine in 

the period he covers and casts the entire conflict in terms of the more universal confUct of 

freedom versus tyranny. The reader may ask, however, whether Thomton has anything 

to say about the way that this universal confUct is played out in Argentina? Does he 

capture what is reaUy behind tyrarmy in Argentina? I suggest that the answer to both of 

these questions is no. 

Mine's Champions of tiie World (1988) also gives uisight into die culttual and 

poUtical background of Argentina. Set ui 1978 and 1982, tiie novel teUs about die 

disintegration of the famtiy MagUone, whose members die for tiieir poUtical beUefs. The 

somber presentation of the faU of tiie MagUones has its counterpoint in die fervor and fierce 

enthusiasm of die soccer fans during die WOTM Cup Soccer Toumament. Mine uses die 

scxjcer games to indicate how the ttuth was disguised. He conttasts die suffering of the 

r̂ f'gaparecidos and their famiUes with the events related to the soccer matches. Mine 

depicts his characters as victims of die malady of die society. Through the 
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crade and grotesque picture of die victims' torture, he observes tiie sickness of modem 

sodeties and their despotic regimes. 

No novel is uidependent of tiie Weltanschauung of its autiior. In die case of a 

person writing about a foreign coundy, die author is perhaps forced to rely mOTe on his 

WOTld view to fiU in die gaps created by die lack of knowledge of die culttire. Whtie it is 

not possible to define fiiUy the world view of these writers, some summary remarks can be 

made about the perspectives of the novels. Unger is, broadly speaking, a westem 

humanist He is emotionally attached to Argentina and its people. In his novel he is 

opposed to the oppression and the rale of the generals on behalf of the people he knows 

and loves. Mine is also attached to the coundy and its people. However, his opposition 

to the tyrarmy of the generals, in some ways, represents more of a nihiUstic view of life. 

Perhaps there is an inward identification with MagUone and tiie anarchist phtiosophy of 

Bakunin. Whtie criticism of the Church is noticeable in Unger, Mine takes the criticism to 

a deeper level Whtie Unger's view of the ttanscendent reaUty is unclear. Mine's universe 

is clearly without transcendence. In fact, it is a Sartrean WOTM wherein there is Uttie or no 

ultimate meaning in reaUty itself, "no exit" from the darkness of the world, Thomton's 

WOTld view reflects basic American UberaUsm, He too is hostile to the Argentinean 

miUtary juntas from a classicaUy Uberal perspective. The generals represent tyranny, the 

crashing of the human spmt, Thomton's approach to die problem is classicaUy Uberal: 

individual resistance. The indefatigable spmt of tiie gifted individual, Carlos Rueda, 

cannot be crashed by barbaric tyranny. The inspired, enUghtened individual ttiumphs 

over the evti (the absence of good), repressive authority. 

The authors' world views affect their approach to presenting Argentina, The effect 

of an author's world view can limit his/her capacity to capture a foreign countty. Of the 

three, Unger is the least limited. That is because he imposes the least of his own 
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perspective on history. His outiook is partiaUy accounted for by his real, deep 

relationship with Argentines, Mine also loves the country and feels a connection to it 

however, his idea that the world is negative and diat it imposes and conditions human 

beings has its effect on the novel There is a pervasive sense of despair and nihiUsm 

throughout the novel. Perhaps the overwhelming darkness of a corrapt govemment 

predisposes him to respond with such frasttation, Thomton is the most limited in his 

WOTM view. He creates an oversimplified view of Argentina because of his very limited 

perspective, Thomton sees the issue as the sttuggle between Uberty and tyranny, Whtie 

there is, no doubt trath in this viewpoint, he says nothing spedfic about Argentina. He 

falls back on the classic image of tyrarmy for the United States: Nazi Germany. By 

comparing the Argentine junta with Nazi Germany, he casts the world onto the 

Procrastean bed with which he and his countrymen are most famiUar: the forces of Uberty 

(represented by the United States) fight the forces of tyranny (represented by the Nazis or 

communists). In Thomton's case, comparing the Argentine junta with the Nazis is merely 

a revelation that the author has nothing specific to say about Argentina, 

Imagining Argentina paraUels the kind of ftims popular among citizens of the 

Uruted States, films that present a clear-cut separation of good and evti people which wiU 

not chaUenge the viewers to consider in depth the possibiUty of "their own evti," 

Thomton, we nught say, distances himself firom the evti. Thus, his criticism of the 

tyranny in Argentina is firom a safe distance where the sense of righteousness of the reader 

from tiie United States is not chaUenged. This produces what Jean Franco caUs "an etiiical 

vacuuHL" Alluding to Joan Didion's Salvador. Franco states: 

It [is] important to stress the ethical vacuum in mettopoUtan sodeties if only to 
forestaU any tendency to regard the repressive regimes in Latin America and 
especiaUy the Southem Cone as purely local aberrations. Joan Didion faUs into 
this trap when she speaks of the "ineffable" quaUty of Salvadoran violence. It is 
not that the state violence in Argentina in 1976, for example, had any paraUel in the 
United States but rather that, from the point of view of the medopoUs, real Third 
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World cadavers have fiieUed die "mobtiized privatization" of contemporary sodety 
(WilUarns, 1983), The Thuxl World represents cheap and surplus labor down to 
the minimum. The invasion of Guatemala in 1953, die overthrow of AUende ui 
1973, tiie instaUation of die Argentine junta ui 1976, resulted in cultures of fear, 
because fear was deterrant to poUtical OTganization which in those countties had 
inhibited the effective OTgaruzation of a consumer society. The attempts of Puiochet 
in Chtie, of Martinez de la Hoz in Argentina to apply neoUberal economics came in 
the aftermath of bratal repression of poUtical parties and trade unions. It is trae that 
tiie towering "caracoles" OT spiral-sheU vertical shopping maUs in Chtie have come 
to seem more and more like monstrous symbols of a never-fulfiUed cultural 
revolution Nevertheless, the fatiure does not not alter the fact that they were 
built, as were the economic poUdes of aU the miUtary regimes, upon cemeteries, 
and the new citizens of the consumer societies browbeaten by torture and 
disappearance resembled the Uving dead rather dian the upbeat Coke generation of 
American advertising. (63) 

If one takes into account Argentina's history as a colony and the ongoing poUtical 

and econonuc penetration of the country by the United States, more of a self-questioning 

and self-critical approach to Thomton's own culture and society could have been an avenue 

to real insight Unformnately, he never embarks on this path. Whtie Thornton is, in 

some respects, a sktilful noveUst who creates an engaging story, unformnately his only 

message is to support the people of the Uruted States in their uncritical assumption about 

their own sodety and about nondemocratic nations. It is perhaps worth noting what JuUo 

Cort^ar says about Uterature as a product of cultural responsibiUty. In "La Uteratura 

lationoamericana a la luz de la historia contenqxH^nea," Corticar says that "hoy sabemos 

que la Uteratura no es s61o un producto sino una responsabtiidad cultural, y el primero en 

saberlo es el escritOT mismo si merece verdaderamente ese nombre y no el de mero escriba" 

(13), 

OveraU, the three novels do make a real contribution to North American Uterature in 

tiuee respects, Fu^t of aU, diey broaden the literattire of die United States ui dieu- attempts 

to treat a fOTcign nation and its problems. This is particularly trae of Unger and Mine, 

who present Argentina for readers who may know Uttie or nothing of this distant land. 

This presentation is in no way superficial or merely extemal; diey commurticate their 
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understanduig of Argentina. In die process, tiiey create a WOTM which is new to most 

North Americans. The intensity of dieir heartfelt engagement is evident ui die passion and 

the detati with which they describe the demonsttations, the neighboriioods, the 

counttyside, even tiie stteets. Unger is particularly effective at pointing out die broad 

picture of the country, rich in images and detatis, especiaUy Buenos Aires. Mine's 

description of the viUas miserias also offers an authentic local color, which portrays the 

social background and idiosyncrasies of the inhabitants. 

Second, each of these novels has definite Uterary strengths, Thomton's talent Ues 

mainly in his use of the symbols and metaphors, the garden and the house, to allude to the 

quaUties of the protagonist. The novel's analogy to the myth of Orpheus is significant 

because it helps to develop the narration at the metaphorical level, Unger is successful in 

capturing his experience in fictionaUzed form. El Yanqui is a rich, weU sttuctured novel 

of iititiation. The creation of Diego as a character is particularly striking. He is a 

foreigner passing through a strange land; yet "El Yanqui" stops being the foreigner in 

Argentina to become a uruversal man. He leams of the profound connection he cames 

with the culture and Mends of Argentina, and leams that both cultures, countties and 

famiUes are part of himself. No less memorable are the members of the Benevento famtiy, 

especiaUy Alejo, Diego's Mends and his brodier Harry. They recreate die hectic and 

turbulent world of die 1960s, Mine's creation of tiie Maglione famtiy vividly portrays die 

individual psychological straggle for fieedom and dignity in a hosttie miUeu, In some 

ways simtiar to Unger's novel. Mine's Champions of tiie World effectively develops tiie 

theme of tiie foreigner as an extie, an extie botii within his/her own land and outside it 

Fl Yanqui's eptiogue is simtiar to Mine's treatment of this subject. In addition, it is 

worth noting that whtie Unger and Mine create characters who arc foreigners 
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to Argentina (Diego and Angela and Mtichati MagUone), Thomton, who has never been in 

Argentina, creates native Argentines as characters, 

FinaUy, it can be said about Muie's and Unger's novels that tiiey contribute to die 

Uterature of poUtical experience. These two novels are effective in presenting poUtical 

chaos as a manifestation of human finsdation and fratity. In Mine's case, the poUtical 

chaos is more specificaUy a manifestation of the absurdity of life and the darkness of 

human nature. Nevertheless, there is something nussing fiom the tteatment of political 

life in each of these novels. Although Unger and Mine carefitily aUude to the origins of 

Argentina and its history as a country fiUed with violence and Ues (a cause and effect 

sodopoUtical dimension), neither of them tteats sufficientiy the deepest question: what is 

the explanation fOT poUtical chaos of the kind found in Argentina in this period? Unger 

and Mine make the most expUdt suggestion, along the lines already mentioned. The 

problem with Mine's view of the poUtical world is its bleakness. Whtie there may be 

glimmers of tight for individuals (Angela MagUone and Frandsca Otero), there is no 

apparent hope for a reasonably just poUtical order. As a final wOTd, I would like to 

suggest that there is certainly room fOT Uterary tteatment of poUtical chaos which grounds 

political disorder clearly and expUcitiy in human nature, Plato suggested two thousand 

four hundred years ago that just poUtical order is rooted in the soul and that poUtical chaos 

is the result of the disorder in tiie soul. Plato argued that order in die soul was found when 

the soiti was properly oriented to a transcendent reaUty. None of these authors-Unger, 

Mine, OT Thomton-approached tiiese deptiis. Nor do tiiey offer a convuicing altemative 

explanation. Yet, if Uterature is to capttue the depths of human experience, a deeper look 

into the soul of humanity which treats the poUtical realm wiU ultimately be necessary. 

The writers offer their insight into Argentina. Of tiie duee novels, Unger's and 

Mine's works transcend the Argentine locale to consider further the sodopolitical injustices 
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of human beings in general, a universal humanity. El Yanqui reflects tiie authOT's desire 

to narrate a story of a fanuly, die Beneventos, and of a fordgn smdent Diego, with the 

hope of providing an understanding, not only of Argentina, but of the universal 

experience of coming to maturity. In Champions of die World. Mine reflects the 

straggUng of a fanuly, the MagUones, and reveals the evti of the govemment Imagining 

Argentina reflects the authOT's stance that the power of die imagination is the only weapon 

to fight evti. To a lesser OT greater degree, they are able to capture the anguish and 

confusion of their characters immersed in the corrapted power of a tyrannical govemment 

in ways which are uruversal. 
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Unfortunately, I did not have the oppormnity to meet Douglas Unger. The 

foUowing interview is based on questions answered by Unger ui tiie two letters tiiat he 

sent me, tiie first one on May 16, 1989, and tiie latter on January 31,1990 after he 

rettmied from his Fulbright ttip to Argentina. It is wordi noting tiiat Douglas Unger 

kindly answered the questions in die foUowing format. 

Rosa Chazarreta: Have you ever visited Argentina? 

Douglas Unger: I have Uved in Argentina and have ttaveUed there at various times 
over the past twenty tears. I was an American Field Service smdent at the age of 16 
and received a bachtilerato nadonal degree firom Colegio San Miguel in Buenos Aires in 
1969. After that, I stayed on for a few montiis, into 1970. Lengthy correspondence 
with my adopted Argentine fanuly foUowed that until about 1975, when ttagedy and 
trouble happened to them and to so many of my Mends and to so many Argentines. 

Chazarreta: What happened to your Argentine famtiy? 

Unger: One of my adopted Argentine brothers "disappeared" on November 19, 
1976. A second brother was kiUed in an "enfirentanuento" in March of 1977. My 
third Argentine brother escaped certain deadi in March of 1977 and Uved in extie in 
Paris untti December of 1984, when he retumed to Buenos Aires to begin a new life. 

Chazarreta: What other experiences did you have in Argentina? 

Unger: I retumed to Argentina in May of 1985, and I attended the trials of the 
comandantes. worked with las Madres de Plaza de Mavo. with the C.E.L.S human 
rights group, and volunteered time to other activities, including research reporting for 
news agendes concerning the trials. 

Chazarreta: Did you have the opportunity to visit other cities of Argentina besides 
Buenos Aires? 

Unger: During my various travels to Argentina, I have visited many different cities 
and provinces. I have been to Mendoza, toC6rdoba, to Rfo Cuarto, La Plata, Mar 
del Plata, Santa Fe, Entre Rfos, Tucum^, Resistencia, Corrientes, Posadas, and 
to Iguazu and aU through Misiones province. I have not been south into Patagonia or 
Tierra del Fuego, or into the southem Andean region, but, of course, one day I hope 
to get to know aU of those places. I have Mends with ranches in the Buenos Aires 
province, in Santa Fe, and in Chaco, and have visited mainly in the north. I've gone 
dorado fishing on the Rfo Parang, but nOT yet ttout fishing in and around San Carlos de 
Bariloche. I guess what I'm saying here is that my trips around Argentina have given 
me a knowledge of the country in a rather checkerboard fashion; there is so much left 
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to discover and tiiere are so many places left to go tiiat I feel I am sttil just beginning to 
know the landscape of Argentina. 

Chazarreta: What is your opinion about Argentuie poUtics and your interest in 
writing El Yanqui? 

Unger: As for poUtics, el gran plomo del mundo. as Borges said, I have yet to meet 
any two Argentines, on the street or in government, who teU me the same story. I 
had a long drink with F61ix Luna in June 1987, and certain movements and factions in 
the national flow and flux of el qutiombo bdrbaro or el despelote total (his words) 
began to seem clear to me; then I spoke fOT a whtie to Ricardo PigUa and read his 
books and became confused again; after that, I sought out Jorge Asfs and found 
myself not only cynical but in a certain sense, vastiy entertained but suddenly 
terrified. My best Mend among writers there, Alberto Vanasco, teUs me not to worry 
about any of it but I can't help myself, and I continue to think about and read about 
and worry about Argentina. What I am saying here is that my interest in writing about 
Argentina, however weU or badly I have done so, has always been firom my heart, 
because it is now and always wiU be a big part of who and what I am as a human 
being. 

Chazarreta: Thus, in relation to your novel and your experience in Argentina, how 
do you perceive the country different firom the United States? 

Unger: I see Argentina Uke un pafs barroco. esperp6ntico. Argentina is como un 
sal6n de espejos. donde el argentino aparece como mir^dose en un centenar de 
espejos y confiindi^ndose entte ellos. Here in the United States, there is an empirical 
and naturaUst/realist ttadition; thus, it is very difficult to write about the fantastic 

Chazarreta: Can you comment on El Yanqui? 

Unger: El Yanqui is the first of two novels about Argentina. The second novel. 
The Disappeared, has been in progress since 1985. My intentions with El Yanqui 
have often been misunderstood; many people say, "tius never happened in just exactiy 
titis way," and they are right-I was trying in tiiat book to capttn-e the particular feeUng 
of an era, the one that proceeded the retum of Juan Per(^ from extie and, in my 
opinion, began tiie repression of tiie left wing of his own party and, later, gave way 
to the robbing and despoiling of the entue country during tiie proceso. I aUowed 
myself the noveUst's Ucense to play widi history, to take events diat actually took place 
over a period of about three years and to reassemble them in one, unidentified 
"fictional" year. 

Chazarreta: What can you teU me about your other novels? 

Unger: The otiier novels. Leaving tiie Land, and The Turkev War, are tiie ones tiiat 
have estabUshed my reputation as a writer of fiction in North America and abroad. 
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Chazarreta: Who are the most important writers to you? 

Unger: Many, many writers are impOTtant to me; it seems tiiat different ones take 
over at different stages of my own writing. I can diink of Latin American writers-
Miguel Angel Asturias, Mario Vargas LLosa, Borges, Cortdzar-die classics of 
contemporary Latin American fiction are, aU of them, very important to me. But also, 
I suppose the new realist ttadition in North American fiction is and has been important 
Raymond Carver was my best Mend for fourteen years, untti his death in August, 
1988. Also, Tobias Wolff and Richard FOTd are important writers to me. I admire 
their reaUsm, their unflinching honesty in writing fiction, 

Chazarreta: What other writers fiom Argentina do you admire? 

Unger: Of course, I admire Borges, whom I met ui 1969. I like Slbato and also 
met him in Argentina, I translated El dinel After my most recent ttip to Argentina, 
I've discovered and faUen in love widi novels of Osvaldo Soriano-No habri mis penas 
ni olvido. Cuarteles de inviemo most especiaUy. Also the "novela negra" series by 
Pablo Fienmann- Ej6rcito de cenizas and El ultuno dfa de la vfctima. JOTge Asfs is 
also on my current Ust of admired writers, aU of whom wiU probably have an influence 
on my work in the future. 

Chazarreta: Has any Argentine writer influenced you in El Yanqui? 

Unger: About El Yanqui. specificaUy, no single Argentine writer I can think of had 
a great deal of influence. However, there were histories that influenced the book-
Donald Hodges's remarkable book from the University of New Mexico press, 
Argentina. Revolution and Resistance, was an influence. Also, Scofield's 
Argentina-the edition pubUshed in the early nineteen sixties—was important 

Chazarreta: Are there other influences on your novel on which you would like to 
comment? 

Unger: Yes. As far as real influences, there are ttaces of a seventeenth-century 
Spanish novel in El Yanqui. particularly in the flying over Buenos Aires sequence in 
the second chapter and in the bordeUo sequence in the sixth chapter, influenced 
Sttongly by Luis Vdez de Vergara's El Diablo Coiuelo. Largely, tiiough, my 
experience in Argentina in 1969-70, and in 1985, and my continuing correspondence 
with my Argentine famtiy, formed the strongest influence on the development and 
writuig of die story. In a way, I am sttil continuing diat story ui my new book about 
Argentina. 

Chazarreta: Could you comment on the style of your book? 

Unger: The style of my bcx)ks is hard for me to state-I don't exactiy know what it is. 
Some people call me a realistic writer, though I don't particularly feel ltice one OT read 
my novels that way; other critics say that I am writing a kind of poUtical/sodal reaUsm. 
I just tty to write the story die way I see it and feel it and I can never predict what's 
going to happen. I hope this doesn't seem like too much of a cop-out on this question. 
Of course. El Yanqui made some attempt to break, away firom Midwestem reaUsm and 
maybe, just maybe, more reaUstic in its intentions than any of the other books. 
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Chazarreta: Is there a possibiUty fOT the book to be ttanslated into Spartish? 

Unger: Yes. Dartiel Divinsky of Ediciones La FIOT is considering ETYanqui. 
possibly witii some changes in translation, fOT pubUcation in Argentina. Also, David 
Rabinovich, a producer in HoUywood, has apparentiy just purchased movie rights to 
the book. I'U keep my fingers crossed on both possibilities. 
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Of the tiu-ee writers, Lawrence Thomton is tiie only autiior I had die oppormnity to 

meet personaUy. At noon, July 24, 1989, I uiterviewed Mr. Thomton at die 

Albuquerque Auport restaurant, whtie he was passing tiuough tiie dty on his ttip to Santa 

Fe. The discussion was wide-ranging but I was particularly uiterested ui exploring 

Thomton's views on his work and on Uterature in general. 

Rosa Chazarreta: What can you teU me about your novel in general? 

Lawrence Thomton: I thought that to write about a place and a topic like the 
disappeared was a risky simation. ButlreaUydid not care. 

Chazarreta: Why did you thirtic it was risky? 

Thornton: It was risky to write about something that I have not seen at first hand. 
Then, I said to myself, "What difference does it make if fiction is an act of creation. 
Fiction is not history. Fiction is not a ttavelog. Fiction is something on the other side of 
the question, and at that point I knew I was no longer worried about it My task was to 
find some ways to respond to conditions that I found involved, and conditions I felt that I 
had to testify about. In fact, I was never bothered by the fact that I was not there. As a 
matter of fact I seem to write better about places I do not know. I have another novel, 
which is finished, about Joseph Conrad, largely about Conrad's time in the Malayan 
archipelago. 

Chazarreta: Stephen Crane comes to mind. He wrote about the Turkish war, without 
being there. 

Thomton: Oh, yes, WeU, I have two views of fiction. Fiction is a kind of recording 
of a personal history, and fiction is an enormous creative gesture. I knew by certain 
reviews that came out about the novel that some detatis were wrong about Buenos Aires. 

Chazarreta: For instance, the pampas? 

Thornton: Yes, some people told me, "Your pampas are much more exotic than what I 
have ever seen." 

Chazarreta: In titis case, how weU acquainted are you with the geography of Argentina? 

Thornton: I have read a Uttie bit about the geography of your country, I've read among 
other things the works of Hudson, 

Chazarreta: Do you mean Purple Land? 

Thornton: Yes, it is from there that the idea of the birds came firom. It seems to me that 
he was describing lovely things. It was a gocxi source for me. At that point in the 
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writing of tiie book I tiiought "tiiat is aU I need." I had his autiiority. I wanted tiie 
pampas out tiiere because I wanted it to be a place, a condition fOT Carlos; I wanted 
something to happen to hioL 

Chazarreta: How weU acquainted are you witii Argentine history? 

Thomton: (Dbviously, my sense of geography is impressionistic, and my sense of 
Argentuiian history is certainly confined to die twentietii centtuy. I have always been 
fascuiated by tiiat pain of die extteme right-wing conservatism and even fasdsm tiiat runs 
ui tiie countty, which has aUowed certautiy die Nazis to find haven. I diought to myseU", 
how could tiiat happen? In tiie reading I have done, I sensed tiiat Nazism is ui die culture, 
in the same way that radsm is here in this culture. Is that right? 

Chazarreta: There is a simtiar case witii tiie camival section. I tiiought I was in Brazti. 

Thornton: WeU, the cantival section was inspired by photographs of the camival in 
Buenos Aires in tiie Buenos Aues/ Buenos Aires book. It is a wonderful photograph of 
the stage, of the children with fantastic cosmmes. It came just at the right time. 
Thinking about die book, I diought, "If diey do not have a camival in Buenos Aires, diey 
should have," There are some people who say that I have to pay more attention to certain 
facts, but I am reluctant to do that 

Chazarreta: In your opinion, who are the most important writers in Uterature? 

Thomton: As a noveUst, I have to express my prejudices, I like Henry James, Joseph 
Conrad, who is probably one of the two major influences on me, the odier being FOTd 
Madox FOTd, whose The Good Soldier is a kind of landmark fOT me, I admire die work 
of Faulkner as weU, I also learned fiom him, though his style is different than mine. 
There are contemporary writers whose wOTks mean a good deal to me. One of the most 
important is J.M, Coetzee, the South AMcan writer. He wrote a book. Waiting for the 
Barbarians, which is a parable fOT the conditions of South AMca. I read a brilUant book 
caUed The Life and Tinae of Michael Kay. I'm deeply impressed by the work of Toni 
Morrison, whose recent book is Beloved, and it is a book about the slave issue in the 
country. She is a brilUant writer, just reading hers is an enormous pleasure. And yet, to 
cross the ocean. Hardy has a great deal of impact on me just as a story-teUer, in terms of 
the way he can make a narrative go and cohere. So you know, a lot of people operate on 
you, 

Chazarreta: What about Latin American writers? 

Thornton: Well, I am greatiy fond of Borges, I have not read a lot of his smff. What 
I have read from Borges changes your view of what can happen in literature, and you 
cannot say that about many people, it seems to me. I taught Ficciones. Still something 
of it is just beyond me; I do not understand what he is doing. The reason is important to 
me; it is my personal seffish reading. As I read him I hear this voice, absolutely unique, 
powerful, humorous, serious voice that's so much better than most writers are capable of 
producing. Immediately, you're in the hands of a master. 
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Chazarreta: So, what about Cortizar? 

Thomton: Cortizar? I find amusing, but not as powerful I don't need Cortdzar in tiie 
way I need Borges, I need to Usten to the rhythms of BOTges's prose, because it reaUy is a 
kind of perfection, even in translation. My Spanish is pathetic, as I told you. But there 
are good translations of it I can just read a paragraph of hun and I reaUze what I have to 
do. He kind of sets up the ideal of what you would like to have for your own rhythms and 
sound, 

Chazarreta: Have you read anything by Garcfa M^uez? 

Thornton: I have read Chronicle for a Deadi Foretold. I Uke his works, I had read part 
of One Hundred Years of SoUmde. before I began Imagining Argentina. But it did not 
sink into the point where it could have had some kind of influence on me. I think that the 
most predominant sense of influence I had whtie writing the b(X)k was that firom Joseph 
Conrad and Ford Madox Ford, mainly because they were in their most successful works 
so attentive to theu- first person narrator. I womed about how to tell Argentina. The 
question I began with was whether Carlos was simply going to teU the story himself, and 
it occurred to me finaUy that this was a wrong decision after I had twenty five pages with 
Carlos saying this is what happened to me, and It did not have the edge, the ironic 
pressure tiiat I wanted it to have. That was when Martfn occuned to me as a solution, but 
as a solution that Conrad uses aU the time with Marlow; it is a solution that Ford Madox 
Ford uses with several of his people. 

Chazarreta: Since we are talking about influences, what is die style of the novel 

Thomton: That's very interesting. Now, what should I say about it? I know what my 
style is, but describing it is a different question. I guess I wanted it to be lyricaUy ironic. 
That's probably the closest I can come. I have a combination of both irony and lyrical. 

Chazarreta: What specific writers have influenced on your style, dieme? 

Thornton: I can't say. I think it is my own. 

Chazarreta: Who's the audience? Since the novel has not been translated into Spanish 
yet. 

Thomton: I was thinking of Argentinians specificaUy as my audience. That book was 
written as a kind of letter to Argentina. It was a clear attempt to tty to address tiie people 
of the world who were suffering and at the same time the idea was that hopefuUy the people 
of this country would read it and by that to do something. 

Chazarreta: If tiie novel is written in EngUsh, how can Argentuuans be the audience? 
In Argentina few people read EngUsh. How does this work? 

Thornton: The language does not present a problem in this sense, I have not thought 
about the difference of languages, i.e., Spanish being tiie language of Argentina or 
EngUsh being mine. I tiiink of the people who can somehow jump this language barrier. 
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Chazarreta: Nevertheless, in die practical sense, not many people wtil be able to read 
sornedung diat is not written ui dieu- native language. Thus, few people in Argentina wtil 
understtmd what you're sayuig ui your book. 

Thomton: That did not occur tome. 

Chazarreta: Have you read Nunca m^s or Never More ? 

Thomton: No. As a matter of fact titis book came out after Imagining Argentina was 
done, I knew It was ui tiie press, and wanted it It came out a couple of montiis after tius 
was pubUshed. I probably would have been uitimidated if I had seen titis gigantic list of 
things that I was trying to deal with, 

Chazarreta: Which was die starting point of your book? 

Thomton: It was an image of die Motiiers of tiie Plaza de Mayo, hi fact tiiat'sfrom 
where it aU came about I knew I was going to write about Argentina, but I did not know 
where I was going to go and I happened to see an interview witii one of the mothers in 
television, I sat down inunediately after I saw die interview and two hours later I had die 
outline fOT the novel, to which I was able to stick, I sensed tiie courage of tiiese women; 
they reaUy put it together fOT me, 

Chazarreta: How long did it take you to write the novel? 

Thornton: Probably a year and a half. It was fast There were two drafts, I sent tiie 
second draft to my agent with a note tiiat said, " I just want you to see this how it works," 
and he accepted it, A couple of months later, my agent's editor bought it. I wanted mwe 
time to work on it, but he wanted to bring it out fast EssentiaUy, it is my early drafts. 
There are things that I would like to work on a greater length. On the other hand, I 
wanted to make this statement as fast as I could. And since the book seems to pretty much 
write itself. 

Chazarreta: Why didn't you give mOTe importance to dialogue in the novel? 

Thomton: I do not know why. That's just the way it came out. Fve been drawn to the 
sound of the nartatOT's voice as a writer. That's something that I feel most comfortable 
with. My second novel is the same thing. That's just how it worics right now. I can 
only teU you what I know, I do not know the answer to that except that it sounds authentic 
to me as I am writing, 

Chazarreta: Did you know what was going to happen to your characters, especiaUy to 
Cectiia? 

Thomton: To be honest I didn't I knew that Carlos was going to lose CeciUa, and 
that he probably was going to find her, I did not know that they were going to have 
Teresa and that she was going to disappear. I wasn't even clear at the outset diat Carlos 
was going to find CeciUa intact. I didn't know. 
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Chazarreta: What can you teU me about the sttucture of the novel? 

Thomton: In one sense you can say it is a coUection of short stories. In another sense 
you can say that titis is a frame-tale. In another sense, you can say it's a regular narrative 
in which Carlos and Martfn altemately teU die stories of various people, TTus was 
intentional because it's a story about a story-teUer and the power of stories. 

Chazarreta: On the scheme of the novel, when does the novel start? 

Thomton: I was figuring roughly that the events Martfn is talking about began very 
shortly after the war was over. I wanted to keep it fairly vague, 

Chazarreta: What can you teU me about the psychology of of the main characters? Did 
you use Jung as a source? 

Thomton: No, I'U teU you what I know. When I decided that I was going to write 
about the disappeared, I decided that I was going to find some way to vary conditions, at 
least the conditions of some of them because it was intolerable to me. And I said to 
myself, "How are you going to deal wim this?" It occurred to me that one way was to 
find a way to go beyond what we caU "reaUty," to find an altemative, to find some 
metaphysical power which Carios has. It was a matter of necessity for him to be able to 
do tius, 

Chazarreta: Do you beUeve that some people can have this type of gift? 

Thomton: I beUeve it fOT the purpose for the novel In real life, I beUeve that the power 
of imagination is extraordinary. 

Chazarreta: Who is C!arlos in your life? 

Thornton: He is pretty much in my imagination. I think that Carlos and Martfn are two 
parts of me. 

Chazarreta: Is Carlos Orpheus? 

Thornton: No. There is not an intentional paraUel witii Orpheus's story. Now, I 
know tiiat's a possibiUty, 

Chazarreta: What can you teU me of tiie psychology of die main characters, espedaUy 
of Carlos and his gift? Did you refer to C,G, Jung? 

Thomton: Carlos is stiU a mystery to me, I had no conscious recourse to Jung or 
anyone else, AU I knew was diat he discovered his power, 

Chazarreta: Does Carlos have any fatiure as a hero? 

Thomton: I see only strength and determination in him. 

Chazarreta: Why did you choose a fOTdgn name for the narrator even though he is an 
Argentine? Is Mart&i an alter ego of Jacobo Timerman? 
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Thomton: I liked the way it sounded. I hadn't thought of him as an extension of 
Timerman, but I like the idea. 

Chazarreta: From where did you get information about Carlos and Cecilia? 

Thomton: There are some private events diat I'd prefer not to talk about that went into 
Carlos's search for CeciUa. Other than that, tiie characters simply came to me. I don't 
think that they are modelled after anyone in particular. 

Chazarreta: How do you consider yourself as a writer? 

Thomton: I am a poUtical noveUst. I beUeve that writers must/should be engaged. 
That is why so much of contemporary American fiction seems self-indulgent to me. 
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At four o'clock, September 29, 1989, Mr. Mine caUed me fiom El Salvador to 

have a conversation about his novel. Champions of die Worid. At diat time. Mine was a 

correspondent ui El SalvadOT, The uiterview presented here reflects tiie autiior's interest 

about Uterattn-e, He spoke about his Uterary diemes, his personal concems and his Ufe. 

The metiiod of conducting tiiis dialogue was simple. He kindly offered to answer my 

questions without setting restrictions, I divided titis interview into two parts, a) personal 

questions, and b) questions about the work. This conversation is a gift from die writer, 

to whom I am especiaUy indebted fOT his dieme and good wiU, It is important to note diat 

Douglas Mine is sttil a correspondent of war in El Salvador, 

Personal Questions: Background of the Author 

Rosa Chazarreta: Where were you bom? 

Douglas Mine: I was bom in New Jersey, 

Chazarreta: In what university did you smdy? What is your degree? 

Mine: I smdied at ComeU University and graduated with a degree in Anthropology and 
History, 

Chazarreta: When did you become a joumaUst? Which was your first job as a 
joumalist and where were you assigned to go? 

Mine: I have never smdied to be a joumaUst I had a good social science background, 
something like a Renaissance type of education that allowed me to look fOT a job in the 
Assodated Press, During that time the A,P, did not require a degree in joumalism and that 
is the reason I could find a job with them. My first job as a joumalist was in 1976, and it 
went from September to December with the A,P, It was a part time job. When I firushed 
my bachelor's degree, I had neither the economic means nor the desire to go for a 
doctorate degree nor did I want stay in the Urtited States, Unfortunately, my education, 
which was good, could not provide me witii a good job. In my field, one needs to have a 
Ph.D, to be able to work as an antiuopologist or an historian. Thus, at the end 1978 I 
dedded to WOTIC for the A.P, and I received a fitil time job as a joumaUst I started with 
the radial division in January 1979, BefOTe I became a fuU time joumalist, I spent two 
years as a blue-coUar worker, I was a ttnck-driver widi my brodier, I also did house 
roofing for a while, but I dedded diat I did not want to do diat for die rest of my Ufe, and 
caUed up A.P. for a fuU job. 
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Chazarreta: I read tiiat you ttaveUed to AMca, fiom Cape Town to Cairo du-ough die 
eastem half of AMca for eight montiis, and tiien you backpacked again, for anotiier eight 
montiis, from CaUfomia to Ecuador, When did you go to tiiose places? Why did you 
decide to take tiiose ttips? What was tiie main purpose of die ttips? Did you go alone, or 
did you have a group of odier young people widi you? 

Mine: I took a Mp to AMca in 1973 widi a Mend, I was nuieteen years old. I dropped 
out from college because I wanted to experience odier places and odier culdues. This ttip 
had a formative role ui my Ufe. I was not sure what to smdy, but by 1973, after I came 
back from AMca, I became uiterested in die Third World countries. Thus, I planned to 
leave die United States (I was never a nationaUst Uke many people in my country). I also 
spent a summer going to Europe. In 1977, witii a high school Mend of mine, I took a 
trip fiom CaUfomia to Colombia, 

Chazarreta: What are your poUtical ideas? Are diese die same ones when you were ui 
coUege? 

Mine: When I was ui coUege I was a radical. Now I am a moderate, I can say that I 
am a social democrat with tendency to die left, I do admire Felipe Gonzdlez from die 
Spartish Social Party, I am a Marxist with respect to econonuc analysis; however, lam 
against totaUtarian govemments. 

Chazarreta: In what way are your poUtical beUefs related to Uterature? 

Mine: Some people said that my novel is a kind of political novel. It is to a certain 
degree, PoUtical views are motivating factors in people's Uves, PoUtics affect people's 
lives. It is inescapable not to write about poUtics when one is writing about the Third 
World, in this case Latin America, However, my novel is about human beings. In 
addition, what creates the circumstances of people is their poUtical setting, FOT instance, 
that Ana and Diego are abducted by the governmental forces is not mere coincidence, but it 
is a response to their (the characters) poUtical activities and disagreement with the miUtary 
ralers of the time. I do not see myself writing about domestic (suburban reality of the 
United States) type of subjects, like John Updike; although he writes about the human 
drama. I do not feel like spending time on "domestic stuff," but I am motivated by the 
social-poUtical reaUties of people. 

Chazarreta: What does interest you in Latin America? 

Mine: I spent ten years of my life in Latin America, The Mendship I developed with 
Latin America is sttong. In addition, I am caught up in the dynamic of Latin America. 
Also, I am married to an Argentine and my in-laws are my second famtiy, I care about 
them, I like to feel like an American (nOT in the United States COTicept of the term). I think 
that there wiU be a new world of mentaUty, Thus, it is unportant that botii the United 
States and Latin America get to a better understanding of each other, FOT instance, now in 
tiie United States we have people (die majority) with German sumames, but this is gouig 
to change soon. There wiU be more people with Spanish sumames than German. 

Chazarreta: What do you diutic is wrong widi die relationship of tiie United States 
poUtical relationship with Latin America? 
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Mine: The exploitative relationship that exists. Latin America became a new type of 
colony for tiie United States. The United States is an empire, I dtink it is going to be 
hard to change tius type of relationship because of econonuc reasons. The good Ufe ui tiie 
United States is based on other countties, FOT instance, die coffee diey drink, die rabber 
for die tu-es, ete„ aU diat comes firom Jamaica, Colombia, Indonesia, etc. In die United 
States, the people do not reaUze diat there is an exploitation of cheap products tiiat come 
from somewhere else to satisfy their consummation. In order to change this type of 
coloniaUsm, Latin America should start getting condol of its own resources. 

General and Specific Questions about the Novel 

Chazarreta: How was your novel received in the United States? 

Mine: The reception of the novel was smaU; eight thousand to nine diousand copies were 
published, I think it sold around six thousand copies. My pubUsher thought it was a 
success. The novel did not get much pubUcity. The publishers were not in the position to 
put more money into advertising, and I understand that. 

Chazarreta: What reaction did you get from the reviews? 

Mine: The critical reception varied. For instance, PubUshers Weeklv was positive: on 
the other hand. The New York Times Book Review was negative, which made me feel 
bad. The NYTBR criticized tiie style of the prose. They were more concemed about the 
form than the content I wrote the novel in a straightforward style. Nevertheless, I 
became more positive when I found out that the novel, which was circulated among 
seventy people who were wOTking in different Latui American countries, for instance, 
Managua, Lima, etc, had a more satisfying reception, I did care what these people, 
who I never met, had to say because they knew mOTe about the given simation, 

Chazarreta: When did you start writing the novel? How long did it take you to finish? 
Were you in Argentina whtie you were writing it? Did you have any help OT advice fiom 
any other person from the United States OT Argentina? 

Mine: I started writing early in 1984 and finished half of it by October 1985, The 
writing of the book was my own, I did not have any advice. Then I came to tiie United 
States with a draft of one hundred pages and I got ui touch witii my editor. She gave me 
good critidsm and helped me to change some basic mistakes. The book depicts the 
poUtical/social reaUty of Argentina, so I spent some years as a correspondent gatiiering 
material fOT the narration. For the first part of the novel, I coUected a great deal of 
information from the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, and also firom Mends. I talked with 
twenty or thirty motiiers (for one hundred hours), and their stories served as notes for the 
book. The audience was the United States, but it was not for a broad audience. In the 
United States few people are interested in matters that do not pertain to them. 

Chazarreta: Are you tiiinking of translating this work into Spanish? 

Mine: Yes, I would Uke the novel to be ttanslated in Spartish, 
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Chazarreta: What was the purpose of choosing this subject for your novel? 

Mine: The purpose of choosing this subject was to try to contribute to literature in the 
world. I never meant to write for commercial purposes, I wanted to write a serious 
novel The subject is a human drama. Argentina is die setting where tiie novel takes 
place. The World Soccer Cup and tiie Malvuias's confUct were el tel6n de fondo. But I 
wanted tiiis work to have a universal appeal, Uke most works of art should be. There are 
some cradal scenes in the novel diat I knew, FOT uistance, I knew diat Diego was going 
to end up digging his own grave whtie he was Ustening to the algarabfa of the people at the 
stadiiun. I heard some commentaries diat what happened to the MagUone famtiy was 
unbeUevable- This is ignorance, because titis happened. There were fanuUes diat were 
devoured by the dirty war in Argentina. 

Chazarreta: What were the sources for writing the first part of your novel? 

Mine: The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, El Grtifico was another important source to 
describe in detati what happened during the soccer matches in 1978, I had widi me many 
magazines which helped me with the detatied description of the matches, 

Chazarreta: Have you met people like your characters such as the MagUone famtiy, 
Jos6, the Catamarquefio, Frandsca and Juan Otero? Is Alejandro Malone a real 
character? 

Mine: Yes, I met people like my characters, I used to go to the viUa miserias in Buenos 
Aires and take notes of their way of Uving. 

Chazarreta: Have you ever met Menotti, Massera, Videla, and Galtieri? 

Mine: No, I have never met them. I only met General Viola, 

Chazarreta: One of the themes of the novel is that life is a game or that life is a chance. 
Do you think that that is the ttuth in aU Uves OT just in Argentina OT any odier oppressed 
country? What can you comment on this? 

Mine: The sub-theme is die idea of pan v cueo appUed by hundreds of govemments. 
Yes, Ufe is a game/chance, not only for Argentina but fOT any human being condoUed by 
the govemment For instance, when Alejandro comes back fiom the war, hedien 
reaUzes of aU die Ues told by die miUtary, and dien he is able to taUc to his fadier about it 

Chazarreta: What was your purpose of choosing an ItaUan famtiy witiiout religious 
convictions, since tiie maJOTity of Argentine famtiies are CathoUcs? In what way can a 
fanuly Uke tiie MagUones (with anarchist ideology witiiout God, Uke Mikhail who beUeves 
in Mikhail Bakunin) better the country different from the Christian beUefs of diose who are 
CatiioUcs? 

Mine: I tried to portray the human drama. Mikhati is an admirable character. When I 
saw Patagonia rebelde (a 1974 Argentine film), I feU impressed witii die main character. 
The man, like Mikhati, has the patriarchal strength with a certain strong sense of reaUty; 
he also captured tiie sense (the unage) of the imnugrant's reaUty. 
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Chazarreta: Although tiie MagUones do not beUeve in God, diey are in some ways 
pacific and loving people. Thus, where is the pitfaU or weaknesses of the heroes, if there 
is one? 

Mine: Diego was in love with Ana. Thus, when they kiU her, he cannot beUeve in 
God; basically he is an atheist Remember the simulacro of the shooting, his last 
thoughts were in despair, that life was limited, fitil of firastration and that he wiU never be 
like his father, he will never become a grandfather, there wiU be no continuation of Ufe. 
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